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Preface 

Acoustics was originally the study of small pressure waves in air which can be 
detected by the human ear: sound. The scope of acoustics has been extend
ed to higher and lower frequencies: ultrasound and infrasound. Structural 
vibrations are now often included in acoustics. Also the perception of sound 
is an area of acoustical research. In our present introduction we will limit 
ourselves to the original definition and to the propagation in fluids like air 
and water. In such a case acoustics is a part of fluid dynamics. 

A major problem of fluid dynamics is that the equations of motion are non
linear. This implies that an exact general solution of these equations is not 
available. Acoustics is a first order approximation in which non-linear effects 
are neglected. In classical acoustics the generation of sound is considered to 
be a boundary condition problem. The sound generated by a loudspeaker 
or any unsteady movement of a solid boundary are examples of the sound 
generation mechanism in classical acoustics. In the present course we will 
also include some aero-acoustic processes of sound generation: heat trans
fer and turbulence. Turbulence is a chaotic motion dominated by non-linear 
convective forces. An accurate deterministic description of turbulent flows is 
not available. The key of the famous Lighthill theory of sound generation by 
turbulence is the use of an integral equation which is much more suitable to 
introducing approximations than a differential equation. We therefore dis
cuss in some detail the use of Green's functions to derive integral equations. 

Next to Lighthill's approach which leads to order of magnitude estimate of 
sound production by complex flows we also describe briefly the theory of 
vortex sound which can be used when a simple deterministic description is 
available for a flow at low Mach numbers (for velocities small compared to 
the speed of sound). 

This course is inspired by the book of Dowling and Ffowcs Williams: "Sound 
and Sources of Sound" [29]. We also used the lecture notes of the course 
on aero- and hydroacoustics given by Crighton, Dowling, Ffowcs Williams, 
Heckel and Leppington [23]. 



ii 

Among the literature on acoustics the book of Pierce [93] is an excellent 
introduction available for a low price from the Acoustical Society of America. 

In the preparation of the lecture notes we consulted various books which 
cover different aspects of the problem [78],[52],[69],[36],[9],[56],[121],[91],[62], 
[114],[8],[89],[27],[11],[88],[19]. We use when possible the notation of Dowling 
and Ffowcs Williams [29]. 

We recommend the use of the books of Dowling and Ffowcs Williams [29] 
and Pierce [93], as well as Crighton et al. [23], as complementary to these 
lecture notes. 

RienstraHirschberg 2 Jun 1997 9:59 
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1 Son'le fluid dynamics 

1.1 Conservation laws and constitutive 
equations 

In fluid dynamics we consider gas and liquids as a continuum: we assume 
that we can define a "fluid particle" which is large compared to molecular 
scales but small compared to the other length scales in our problem. We can 
describe the fluid motion by using the laws of mass, momentum and energy 
conservation applied to an elementary fluid particle. The integral form of 
the equations of conservation are given in Appendix A. Applying these laws 
to an infinitesimal volume element yields the equations in differential formr 
which assumes that the fluid properties are continuous and that derivatives 
exist. In some cases we will therefore use the more general integral laws. A 
conservation law in differential form may be written as the time derivative 
of the density of a property plus the divergence of the flux of this property 
being equal to the source per unit volume of this property in the particle 
[93], [121], [114] ,[8] ,[89). 

In differential form1 we have for the mass conservation: 

or 
{Jp {} 
-+-(pvi) =m at {}xi 

(1.1) 

where p is the fluid derisity and v = (Vi) is the flow velocity at position 
x = (xi) and time t. In principle as we consider a non-relativistic situation 
mass is conserved hence in general m = 0. The mass source term m can, 
however, be used as a representation for a complex process which we do 

1 For convenience later we present the basic conservation laws here both in the Gibbs 
notation and the Cartesian tensor notation. In the latter, the summation over the values 
1,2,3 is understood with respect to all suffixes which appear twice in a given term. See 
also the appendix of [8]. 



2 1 Some fluid dynamics 

not want to describe in detail. We will see, for example, that the action 
of a pulsating sphere or of heat injection is well approximated by such a 
mass source term. There is, on the other hand, some arbitrariness in the 
definition of m, which we will specify later when we discuss the conservation 
of momentum and energy. 

The momentum conservation law is2 : 

a 
ot (pv) + \7 • (P + pvv) = f 

or 
a a 
ot (pvi) +ox. (~j + PViVj) = fi 

J 

(1.2) 

where f = (/i) is an external force density (like the gravitational force) and 
P = (Ptj) is minus the fluid stress tensor. In some cases one can represent 
the effect of an object like a propeller by a force density f acting on the fluid 
as a source of momentum. 

The fluid stress tensor is related· to the pressure p and the viscous stress 
tensor T = ( Tij) by the relationship: 

p =pi-T 

or (1.3) 

P:·-po··-'T"·· tJ - ~J 1 tJ 

where I = (8ij) is the unit tensor, and Oij the Kronecker3 delta. In most 
of the applications which we consider in the sequel, we can neglect the vis
cous stresses. When this is not the case one usually assumes a relationship 
between T and the deformation rate of the fluid element, expressed in the 
rate-of-strain tensor Vv+ (Vv)T. It should be noted that a characteristic of 
a fluid is that it opposes a rate of deformation, rather than the deformation 
itself, as in the case of a solid. When this relation is linear the fluid is de
scribed as Newtonian and the resulting momentum conservation equation is 
referred to as the Navier Stokes equation. Even with such a drastic simplifi
cation, for compressible fluids as we consider in acoustics, the equations are 
quite complicated. A considerable simplification is obtained when we assume 
Stokes' hypothesis, that the fluid is in local thermodynamic equilibrium, so 
that the pressure p and the thermodynamic pressure are equivalent. In such 
a case we have: 

2The dyadic product of two vectors v and w is the tensor vw = (v;wi)· 

3 §,J { 1 if i = j' 
0 if i ::/: j. 

RienstraHirschberg 2 Jun 1997 9:59 



1.1 Conservation laws and constitutive equations 3 

or (1.4) 

Tij = TJ (OVi + OVj)- ~TJ (OVk) Oij 
OXj OXi 3 OXk 

where TJ is the dynamic viscosity. Equation (1.4) is what we call a constitu
tive equation. The viscosity TJ is determined experimentally and depends in 
general on the temperature T and the pressure p. At high frequencies the 
assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium may partially fail resulting in a 
dissipation related to volume changes \7 ·V which is described with a volume 
viscosity parameter not simply related to TJ [124],[93]. These effects are also 
significant in the propagation of sound in dusty gases or in air over large 
distances [121]. 

In general the energy conservation law is given by ([121],[8],[89]): 

:tp(e + ~v2) + \7 • (pv(e + !v
2
)) = 

-\7 · (pv) - \7 · q + \7 · ( r · v) + f · v + m ( e + pIp - ! v2
) 

or (1.5) 

!!_p(e + lv2) + _!!__(pvi(e + lv2)) = 
/)t 2 OXi 2 

8 ( ) oqi 8 ( I 1 2) ~ pvi - ~+~(TiJVj)+fivi+m e+p p- 2v 
UXi UXi UXi 

where v = lvl, e is the internal energy per unit of mass4 and q is the heat 
flux due to heat conduction. Utilizing the freedom in the definition of the 
mass source term m, we have added here the term m(e +pip !v2) to 
obtain a simpler form for the entropy equation to be derived below. 

A commonly used linear constitutive equation for q is Fourier's law: 

q = -KV'T, (1.6) 

where K is the heat conductivity which depends on the pressure p and tem
perature T. Using the fundamental law of thermodynamics for a reversible 
process: 

Tds =de+ pd(p-1
) (1.7) 

4 We call this further the specific internal energy, and simply the energy when there is 
no ambiguity. 

RienstraHirschberg 2 Jun 1997 9:59 



4 1 Some fluid dynamics 

and the equation for mechanical energy, obtained by taking the inner prod
uct of the momentum conservation law (Equation 1.2) with v, we obtain 
the equation for the entropy5 

pT(~; +v·Y's) = -V'·q+r:V'v 

or (1.8) 

where s is the specific entropy or entropy per unit of mass. When heat 
conduction V' ·q and viscous dissipation r: V'v may be neglected, the flow 
is isentropic6 • This means that the entropy s of a fluid particle remains 
constant: 

{)s 
-{) + v·V's = 0. t . 

( 1.9) 

Except for regions near walls this approximation will appear to be quite 
reasonable for most of the applications considered. If initially the entropy is 
equal to a constant value s0 throughout the fluid, it retains this value, and 
we have simply a flow of uniform and constant entropy s = so. Note that 
some authors define this type of flow isentropic. 

Equations (1.1-1.9) still contain more unknowns than equations. As closure 
condition we introduce an additional constitutive equation, for example e = 
e(p, s), which implies with Equation (1.7): 

p p2 ({)e) 
{)p 8 

(1.10a) 

T = ({)e) 
{)s P 

(1.10b) 

In many cases we will specify an equation of state p = p(p, s) rather than 
e = e(p, s). In differential form this becomes: 

(1.11) 

5 Note that T: '\7 v '\7 • ( T • v) v · ( '\7 • T). 
6 When heat transfer is negligible, the flow is adiabatic. It is isentropic when it is 

adiabatic AND reversible. 
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1.1 Conservation laws and constitutive equations 5 

where 

(1.12) 

is the square of the isentropic speed of sound c. While Equation (1.12) is a 
definition of the thermodynamic variable c(p1 s), we will see that c indeed is 
a measure for the speed of sound. When the same equation of state c(p, s) 
is valid for the entire flow we say that the fluid is homogeneous. When the 
density depends only on the pressure we call the fluid barotropic. When the 
fluid is homogeneous and the entropy uniform (ds = 0) we call the flow 
homentropic. · 

In the following chapters we will use the heat capacity at constant volume 
Cv which is defined for a reversible process by 

(1.13) 

For an ideal gas the energy e is a function of the temperature only 

e(T) = loT Cv dT. 

For an ideal gas with constant thermal properties we will often use the 
simplified relation 

e =CvT. (1.14) 

We call this a perfect gas. Expressions for the pressure p and the speed of 
sound c will be given in Section 2.3. A justification for some of the simpli
fications introduced will be given in Chapter 2 where we will consider the 
order of magnitude of various effects and derive the wave equation. Before 
going further we consider some useful approximations and some different 
notations for the basic equations given above. 

RienstraHirschberg 2 Jun 1997 9:59 



6 1 Some fluid dynamics 

1.2 Approximations and alternative forms of 
the conservation laws 

Using the definition of convective (or total) derivative7 DjDt : 

o a = -+v·'V 
Dt at 

{1.15) 

we can write the mass conservation law (1.1) m the absence of a source 
( m = 0) in the form: 

1Dp 
- = -'V·v 

p Dt 
(1.16) 

which dearly shows that the divergence of the velocity \7 ·V is a measure 
for the relative change in density of a fluid particle. Indeed, the divergence 
corresponds to the dilatation rate8 of the fluid particle which vanishes when 
the density is constant. Hence, if we can neglect density changes, the mass 
conservation law reduces to: 

'\7 •V = 0. (1.17) 

This is the continuity equation for incompressible fluids. The mass conserva
tion law (1.16) simply expresses the fact that a fluid particle has a constant 
mass. 

By using the mass conservation law (1.1) without mass source {m = 0) 
we can write9 the momentum conservation law for a frictionless fluid (\7 ·T 

negligible) as: 

Dv 
p- = -'Vp+ f. 

Dt 
.(1.18) 

This is Euler's equation, which corresponds to the second law of Newton 
(force = mass x acceleration) applied to a specific fluid element with a 
constant mass. The mass remains constant because we consider a specific 

7 Note that the total derivative D/ fDt of a function f = f(x;, t) and velocity field v; 

denotes just the ordinary time derivative d/ fdt of f(x;(t), t) for a path x; = x;( t) defined 
by x; = v;, i.e. moving with a particle along x; = x;(t). 

8 Dilatation rate =rate of relative volume change. 
9 (pv)t+ 'V • (pvv) = PtV+PVt + 'V ·(pv)v+ p(v· 'V')v = [Pt+ 'V •(pv)]v+p[vt+(v• 'V')v]. 
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1.2 Approximations and alternative forms of the conservation laws 7 

. material element. In the absence of friction there are no tangential stresses 
acting on the surface of the fluid particle. The motion is induced by the 
normal stresses (pressure force) -\7 p and the bulk forces f. Note that the 
presence of a non-vanishing mass production m in the continuity equation 
(1.1) implies an additional term -mv in the right hand side of (1.18) which 
should not be forgotten if we start a derivation from (1.18) instead of the 
original momentum conservation law (1.2). With external force and mass 
production equation (1.18) becomes: 

Dv 
p Dt = -\7 p + f - mv. (1.19) 

This corresponds to the hypothesis .that the injected mass has no velocity 
in the laboratory frame of reference. The amount of momentum mv has to 
be provided to this mass by the surrounding fluid in order to accelerate the 
injected mass up to the local velocity v. 

In general the velocity v, like any vector field, can be split into an irrotational 
part and a solenoidal part: 

V = \lcp+ \7 X 1/F 

or 

with \J.Y, 0, 

with owi -0 ox·- ' 
J 

(1.20) 

where cp is a scalar velocity potential, 1/F = (\Iii) a vectorial velocity poten
tial or vector stream function, and f.ijk the permutation symbol10 • A flow 
described by the scalar potential only (v = "Vtp) is called a potential flow. 
This is an important concept because the acoustic aspects of the flow are 
linked to 'P· This is seen from the fact that \J. (\7 x 1/F) = 0 so that the 
compressibility of the flow is described by the scalar potential 'P· We have 
from (1.16): 

(1.21) 

From this it is obvious that the flow related to the acoustic field is an 
irrotational flow. A useful definition of the acoustic field is therefore: the 

{ 

+1 if ijk = 123,231, or 312, 
10 

fijk = -1 if ijk = 321, 132, or 213, 
0 if any two indices are alike. 

Note that v x w = (€ijkVjWk)· 
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8 1 Some fluid dynamics 

unsteady component of the irrotational flow field '\7 'P· The vector stream 
function describes the vorticity w '\7 x v in the flow, because '\7 x 'V<p = 0. 
Hence we have11 : 

(1.22) 

It can be shown that the vorticity w corresponds to twice the angular ve
locity n of a fluid particle. When p = p(p) is a function of p only, like in a 
homentropic flow (uniform constant entropy ds = 0), and in the absence of 
tangential forces due to the viscosity ( T = 0), we can eliminate the pressure 
and density from Euler's equation by taking the curl of this equation, to 
obtain 

aw 
-+v·'Vw at 

1 
w·'Vv- w'V·v+ -'\7 X f. 

p 
(1.23) 

We see that vorticity of the particle is changed either by stretching12 or by 
a non-conservative external force field. In a two-dimensional incompressible 
flow ('V·v = 0), with velocity v = (vx,Vy 1 0), the vorticity w (O,O,wz) is 
not affected by stretching because there is no flow component in the direction 
of w. Apart from the source term '\7 x f, the momentum conservation law 
reduces to a purely kinematic law. Hence we can say that .P (and w) is 
linked to the kinematic aspects of the flow. 

Using the definition of the specific enthalpy i: 

. p 
z = e+

p 
(1.24) 

and the fundamental law of thermodynamics (1.7) we find for a homentropic 
flow (homogeneous fluid with ds = 0): 

di = dp. 
p 

11 Note that for any vector field A: v X (V X A)= V(V ·A)- V2 A. 

(1.25) 

12The stretching of an incompressible particle of fluid implies by conservation of angular 
momentum an increase of rotation, because the particle's lateral dimension is reduced. In a 
viscous flow tangential forces due to the viscous stress do change the fluid particle angular 
momentum, because they exert a torque on the fluid particle. 
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1.2 Approximations and alternative forms of the conservation laws 9 

Hence we can write Euler's equation (1.18) as: 

Dv ~· 1f 
-=-v~+-. 
Dt p 

(1.26) 

We define the total specific enthalpy B (Bernoulli constant) of the flow by: 

(1.27) 

The total enthalpy B corresponds to the enthalpy which is reached in a 
hypothetical fully reversible process when the fluid particle is decelerated 
down to a zero velocity (reservoir state). Using the vector identity: 

we can write Euler's equation (1.18) in Crocco's form: 

8v 1 
- = -VB - w X v + -f 
8t p 

(1.28) 

which will be used when we consider the sound production by vorticity. The 
acceleration w x v corresponds to the acceleration of Coriolis experienced 
by an observer moving with the particle which is rotating at an angular 
velocity of n = !w. 
When the flow is irrotational in the absence of external force (f = 0), with 
v = V<p and hence w = V x Vr.p = 0, we can rewrite (1.26) into: 

8V<p ~B 
8t + v 0, 

which may be integrated to Bernoulli's equation: 

= g(t), or (1.29a) 

(1.29b) 

where g(t) is a function determined by boundary conditions. As only the 
gradient of r.p is important ( v = V r.p) we can, without loss of generality, 
absorb g(t) into rp and use g(t) = 0. In acoustics the Bernoulli equation will 
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10 1 Some fluid dynamics 

appear to be very useful. We will see in Section 2.7 that for an homentropic 
flow we can write the energy conservation law (1.9) in the form: 

a 
8t (pB p) + V · (pv B) = f ·V , or (1.30a) 

:t (p(e+ !v2
)) + 'V·(pvB) = f·v. (1.30b) 

Exercises 

a) Derive Euler's equation (1.18) from the conservation laws (1.1) and 
( 1.2). 

b) Derive the entropy conservation law (1.9) from the energy conservation 
law (1.5) and the second law of thermodynamics (1.7). 

c) Derive Bernoulli's equation (1.29b) from Crocco's equation (1.28). 

d) Is the trace ~~i of the stress tensor Pij always equal to the thermo
dynamic pressure p (8ej8p- 1)s? 
Answer: Only if thermodynamic equilibrium prevails. 

e) Consider, as a model for a water pistol, a piston pushing with a con
stant acceleration a water from a tube 1 with surface area A1 and 
length £1 through a tube 2 of surface A2 and length £2. Calculate the 
force necessary to move the piston if the water compressibility can be 
neglected and the water forms a free jet at the exit of tube 2. Neglect 
the non-uniformity of the flow in the transition region between the 
two tubes. What is the ratio of the pressure drop over the two tubes 
at t = 0? 
Answer: The pressure on the piston p1 can be related to the atmo
spheric pressure p2 in the free jet by using the unsteady Bernoulli 
equation (1.29b) applied to an incompressible fluid (p Po): 

81:!.¢ 1 ( 2 --+- v2 at 2 
2) + P2- P1 _ O 

vl - . 
Po 

By neglecting the non-uniformity of the flow we have 
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1.2 Approximations and alternative forms of the conservation laws 11 

Using the mass conservation law (1.17) for an incompressible fluid we 
find by continuity of the volume flux 

Hence1 the equation of Bernoulli becomes, with Vt = at, 

At t 0 we have a ratio of the pressure drop, determined by the ratio 
of the potential difference, of 
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2 Wave equation, speed of sound, and 
acoustic energy 

2.1 Order of magnitude estimates 

Starting from the conservation laws and the constitutive equations given in 
Section 1.2 we will obtain after linearization a wave equation in the next 
section. This implies that we can justify the approximation introduced in 
Section 1.2, (homentropic flow), and that we can show that in general, sound 
is a small perturbation of a steady state, so that second order effects can be 
neglected. We therefore consider here some order of magnitude estimates of 
the various phenomena involved in sound propagation. 

We have defined sound as a pressure perturbation p' which propagates as a 
wave and which is detectable by the human ear. We limit ourselves to air 
and water. In dry air at 20°C the speed of sound cis 344m/s, while in water 
a typical value of 1500 m/s is found. In Section 2.3 we will discuss the de
pendence of the speed of sound on various parameters (such as tern perature, 
etc.). For harmonic pressure fluctuations, the typical range of frequency of 
the human ear is: 

20 Hz ::; f ::; 20 kHz. (2.1) 

The maximum sensitivity of the ear is around 3 kHz, (which corresponds to 
a policeman's whistle!). Sound involves a large range of power levels: 

- when whispering we produce about 10-10 Watts, 
- when shouting we produce about w-5 Watts, 
- a jet airplane at take off produces about 105 Watts. 

In view of this large range of power levels and because our ear has roughly a 
logarithmic sensitivity we commonly use the decibel scale to measure sound 
levels. The Sound Power Level (PWL) is given in decibel (dB) by: 

PWL = 10log10(Power/10-12W). (2.2) 
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The Sound Pressure Level (SPL) is given by: 

(2.3) 

where P~ms is the root mean square of the acoustic pressure fluctuations 
p', and where Pref = 2 · 10-5 Pa in air and Pref = w-6 Pa in other media. 
The sound intensity I is defined as the energy flux (power per surface area) 
corresponding to sound propagation. The Intensity Level (IL) is given by: 

(2.4) 

The reference pressure level in air Pref = 2 · 10-5 Pa corresponds to the 
threshold of hearing at 1kHz for a typical human ear. The reference intensity 
level Ire£ = 10-12 W /m2 is related to this P~ef = 2 · 10-5 Pa in air by the 
relationship valid for plane waves: 

I _ 12 I 
- Prms PoCo (2.5) 

where p0 c0 = 4 · 102 kgfm2s for air under atmospheric conditions. Equation 
(2.5) will be derived later. 

The threshold of pain1 (140 dB) corresponds in air to pressure fluctuations 
of P~ms = 200 Pa. The corresponding relative density fluctuations p'/ po are 
given at atmospheric pressure Po = 105 Pa by: 

p' /Po = p' I!Po :5 10-3 (2.6) 

where 1 = CpfCv is the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and 
volume respectively. In general, by defining the speed of sound following 
Equation 1.12, the relative density fluctuations are given by: 

(2.7) 

The factor 1/ poc5 is the adiabatic bulk compressibility modulus of the medi
um. Since for water p0 = 103 kg/m3 and c0 ::::: 1.5 · 103 m/s we see that 
poc5 ~ 2.2·109 Pa, so that a compression wave of 10 bar corresponds to rela
tive density fluctuations of order 10-3 in water. Linear theory will therefore 

1 The SPL which we can only endure for a very short period of time without the risk 
of permanent ear damage. 
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14 2 Wave equation, speed of sound, and acoustic energy 

apply to such compression waves. When large expansion waves are created 
in water the pressure can decrease below the saturation pressure of the liq
uid and cavitation bubbles may appear, which results in strongly non-linear 
behaviour. On the other hand, however, since the formation of bubbles in 
pure water is a slow process, strong expansion waves (negative pressures of 
the order of 103 bar!) can be sustained in water before cavitation appears. 

For acoustic waves in a stagnant medium, a plane wave involves displacement 
of fluid particles with a velocity u' which is given by (as we will see in 
Equations 2.20a, 2.20b): 

I 'I u = p poco. (2.8) 

The factor p0c0 is called the characteristic impedance of the fluid. By divid
ing (2.8) by c0 we see by using {1.12) in the form p' clp' that the acoustic 
Mach number u' I c0 is a measure for the relative density variation p' I Po· In 
the absence of mean flow ( u0 = 0) this implies that a convective term such 
as p(v·Y')v in the momentum conservation (1.18) is of second order and 
can be neglected in a linear approximation. 

The amplitude of the fluid particle displacement 8 corresponding to har
monic wave propagation at a circular frequency w 2tr f is given by: 

o = lu'l/w. (2.9) 

Hence, for f = 1 kHz we have in air: 

SPL = 140 dB, P~ms = 2 · 102 Pa, u' = 5 · 10-1 m/s, 8 = 8 · 10-5 m, 
SPL = 0 dB, P~s 2 · 10-5 Pa, u' = 5 · 10-8 mls, 8 = 1 · 10-11 m. 

In order to justify a linearization of the equations of motion, the acoustic 
displacement 8 should be small compared to the characteristic length scale L 
in the geometry considered. In other words, the acoustical Strouhal number 
Sra = Ll8 should be large. In particular, if 8 is larger than the radius 
of curvature R of the wall at edges the flow will separate from the wall 
resulting into vortex shedding. So a small acoustical Strouhal number Rl 8 
implies that non-linear effects due to vortex shedding are important. This 
is a strongly non-linear effect which becomes important with decreasing 
frequency, because 8 increases when w decreases. 

We see from the data given above that the particle displacement 8 can be 
significantly smaller than the molecular mean free path l which in air at 
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2.1 Order of magnitude estimates 15 

atmospheric pressure is about 5 · 10-8 m. It should be noted that a contin
uum hypothesis as assumed in Chapter 1 does apply to sound even at such 
low amplitudes because 6 is not the relevant length scale. The continuum 
hypothesis is valid if we can define an air particle which is small compared to 
the dimensions of our measuring device (eardrum, diameter D = 5mm) or to 
the wave length .X, but large compared to the mean free path l 5 · 10-8 m. 
It is obvious that we can satisfy this condition since for f = 20kHz the wave 
length: 

A= co/! (2.10) 

is still large (.X::::: 1.7 em) compared to l. In terms of our ear drum we can 
say that although a displacement of 6 10-11 m of an individual molecule 
cannot be measured, the same displacement averaged over a large amount 
of molecules at the ear drum can be heard as sound. 

It appears that for harmonic signals of frequency f = 1 kHz the threshold 
of hearing P~ef 2 · 10-5 Pa corresponds to the thermal fluctuations p~h of 
the atmospheric pressure p0 detected by our ear. This result is obtained by 
calculating the number of molecules N colliding within half an oscillation 
period with our eardrum2 : N "" nD2c0 f2f, where n is the air molecular 
number density3 • As N ::::: 1020 and p~h ::::: p0f VFf we find that p~h ::::: 10-5 Pa. 

In gases the continuum hypothesis is related to the assumption that the wave 
is isentropic and frictionless. In fact both the kinematic viscosity v = 11/ p 
and the heat diffusivity a = K j pCp of a gas can be estimated to be of the 
order of cl, the product of speed of sound c and mean free path l. This 
is due to the fact that in a gas c is a measure for the random (thermal) 
molecular velocity which controls both the diffusion processes of heat and 
momentum. Hence, the ratio of the acoustic wave length .X and the mean 
free path l, which is an acoustic Knudsen number, can also be interpreted 
as an acoustic Fourier number: 

v v 
(2.11) 

2The thermal velocity of molecules may be estimated to be equal to co. 
3 n is calculated for an ideal gas with molar mass M from: n NA pfM = N'Ap/MRT = 

pf1lT (see Section 2.3) where NA is the Avogadro number 
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16 2 Wave equation, speed of sound, and acoustic energy 

which relates the diffusion length (vI f) 112 for viscous effects to the acoustic 
wave length >.. This ratio can also be considered as an order of magnitude 
estimate for the unsteady Reynolds number Ret: 

Ret= (2.12) 

which is, for a plane acoustic wave, the ratio of inertial and viscous forces 
in the momentum conservation law. For air v 1.5 · 10-5 m 2 Is so that 
for f = 1kHz we have Ret = 4 · 107 . We therefore expect viscosity to 
play a significant role only if the sound propagates over distances of 107 

wave lengths or more (3 · 103 km for f = 1kHz). In practice the kinematic 
viscosity appears to be a rather unimportant effect in the attenuation of 
waves in free space. The main dissipation mechanism is the departure from 
thermodynamic equilibrium, due to the relatively long relaxation times of 
molecular motion associated to the internal degrees of freedom (rotation, 
vibration). This effect is related to the so-calle(l bulk or volume viscosity 
which we quoted in Chapter 1. 

In general the attenuation of sound waves increases with frequency. This 
explains why we hear the lower frequencies of an airplane more and more 
accentuated as it flies from near the observation point (e.g. the airport) away 
to large distances ( 10 km). 

In the presence of walls the viscous dissipation and thermal conduction will 
result into a significant attenuation of the waves over quite short distances. 
The amplitude of a plane wave travelling along a tube of cross-sectional 
surface area A and perimeter Lp will decrease with the distance x along the 
tube following an exponential factor e-ax, where the damping coefficient a 
is given at reasonably high frequencies (A/Lv ~ JVTW but wVA/co < 1) 
by [93]: 

L ·( 1- 1) 
a = 2.Ic v;r;; 1 + fo70, · (2.13) 

(This equation will be derived in Section 4.5.) For air 1 CpiCv = 1.4 
while via= 0.72. For a musical instrument at 400Hz, such as the clarinet, 
a= 0.05 m- 1 so that a frictionless approximation is not a very accurate but 
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2.2 Wave equation for a uniform stagnant fluid and compactness 17 

still a fair first approximation. As a general rule, at low amplitudes the vis
cous dissipation is dominant in woodwind instruments at the fundamental 
(lowest) playing frequency. At higher frequencies the radiation losses which 
we will discuss later (Chapter 6) become dominant. Similar arguments hold 
for water, except that because the temperature fluctuations due to com
pression are negligible, the heat conduction is not significant even in the 
presence of walls ( 1' 1). 

A small ratio p' I p0 of acoustic density fluctuations p' to the mean density 
Po implies that over distances of the order of a few wave lengths non-linear 
effects are negligible. When dissipation is very small acoustic waves can 
propagate over such large distances that non-linear effects always become 
significant (we will discuss this in Section 4.2). 

2.2 Wave equation for a uniform stagnant fluid 
and compactness 

2.2.1 Linearization and wave equation 

In the previous section we have seen that in what we call acoustic phenomena 
the density fluctuations p'/ p0 are very small. We also have seen that the fluid 
velocity :fluctuation v' associated with the wave propagation, of the order of 
(p' I po)co, are also small. This justifies the use of a linear approximation of 
the equations describing the fluid motion which we presented in Chapter 1. 

Even with the additional assumption that the flow is frictionless, the equa
tions one obtains may still be complex if we assume a non-uniform mean flow 
or a non-uniform density distribution p0 • A derivation of general linearized 
wave equations is discussed by Pierce [93] and Goldstein [36]. 

We first limit ourselves to the case of acoustic perturbations (p', p', s', v' ... ) 
of a stagnant ( u0 = 0) uniform fluid (p0 , p0 , s0 , .. • ). Such conditions are 
also described in the literature as a quiescent fluid. In a quiescent fluid the 
equations of motion given in Chapter 1 simplify to: 

&p' Tt +Po V' ·v' = 0 (2.14a) 

8v1 

Po &t + Vp' = 0 (2.14b) 

&s' 8f = 0 (2.14c) 
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18 2 Wave equation, speed of sound, and acoustic energy 

where second order terms in the perturbations have been neglected. The 
constitutive equation (1.12) becomes: 

(2.15) 

By subtracting the time derivative of the mass conservation law (2.14a) from 
the divergence of the momentum conservation law (2.14b) we eliminate v' 
to obtain: 

(2.16) 

Using the constitutive equation p' = c&p' (2.15) to eliminate either p' or p' 
yields the wave equations: 

[j2pl 
c5Vzp' = 0 &t2 (2.17a) 

or 
[j2p' 

c~'\lzp' = 0. [)t2 (2.17b) 

Using the linearized Bernoulli equation: 

8v/ p' -+- 0 
8t po 

(2.18) 

which should be valid because the acoustic field is irrotational4 , we can 
derive from (2.17a) a wave equation for 8<p' / 8t. We find therefore that <p1 

satisfies the same wave equation as the pressure and the density: 

(2.19) 

Taking the gradient of (2.19) we obtain a wave equation for the velocity 
v' = '\! <p1

• Although a rather abstract quantity, the potential <p1 is convenient 
for many calculations in acoustics. The linearized Bernoulli equation (2.18) 
is used to translate the results obtained for <p1 into less abstract quantities 
such as the pressure fluctuations p'. 

4 In the case considered this property follows from the fact that V x (poftv' + Vp) 
po £(V x v') 0. In general this property is imposed by the definition of the acoustic 
field. 
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2.2 Wave equation for a uniform stagnant fluid and compactness 19 

2.2.2 Simple solutions 

Two of the most simple and therefore most important solutions to the wave 
equation are d'Alembert's solution in one and three dimensions. In 1-D we 
have the general solution 

p' = f(x- cot)+ g(x +cot), 

u' = -
1
- (f(x- cot) - g(x +cot)), 

PoCo 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

where f and g are determined by boundary and initial conditions, but oth
erwise they are arbitrary. As is seen from the respective arguments x ±cot, 
the "f"-part corresponds to a right-running wave (in positive x-direction) 
and the "g" -part to a left-running wave. This solution is especially useful to 
describe low frequent sound waves in hard-walled ducts, and free field plane 
waves. To allow for a general orientation of the coordinate system, a free 
field plane wave is in general written as 

p' = f(n·x- cot), 
, f(n·x- cot) 

u = n, 
PoCo 

where the direction of propagation is given by the unit vector n. Rather than 
only left- and right-running waves as in the 1-D case, in free field any sum 
over directions n may be taken. A time harmonic plane wave of frequency 
w is usually written in complex form 5 as 

I I iwt-k·X p,u r-ve , 

where the wave-number vector, or wave vector, k = n(wjc0 ) indicates the 
direction of propagation of the wave. 

In 3-D we have a general solution for spherically symmetric waves (i.e. 
depending only on radial distance r). They are rather similar to the 1-D 
solution, because the combination rp(r, t) happens to satisfy the 1-D wave 
equation (see Section 6.2). Since the outward radiated wave energy spreads 

5 The physical quantity considered is described by the real part. 
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20 2 Wave equation, speed of sound, and acoustic energy 

out over the surface of a sphere, the inherent 1/r-decay is necessary from 
energy conservation arguments. We have for pressure and radial velocity 

I 1 !'( 1 I p = - r- cot)+ -g (r +cot), 
r r 

(2.21a) 

1 1 (1 1 1 ) v = - - f (x cot) - - f(r -cot) 
poco r r2 

1 (!g1(r + c0 t) -
1
2 g(r +cot)), 

poco r r 
(2.21b) 

where f' and g' denote the derivative to the argument. Usually· we have 
only outgoing waves, which means for any physical solution that the field 
vanishes before some time t 0 (causality). Hence, f(z) = 0 for z = r- cot 2 
r- coto 2 -coto because r 2 0, and g(z) = 0 for any z = r +cot ~ r +colo. 
Since r is not restricted from above, this implies that 

g(z) = 0 for all z. 

This solution (2.21a,2.21b) is especially useful to describe the field of small 
symmetric sources (monopoles), modelled in a point. 

Since the role of r and t is symmetric in f and anti-symmetric in g, we 
may formulate the causality condition in t also as a boundary condition in 
r. A causal wave vanishes outside a large sphere, of which the radius grows 
linearly in time with velocity c0 • This remains true for any field in free space 
from a source of finite size, because far away the field simplifies to that of a 
point source (although not necessarily spherically symmetric). 

In the case of the idealization of a time-harmonic field we cannot apply this 
causality condition directly, but we can use a slightly modified form of the 
boundary condition in r, called Sommerfeld's radiation condition: 

(
fJp' fJp' 

lim r -
0 

+ co-
0 

) 
r-+= t r 

0. (2.22) 

A more general discussion on causality for a time-harmonic field will be 
given in Section 3.1.2. 
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2.2 Wave equation for a uniform stagnant fluid and compactness 21 

2.2.3 Compactness 

In regions -for example at boundaries- where the acoustic potential <p1 varies 
significantly over distances L which are short compared to the wave length >., 
the acoustic flow can locally be approximated as an incompressible potential 
flow. Such a region is called compact, and a source of size, much smaller than 
>., is a compact source. For a more precise definition we should assume that 
we can distinguish a typical time scale r or frequency w and length scale L 
in the problem. In dimensionless form the wave equation is then: 

L 
He= 

CoT 
(2.23) 

where f = tlr = wt and = xi/ L . The dimensionless number He is 
called the Helmholtz number. When r and L are well chosen, fP<p' I fJF and 
fJ 2<p1 I ax[ are of the same order of magnitude, and the character of the wave 
motion is completely described by He. In a compact region we have: 

He~ 1. (2.24) 

This may occur, as suggested above, near a singularity where effectively 
(fJ2IfJx[-+ oo), at low frequencies when (fJ2jfJt2 -+ 0), 'or in a fluid with a 
very high speed of sound ( c0 -+ oo). Within the com pact region the time 
derivatives, being multiplied by the small He, may be ignored and the po
tential satisfies to leading order Laplace's equation: 

\72<pl = 0 (2.25) 

which describes an incompressible potential flow (\7 ·v' 0). This allows us 
to use incompressible potential flow theory to derive the local behaviour of 
an acoustic field in a compact region. If the compact region is embedded 
in a larger acoustic region of simpler nature, it acts on the scale of the 
larger region as a point source, usually allowing a relatively simple acoustic 
field. By matching the local incompressible approximation to this "far field" 
solution (spherical waves, plane waves), the solutions may be determined. 
The matching procedure is usually carried out almost intuitively in the first 
order approximation. Higher order approximations are obtained by using 
the method of Matched Asymptotic Expansions (Section 8.5, [23]). 
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22 2 Wave equation, speed of sound, and acoustic energy 

2.3 Speed of sound 

2.3.1 Ideal gas 

In the previous section we have assumed that the speed of sound c5 = 
(fJpjfJp) 8 is constant. However, in many interesting cases co is non-uniform 
in space and this affects the propagation of waves. We therefore give here a 
short review of the dependence of the speed of sound in gas and water on 
some parameters like temperature. 

Air at atmospheric pressure behaves as an ideal gas. The equation of state 
for an ideal gas is: 

p pRT, (2.26) 

where p is the pressure, p is the density and T is the absolute temperature. 
R is the specific gas constant6 which is related to the Boltzmann constant 
ks = 1.38066 ·10-23 JjK and the Avogadro number~ 6.022 ·1023 mol-1 

by: 

R=ks~JM, (2.27) 

where M is the molar mass of the gas (in kg/mol): For air R = 286.73 J /kg K. 
For an ideal gas we have further the relationship: 

R Cp -Cv, (2.28) 

where Cp and Cv are the specific heats at constant pressure and volume, 
respectively. For an ideal gas the internal energy e depends only on the 
temperature [89]: 

de CvdT, (1.13) 

so that by using the second law of thermodynamics, we find for an isentropic 
process (ds = 0): 

Cv dT = -pd(p-1
) 

dT R dp 
or -;y- Cv -;;· (2.29) 

6 The universal gas constant is: 'R = kBNA = 8.31431 JfK mol. 
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2.3 Speed of sound 23 

By using (2.26) and (2.28) we find for an isentropic process: 

dp dT dp dp -+-=- ="(-, 
P T P p 

(2.30) 

where: 

"/ CpfCv (2.31) 

is the Poisson ratio. Comparison of (2.30) with the definition of the speed 
of sound c2 = ({)pjfJp)s yields: 

(2.32) 

We see from this equation that the speed of sound of an ideal gas of given 
chemical composition depends only on the temperature. For a mixture of 
ideal gases with mole fraction Xi of component i the molar mass Misgiven 
by: . 

(2.33) 

where Mi is the molar mass of component i. The Poisson constant "( of the 
mixture can be calculated by: 

(2.34) 

because "/k/bk- 1) = MkCp,k/R and "/k = Cp,k/Cv,k· l-or air"/ = 1.402, 
whilst the speed of sound at T = 273.15 K is c 331.45 m/s. Moisture in 
air will only slightly affect the speed of sound but will drastically affect the 
damping, due to departure from thermodynamic equilibrium [121]. 

The temperature dependence of the speed of sound is responsible for spec
tacular differences in sound propagation in the atmosphere. For example, 
the vertical temperature stratification of the atmosphere (from colder near 
the ground to warmer at higher levels) that occurs on a winter day with 
fresh fallen snow refracts the sound back to the ground level, in a way that 
we hear traffic over much larger distances than on a hot summer afternoon. 
These refraction effects will be discussed in Section 8.4. 
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2.3.2 Water 

For pure water, the speed of sound in the temperature range 273 K to 293 K 
and in the pressure range 105 to 107 Pa can be calculated from the empirical 
formula [93]: 

c = co + a(T - To) + bp (2.35) 

where c0 = 1447m/s, a= 4.0m/sK, To= 283.16K and b = 1.6·10-6 m/sPa. 
The presence of salt in sea water does significantly affect the speed of sound. 

2.3.3 Bubbly liquid at low frequencies 

Also the presence of air bubbles in water can have a dramatic effect on 
the speed of sound. The speed of sound is by definition determined by the 
"mass" density p and the isentropic bulk modulus: 

{2.36) 

which is a measure for the "stiffness" of the fluid. The speed of sound c, 
given by: 

(2.37) 

increases with increasing stiffness, and decreases with increasing inertia 
(density p). In a one-dimensional model consisting of a discrete mass M 
connected by a spring of constant K, we can understand this behaviour in
tuitively. This mass-spring model was used by Newton to derive equation 
(2.37), except for the fact that he used the isothermal bulk modulus KT 
rather than K 8 • This resulted in an error of 1 1/ 2 in the predicted speed of 
sound in air which was corrected by Laplace [121]. 

A small fraction of air bubbles present in water considerably reduces the bulk 
modulus K 8 , while at the same time the density p is not strongly affected. 
As the K 11 of the mixture can approach that for pure air, one observes in 
such mixtures velocities of sound much lower than in air (or water). The 
behaviour of air bubbles at high frequencies involves a possible resonance 
which we will discuss in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6. We now assume that the 
bubbles are in mechanical equilibrium with the water, which allows a low 
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frequency approximation. Combining this assumption with (2.37), following 
Crighton [23], we derive an expression for the soundspeed c of the mixture 
as a function of the volume fraction j3 of gas in the water. The density p of 
the mixture is given by: 

(2.38) 

where pg and p9 are the liquid and gas densities. If we consider a small 
change in pressure dp we obtain: 

dp == (1 _ j3) dpe + j3dp9 + (p _ Pe) dj3 
dp dp dp g dp 

(2.39) 

where we assume both the gas and the liquid to compress isothermally [23]. 
If no gas dissolves in the liquid, so that the mass fraction (j3p9 / p) of gas 
remains constant, we have: 

p dj3 + j3dpg - j3pg dp == 0. 
g dp dp p dp 

(2.40) 

Using the notation c2 = dp/dp, c; == dp/dp9 and c~ == dpfdpe, we find by 
elimination of df3/dp from (2.39) and (2.40): 

~-1-;3+___!!_ 
pc2 - pee; p9c~ · 

(2.41) 

It is interesting to see that for small values of j3 the speed of sound c drops 
drastically from cg at j3 = 0 towards a value lower than c9 • The minimum 
speed of sound occurs at j3 == 0.5, and at 1 bar we find for example in a 
water/air mixture c ~ 24 m/s! In the case of j3 not being close to zero or 
unity, we can use the fact that p9 c; ~ pgc~ and p9 ~ pg, to approximate 
(2.41) by: 

(2.42) 

The gas fraction determines the bulk modulus p9 c;/ j3 of the mixture, while 
the water determines the density ( 1- j3) pg. Hence, we see that the presence of 
bubbles around a ship may dramatically affect the sound propagation near 
the surface. Air bubbles are also introduced in sea water near the surface by 
surface waves. The dynamics of bubbles involving oscillations (see Chapter 4 
and Chapter 6) appear to induce spectacular dispersion effects [23], which 
we have ignored here. 
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2.4 Influence of temperature gradient 

In Section 2.2 we derived a wave equation (2.17a) for an homogeneous stag
nant medium. We have seen in Section 2.3 that the speed of sound in the 
atmosphere is expected to vary considerably as a result of temperature gra
dients. In many cases, when the acoustic wave length is small compared 
to the temperature gradient length (distance over which a significant tem
perature variation occurs) we can still use the wave equation (2.17a). It is 
however interesting to derive a wave equation in the more general case: for 
a stagnant ideal gas with an arbitrary temperature distribution. 

We start from the linearized equations for the conservation of mass, mo
mentum and energy for a stagnant gas: 

op' at+ \7 • (pov') = 0 (2.43a) 

ov' 
Po ot + Vp' = 0 (2.43b) 

os' 8t + v' · \7 so = 0. 

The constitutive equation for isentropic flow (DsjDt = 0): 

Dp'- c2Dp' 
Dt - 0 Dt 

can be written as 7 : 

op' - + v'·Vp0 {)t 
2 ( op' , ) c0 8t + v · \7 Po . 

Combining (2.44) with the continuity equation (2.43a) we find: 

(
{)p' 1 n ) 2n I 0 ot + v · v Po + poc0 v • v = . 

(2.43c) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

If we consider temperature gradients over a small height (in a horizontal 
tube for example) so that the variation in p0 can be neglected (Vpo/Po ~ 
\7To/To), we can approximate (2.45) by: 

, 1 op' 
\7 •V = -----. 

Poc5 ot 
7 Why do we not use (2.15)? 
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Taking the divergence of the momentum conservation law (2.43b) yields: 

~ (\7 ·v') + \7 • (~Vp') = 0. 
ut Po 

By elimination of \7 ·v' we obtain: 

2 ( 1 ') c0 po\7 · -Vp = 0. 
Po 

(2.46) 

For an ideal gas c5 "/Po/ p0 , and since we assumed Po to be uniform, we 
have that poc5, given by: 

2 poc0 "/Po 

is a constant so that equation (2.46) can be written in the form: 

(2.47) 

This is a rather complex wave equation, since c0 is non-uniform. We will 
in Section 8.4 consider approximate solutions for this equation in the case 
(\7 co/ w) ~ 1 and for large propagation distances. This approximation is 
called geometrical or ray acoustics. 

It is interesting to note that, unlike in quiescent (i.e. uniform and stagnant) 
fluids, the wave equation (2.47) for the pressure fluctuation p' in a stagnant 
non-uniform ideal gas is not valid for the density fluctuations. This is because 
here the density fluctuations p1 not only relate to pressure fluctuations but 
also to convective effects (2.44). Which acoustic variable is selected to work 
with is only indifferent in a quiescent fluid. This will be elaborated further 
in the discussion on the sources of sound in Section 2.6. 
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2.5 Influence of mean flow 

In the presence of a mean flow, satisfying 

the linearized conservation laws become: 

op' ( , , ) 8t + V · pov + p vo = pam (2.48a) 

( 0V
1 

I I ) I I f Po ot +vo·Vv +v ·Vvo +pvo·Vvo = -Vp + (2.48b) 

08/ I I 8t +vo·Vs +v ·Vso = 0. (2.48c) 

A wave equation can only be obtained from these equations if simplifying as
sumptions are introduced. For a uniform medium with uniform flow velocity 
vo i= 0 we find: 

D2p' 
_o_ - c2V2p' = 0 
Dt2 o {2.49) 

where 

Do ( 8 ) 
Dt = 8t + vo · V ' 

i.e. a time derivative moving with the mean flow. 

2.6 Sources of sound 

2.6.1 Inverse problem and uniqueness of sources 

Until now we have focused our attention on the propagation of sound. As 
starting point for the derivation of wave equations we have used the lin
earized equations of motion and we have assumed that the mass source 
term m and the external force density f in (1.1) and (1.2) were absent. 
Without these restrictions we still can (under specific conditions) derive a 
wave equation. The wave equation will now be non-homogeneous, i.e. it will 
contain a source term q. For example, we may find in the absence of mean 
flow: 

>l2 I 
uP 2n2 1 
lJt2 -co v P = q. (2.50) 
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Often we will consider situations where the source q is concentrated in a 
limited region of space embedded in a stagnant uniform fluid. As we will 
see later the acoustic field p' can formally be determined for a given source 
distribution q by means of a Green's function. This solution p' is unique. It 
should be noted that the so-called inverse problem of determining q from the 
measurement of p1 outside the source region does not have a unique solution 
without at least some additional information on the structure of the source. 
This statement is easily verified by the construction of another sound field, 
for example: p' + F, for any smooth function F that vanishes outside the 
source region (i.e. F 0 wherever q = 0), for example F q itself!. This 
field is outside the source region exactly equal to the original field p'. On 
the other hand, it is not the solution of Equation (2.50), because it satisfies 
a wave equation with another source: 

(2.51) 

In general this source is not equal to q. This proves that the measurement 
of the acoustic field outside the source region is not sufficient to determine 
the source uniquely [29]. 

2.6.2 Mass and momentum injection 

As a first example of a non-homogeneous wave equation we consider the 
effect of the mass source term m on a uniform stagnant fluid. We further 
assume that a linear approximation is valid. Consider the inhomogeneous 
equation of mass conservation 

8 
8tp+ Y'·(pv) = m (2.52) 

and a linearized form of the equation of momentum conservation 

8 
8

t (pv) + Vp' 0. (2.53) 

The source m consists of mass of density Pm of volume fraction (3 = (3(x, t) 
injected at a rate 

(2.54) 
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The source region is where f3 f=. 0. Since the injected mass displaces the 
original mass PJ by the same (but negative) amount of volume, the total 
fluid density is 

P = fJPm + (1- f3)PJ (2.55) 

where the injected matter does not mix with the original fluid. Substitute 
(2.55) in (2.52) and eliminate f3Pm 

(2.56) 

Eliminate pv from (2.53) and (2.56) 

82 a2 
ot2PI- Vzp' = atz (f3PJ)· (2.57) 

If we assume, for simplicity, that p1 = c5pj everywhere, where pj is the 
fluctuating part of p 1 which corresponds to the sound field outside the source 
region, then · 

2 I az ( ) v p = 8t2 f3PJ (2.58) 

which shows that mass injection is a source of sound, primarily because 
of the displacement of a volume fraction f3 of the original fluid PJ· Hence 
injecting mass with a large density Pm is not necessarily an effective source 
of sound. 

We also see from (2.58) that a continuous injection of mass of constant den
sity does not produce sound, because 82f3pJf8t 2 vanishes. Also the presence 
of a uniform force field (a uniform gravitational field, for example) does not 
affect, within a linear approximation, the sound field in a uniform stagnant 
fluid. 
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2.6.3 Lighthill's analogy 

A detailed discussion of aerodynamic sources of sound will be given in Chap
ter 4. We now indicate how a wave equation with such source terms can be 
derived. The most famous wave equation of this type is the equation of 
Lighthill. 

The notion of "analogy" refers here to the idea of representing a complex 
fluid mechanical process that acts as an acoustic source by an acoustically 
equivalent source term. For example, one may model a clarinet as an ideal
ized resonator formed by a closed pipe, with the effect of the flow through 
the mouth piece represented by a mass source at one end. In that particular 
case we express by this analogy the fact that the internal acoustic field of 
the clarinet is dominated by a standing wave corresponding to a resonance 
of the (ideal) resonator. 

While Lighthill's equation is formally exact (i.e. derived without approxima
tion from the Navier-Stokes equations), it is only useful when we consider 
the case of a limited source region embedded in a uniform stagnant fluid. At 
least we assume that the listener which detects the acoustic field at a point 
x at time t is surrounded by a uniform stagnant fluid characterized by a 
speed of sound c0 . Hence the acoustic field at the listener should accurately 
be described by the wave equation: 

(2.17b) 

where we have chosen p' as the acoustic variable as this will appear to be the 
most convenient choice for problems like the prediction of sound pro~uced by 
turbulence. The key idea of the so-called "aero-acoustic analogy" of Lighthill 
is that we now derive from the exact equations of motion a non-homogeneous 
wave equation with the propagation part as given by (2.17b). Hence the 
uniform stagnant fluid with sound speed c0 , density p0 and pressure p0 

at the listener's location is assumed to extend into the entire space, and 
any departure from the "ideal" acoustic behaviour predicted by (2.17b) is 
equivalent to a source of sound for the observer [65],[66],[96],[43]. 

By taking the time derivative of the mass conservation law (1.1) and elimi
nating fJmj fJt as in (2.56) we find: 

(2.59) 
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By taking the divergence of the momentum conservation law (1.2) we find: 

(2.60) 

Hence we find from (2.59) and (2.60) the exact relation: 

(2.61) 

Because p f = p0 + p' where only p1 varies in time we can construct a wave 
equation for p' by subtracting from both sides of (2.60) a term c'5( fP p' / fJxr) 
where in order to be meaningful c0 is not the local speed of sound but that 
at the listener's location. 

In this way we have obtained the famous equation of Lighthill: 

where Lighthill 's stress tensor Tij is defined by: 

We used 

2 fj2 p' 
co-f) 2 

X· 1 

82 
( c'5p' Oij) 

fJxifJXj 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

which is exact because c0 is a constant. Making use of definition (1.3) we 
can also write: 

(2.65) 

which is the usual form in the literature8 . In Equation (2.65) we distinguish 
three basic aero-acoustic processes which result in sources of sound: 

8 The perturbations are defined as the deviation from the uniform reference state 
(po,po): p' = p- po, and p' p po. 
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the non-linear convective forces described by Reynolds' stress tensor 
PViVj, 
the viscous forces Tij, 

- the deviation from a uniform sound velocity c0 or the deviation from 
an isentropic behaviour (p' c5p'). 

As no approximations have been made, Equation (2.62) is exact and not eas
ier to solve than the original equations of motion9 . The usefulness of (2.62) 
is that we can introduce some crude simplifications which yield an order 
of magnitude estimate for p'. Such estimation procedure is based on the 
physical interpretation of the source term. However, a key step of Lighthill's 
analysis is to delay this step until an integral equation formulation of (2.62) 
has been obtained. This is an efficient approach because an order of magni
tude estimate of f:PTij/fJxJJxj involves the estimation of derivatives which 
is very difficult, while, as we will see, in an integral formulation we will need 
only an estimate for an average value of Tij in order to obtain some rele
vant information on the acoustic field. This crucial step was not recognized 
before the original papers of Lighthill [65],[66). For a given experimental 
or numerical set of data on the flow field in the source region, the inte
gral formulation of Lighthill's analogy often provides a maximum amount 
of information about the generated acoustic field. 

Unlike in the propagation in a uniform fluid the choice of the acoustic vari
able appeared already in the presence of a temperature gradient (Section 
2.4) to affect the character of the wave equation. If we derive a wave equa
tion for p1 instead of p1

, the structure of the source terms will be different. In 
some cases it appears to be more convenient to use p' instead of p1

• This is 
the case when unsteady heat release occurs such as in combustion problems. 
Starting from Equation (2.61) in the form: 

fJ2p = fJ2p + fJ2(Tij- PViVj) 
fJx[ fJt2 fJxifJX j 

where we assumed that m = 0 and f 
c(/(fJ2 jf)t2 )p1 on both sides: 

0, we find by subtraction of 

1 a2p' 82P' 82 
z !':it2 - !'i"2 = {) ·fJ . (pv;Vj - Tij) 
c0 U uX; Xt X3 

9 In fact, we have used four equations: the mass conservation and the three components 
.of the momentum conservation to derive a single equation. We are therefore certainly not 
closer to a solution unless we introduce some additional simplifying assumptions. 
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8
2
po 8

2 
(p' ') 

+ oxr + 8t2 c5 - p 
{2.66) 

where the term 82p0 j ox[ vanishes because p0 is a constant. 

Comparing (2.62) with (2.66) shows that the deviation from an isentropic 
behaviour leads to a source term of the type (82 j8x[)(p' c5p') when we 
choose p' as the acoustic variable, while we find a term ( 82/ 8t2 )(p' / c5 - p1

) 

when we choose p' as the acoustic variable. Hence p1 is more appropriate 
to describe the sound generation due to non-uniformity as for example the 
so-called acoustic "Bremsstrahlung" produced by the acceleration of a fluid 
particle with an entropy different from the main flow. The sound production 
by unsteady heat transfer or combustion is easier to describe in terms of p' 
(Howe [43]). 

We see that (8j8t)(p'fc5- p') acts as a mass source term m, which is 
intuitively more easily understood (Crighton et al. [23]) when using the 
thermodynamic relation (1.11) applied to a moving particle: 

(1.11) 

We find from (1.11) that: 

~ (P~ _ p') = (c: _ 1) Dp' + p: (aT) Ds' 
Dt Co Co Dt Co a p s Dt 

(2.67) 

where we made use of the thermodynamic relation: 

(ap) 2 (aT) 
OS p = p 8p s 

(2.68) 

derived from the fundamental law of thermodynamics (1.7) in the form: 

de T ds- pd(p- 1). (1.7) 

As a final result, using the mass conservation law, we find 

azPe 8 [(c2 
Pe) Dp' p

2 (fJT) Ds' ] --=- - -1+- -+- - -+ V'·(VPe) (2.69) 
fJt2 8t cij p Dt c5 fJp 11 Dt 
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I p' 
Pe = P- 2· 

co 
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The first term in -82pef8t2 vanishes for an ideal gas with constant heat 
capacity (because c2/c5- 1 + Pe/P = 0). We see that sound is produced 
both by spatial density variations V' · (vpe) and as a result of non-isentropic 
processes (p2 /c5)(8T f8p) 8(Ds1 /Dt), like combustion. 

2.6.4 Vortex sound 

While Lighthill's analogy is very convenient for obtaining order of magnitude 
estimates of the sound produced by various processes, this formulation is not 
very convenient when one considers the sound production by a flow which 
is, on its turn, influenced by the acoustic field. In Lighthill's procedure the 
flow is assumed10 to be known, with any feedback from the acoustic field 
to the flow somehow already included. When such a feedback is significant, 
and in general for homentropic low Mach number flow, the aerodynamic 
formulation of Powell [96] and Howe [43] based on the concept of vortex 
sound is most appropriate. This is due to the fact that the vorticity w = 
V' X vis a very convenient quantity to describe a low Mach number flow. 

Considering a homentropic non-conductive frictionless fluid, we start our 
derivation of a wave equation from Euler's equation in Crocco's form: 

8v 
-+V'B= -w X v 
{)t 

(1.28) 

where B = i + ~v2 , and the continuity equation: 

1Dp 

p Dt 
-Y'·v. (1.16) 

Taking the divergence of (1.28) and the time derivative of (1.16) we obtain 
by subtraction: 

a ( 1 Dp) 2 - -- -V' B=Y'·(wxv). 
f}t p Dt 

(2.70) 

10This is not a necessary condition for the use of Lighthill's analogy. It is the commonly 
used procedure in which we derive information on the acoustic field from data on the flow 
in the source region. 
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As the entropy is constant (ds = 0) we have, with (1.11) and (1.25): 

(2.71) 

At low Mach number M = vI c0 we have for a homentropic flow: 

(2.72) 

because v2 li-«: 1, and: 

(2.73) 

when M-«: 1. 

. Hence, neglecting terms of O(M) in the wave region, we have the inhomo
geneous wave equation: 

1 {)2 B' 
---- V 2 B' = V·(w x v) 
c2 [Jt2 

0 

(2.74) 

which explicitly stresses the fact that the vorticity w is responsible for the 
generation of sound. (Note: i' = p' I p0 and B' = i' + v0 ·v'.) Some of the 
implications of (2.74) will be considered in more detail in the next section. 

The effect of entropy non-uniformity is discussed in the original paper by 
Howe [44]. In free space for a compact source region Powell [95] has derived 
this analogy directly from Lighthill's analogy. The result is that the Coriolis 
force fc = Po(w x v) appears to act as an external force on the acoustic 
field. Considering Crocco's equation (1.28) with this interpretation Howe 
[44] realized that the natural reference of the analogy is a potential flow 
rather than the quiescent fluid of Light hill's analogy. There is then no need to 
assume free field conditions nor a compact source region. Howe [43] therefore 
proposes to define the acoustic field as the unsteady scalar potential flow 
component of the flow: 

Ua = Vt.p
1 

where t.p1 = t.p - t.po and t.po is the steady scalar potential. For a compact 
source region this analogy provides an accuracy of the order O(M) outside 
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the source region and an accuracy of the order O(He2) in the source region. 
As high flow velocities are often concentrated in the source region this is 
quite useful. The accuracy is, however, limited to O(M2) in the case of self
sustained oscillations, for which M and He are coupled by a hydrodynamic 
resonance condition with M He= St = 0(1). 

At high Mach numbers, when the source is not compact, both Lighthill's 
and Howe's analogy become less convenient. Alternative formulations have 
been proposed and are still being studied ([?],[?]). 

2. 7 Acoustic energy 

2.7.1 Introduction 

Acoustic energy is a difficult concept because it involves second order terms 
in the perturbations like the kinetic energy density !Pov'2

• Historically an 
energy conservation law was first derived by Kirchhoff for stagnant uniform 
fluids. He started from the linearized conservation laws (2.48a-2.48c). Such 
a procedure is ad-hoc, and the result, an energy expression of the approxi
mation, is not an approximation of the total energy, since a small perturba
tion expansion of the full non-linear fluid energy conservation law (L5) will 
contain zeroth and first order terms and potentially relevant second order 
terms O((p' / p0 ) 2) which are dropped with the linearization of the mass and 
momentum equations. However, it appears that for a quiescent fluid these 
zeroth, first and neglected second order terms are (in a sense) not impor
tant and an acoustic energy conservation equation may be derived which is 
indeed the same as found by Kirchhoff [93]; 

This approach may be extended to non-uniform flows as long as they are 
homentropic and irrotational. Things become much less obvious in the pres
ence of a non-uniform mean flow including entropy variations and vorticity. 
If required, the zeroth, first and neglected second order terms of the expan
sion may still be ignored, as Myer showed [81], but now at the expense of 
a resulting energy equation which is not a conservation law any more. The 
only way to obtain some kind of acoustic energy conservation equation (im- . 
plying definitions for acoustic energy density and flux) is to redirect certain 
parts to the "right hand side" to become source or sink terms. In such a 
case the question of definition, in particular which part of the field is to be 
called acoustic, is essential and until now it remains subject of discussion. 
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As stated before, we will consider as acoustical only that part of the field 
which is related to density variations and an unsteady (irrotational) poten
tial flow. Pressure fluctuations related to vorticity, which do not propagate, 
are often referred to in the literature as "pseudo sound". In contrast to this 
approach Jenvey [54] calls any pressure fluctuations "acoustic", which of 
course results in a different definition of acoustic energy. 

The foregoing approach of generalized expressions for acoustic energy for 
homentropic [81] and more general nonuniform flows [82],[83] by expanding 
the energy equation for small perturbations is due to Myers. We will start 
our analysis with Kirchhoff's equation for an inviscid non-conducting fluid, 
and extend the results to those obtained by Myers. Finally we will consider 
a relationship between vorticity and sound generation in a homentropic uni
form inviscid non-conducting fluid at low Mach numbers, derived by Howe 
[44]. 

2. 7.2 Kirchhoff's equation for quiescent fluids 

We start from the linearized mass and momentum conservation laws for a 
quiescent inviscid and non-conducting fluid: 

{)p' I f 

8t +poV·v = m, 

{)y' I I 

Po {)t + Vp = f, 

(2.75a) 

(2.75b) 

where we assumed that f' and m' are of acoustic order. Since we assumed 
the mean flow to be quiescent and uniform there is no mean mass source 
(mo = 0) or force (fo = 0). From the assumption of homentropy (ds 0) 
we have11 

p' = c5p'. (2.15) 

After multiplying (2.75a) by p'fp0 and (2.7.5b) by v', adding the two equa
tions, and utilizing the foregoing relation (2.15) between density and pres
sure, we obtain the equation 

1 {)p' 2 1 {)v' 2 p' m' 
---- + -po-+ V·(p1v 1

) = --+v'.f' 
2poc5 {)t 2 {)t Po 

(2.76) 

11 Note that in order to keep equation (2.15) valid we have implicitly assumed that the 
injected mass corresponding to m 1 has the same thermodynamic properties as the original 
fluid. The flow would otherwise not be homentropic! In this case m' / po corresponds to 
the injected volume fraction f3 of equation (2.54). 
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which can be interpreted as a conservation law for the acoustic energy 

[)E - + V'·I = -V at (2. 77) 

if we DEFINE the acoustic energy density E, the energy flux or intensity12 I 
and the dissipation V as: 

p'2 pov'2 
E=--+--, 

2poc~ 2 
(2.78a) 

I= p'v', (2.78b) 

P'm' 
V = --- v'.f'. 

Po 
(2.78c) 

In integral form this conservation law (2. 77) can be written for a fixed control 
volume V enclosed by a surface S with outer normal n as 

:t JJJ EdV+ JJ l·ndS =- JJJ VdV, (2.79) 

v s v 

where we have used the theorem of Gauss to transform fff'V·IdV into a 
surface integral. For a periodic acoustic field the average {E) of the acoustic 
energy over a period is constant. Hence we find 

P = JJ {I·n) dS =- JJJ (V) dV, (2.80) 

s v 

where P is the acoustic power flow across the volume surface S. The left
hand side of (2.80) simply corresponds with the mechanical work performed 
by the volume injection ( m' / p0 ) and the external force field f' on the acous
tic field. This formula is useful because we can consider the effect of the 
movement of solid boundaries like a piston or a propeller represented by 
source terms m' and f'. We will at the end of this chapter use formula (2.80) 
to calculate the acoustic power generated by a compact vorticity field. 

We will now derive the acoustic energy equation starting from the original 
nonlinear energy conservation law (1.5). We consider the perturbation of a 

12There is no uniformity in the nomencl~ture. Some authors define the acoustic intensity 
as the acoustic energy flux, others as the time-averaged acoustic energy flux. 
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uniform quiescent fluid without mass source term ( v0 = 0, m = 0, fo = 0, 
Po and p0 constant). We start with equation (1.5) in standard conservation 
form: 

:t (pe + ~pv2) + V · ( v(pe + ~pv2 + p)) = 

-V·q+V·(r·v)+f·v+m(e+~-!v2), (2.81) 
p 2 

where we note that the total fluid energy density is 

(2.82a) 

and the total fluid energy flux is 

( 1 2 
I tot = v pe + 2 pv + P) · (2.82b) 

For future reference we state here some related forms, a.o. related to the 
entropy variation of the fluid. Using the continuity equation we obtain 

D ( v2) p- e+-
Dt 2 

-V ·(pv)- V ·q+ V ·(r·v)+f·v+m~ mv2
, (2.83) 

p 

which by using the fundamental law of thermodynamics (1.7) may yield an 
equation for the change in entropy s of the fluid: 

TDs pDp pDv2 

P Dt - p Dt + 2 Dt = 

-V ·(pv) \7 ·q + V ·(r·v) + f.y + m~- mv2
• (2.84) 

p 

By subtraction of the inner product of the momentum conservation equation 
with the velocity, this may be further recast into 

· Ds 
pT Dt = -V·q+r:(Vv). (2.85) 
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In the absence of friction (T = 0), heat conduction (q = 0) and mass 
injection13 (m = 0) we have the following equations for energy and entropy: 

(2.86) 

(2.87} 

We return to the energy equation in standard conservation form, without 
friction and heat conduction: 

From the fundamental law of thermodynamics ( 1. 7): 

Tds =de+ pd(p-1
) 

we have for isentropic perturbations 

and so 

(ope) 
op s 

p 
e+-

p 

(o
2pe) = ~ (op) 

f)p2 p f)p s 
s 

= ~, 

p 

(2.88) 

(1.7) 

where i is the enthalpy (1.24) or heat function. We can now expand the 
total energy density, energy flux and source for acoustic (i.e. isentropic} 
perturbations up to second order, to find (v0 = 0): 

1 2 . I 1 2 ( p' ) 2 1 /2 
pe + 2 pv = poeo + zop + 2poco Po + 2pov , (2.89a} 

v(pe + ~pv2 + p) = v'(iopo + iop' + p'}, (2.89b) 

v·f = v'·f'. (2.89c) 

13 We drop the mass injection because, in contrast to an external force, it does not 
correspond to a physical process. 
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Noting that the steady state is constant, and using the equation of mass 
conservation 

a p' " ( , , ') o at + v • PoV + p v = 

in (2.88), with (2.89a-2.89c) substituted in it, we find that the zeroth and 
first order terms in p' I p0 vanish so that (2.88) becomes within an accuracy 
of 0( (p' I Po)3

): 

g 12 12 
u ( P pov ) , ') , ' ot 2poc5 + -2- + V'·(pv = v .f 1 (2.90) 

which demonstrates that Kirchhoff's acoustic energy conservation law (2.77) 
is not only an energy-like relation of the approximate equations, but indeed 
also the consistent acoustic approximation of the energy equation of the full 
fluid mechanical problem. 

2.7.3 Acoustic energy in a non-uniform flow 

The method of Myers [81] to develop a more general acoustic energy conser
vation law follows similar lines as the discussion of the previous section. We 
consider a homentropic flow (ds 0, so that de = (PI p2)dp) with v 0 =f:. 0. 
In this case the total enthalpy B = e +PIp+ !v2 appears to be a convenient 
variable. In terms of B the energy conservation law (2.88) becomes: 

a ot (pB- p) + \7. (pBv) = V·f. (2.91) 

The momentum conservation law in Crocco's form (1.28) also involves B: 

av . 
at+ \i'B+w X v = flp. (2.92) 

By subtracting p0 v 0 times the momentum conservation law (2.92) plus Bo 
times the continuity equation (1.16) from the energy conservation law (2.91), 
substituting the steady state momentum conservation law: 

\7 Bo + wo x vo = fol po, (2.93) 
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subtracting the steady state limit of the resulting equation, and using the 
vector identity v · ( w x v) = 0, Myers obtained the following energy corollary: 

8E* " I* _ 'T'I* m+v· --v 

where E*, I* and 'D* are defined by: 

E* = p(B Bo) (p- Po)- povo· (v- vo) 

I*= (pv povo)(B- Bo) 

'D* (pv- povo)·(w x v- Wo x vo) (v- vo)·(f- fo) 

(2.94) 

(2.95a) 

(2.95b) 

-(1- Po/p)vo·f- (1- p/po)v·fo. (2.95c) 

These auxiliary quantities E*, I* and V* have the important property, as 
Myers showed, that their zeroth and first order terms in the acoustic per
turbation expansion in (p' / po) vanish, while the quadratic terms are only a 
function of the mean flow and acoustic (first order) quantities. As a result, 
the second order approximation of the exact quantities E*, I* and 'D* yield 
(for homentropic flow) a general acoustic energy definition14

: 

c5P
12 

Po v'
2 

' ' E --+--+pv0 ·v (2.96a) 
2po 2 

2 f 

I= (pov' + p'vo) (CoP + vo·v') (2.96b) 
Po 

'D = -povo· (w' x v')- p'v'· (wo x vo) 

-(v' + p'vo/po)·(f'- p'fo/Po). (2.96c) 

This equation is identical to the acoustic energy conservation law derived 
by Goldstein [36] starting from the linearized equations of motion (with 
fo 0). It is important to note that, on the one hand, we have indeed 
obtained expressions entirely in first order quantities; on the other hand, 
however, these expressions represent only an acoustic energy conservation 
law if we adopt the definition that vorticity is non-acoustic and embodies 
possible acoustic sources or sinks. The present expressions for homentropic 
flow are further generalized by Myers in recent papers [82] and [83]. 

14 Use the vector identity a·(b x c) -c·(b x a). 
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2. 7.4 Acoustic energy and vortex sound 

Averaging (2.94) over one period for a periodic acoustic field and integrating 
over space yields, if f = 0: 

P = //(I·n)dS 
8 

=- jjj(poVo·(w' x v') p'v'·(wo X vo))dV (2.97) 

v 
where P is the acoustic power generated by the flow. It is interesting to 
compare this expression with the one derived by Howe (44] for a low Mach 
number compact vorticity distribution w in free space in the presence of 
compact solid surfaces: 

P=- jjj Po{(w X v)·ua)dV. (2.98) 

v 

where Ua is the acoustic velocity defined as the part of the unsteady velocity 
field v' which is the gradient of a potential (irrotational \7 x Ua = 0). 
While (2.97) is not restricted to low Mach numbers it only allows small 
time dependent perturbations w' of the time average vorticity wo and in 
this sense is more restrictive than Howe's formula. Furthermore, (2.97) is 
difficult to interpret physically because v 1 includes the solenoidal velocity 
perturbations w' = \7 X v1

• 

Howe's equation (2.98) has a simple physical interpretation which in the 
same way as Lighthill's theory can be called an aero-acoustic analogy (vortex 
sound). In the absence of vorticity the flow of an inviscid and non-conducting 
fluid is described by Bernoulli's equation (1.29b): 

&r.p 
-+B=O 
8t 

(1.29b) 

if in the same way as in Lighthill's analogy15 we extend the potential flow 
v V'r.p in a region where vorticity is present (w-::/= 0) then we can think of 
the vorticity term (w x v) in Crocco's equation: 

8v at + \7 B = -w X v (1.26) 

15 In Lighthill's analogy the uniform quiescent fluid at th~ listener is extended into the 
source region. 
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as a result of an external force field f acting on the potential flow (acoustic 
field). Hence we have: 

f = -p(w x v) (2.99) 

which is the Coriolis force acting on the fluid particle as a result of the 
fluid rotation. For a compact region at low Mach numbers we can use the 
approximation: 

f -po(w x v) (2.100) 

in the absence of mean flow outside the source region we see by application 
of the integral form of Kirchhoff's energy equation (2.80) that we recover 
Howe's formula (2.98): 

(2.101) 

This could also have been deduced from a comparison of the wave equation 
(2.74) in which we introduce the approximation B' = i' p1 I po because 
v 0 = 0: 

1 a2pl t"'72 I ( 
c5 at'- v P PoY'· w xv) 

and the wave equation (2.58) (without mass injection, m = 0): 

1 a2p' 
--- V'2pt = -V'·f c5 at2 . 

(2.102) 

(2.103) 

This corresponds to Powell's approximation of the vortex sound theory in 
which we neglect terms of order M both in the wave region and in the source 
region (B' = p' I Po). In the presence of a uniform flow outside the source 
region, Goldstein [36] finds the wave equation: 

where 

1 D5p' V'2 I 

c2 Dt2 - p 
0 

Do a 
- = -+vo·Y'. 
Dt at 

-V'·f (2.104) 
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The energy equation corresponding to (2.104) is for fo = 0: 

(2.105) 

which suggests a generalization of Howe's equation with f = p0 (w x v): 

(2.106) 

This generalization of Howe's equation is indeed derived by Jenvey [54]. Al
though the above discussion provides an intuitive interpretation of Jenvey's 
result, it is not obvious that Jenvey's definition of acoustic field agrees with 
Howe's definition. The range of validity of this energy corollary is therefore 
not obvious. 

In practice Howe's energy corollary is convenient because it is formulated by 
an integral. Similar to Lighthill's analogy in integral form, it is not sensitive 
to "random errors" in the model. Integration over the volume and averaging 
over a period of oscillation smooths out such errors. 

Exercises 

a) Calculate the minimum speed of sound of air/water mixtures at a 
depth of 100 m below sea surface. Assume a temperature T0 = 300 K. 
Is it true that this speed of sound is independent of the gas as long as 
1 = Cv/Cv is the same? 
Answer. A depth of 100m corresponds to a pressure of 10 bar, hence 

. an air density pg which is ten times higher than at 1 bar. Following 
(2.42) we have a speed of sound of 75 mJs. Note that pgci = IPso 
that c depends only on 1 and not on other gas properties. 

b) Derive (2.91) from (2.88). 

c) Is the choice of co in the analogy of Lighthill arbitrary? 
Answer. Mathematically, any sound speed can be used, but the simple 
physical meaning only appears when we choose the value that prevails 
at the listener's position. 
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d) Does the acoustic sour~e gt22 (p' / c6 - p') vanish for isentropic flows? 
Answer. Not necessarily. In an isentropic flow is B7 = 0, but \7 ·(vpo)) 
vanishes only for an homentropic flow. 

e) Is the acoustic variable p' the most convenient choice to describe the 
sound production by unsteady combustion at low Mach numbers? 
Answer. No, p1 is more appropriate. 

f) Is the definition of acoustic intensity I p'v' valid in the presence of 
a mean flow? 
Answer. Certainly not. 

g) Is it correct that when using B' as acoustic variable instead of p', 
one obtains a more accurate prediction of vortex sound in a compact 
region with locally a high Mach number? 
Answer. Yes. 

h) Is the equation p1 = c'5p' always valid in a stagnant fluid? 
Answer. No. The fluid should be stagnant and uniform (quiescent). 

i) Is it correct that the acoustic impedance pc of an ideal gas depends 
only on the pressure p? 
Answer. No. pc2 = 'YP so that pc depends also on the temperature 
because c ~. 
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3 Mathematical auxiliaries 

3.1 Fourier transforms 

The linearity of sound waves allows us to build up the acoustic field as a 
sum of simpler solutions of the wave equation. The most important example 
is the reduction into time harmonic components, or Fourier analysis. This is 
attractive in several respects. Mathematically, because the equation simpli
fies greatly if the coefficients in the wave equation are time-independent, and 
physically, because the Fourier spectrum represents the harmonic perception 
of sound. 

Consider a function p(t) with the following (sufficient, not necessary) con
ditions ([67],[55],[130],(90]). 

- p is continuous, except for at most a finite number 
of discontinuities where p(t) = t[p(t + 0) + p(t 0)]. 
lp(t)i and lp(t)l2 are integrable. 

Then the Fourier transform p(w) of p(t) is defined as the complex function 

- p(t) e-iwt dt, 1 /00 
211' -00 (3.1) 

while according to Fourier's inversion theorem, p(t) is equal to the inverse 
Fourier transform 

(3.2) 

The Fourier transform and its inverse are closely related. Apart from a 
sign change and a factor 21r, it is the same operation: :Fi 1(t) = 21r:Fv(-t). 
It is important to note that slight differences with respect to the factor 
1/211', frequency w = 21rj, and the sign of the phase iwt are common in 
the literature. Especially the prevailing e±iwt_convention should always be 
checked when referring or comparing to other work. 
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Some examples of Fourier transforms are: 

__!_ 1oo H(t) e-o:te-iwt dt = 1 ' 
211" -oo 27r( a+ iw) 

(3.3a) 

1 100 H(t) -at -iwt d - 1 
211" -oo Jt e e t- 2..{iy'a + iw' 

(3.3b) 

1 1oo 1 e-iwt dt = ~e-lwl, 
211" -oo 1 + 2 

(3.3c) 

1 100 _lt2 -iwt d 1 -lw2 - e 2 e t = --e 2 , 
211" -oo ,fiir 

(3.3d) 

where a > 0, the ordinary square root is taken, and H(t) denotes Heaviside's 
unit step function· (3.24), which is H(t) = 1 fort > 0 and H(t) = 0 fort < 0. 

Although it may seem to be no serious restriction to assume that a physically 
relevant signal p(t) vanishes at t = ±oo, we deal in practice with simplified 
models, yielding expressions for p(t) which do not decay at infinity (e.g. 
a constant, sin(w0t)). So we have on the one hand the "real" p(t) which is 
Fourier-transformable, and on the other hand the approximate "model" p(t), 
which is not always Fourier-transformable. Is there a way to approximate, 
or at least get an idea of, the real Fourier transform, using the approximate 
p(t)? One way is to assume p to vanish outside a certain large enough interval 
[-N,N], as for example: 

1 1N -iwtd sinwN e t=---
211" -N 1TW 

1 JN . ( ) -iwtd i (sin(wo + w)N sin(wo- w)N) - sm wot e t = - - ---'----=-------'-
211" -N 21r wo+w wo w 

We see a large maximum ("" N / 1r) depending on N near the dominating 
frequencies, and for the other frequencies an oscillatory behaviour, also de
pending on N, that is difficult to interpret. This is too vague and too ar
bitrary for general use. Therefore, a mathematically more consistent and 
satisfying approach, not depending on the arbitrary choice of the interval 
size, will be introduced later in terms of generalized functions. 

Since a derivative to t corresponds to a multiplication by iw as follows 

ip(t) = 100 
iwP(w) eiwt dw, 

dt -oo 
(3.4) 
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the wave equation reduces to Helmholtz's equation 

(3.5) 

Further reduction is possible by Fourier transformation in space variables. 

Fourier transformation is basically a linear operation and little can be said 
about other than linear combinations of transformed functions. Only for 
multiplication with powers of w we have 

(3.6) 

and for multiplication with a general q(w) we find the convolution product 
of p(t) and q(t) 

q(w)p(w) e1wt dw =- q(t- t')p(t') dt' ! 00 . 1 !00 
-oo 2~ -oo 

(3.7) 

known as the Convolution Theorem. (Note that in terms of generalized func
tions, to be introduced below, result (3.6) for the product with wn is a. special 
case of the convolution theorem). A particular case is Parseval's theorem, 
obtained by taking1 q(t') = p*( -t') and t = 0: 

I.P(wW dw =- lp(t')l 2 dt' ! 00 1 !00 
-oo 2~ -oo 

(3.8) 

which is in a suitable context a measure of the total energy of a signal p(t). 

Intuitively, it is clear that the high frequencies relate to the short time 
behaviour, and the low frequencies to the long time behaviour. An elegant 
result due to Poisson is making this explicit. 

f: p(,\n) = 2; f: .P(2~n). 
n=-oo n=-oo 

(3.9) 

Sampling with large steps (,\ large) of p yields information about the low 
part of the spectrum and vice versa. 

1 z• = x - iy denotes the complex conjugate of z = x + iy. 
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3.1.1 Reality condition 

Although p(w) is complex, the corresponding p(t) is in any physical context 
real. Therefore, not any p(w) can occur. A given p(w) corresponds to a real 
signal p(t) if it satisfies the reality condition 

p( -w) p(w)*. (3.10) 

3.1.2 Causality condition 

The wave equation and the equation of motion do not impose a direction for 
the time, if dissipation effects are neglected. The fact that the sound should 
be produced before we observe it (causality) is not a property automatically 
implied by our equations, and it should be imposed to the solution. The 
problem is simple for an initial value problem, where it suffices to require 
a zero field before the switch-on time. However, when we consider a time
harmonic solution, or in general based on Fourier analysis, it is not obvious 
any more because we assume the solution to be built up from stationary 
oscillations. Stationary means that it exists forever and has always exist
ed. In such a ~ase causality, i.e. the difference between cause and effect, is 
not readily clear. It is therefore of interest to investigate conditions for the 
Fourier transform that guarantees a causal signal. 

No physical process can exist for all time. A process p(t) that starts by some 
cause at some finite time t = t0 , while it vanishes before t0 , is called causal. 
The corresponding Fourier transform 

p(w) = - p(t) e-lwt dt 1 100 . 
211" to 

(3.11) 

has the property that, if p(t) = 0( e-at) for t -t oo, p(w) is analytic2 in the 
lower complex half-space 

Im(w) <a:. (3.12) 

Examples are the exponentially decaying functions, switched on at t = 0, 
of Equations (3.3a) and (3.3b). The Fourier transforms are non-analytic in 
the upper half-plane (singularities at w = ia and a branch cut from ia up 
to ioo), but are indeed analytic in the half-plane Im(w) <a. 

2 Infinitely often clifferentiable in the complex variable w. 
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This leads to the following causality condition ([90]): 

If: 
p(w) is analytic in lm(w) ~ 0, 

lfJ(w)l 2 is integrable, 
there is a real t0 such that eiwtop(w)-+ 0 for w-+ -ioo, 

then: 
p(t) is causal, and vanishes for t < to. 

(3.13) 

This follows3 from Cauchy's theorem [59) for analytic functions, that says 
that the integral fa f(z)dz along a closed contour C in the complex plane 
is equal to zero if f is analytic in the inner-region of C. Typical is, again, 
the inverse transform of Equation (3.3a). When t > 0 the exponential eiwt 

decays in the upper half plane, so the contour can be closed via the upper 
half plane, resulting in 21fi times the residue of the pole in io:. When t < 0 
the contour can be closed via the lower half plane, with zero result because 
the integrand is analytic there: causal as it should be. 

{'X> --;-e'_· w-t-,--.,.- dw = { e-at 
1-oo 21f(o:+iw) 0 

if t > 0, 
if t < 0. 

It should be noted that in the limit of no damping (a{. 0) the singularity of 
(3.3a) and (3.3b) at w = io: moves tow= 0, which is on the real axis. This is 
a bit of a problem if we are interested in the inverse transform4, because the 
real w-axis is just the contour of integration, and a pole there would make 
the result of the integral ambiguous. The integral is to be interpreted via 
a suitable deformation5 of the contour, but this is either over or under the 
singularity, and the results are not the same. So, without further information 
this would leave us with two possible but different answers! 

3 Under the conditions stated in theorem (3.13) the function p(w) exp( -iwt) is analyt
ic for t <to in the lower-half complex w-plane. So its integral along the closed contour 
consisting of the real interval [-R, R] and the semi-circle w = Reie, -rr < 8 < 0, is equal 
to zero. Let R-+oo. From the other conditions of (3.13) the contribution from the large 
semi-circle vanishes. So the part along the real axis is also zero, but this is just p(t), the 
inverse Fourier transform of p. 

4 We ignore for the moment the problem that for a == 0 the original time signal is only 
Fourier transformable in the context of generalized functions. 

5 The integral of an analytic function does not change with deformation of the integra
tion contour within the region of analyticity. 
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We do know, however, that this singularity comes from the complex up
per half, so we have to indent the contour under the pole. This is exactly 
in agreement with the argument of causality: a causal signal has a Fouri
er transform that is analytic in the lower complex half-plane, so it is safe 
to indent the contour into the lower half-plane. The singularity is to be 
considered to belong to the upper half-plane. 

This example is typical of the more general case of a signal p(t), described 
via the inverse transform of its Fourier transform. If it occurs that, due to 
inherent idealizations of the model, this Fourier transform has singularities 
along the real w axis, the causality condition tells us how to deal with this 
problem. Consider the following example. The transformed harmonic-like 
signal 

'( ) wo 1 pw =----:-----,. 
27r w2 - w6 

has to be analytic in the lower half plane, so that the integration contour can 
be dosed with zero result if t < 0. Therefore, the contour must be indented 
in Im(w) < 0 around w w0 and w = -w0 (Figure 3.1). The result is then 

I 
I 

' I 

wE<L' 

. -~ : ~ 
[eJI.! !l-~.1§.--------- ---- •--------- J.-------- -•- - ----------------

' 

I 

imaginat;y1 
aXIS: 

Figure 3.1 Integration contour in complex w-plane. 

p(t) H(t) sin(w0t). 

A more subtle example, dealing with complicated manipulations in two com
plex planes, is the following. Consider the field p(x, t), described via a Fourier 
integral for both the x- and the t-dependence. 

p(x, t) = i: i: p(k, w) eiwt-ikx dkdw. 
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If p(k,w), the time- and space-Fourier transformed p(x,t), is given by: 

.P( k' w) = 4 ~ 2 k2 1 2 I 2 , 
1r c0 - w c0 

(3.14) 

then the time-Fourier transformed p( x, w), given by 

. 1 !oo e-ikx 
p(x,w) = 4~ k2 2/ 2 dk, 

1r c0 -oo w c0 

must be analytic in lm(w) $0. This means that the contour in the complex 
k-plane (the real axis) must be indented up-around k = wfco and down
around k = -wlco (Figure 3.2). This is seen as follows. For any value of 

k E (J} 

I 

. -wlco : n 
-=---·--------_..--------·--~-~-~-~-~--=~-~-~~~~ 

\:_) : w/co 

: ~ 
' imaginw;y' 

ax1s: 

Figure 3.2 Integration contour in complex k-plane. The arrows indicate the path of the 
poles ±w/co in the k-plane when w moves into the negative imaginary half of 
the complex w-plane. 

±w I co not on the k-contour, the integral exists and can be differentiated to 
w any times, so p( x, w) is analytic in w. However, when a pole k = w I c0 

or k -wlco crosses the contour, p(x,w) jumps discontinuously by an 
amount of the residue at that pole, and therefore p(x,w) is not analytic for 
any ±w I c0 on the contour. So, here, the value of the integral may be either 
the limit from above or from below. Since causality requires that p( x, w) is 
the analytic continuation from Im(w) < 0, we have to take the limit from 
below for the pole k = w I c0 and from above for the pole k = -w I co. 
Since a deformation of the integration contour for an analytic function does 
not change the integral, these limits are most conveniently incorporated 
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by a small deformation of the contour, in a direction opposite to the limit 
(Fig. 3.2). The result is 

e-iwlxl/eo 
p(x,w) = 

4 
. . 

1rlCQW 
(3.15) 

As before, the pole w 0 belongs to the upper w-half plane, and we have 
(c.f. (4.88)) 

_ 1 /oo eiw(t-lxl/eo) 
p(x,t)- -

4 
. dw 

1r1co -oo w 
1 

= 2co H(t lxl/co). (3.16) 

If we read x- y for x and t- T fort, this is just the one-dimensional Green's 
function. (See also below). 

3.2 Generalized functions 

In reality dissipative effects will cause any discontinuity to be smooth and 
any signal to decay fort-too, while any signal can be regarded to be absent 
for t -t -oo. So the classical concept of (smooth) functions is more than 
adequate to describe any property of a real sound field. This is, however, 
not the case in most of our idealized models. For example, a point source of 
vanishing size but finite source strength cannot be described by any ordinary 
function: it would be something that is zero everywhere except in one point, 
where it is infinitely large. Another example is a non-decaying signal, even 
as common as sin(wt), which (classically) cannot be Fourier transformed: 
for some frequencies the Fourier integral is not defined and for others just 
infinitely large. Still, the spectrum of sin(wt), consisting of two isolated peaks 
at w and -w, is almost a prototype! 

Does that mean that our idealized models are wrong, or too restricted to be 
useful? No, not at all. Only our mathematical apparatus of functions is too 
restricted. It is therefore convenient, even vital for a lucid theory, to extend 
our meaning offunction to the so-called generalized functions [67],[55],[130]. 

Technically speaking, generalized functions or distributions are not functions 
with a pointwise definition. Their meaning is always defined in an integrated 
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sense. There are many definitions of generalized function spaces, mathemat
ically not equivalent, but all containing the elements most important in 
applications (delta function, Heaviside function, etc.). Possible definitions 
are the dual (=space of linear functionals) of suitable test function spaces. 
In the present context a convenient definition is: the closure6 of a suitable 
function space g under a certain limit, such, that Fourier transforms are 
defined. 

This definition is, in a way, similar to the definition of real numbers by 
means of convergent sequences of rational numbers. Such a sequence may 
converge to a number that can be written down (a rational number), or that 
cannot be written down (an irrational number). In either case, we call the 
limit a "real number", and identify it to the sequence that defines it7

• We 
do not really bother about a real number that cannot be written down, as 
long as we have a recipe to calculate it in any accuracy required. 

The same ideas are behind the concept of generalized functions. We start 
with the space of the (real8 , smooth9 , and very fast decaying10)good func
tions 

g {!: lR ~ lR I V(n, k;?: 0) f(k) E C 00
( -oo, oo), 

j(k) O(lxl-n) (lxl--+ oo) }. (3.17) 

A sequence Un) C 9 is called regular iffor every testfunction g E 9 the real 
sequence 

JiiiJo I: fn(x)g(x) dx (3.18) 

6 Assume, for a given set A, that we have a suitable way to decide for any infinite 
sequence { x1, x2, X3, ••• } C A whether the terms cluster together, and converge to some 
limit x 00 (this is called a Cauchy sequence). This limit may be in A, but if A is "idle" 
enough, it is also possible that the limit is outside A. For example, if A is the set of rational 
numbers, and "clustering" is defined by the ordinary distance lxn- Xml -+ 0, then there 
are sequences converging to numbers like t and 7, which are in A, but also to numbers 
like rr and -./2 which are irrational, i.e. not in A. Now assume we take the collection of 
all such limits, and add them to A to a new set A. This new set is called the closure of 
A (under the applied limit definition), as we could say that "all the holes in A are filled". 
The limit of any converging sequences in A are now always in A. 

7 More precisely: we identify it to the equivalence class of sequences with this number 
as limit. 

8 JR denotes the real numbers. 
9 A C 00 -function is infinitely often differentiable, and therefore very smooth. 

10 0(a(.x)} = b(.x) (x-+ oo) means: there are numbers xo and C such that for all x > xo, 
a(x) is comparable to b(.x) as: ja(.x)l:::; Cjb(x)j. 
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exists as a real number (depending on g, of course). A "generalized function" 
is defined as the limit in this sense of such a regular sequence Un) in 9. Care 
is to be taken: although it is the limit of a sequence of ordinary functions, 
a generalized function is not an ordinary function. In particular, it is not 
a function with a pointwise and explicit meaning. It is only defined by the 
way its corresponding regular sequence acts under integration. 

Another point to be noted is that a generalized function may be defined by 
many regular sequences because it is only the limit that counts. Of course, 
we do not wish to make any unnecessary distinction between equivalent 
sequences. Therefore, we identify all equivalent11 regular sequences to the 
same a generalized function. 

If the regular limit of a sequence exists as, or is equivalent to, an ordinary 
function f, it is natural to identify the generalized function with this lim
it, and also to refer to this generalized function with the same symbol f. 
More generally, it is convenient to retain this symbolism, and to write for a 
generalized function f defined by the sequence Un) for any g E 9 

/_: f(x)g(x) dx (3.19) 

Examples: any 0'0 -function /, with algebraic behaviour for !xl -+ oo (for 
example, polynomials), defines a generalized function (also called f) via the 
sequence fn(x) = f(x) exp( -x2/n2), since for any good g 

Ji!~ /_: fn(x)g(x) dx = /_: f(x)g(x) dx. 

A very important generalized function is the delta function 8(x), defined 
(for example) by 

£ ( ) _sin nx -x2fn2 or an x - e . 
1l"X 

(3.20) 

11 Formally, this is done in terms of equivalence classes. Two regular sequences are 
equivalent if their limits (in the above sense) are the same, i.e. the same for every g E Q. 
A set of regular sequences equivalent to each other may now be gathered together in 
what we call an equivalence class: the collection of equivalent regular sequences, i.e. all 
with the same limit in the above sense. Since any member of a class may be considered 
as defining its class, any regular sequence belongs to exactly one equivalence class. A 
generalized function is now defined as an equivalence class, with any sequence from this 
class serving as a representation. So in this sense we may say that a regular sequence 
defines a generalized function. 
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In the limit for n -t oo all contributions in the integral except from near 
x = 0 are suppressed, such that 

/_: o(x)g(x) dx = g(O). (3.21) 

The second expression of (3.20) illustrates that it is not necessary for a 
representation of o(x) to vanish pointwise outside x = 0. Highly oscillatory 
behaviour outside the origin may be sufficient for the integral to vanish. 

A useful identity is 

1 
o(ax) = j;jo(x), (3.22) 

which at the same time shows that a delta function is not necessarily dimen
sionless, as it has the inverse dimension of its argument. A generalization of 
this identity yields, for a sufficiently smooth function h with h' =I= 0 at any 
zero of h, the following result: 

! oo g(xi) 
-oo o(h(x))g(x) dx = ~ lh'(xi)l' 

l 

(3.23) 

where the summation runs over all the zeros of h. The sequence 

defines the Heaviside stepfunction H(x). If the Heaviside generalized func
tion is used as an ordinary function it has the pointwise definition 

H(x) = n (x < 0) 
(x = 0) 

(x > 0) 

(3.24) 

Any C 00-function h with algebraic behaviour for lxl -t oo multiplied by a 
good function is a good function, so that the product of such a h with a 
generalized function f is well-defined. For example, the equation 

xf(x) = 0 
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has a meaning in generalized sense, with the solution 

l(x) = C<S(x) (3.25) 

which is unique, up to the multiplicative constant C. 

Every generalized function I defined by Un) has a derivative f defined by 
(/~), and also satisfying 

/_: /'(x)g(x) dx =-i: f(x)g 1(x) dx. {3.26) 

For example: lxl-+ sign(x) = 1+2H(x), H(x) -t t5(x). By differentiation of 
the equation xo(x) = 0 we obtain for the n-th derivative t)(n)(x) the identity 

Every generalized function I defined by Un) has a Fourier transform j de
fined by (fn) which is itself a generalized function. Indeed, since the Fourier 
transform 9 of a good function g is a good function, we have using the 
convolution theorem a well-defined l: ](w)g(w) dw = J1m

00 
l: fn(w)g(w) dw 

For example 

1 100 = -
2 

lim ln(x)g(-x)dx 
7rn~oo _ 00 
1 !00 = - l(x)g( -x) dx. 

2tr -oo 

...!._ Joo 8(x) e-iwx dx = ...!._ 
27r -00 2tr 

...!._ Joo e-iwx dx = 8(w) 
21r -oo 

(3.27) 

2
1 1oo H(x) e-iwx dx = P.V. (__;__) + ~8(w) = 2 '( 1 '0) 
1r -oo 1rlW 1rl W - 1 

12 

1 100 . -
2 

cos(wox) e-•wx dx = !o(w...,. w0 ) + !o(w + wo). 
1r -oo 

12P.V. denotes "principal value", which means that under integration the singularity is 
to be excluded in the following symmetric way: P. V. J""' = lime.J.O + J."". 

-oo • 
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Products of generalized functions are in general not defined. For example, 
depending on the defining sequences of &(x) and H(x), we may get 

o(x)H(x) = Co(x) 

for any finite C. Two generalized functions may be multiplied only when 
either of the two is locally equivalent to an ordinary function, or when they 
depend on different variables such that one is effectively constant to the 
other. For exam pie 

o(x)o(t) is well defined13 , 

&(x)o(x 1) = 0, 

o(x)H(x + 1) = o(x), 

H(x)H(x) H(x) but the derivative is not defined. 

A generalization to several dimensions is fairly straightforward after an 
obvious introduction of multi-dimensional good functions. In particular, if 
we evaluate the more-dimensional integral coordinate by coordinate, the 
delta function may be considered coordinate-wise, leading to the product 

o(x) o(x)o(y)o(z) 

A generalization of formula (3.23) is, for sufficiently smooth h, 

{ '""" [ g(x) 
}JRn o(h(x))g(x) dx= ~lsi IVh(x)l dS (3.28) 

where the summation runs over all the surfaces Si defined by the equation 
h(x) = 0. 

Some care is required after a coordinate transformation. In general it is 
best to return to the original definition with an integraL If we restrict our
selves, for the definition of o( x), to sequences of even functions {such that 
On ( x) = On (-x)) and even testfunctions, we can assign a meaning to the 
delta function on the semi-infinite interval [0, oo) such that 

100 1100 1 f(x)o(x) dx ==- f(x)o(x) dx = -
2

/(0). 
0 2 -00 

13 because it refers to the integration to two independent variables, x and t. 
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For this kind of delta function we can write 

&(x) = <5(r) (2-D), 
71T 

= 8(r) (3-D) 
21rr2 

provided we multiply always with odd testfunctions that cancel the factor 
1/r. Otherwise it is only symbolism. It is difficult to interpret such a thing 
as the "double" singularity &(r)/r at r = 0. 

The apparent cause of this difficulty is the zero of the argument coinciding 
with the singular origin of the coordinate system. If this is not the case we 
have simply (in 2-D) 

s:( ) _ &(r - ro) ~ s:( ) 
o x - xo - 1 ~ o 1J - 21rn . 

(rro)2 n=-oo 

(3.29) 

A most important application of (more-dimensional) delta functions in the 
present context is that they allow a very direct definition of Green's func
tions. Classically, the Green's function is defined in a rather complicated 
way, but in the context of generalized functions it appears to be just the 
field resulting from a delta function source. Consider for example the one 
dimensional wave equation ( c.f. ( 4.85)) 

After Fourier transformation to t and x we obtain 

which yields Equation (3.14) and then, after the described transformation 
back into space and time domain, the Green's function given by expression 
(3.16). 

See Appendix D for a table offree field Green's functions in 1-,2-, and 3-D, 
for the Laplace, Helmholtz, wave, and heat equation. 
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3.3 Fourier series 

A Fourier series (in complex form) is the following function f(x), defined by 
the infinite sequence { cn}~_00 , 

00 

J(x) = L Cne21rinx/L. (3.30) 
n=-oo 

If the series converges, f is periodic with period L. For sufficiently well
behaved functions f the coefficients are given by 

11L . Cn =- J(x)e-21nnxfLdx. 
L o 

{3.31) 

Classically, the Fourier series precedes both the Fourier transform and gen
·eralized functions. The classic theory is, however, rather complicated. On 
the other hand, Fourier series appear to have a much simpler structure when 
they are embedded in the generalized functions, in the following sense. 

Fourier series are equivalent to the Fourier transform of periodic generalized 
functions. A generalized function f is said to be periodic, with period L, if 
a coordinate shift x + L yields the same generalized function 

f(x) = J(x + L). 

We have the following couple of theorems ([67],[130]), telling us when a 
Fourier series is a generalized function, and vice versa. 

A Fourier series {3.30) converges14 to a generalized function if and only 
if the coefficients en are of slow growth. This means, that there is a 
constant N such that en = O(lnlN) for lnl -+ oo. The generalized 
function it defines is periodic and unique. 

The most general periodic generalized function is just the Fourier series: 
any periodic generalized function can be written as a Fourier series with 
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Fourier coefficients en, while the Fourier transform is a periodic array 
of delta functions: 

00 

J(x) L Cne2Trinx/L, (3.32) 
n=-oo 

}(w) ~ 2rrn 
L....t CnO(w- L ), 

n=-oo 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

Any Fourier series can be differentiated and integrated term by term. 
U E coo is an auxiliary smoothing function with the following properties: 

U(x) = 0 for lxl ~ 1, U(x) + U(x- 1) = 1 for 0:::; x :::; 1, 

but otherwise arbitrary. U is necessary because a generalized function cannot 
be integrated along a finite interval. 

If we are dealing with a generalized function defined by a periodic absolutely
integrable ordinary function, then U is not necessary, and the expression for 
en simplifies to the classical form (3.31). Although in such a case the Fourier 
series may converge in ordinary sense, this is not guaranteed, and the Fourier 
series is still to be interpreted in a generalized sense. 

Examples are the "row of delta's" 

00 00 00 

I: o(x n) = L e21rinx:::: 1 + 2 L cos(2rrnx), (3.35a) 
n=-oo n=-oo n=l 

with its Fourier transform 

00 

L &(w 
1 00 

2rrn) = 21T L eiwn' 
n::::-oo 

(3.35b) 
n=-oo 

and its N-th derivative 

00 00 L &(N)(x- n) = L (2rrin)Ne2?rinx. (3.35c) 
n=-oo n=-oo 

Furthermore, the sawtooth with simple discontinuities at x = n 

[
1- x] = oo , e2Trinx = oo sin(2rrnx)' 
2 1 L 2rrin L rrn 

n=-oo n:;;l 

(3.35d) 
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and a sequence of parabola's, continuous at x = n 

[ ] 

00 e21rinx 
00 cos(21rnx) 

_
2
1 X _ X2 1 "'I "' --'-::---:--'-

6 1 = nf:::oo (21rin)2 = -~ 21r2n2 . 
(3.35e) 

2:.' denotes a sum excluding n = 0, [ · ]£ denote the L-periodic continuation 
of a function f(x) defined on the interval [O,L]: 

00 

[J(x)]L = L B(f- n)f(x- nL), 
n=-oo 

and B denotes the unit block function 

B(x) = H(x) H(x- 1) = { ~ if 0 ~X~ 1, 

otherwise. 

Apart from an additional x and !x2 , (3.35d) is the first integral and (3.35e) 
is the second integral of the row of delta's of (3.35a). In general it is true that 
any generalized Fourier series, with coefficients Cn = O(lniN)(Inl -+ oo), is 
the (N + 2)-th derivative of a continuous function. This shows that there is 
a limit to the seriousness of the singularities that these functions can have 
[67]. 
Related examples of some interest are: 

I 12 . I ~ cos(21rnx) 
- og sm 1rx = L..J , 

n=t· n 
(3.36a) 

00 

! cotg( 1rx) = L sin (21rnx), (3.36b) 
n=l 
00 

itan(1rx) = L(-1)nsin(27rnx), (3.36c) 
n=l 

. ~ cos2nx 
1rl sm xi = 2 - L..J 2 l . 

n=l n - 4 
(3.36d) 

Until now we have considered only generalized Fourier series because of their 
more transparent properties. We have to be very cautious, however, when 
dealing in practice with divergent series. No attempt must be made to sum 
such a series numerically term by term! Numerical evaluation is only possible 
for classically convergent Fourier series. Some of the most important results 
are the following. 
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For a given function f we have: 

If a function f is piecewise smooth15 on the interval [0, L], such that 
f(x) = ![f(x+) + f(x-)], then the Fourier series off converges for 
every x to the L-periodic continuation of f. 

For a given Fourier series we have: 

If a Fourier series is absolutely convergent, i.e. 2:: lcnl < oo, then it 
converges absolutely and uniformly to a continuous periodic function 
f, such that en are just f's Fourier coefficients. 

An example of the first theorem is (3.35d). Note that the similar looking 
(3.36a) just falls outside this category. Examples of the second are (3.35e) 
and (3.36d). 

3.3.1 The relation to the Fast Fourier Transform 

The standard numerical implementation of the calculation of a Fourier trans
for~ or Fourier coefficient is the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm [17]. This 
algorithm calculates for a given complex array { x j}, j 0, ... , N 1 very 
efficiently (especially if N is a power of 2) the Discrete Fourier Transform 

N-1 

xk L Xj exp( -27rijkjN), k = 0, .. . ,N -I. (3.37) 
j=O 

A Fourier coefficient (3.31) is calculated by discretizing the integral 

1 laL . 1 N-1 
Cn = f(x)e- 2mnxfLdx ~ - L f(jLJN) exp( -27rijn/N) 

L 0 N j=O 

and identifying Xj = f(jLJN) and Cn = XnfN. 

A Fourier transform (3.1) is determined as follows. Restrict the infinite inte
gral to a large enough finite interval [-!T, !T], and consider only the values 
w = 21rkjT, fork= -!N, ... , !N- 1. Then we have 

15 f is piecewise smooth on [0, L] if there are a finite number of open subintervals 
0 < x < x1, ... ,XN-1 < x <Lon which f is continuous, while the limits /(0+),/(xt±), 
... ,J(L-) exist. 
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If we finally discretize the integrals 

lN-1 

fi(2;k):: 
2
:N 

2t; p(jTjN)exp(-21rijkjN) 

2
:N E pUT/N- T) exp(-27rijk/N). 

j=tN 

we obtain the required result by identifying 

{
p(jT/N) if 0 ~ j ~ !N -1, 

Xj= p(jTJN T) if !N~j:::;N-1, 

.(21rk) = T {Xk+N if -tN:::; k:::; -1, 
p T 27rN Xk if 0 S k:::; ~N- 1. 

3.4 Evanescent waves and sound radiation from 
a surface 

The wave equation in 2-D has the very important property that a distur
bance of frequency w and wave number a in (say) x-direction is only radi
ating sound if frequency and wave number satisfy the inequality 

lal < lw/col 

(a similar inequality holds in 3-D). Outside this regime the generated distur
bances are exponentially decaying (evanescent) in y without an associated 
sound field. This is seen as follows. 

Consider in the 2-D half space y ~ 0 the harmonic sound field p( x, y, w) eiwt 

satisfying the Helmholtz equation 
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where k == wfc0 • If p, generated by (say) the surface y = 0, is given at y = 0 
as the Fourier integral 

p(x, 0) == Po(x) = i: A( a) e-iax do:, 

it is easily verified that the field in y "2:: 0 may be written as 

p(x, y) == i: A(a) e-iax-i')'y do: (3.38) 

with the important square root (with branch cuts along the imaginary axis, 
and the realinterval lo:l ::; lkl; see Figure (3.3)) 

Im('y) ::; 0, !'(0) = k. (3.39) 

Im(l') = 0 

!'(0)::;:: k 

Re(/') < 0 ~~ 
bra.nch cut 1 Re( /') > 0 

------~-------T.--- -------

Re(l') = 0 

k _________ __! __ _ 

Re(!') > 0 
bra.ncb cut 

Re(!') < 0 

Im ( ')') ::; 0 

l~ 
: Im(!') = 0 

everywhere 
I 

I 

• • I 
nnagmar.Y1 

a.KISI 

Figure 3.3 Branch cuts and signs of -y = Jk2 - a 2 in complex a-plane. The definition of 
-y(a) adopted here is the branch of the multi-valued complex square root that 
corresponds to Im(i) s 0 for all a. lm(;) = 0 along the branch cuts. 

We see that only that part of vo(x) is radiated into y > 0 which corresponds 
to real positive')', i.e. with ial < jkj. The rest decays exponentially with y, 
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and is undeteCtable for y-+ oo. This near field with lad > lkl is essentially 
of hydrodynamic nature, and becomes just an incompressible flow field for 
lal ~ lkl. This observation has far reaching implications. We give some 
examples. · 

The low frequencies of a small walkman headphone are not radiated as 
sound. We do, however, detect the pressure when our ear is in the hydrody
namic near field. 

Infinitely many boundary conditions are equivalent in the far field. The 
above boundary condition p( x, 0) = p0 ( x) and any other with the same 
a-spectrum on [-k, k], for example 

p(x, 0) = Po(x) = Jk A( a) e-iax dx 
-k 

produce the same far field. Therefore, the inverse problem of determining 
Po from a measured far field is very difficult (ill-posed). Fine details, with a 
spatial structure described by Ia! > k, are essentially not radiating. Indeed, 
waves are in general more scattered by large than by small objects. 

If a metal plate is hit by a hammer, bending waves are excited with time
and space-spectra depending on, say, frequency (w) and wave number (a) 
respectively. However, not all frequencies will be radiated as sound. As seen 
above, for any a only the frequencies larger than ac0 are radiated. Now, the 
smallest a occurring is by and large determined by the size of the plate (if 
we ignore fluid-plate coupling), say 1/ L. Therefore, the smallest frequency 
that is radiated is given by Wmin = aminCo = 1/(Lco). 

Also the transmission of sound waves across an interface between two me
dia is most directly described via this notion of sub- and supersonic wave 
crests. If a plane wave is incident onto the interface, the point of reflection in 
medium 1 generates a disturbance in medium 2 (Fig. 3.4). With soundspeed 
c1 in medium 1 and angle16 of incidence 1J1 the disturbance velocity, mea
sured along the interface, (the phase speed) is ci/ sin 1J1 • Depending on 1J1 

and the ratio of sound speeds ci/c2 this disturbance moves with respect to 
medium 2 either supersonically, resulting into transmission of the wave, or 
subsonically, resulting into so-called total reflection (the transmitted wave is 
exponentially small). In case of transmission the phase speeds of the incident 

16Traditionally, the angle used is between the propagation direction and the normal 
vector of the interface. 
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medium 2 

transmitted 
wave 

_Ei_ 
inteEf.ac...!::.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ sin 0; 

medium 1 

reflected 
wave 

Figure 3.4 Reflection and transmission at a discontinuity. 

incident 
wave 

and transmitted wave has to match (the trace-velocity matching principle, 
[93]). This yields immediately Snell's Law ([29], [93]), from which we can 
determine the angle 82 of the transmitted wave with the interface: 

sin ih sin 1J2 
=-- (3.40) 

3.5 Integral representation by means of Green's 
functions 

Using Green's theorem we can construct an integral equation which com
bines the effect of sources, propagation, boundary conditions and initial con
ditions in a simple formula. The Green's function G(x, tly, r) is the pulse 
response of the wave equation: 

(3.41) 

Note that the Green's function is a generalized function! The pulse ~(x
y)~(t r) is released at the source point y at time r and G is measured at 
the observation point x at time t. The definition of G is further completed 
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by specifying suitable boundary conditions at a surface S with outer normal 
n enclosing the volume V in which x and y are localized: 

n·VG+bG= 0. (3.42) 

Furthermore, one usually assumes a causality condition for G that there is 
no field other than due to the a-source: 

G(x, tly, r) = 0 and 
a at G(x, tly, r) = 0 (3.43) 

for t < r. When the boundary conditions defining the Green's function 
coincide with those of the physical problem considered the Green's function 
is called a "tailored" Green's function. The integral equation is in such a 
case a convolution of the source q(y, r) with the pulse response G{x, tly, r). 
Of course, if the source q is known (and not dependent on the field) this 
integral equation is at the same time just the solution of the problem. A 
tailored Green's function is, in general, not easy to find. It will, therefore, 
appear that sometimes, for certain specific problems, the choice of a Green's 
function which is not tailored is more convenient. 

Before we can discuss this, we have to consider some general properties of 
Green's functions, such as the important reciprocity relation: 

G(x, tly, r) = G(y, -rlx, -t). (3.44) 

For the free field this relation follows immediately from symmetry and 
causality. In general [77], this property can be derived by starting from 
the definition of the two Green's functions G1 = G(x, tly11 rt) and G2 = 
G(x, -tly2, -r2): 

a2G1 2a2G1 
- Co ax~ = o(x- yi)o(t- rt) (3.45a) 

t 

and 

(3.45b) 

Multiplying (3.45a) by G2 and subtracting (3.45b) multiplied by G1 yields 
after integration over x and t in V from t -oo until a time t1 larger than 
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Partial integration of the left-hand side yields: 

{{{ [a2 8Gt- Gt8G2]dxlt=t' 
J tJ 8t 8t t=-oo 

-c~ !t' { { [G2 
8
8
G; - G1 

8
8
G;] ni dSdt 

-oolJ X, X 1 s 
0 (3.47) 

where the first integral vanishes because for t = -oo both G1 and G2 
vanish because of the causality condition (3.43). At t = t' the first inte
gral vanishes because -t' is earlier than -72 (t' > 72) and therefore both 
G2 G(x, -t'IY2 1 -72) = 0 and 8G2/8tlt=t' = 0 because of causality. The 
second integral vanishes because G1 and G2 satisfythe same boundary con
ditions on boundary S. Replacing y 1 and 7 1 by y and 7 and Y2 and 72 by x 
and tin the right-hand side of (3.46) yields (3.44). 

We now will prove that the Green's function G(x, tly, 7) also satisfies the 
equation: 

aaG 
c5-{) 2 = o(x- y)o(t 7). 

Yi 
(3.48) 

We first note that because of the symmetry of o(t - 7) the time-reversed 
function G(x, -tly, -7) satisfies (3.41): 

[)2 2 [)2 
-{) 2 G(x, -tly' -7)- Co a 2 G(x, -tly, -7) o(x- y)o(t- 7).(3.49) 

t xi 

Using now the reciprocity relation (3.44) and interchanging the notation 
x f-t y and t f-t 7 we find (3.48). 

We have now all that is necessary to obtain a formal solution to the wave 
equation: 

()2p' [)2pl 
!.i2""- c5-8 2 = q(y, 7). 
v7 Yi 

(3.50) 
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After subtracting Equation 3.48, multiplied by p'(y, r), from Equation 
(3.50), multiplied by G(x, tjy, r), and then integration to y over V and 
to r between +to and t, we obtain: 

p'(x, t) = 1:+ jjj q(y, r)G(x, tjy, r) dydr 
v 

r+ ~~ { { [ ' fJ2Q fJ2 p' (y' T)] + 1to 11 p (y, r) fJr2 G fJr2 dydr 
v 

(3.51) 

Partial integration over the time of the second integral and over the space 
of the third integral in the right-hand side of (3.51) yields: 

p'(x,t) = 1: jjj q(y,r)G(x,tjy,r)dydr 
v 

-c5 ftjj[p'(y,r){JG -G{Jp'(y,r)]nidSdr 
1 to {Jyi {Jyi 

s 

- [1[/[p'(y,T)~~- Glip'~,T)l dyL. (3.52) 

where the second integral vanishes for a tailored Green's function and the 
third integral represents the effect of the initial conditions at r = to. For 
a tailored Green's function, and if t0 = -oo, we have the superposition 
principle over elementary sources which we expect intuitively: 

p'(x, t) = 1:
00 

jjj q(y, r)G(x,t!y, r) dydr. 
v 

(3.53) 

In Chapter 4 and 6 we will again reconsider the Green's functions in more 
detail. For the present time we should remember that (3.52) or (3.53) is only 
an explicit solution of the wave equation if q is given. When the sound source 
q depends on the acoustic field p' these equations are integral equations 
rather than an explicit solution. 

Even in such a case the integral representation is useful because we have split 
up the problem into a purely linear problem of finding a Green's function and 
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a second problem of solving an integral equation. Also as stated earlier the 
integral equation is most convenient for introduCing approximations because 
integration tends to smooth out the errors of the approximations. 

The treatment given here is taken from the textbook of Morse and Fesh
bach [77]. An integral formula for the convective wave equation (2.49) and 
the corresponding Green's function and integral formulation are found in 
Goldstein [36]. 

3.6 Acoustic impedance 

A useful quantity in acoustics is impedance. It is a measure of the amount 
by which the motion induced by a pressure applied to a surface is impeded. 
Or in other words: a measure of the lumpiness of the surface. Since fric
tional forces are, by and large, proportional to velocity, a natural choice 
for this measure is the ratio between pressure and velocity17• A quantity, 
however, that would vary with time, and depend on the initial values of 
the signal is not very interesting. Therefore, impedance is defined via the 
Fourier transformed signal as: 

Z(w) = p(w) 
v(w)·ns 

(3.54) 

for a point x on a surface S with unit normal vector ns pointing into18 

the surface. The impedance is a complex number and a function of w and 
position. The real part is called the resistance, the imaginary part is called 
the reactance, and its inverse 1/Z is called the admittance. 

In the most general situation the ratio pj(v·ns) is just a number, obtained 
from the solution, with a limited relevance. We cannot say that the "surface 
has the impedance Z", but we have to add with which acoustic field. For 
the class of (so-called) locally reacting surfaces, however, this is not the case. 
The response of such a surface to an acoustic wave is linear and pointwise, 
with the result that in this case the impedance is indeed the same for any 
solution, and a property of the surface alone. 

17 In mechanics, impedance denotes originally the ratio between a force amplitude and 
a velocity amplitude. In some texts, the ratio acoustic pressure/velocity is therefore called 
"impedance per area" or specific impedance. 

18 Note that the normal vector of the surface is defined out of the surface. 
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Mathematically it is important to note that an impedance boundary condi
tion is of "mixed type". Via the general Green's function representation 

p = J J (fi\lG + ikpocovG) ·ns ds 
s 

the Helmholtz equation reduces to an integral equation in p if surfaceS has 
an impedance Z: 

, ~~ f("G + ikpocoG) 'd p = J v ·ns -----z- p s. 
s 

Sometimes it is instructive to describe the coupling between two adjacent 
regions of an acoustic field by means of an equivalent impedance. Suppose we 
place between these regions (say, region 1 and region 2) a fictitious interface, 
with an impedance such, that the presence of the surface would generate 
the same sound field in region 1 as there exists without surface. In that case 
we could say that the effect of region 2 onto region 1 is described by this 
impedance. 

For example, a free field plane wave eiwt-ikx, with k = w / c0 and satisfying 
iwpov+ \lp == 0, would not be reflected by a screen, positioned parallel to the 
y, z-plane, if this screen has the impedance Z = p0c0 . So for plane waves and 
in the far field (where the waves become approximately plane) the fluid may 
be said to have the impedance p0c0 • This inherent impedance of the fluid is 
used to make Z dimensionless leading to the specific impedance Z/ p0c0 • 

Many other examples are found in !-dimensional (pipe-) models of acous
tic systems where local 3-dimensional behaviour is "packed" in an effective · 
impedance. It may be worthwhile to note that for such models many authors 
find it convenient to divide Z by the surface S of the pipe cross section. In 
such a case the impedance is the ratio of the acoustic pressure p and the 
volume flux (u·n)S leaving the control volume. The one-dimensional ap
proach then allows the use of all mathematical tools developed for electrical 
circuits if we assume p to be the equivalent of the electric voltage, (u·n)S 
the equivalent of the electric current, and a tube to correspond to a trans
mission line. Further, a compact volume is the equivalent of a capacity, and 
a compact diaphragm is a self induction. The pressure difference is in lin
ear approximation due to the inertia of the air in the diaphragm and hence 
proportional to the acceleration (8/at)(u·n) (section 4.4.3). 
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3.6.1 Impedance and acoustic energy 

For a quiescent fluid the acoustic power flow across a surface S is for a 
time-harmonic field (2.80) 

21rjw 

P = jj ~ j Re(fteiwt) Re( (v·ns) eiwt) dtdS 

s 0 

!! 1 (A A* '*A) dS = 
4 

pv + p v ·ns 
s 

= jj ~ Re(p*v·ns) dS. 
s 

If the surface has an impedance Z this becomes 

P= jj ~Re(Z)Iv·nsl 2 dS. 
s 

(3.55a) 

(3.55b) 

(3.56) 

Hence, the real part of the impedance (the resistance) is related to the energy 
flow: if Re(Z) > 0 the surface is passive and absorbs energy, if Re(Z) < 0 it 
is active and produces energy. 

3.6.2 Impedance and reflection coefficient 

If we consider the acoustic field for x < 0 in a tube at low frequencies, we 
can write 

(3.57) 

where k = w /co, p+ is the amplitude of the wave incident at x = 0 from x < 0 
and p- is the amplitude of the wave reflected at x = 0 by an impedance Z. 
Using the linearized momentum conservation law p0 (8uf8t) = -8pf8x we 
find: 

u(x) = _l_(p+e-ikx- p-eikx). (3.58) 
· poco 

If we define the reflection coefficient Ro at x 0 as: 

Ro = p- jp+ (3.59) 
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we see that because Z = p(O)fu(O) : 

R 
_ Z- poco 

o- . 
Z +poco 

(3.60) 

In two dimensions we have a similar result. Consider a plane wave (amplitude 
p+), propagating in the direction (sin 0, cosO) where 0 is the angle with they
axis ( c.f. Fig. 3.4), and approaching from y < 0 an impedance wall at y = 0. 
Here it reflects into a wave (amplitude p-) propagating in the direction 
(sin 0,- cosO). The pressure field is given by 

(3.61} 

The y-component of the velocity is 

·c ) cos8 v x,y = 
poco 

(3.62) 

so we have for the impedance 

Z = p(x, 0) = poco p+ + p- = poco 1 + Ro, 
v(x, 0) cosO p+- p- cosO 1- Ro 

(3.63) 

and for the reflection coefficient 

R 
_ Z cosO- poco 

o- . 
Z cos 0 + p0c0 

(3.64) 

3.6.3 Impedance and causality 

In order to obtain a causal solution of a problem defined by boundary con
ditions expressed in terms of an impedance Z, the impedance should have 
a particular form. 

Consider an arbitrary plane wave Pi = j(t - xfco) incident from x < 0, 
and reflecting into Pr = g(t + xfc0 ) by an impedance wall at x = 0, with 
impedance Z(w). The total acoustic field is given for x < 0 by: 

p(x, t) = f(t xfco) + g(t + xfco), 

u(x, t) = -
1
-(J(t- xfco)- g(t + xfco) ). 

poco 
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The reflected wave g is determined via the impedance condition, and there
fore via the Fourier transforms of the p and u. As we have seen above 
(Equation 3.60), we have for the Fourier transforms J and g: 

g(w) = Z(w)- poco ](w). 
Z(w) +poco 

(3.66) 

More information can be obtained, however, if we transform the boundary 
condition back to the time domain 

p(O,t)= i:p(O,w)eiwtdw 

= i: Z(w)u(O, w) eiwt dw 

leading to the convolution product: 

1 100 p(O, t) = 
2

11" -oo z(t- r)u(O, r) dr 

if the Fourier transform z(t) of Z(w) exists19: 

z(t) = i: Z(w) eiwt dw. 

(3.67a) 

(3.67b) 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 

Since p(O, t) should only depend on the values.of u(O, t) of the past (r < t), 
the Fourier transform z( t) of the impedance Z ( w) has to satisfy the causality 
condition: 

z(t) = 0 for t < 0. (3.70) 

which requires, under conditions as given in (3.13), 

Z(w) is analytic in Im(w) < 0. (3.71) 

19 lf Z is not Fourier transformable, we can try to find Fourier transformable A and B 

Z( ) 
_ A(w) 

w - B(w) 

and apply the same arguments to the modified relation 

B(w)p(O,w) = A(w)u(O,w). 
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Furthermore, since both p and u are real, z has to be real, which implies 
that Z has to satisfy the reality condition: 

Z*(w) = Z( -w). (3.72) 

Equation {3.68) yields an integral equation for g if we use equations (3.65a) 
and (3.65b) to eliminate p and u: 

1 /00 f(t) + g(t) =- z(t- r)(J(r)- g(r))dr. 
Poco -oo 

(3.73) 

For any incident wave starting at some finite time (t = 0) we have f(t) = 0 
fort < 0, so that all in all the infinite integral reduces to an integration over 
the interval [0, t]: 

f(t) + g(t) 1 it 
PoCo o 

z(t- r)(J(r)- g(r)) dr. (3.74) 

For any time t, g(t) is built up from f(t) and the history off and g along 
[0, t]. 
As an example, consider an impedance wall of Helmholtz resonator type 
which is widely used in turbo fan aircraft engine inlets [104]. Such a wall is 
described (see next chapter) by: 

Z(w) =poco ( R + iwm- icot(wL)). (3.75) 

Note that indeed Z*(w) = Z(-w). From the causality condition it follows 
that the poles of cot(wL) belong to the upper half of the complex w-plane, 
so that we can Fourier transform back to the time domain to find: 

z(t) 

poco 

00 

R8(t) + m8'(t) + 8(t) + 2 2: 8(t- 2nL) 
n=l 

(3.76) 

where 8'(t) denotes the derivative of 8(t). Substitution of (3.76) in (3.74) 
shows that g can be expressed as a finite sum. 
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3.6.4 Impedance and surface waves 

Part of sound that is scattered by an impedance wall may be confined to a 
thin layer near the wall, and behave like a surface wave, similar to the type 
of evanescent waves discussed in Section 3.4. Examples of these type of solu
tions are found as irregular modes in lined ducts (Section 7.3), or as sound 
that propagates with less than the usual ljr2-decay along an acoustically 
coated surface. 

Consider in (x, y)-space, y ~ 0, a harmonic pressure field p(x, y) eiwt, satis
fying 

z op(x, 0) 

PoCo oy 
where Z denotes the impedance of the wall y 0, and k w /co. Solutions 
that decay for y -+ oo are of the type discussed in Section 3.4 

p(x, y) =A( a) e-icxx-hy 

with the branch and branch cuts of -y(a) = Jk2 - a 2 selected such that 
Im('Y):::; 0 (see Equation 3.39 and Figure 3.3). From the boundary condition 
it follows that the solutions that can occur have to satisfy 

Since the imaginary part of -y is negative, 
it appears that the only impedances that 
may bear a surface wave have to satisfy 

Im(Z) :::; 0. 

The solutions in a are given by 

a= ±kVl- (poco/Z) 2 • 

Trajectories as function of Z are plotted 
in Figure 3.5. Note that un-attenuated 
waves occur for purely imaginary Z. 
The thickness of the layer occupied 
by the wave is of the order y = 
0(.:\l Im(Z)I/poco), where.:\= 2nfk, the 
free field wave length. 

0 
0 
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1 2 

' ' 
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~t~-0.1 ... ....... __ 

Figure 3.5 Trajectories of afk for 
varying Z = poco(R + iX). 
Fixed R & X:;;;O,O.l,oo: 
Fixed X & R=O,O.l,oo: 
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Exercises 

a) Consider the sound produced by thunder, modelled as an infinite line 
source, fired impulsively. Explain the typical long decay after the initial 
crack. 

b) Consider in (x, y, z)-space the plane z = 0, covered uniformly with 
point sources which are all fired instantaneously at t = r: 
o(t- r)&(x- xo)&(y y0 )8(z) (z0 = 0). Calculate the sound field at 
some distance away from the plane. 

c) Consider an infinite equidistant row of harmonically oscillating line 
sources (frequency w), placed in the z = 0-plane a distance d from 
each other. Show that constructive interference in the far field will 
only occur in directions with an angle 8 such that 

n 0,1,2, ... 

where k = wfco. Discuss the relation of this problem with the theory 
of Section 3.4. 

d) The same question for a row of alternating line sources. 

e) What is the dimension of &(x) if x denotes a physical coordinate with 
dimension "length"? 

f) Work out the expression for the reflected wave g in the case m = 0 
(starting from equations (3.74) and (3.76)). 

g) We define an ideal open end as a position at which p = 0 in a tube. 
Calculate reflection coefficient R and impedance Z for such an open 
end. 

h) The same question for an ideal closed end defined by u·n = 0. 

i) Given the impedance Z0 (w) of the plane x = 0 seen from the x < 0 
side, calculate ZL(w), the impedance seen at x = -L, if we assume a 
uniform tube between x = 0 and x = -oo. 
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4.1 Plane waves 

Plane waves are waves in which the acoustic field only depends on the spatial 
coordinate (say: x) in the direction of propagation: p(x, t), p(x, t), v(x, t), .... 
Such waves may emerge, for example, as approximations for spheric waves at 
large distance from a point source, or as waves propagating at a frequency 
lower than a critical frequency fc called the cut-off frequency in a hard
walled pipe. As we will see from the discussion in Section 6.4 and Section 
7.2 the cut-off frequency fc is of the order of c0 j2d where dis the pipe width 
(or diameter). The exact value of fc depends on the shape of the pipe cross 
section. 

If we can neglect friction, then below the cut-off frequency, the (propagating 
part of the) acoustic field in a pipe consists only of plane waves. The condi
tion for the validity of a frictionless approximation yields a lower bound for 
the frequency we can consider. At high frequencies, the effect of viscosity 
is confined to boundary layers of thickness oA = (2v jw) 112 {where v 11/ p 
is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid) near the walls. In order to make a 
plane wave approximation reasonable we should have thin viscous bound
ary layers: OA/d ~ 1. Hence the frequency range in which a plane wave 
approximation is valid in a pipe is given by: 

2v co 
7rd2 ~ f < 2d' 

For air v = 1.5 x 10-5 m2/s while for water a typical value is v == IQ-6 m2/s. 
Hence we see that a plane wave approximation will in air be valid over the 
three.decades of the audio range for a pipe with a diameter d == 0(10-2 m). 
(Check what happens for larger pipes.) This implies that such an approx
imation should be interesting when studying pulsations in pipe systems, 
musical acoustics, speech production, etc. 

We therefore focus our attention in this chapter on the one-dimensional ap
proximation of duct acoustics. For simplicity we will also assume that any 
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mean flow u0 = u0 (x) is also one dimensional. We will consider simple mod
els for the boundary conditions. We will assume that the side walls are rigid. 
This implies that there is no transmission of sound through these walls. This 
is a drastic assumption which excludes any application of our theory to the 
prediction of environmental noise induced by pipe flows. In such cases the 
transmission of the sound from the internal flow to the environment is a 
crucial factor. A large amplitude in the pipe may be harmless if the acoustic 
energy stays inside the pipe! Extensive treatment of this transmission prob
lem is given by Norton [88] and Reethof [100]. In general the transmission 
of sound through elastic structures is described in detail by Junger and Feit 
[57]. We further ignore this crucial problem. 

In principle the approximation we will use is limited to pipes with uniform 
cross sections A or, as we will see in Section 8.3, to pipes with slowly varying 
cross sections (dA/dx ~ A/.X). The most interesting applications of our 
approximation will concern sound generated in compact regions as a result 
of sudden changes in cross section or localized fluid injection. As we consider 
low frequencies (f < c0 /2d) a region with a length of the order of the pipe 
width d will be by definition compact. We will treat these regions separately, 
taking possible three dimensional effects into account. The (inner-) solution 
in the compact region is approximated by that of an incompressible flow or 
a region of uniform pressure1• 

The boundary conditions for this compact region are related to the plane 
wave regions by means of integral conservation laws (Appendix A). In this 
way we will consider a large variety of phenomena (temperature discontinu
ities, jumps in cross sections, multiple junctions, air bubbles, turbulence ... ). 
In the present chapter we will assume an infinitely long or semi-infinite pipe. 
This is a pipe which is so long that as a result of friction the waves travelling 
towards the pipe end do not induce significant reflections. This will in fact 
exclude the accumulation of acoustic energy and phenomena like resonance. 
This effect is discussed in the next chapter. 

A consequence of this assumption is that the acoustic field will not have a 
large amplitude and that we can usually neglect the influence of the acoustic 
field on a source. The flow is calculated locally with our previously discussed 

1 For example, the air density fluctuations in an oscillating acoustically compact air 
bubble in water cannot be neglected, but we can assume that they are uniform within the 
bubble. 
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compact region approximation ignoring any acoustical feedback. This ex
cludes fascinating effects such as whistling. These effects will be discussed 
in Chapter 5. 

If the end of the pipe is part of the problem, we will include this end by 
a linear boundary condition of impedance type. The acoustic impedance 
is a general linear relation in the frequency domain between velocity and 
pressure, i.e., a convolution product in the time domain (Section 3.6). Since 
pressure cannot depend on the future of the velocity (or vice versa) the dis
cussion of such a linear boundary condition involves the concept of causality 
(Section 3.6). 

We will show how the Green's function formalism can be used to obtain 
information on aero-acoustic sound generation by turbulence and to estimate 
the scattering of sound by a temperature non-uniformity. These problems 
will be reconsidered later for free field conditions in Chapter 6. It will then be 
interesting to see how strong the effect of the confinement is by a comparison 
of the results obtained in this chapter and Chapter 5 with those obtained 
in Chapter 6. 

Convective effects on the wave propagation will be discussed in Chapter 9. 
We restrict ourselves now to very low mean flow Mach numbers outside the 
source regions. 

4.2 Basic equations and method of 
characteristics 

4.2.1 The wave equation 

We consider a one-dimensional flow in a pipe with uniform cross section. If 
we neglect friction the conservation laws of mass and momentum are for a 
one dimensional flow given by: 

op op ou 
-+u-+p-
ot ox ox 

(
ou 8u) 8p p -+u- +-
ot ox ox 

o(pj3) 
ot 

fx 

(4.1a) 

(4.1b) 

where pj3 corresponds to an external mass injection in the flow and fx is an 
external force per unit volume. 
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We assume now that the field consists of a uniform state (po, Po, uo), plus a 
perturbation (p',p', u') small enough to a1low linearization: 

P ==Po+ p,' 
p==po+p', 

u == u0 + u'. 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

(4.2c) 

apjat and fx, being the cause of the perturbation, must therefore by defi
nition be small. We substitute (4.2a-4.2c) in (4.1a) and (4.1b). Neglecting 
second and higher order terms we obtain the linearized equations: 

ap' ap' au' af] 
7ft + Uo ax + Po ax ::::: Po at 
au' au' ap' 

Po at + PoUo ax + ax ::::: fx 

We can eliminate p' by using the constitutive equation: 

p' == c~p' 

which implies that we assume a homentropic flow. 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

(4.4) 

A one-dimensional wave equation is obtained by subtracting the divergence 
of the momentum conservation law (4.3b) from the convected time derivative 
(at+ uoax) of mass conservation law (4.3a) (to eliminate u'): 

(4.5) 

4.2.2 Characteristics 

As an alternative we now show the wave equation in characteristic form. 
This allows a simple geometrical interpretation of the solution of initial 
condition and boundary condition problems with the help of a so-called (x, t) 
diagram. In acoustics this procedure is just equivalent with other procedures. 
However, when considering high amplitude wave propagation (non-linear 
acoustics or gas dynamics) the method of characteristic will still allow an 
analytical solution to many interesting problems [121], [62L [89]. Also the 
characteristics play a crucial role in numerical solutions as they determine 
optimal discretization schemes, and in particular their conditions of stability. 
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Using the constitutive equation 

ap + u ap = c2 (ap + u ap) 
at ax at ax 

we can write the mass conservation law (4.1a) as: 

..!:._ ( ap + u ap) + c au 
pc at ax ax 

:. a(pf3) 
P at 

by addition, respectively subtraction, of the momentum conservation law 
(4.1b) divided by p, we find the non-linear wave equation in characteristic 
form: 

(~ + ( u ± c) i.) (u ± f dp) = fx ± c a(pf3). at ax pc p p at 
In the absence of source terms this simply states that along the character
istics c± the Riemann invariant r± is conserved: 

r+ = u' + 1 dp = constant along 
pc 

r- = u' - 1 dp = constant along pc 
In the presence of source terms we have: 

± 1 ( 28{3 ) r = poco-a ± cofx dt 
c± t 

c+ = { (x,t)l ~; = u + c} (4.6a} 

c- = {(x,t)l ~; = u- c}(4.6b) 

(4.7) 

where the integration is along the respective characteristic. For an ideal 
gas with constant specific heat we find by using the fact that the flow is 
isentropic: 

In linear approximation in the absence of sources we have 

r± = u' ± L along the lines defined by c± : ddxt = uo ±Co. 
poco 
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4.2.3 Linear behaviour 

In the absence of source terms (the homogeneous problem) we can write 
the linear perturbation p' as the sum of two waves F and g travelling in 
opposite directions (along the c+ and c- characteristics): 

p' F(x (co+ uo)t) + {l(x +(co- uo)t), 

u' = - 1
-(F(x- (co+ uo)t)- {l(x +(co uo)t) ). 

poco 

(4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

This solution can be readily verified by substitution into the homogeneous 
wave equation. The functions F and g are determined by the initial and 
boundary conditions. As an example we consider two simple problems for 
the particular case of a quiescent fluid u0 == 0. 

t 

1 

---+X 

Figure 4.1 Solution by means of characteristics. 

Let's first consider a semi-infinite pipe closed at x = 0 by a rigid piston 
moving with a velocity up(t) starting at t = 0. If up/co~ 1 we can use an 
acoustic approximation to solve the problem. Using the method of charac
teristics we first observe in a (x, t) diagram (Figure 4.1) that there are two 
regions for x > 0: 

region I below the line x = c0t 

and 

region II above the line x = c0 t. 
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Region I is a region in which perturbations induced by the movement of the 
piston cannot be present. The characteristic ct : x = c0t corresponds to 
the path of the first disturbance generated at t = 0 by the starting piston. 
Hence the fluid in region I is undisturbed and we can write by considering 
a c- characteristic (cj'") leaving this region: 

, , 0 p - pocou . {4.9) 

This cj'" characteristic will meet the piston path xp(t) = fci updt' where we 
have: 

u' Up (4.10a) 

because we assume the fluid to stick to the piston (up~ c0). Hence from 
(4.9) and (4.10a) we have the pressure at the piston for any time: 

(4.10b) 

Now starting from a point xp(t) on the piston, we can draw a c+ character
istic (4) along which we have: 

(4.11) 

where t* is the retarded time, implicitly given by 

xt* = t- --.:.....:...-'-. 
co 

(4.12) 

This is the time at which the disturbance travelling along 4 has been gen
erated by the piston. At any point (x, t) along 4 we can find a c2 char
acteristic originating from the undisturbed region for which (4.9) is valid. 
Combining (4.9) and (4.11) we see that along 4 we have: 

u' = up(t*) 

p' = pocoup(t*). 

(4.13a) 

(4.13b) 
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We could have obtained this solution directly simply by using (4.8a,4.8b), 
the general solution of the homogeneous equation. Because the tube is semi
infinite and the piston is the only source of sound, we have only waves 
travelling in the positive x direction so that (with uo = 0): 

p' = :F(x- cot) 

u' = :F(x- cot)/ poco. 

(4.14a) 

(4.14b) 

Using the boundary condition u' = up at the piston x = Xp we find the 
retarded time equation (4.12) and so the solution (4.13a,4.13b). 

1 c 
t 

A 

L 

Figure 4.2 (x, t) diagram for the initial value problem. 

p' =p[, 
u' = u~ 

x-

We now consider an initial value problem in a semi-infinite pipe. Suppose 
that the pipe is closed at x 0 by a fixed rigid wall (u'(x = 0) = 0) and 
that in the region 0 < x < L the fluid is undisturbed while for x > L there. is 
originally a uniform disturbance (p0, u0) of the uniform quiescent fluid state 
valid for x > 0 (p~, u~ = 0) (Figure 4.2). We can easily delimit the uniform 
regions I and II in which the initial state will prevail by drawing the ct and 
c1 characteristics emanating from the point (x, t) = (L, 0). 

The state in region IV at the closed pipe end is the next easiest one to 
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determine. We draw the characteristic c2 emanating from region II along 
which we have: 

- f f f f 
C2 : P - pocou Po - Pocouo. (4.15) 

At the closed pipe end u1 0 so that fort> Lfc0 : 

P~v(x = 0) = P~- pocou~ (4.16) 

In region III we obtain the solution by considering the intersection of the 
waves ct and c! emanating from regions I and II respectively: 

ct : p' + pocou' = 0 
I I I P - pocou =Po 

Hence: 

I 1(1 I) Pm = 2 Po- PoCoUo 
I 1 ( I I )/ Um = -2 Po- pocouo Poco. 

Finally for any point in the region IV above the line x = co(t 
have: 

cj : p1 + pocou1 I I Po- pocouo 
- I I I I 

c3 : P - Pocou = Po - Pocouo 

so that we have: 

U~v = 0 
I I I 

P1v =Po- pocouo 

(4.17a) 

(4.17b) 

(4.18a) 

(4.18b) 

L/co) we 

(4.19a) 

(4.19b) 

(4.20a) 

(4.20b) 

as we alr.eady found at the closed pipe end (x = 0). Of course we could have 
solved this problem without an (x, t) diagram, hut this requires quite an 
intellectual effort. 

From the previous two examples simple rules are obtained to use an (x, t) 
diagram in combination with the method of characteristics: 

a) Indicate on the x and t axis the initial and boundary conditions. 

b) Draw the characteristics delimiting the undisturbed regions in which 
the initial conditions prevail. 
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c) Consider reflection of these boundary characteristics at boundary con
ditions. (Contact surface delimiting regions of different uniform state 
po, Po, co, ... will be discussed in Section 4.4.) This yields a further sub
division of the (x, t) plane in uniform regions. 

d) Determine the state at the boundaries at the moment the first message 
from the initial conditions arrives. 

e) Determine the state in regions where two characteristics of opposite 
families c+ and c- emanating from regions where the solution is known 
meet. 

While for initial value problems the method of characteristics is most ef
ficient, we will use Fourier analysis when we consider boundary condition 
problems. For a steady harmonic perturbation equation (4.8a,4.8b) be
comes: 

p' = p+ eiwt-ikx + p- eiwt+ikx 

u' = _l_(p+eiwt-ikx- p-eiwt+ikx). 
poco 

(4.2la) 

(4.2lb) 

where p± are amplitudes which are functions of w, and k is the wave number 
(k = wfco). 

4.2.4 Non-linear simple waves and shock waves 

A general solution of the non-linear one dimensional homentropic flow equa
tions can only be obtained by numerical methods. In the particular case of a 
wave propagating into a uniform region the solution is considerably simpli
fied by the fact that the characteristics emanating from the uniform region 
all carry a uniform message. We will show that as a consequence of this the 
other characteristics in this wave are straight lines in the (x, t)-plane. Such 
a wave is called a simple wave. 

Let us for example consider a wave propagating along c+ -characteristics 
which meets c--waves emanating from a uniform region. The message car
ried by the c--characteristics is: 

r- = u- J dp = ro- for all c-. 
pc 
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If we now consider a c+ -characteristic in the siinple wave, we have in addition 
that r+ is equal to another constant, specific to that particular c+: 

r+ = u+J dp. 
. pc 

(4.23) 

Addition and subtraction of ( 4.22) and ( 4.23) yields, along the c+, the result 

1 + -
u = 2(r + ro), (4.24a) 

f dp = !(r+- r-). 
pc 2 ° (4.24b) 

Hence, the velocity u is constant along the c+ considered. As in addition to 
the thermodynamic quantity f(dpj pc) also the entropy s is constant along 
the c+ (because the flow is homentropic), we conclude that all thermody
namic variables are constant along the c+. In particular the speed of sound 
cis constant along a c+ in the simple wave. Therefore, the slope (u +c) of 
the c+ characteristic is constant, and the characteristic is a straight line in 
an (x, t)-diagram. 

As an example of an application we consider the simple wave generated for 
x > 0 by a given boundary condition p(O, t) at x = 0, assuming a uniform 
quiescent fluid (u0 = 0) with a speed of sound c = c0 fort< 0. The sound 
speed c(O, t) at x = 0 is calculated by using the equation of state 

which implies 

The message from the c- -characteristics implies 

2eo ( c ) 2co ( ( p ) 
U= 1-1 Co -

1 = 1-1 Po - 1 ). 

We can now easily construct the simple wave by drawing at each time t 
the c+ -characteristic emanating from x = 0. We see from these equations 
that a compression gtp(O, t) > 0 implies an increase of both c(O, t) and 
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u(O, t), and of course the opposite for a decompression or expansion. As a 
result, characteristics at the peak of a. compression wave have a higher speed 
( u +c) than those just in front of it. This results into a gradual steepening 
of the compression wave. This non-linear deformation of the wave will in 
the end result into a breakdown of the theory b~ause neighbouring c+
characteristics in a compression intersect for travelling times larger than t 8 

or distances larger than Xs given by 

ts =- [(8(u +c)) ]-1' 
OX t=O 

( 4.25a) 

--t2 [(8(u+c)) ] 
Xs- s £l • ut x=O 

(4.25b) 

For weak compressions we find the approximation for an ideal gas with 
constant "'(: 

,...., t _ 2"'fpoco [(8p) ] -
1 

Xs- cos- -
"'f+ 1 Ot x=O 

(4.26) 

For t > t 8 or x > x 8 the solution found by integration of the differential 
equations becomes multiple valued and loses its physical meaning. 

The approximation on which the equations are based will already fail be
fore this occurs because the wave steepening involves large gradients so that 
heat conduction and friction cannot be ignored anymore. This limits the 
process of wave deformation. For large pressure differences across the wave 
the final gradients are so large that the wave thickness is only a few times 
the molecular mean free path, so that a continuum theory fails. The wave 
structure is in the continuum approximation a discontinuity with jump con
ditions determined by integral conservation laws. Apart from discontinuous, 
the solution is also dissipative, as there is production of entropy in the shock 
wave. 

If the wave is initiated by a harmonic perturbation p'(O, t) = pcos(wt), the 
shock formation distance corresponding to the largest value of ftp' is given 
by 

X 8 W 2"'(po 
co ("'f+l)p. 

In a pipe segment, closed on both sides by a rigid wall, a wave travels easily 
hundreds of wave lengths before it is attenuated significantly by friction. 
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Therefore, even at apparently modest amplitudes of P/Po = 0(10-2) shock 
waves can appear in a closed tube driven by a piston at its resonance fre
quency. Recent papers discussing such effects are the review of Crighton 
([19}) and the work of Ockendon ([?]). When the pipe segment is open at 
one end, the wave is inverted each time it reflects at the open end. The non
linear wave distortion due to the wave propagation during half an oscillation 
period is compensated, at least in first approximation, in the following half 
period. Under such conditions non-linear effects due to flow separation at 
the open pipe termination (Disselhorst and Van Wijngaarden (28]) or even 
turbulence in the acoustical boundary layer (Stuhltrager [?]) can appear 
before non-linear wave distortion becomes dominant. 

as 
0... 
.ll! 0.5 -.c 
Q. 

0 

as 
0... 

=- 0.5 
.c 

Q. 
0 

as 
~ - 0.5 
cf 

0 

horn exit pressure Ph 

~ 

0 

-

-

0.001 0.002 

t (s) 

ff 

" --
mf 

p 

0.003 0.004 

Figure 4.3 The pressure signal measured at the exit 
of the horn for three playing levels: piano 
(p), mezzo-forte (mf), and fortissimo (ff). 

However, when the pipe 
is driven by a strongly 
non-harmonic pressure sig
nal p'(O, t), the wave steepen
ing may lead to a shock wave 
formation before the open 
end has been reached. This 
may, for example, occur in a 
trombone where the pressure 
at the exit of the horn shows 
very sharp peaks, as shown 
in Figure ( 4.3). The increase 
of the wave distortion with 
the amplitude explains in 
such a musical instrument 
·the increase of brightness 
(the higher harmonics) of the 
sound with increasing sound 
level (Hirschberg [42]). In 
open-air loudspeaker horns 

wave propagate in non-linear way. In mufflers of combustion engines shock 
waves are also common. 

When the non-linear deformation is small, the generation of the first har
monic fJ1 by a signal p, originally harmonic, is given by [93]: 

(4.27) 
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Because at low frequencies the radiation efficiency increases with the fre
quency squared, the non-linear wave distortion can affect the quality factor 
of an open resonating pipe. Using the above fmmula ( 4.27) Kriesels [?] was 
indeed able to understand the energy balance in a bifurcated pipe system 
which could not be explained by assuming linear losses only. 

4.3 Source terms 

While fx is a source term in (4.1b) which can be realized by gravitational 
or electromagnetic forces, the source term 82(pf3)/8t2 in (4.1a) does not 
correspond to the creation of mass (because we consider non-relativistic 
conditions). Hence if we introduce a source term 82(p{3)j8t2 this term will be 
a representation of an complex process which we include in the 1-D inviscid 
flow model as a source term. For example the effect of fluid injection through 
a porous side wall in the pipe or the oscillation of a bubble can be considered 
by assuming a source term in a uniformly filled pipe with rigid impermeable 
walls. The clarinet mouthpiece is often represented by a closed wall with a 
mass source. 

In the case of fx we may also find useful to summarize the effect of a com
plex flow such as the flow around a ventilation fan by assuming a localized 
momentum source in a one dimensional modeL This is called an actuator 
disk model. Of course, this kind of representation of a complex process by a 
simple source is only possible if we can find a model to calculate this source. 
This is only attractive if a simplified model or an order of magnitude esti
mate can be used. When the source region is compact we will be able to 
find such simple relationships between a simplified local flow model and the 
corresponding 1-D sources by applying integral conservation laws over the 
source region. The general treatment of the aero-acoustic sources has al
ready been given in Section 2.6. We focus here on some additional features 
which we will use in our applications of the theory. 

In a com pact region of length L and fixed volume V enclosed by a surface S, 
we will use the conservation laws for mass and momentum in integral form 
(Appendix A): 

:t jjj pdV + jj pv·ndS = 0 (4.28a) 

v s 
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:tJJJ pvdV+ //(P+pvv)·ndS= JJJ fdV (4.28b) 

v s v 

where P is the stress tensor (Pij)· 

Within the volume V we describe the flow here in full three dimensional 
detail, so (4.28a) has no source term. However, the source term fJ2(pf3)/8t2 

in the one dimensional representation of the mass conservation law is sup
posed to include the effect of the volume integral (d/dt) fff pdV. In order to 
understand this we compare the actual source region with a !-dimensional 
representation of this source region (Figure 4.4). Integration of (4.1a) over 

r•••••••·••••••··----·········-·------····••••••••• . . . . 
: v :~s . ~ 

n• 
....._.j 

. . . . . . . 
:n ,____.. . 
' 

A,! 
~--------~--~ 

li j 12 
l I V'ex : : _________________________________________________ J 

L 

Figure 4.4 

the source region yields for a uniform pipe cross section: 

(4.29) 

If we assume L to be small compared to the acoustic wave length (compact) 
and the source term 82(pf3)/8t2 to be uniform we can write in linearized 
form: 

8(3 {J:( 7ft = ~u {} x - y) (4.30) 

for a small source region around x = y. The value of ~u' = ( u~ - ul) to be 
used in ( 4.30) is found by application of ( 4.28a) to the actual situation. If 
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we assume the flow to be uniform at the planes 1 and 2 of cross-section A, 
where it enters and leaves the volume V, we obtain: 

(pu)2- (pu)t = :tIff pdV + IP~x (4.31) 

v 

where lf'ex is the externally injected mass flux into V through the side walls. 
For identical fluids at both sides and in linearized approximation we have: 

Au'= _ _!_i_ { { { p' dV + lf'ex. 
Po dt JJJ poA 

v 
(4.32) 

For a region V that is acoustically compact we can often neglect the pressure 
non-uniformity and we find 

Au'~-~ dp' + lf'ex. 
poco dt. poA 

In a similar way, if we can neglect the volume contribution (d/dt) JJJ pvdV 
to the integral conservation law, we obtain in linear approximation (neglect
ing pou~2 and poui2

): 

fx = Ap18(x- y). (4.33) 

This source term for the 1-dimensional wave equation can be used as a 
representation of a complex flow such as that around a ventilation fan. 

As an example of a sound source we consider now the effect of the convection 
of a small fluid particle with a density p and speed of sound c (different from 
Po and co) passing through a sudden change in pipe cross section in which we 
assume a steady isentropic and subsonic flow u0 (x) (Figure 4.5). We will first 
consider the problem by using the linearized form of the integral conservation 
laws for small differences in density and speed of sound ((p- po)/po ~ 1 
and (c- co)/c0 ~ 1). A more formal discussion of this effect is given by 
Morfey in [76]. 

If the volume Vp of the fluid particle is much smaller than the nozzle volume 
V and if the properties of the fluid particle do not differ much from that of 
the rest of the fluid, we can assume that the particle is convected with the 
undisturbed steady flow velocity u0 ( x). As the particle is small the pressure 
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A 

Figure 4.5 Particle convected with the main flow uo(x) through a nozzle. 

over the particle will be uniform and in first approximation equal to the 
main flow pressure Po(x). Po(x) is given by Bernoulli's equation: 

1 
Po(x) + 2pou5(x) =constant. (4.34) 

The variation in pressure Po(X) will induce a volume variation of the particle, 
additional to that of the mean flow, which is related to the variation in the 
fluid compressibility 

IC _ 1 (8p) _ _2_ 
- p 8p s- pc2 

by: 

which implies a source term: 

where: 

8{3 
8t 

(4.35) 

( 4.36) 

( 4.37) 

(4.38) 
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because we assume that the particle is convected with the mean flow velocity 
u0 • Furthermore the particle will exert an additional force on the fluid due 
to the density variation which implies a force source term: 

f A u:( ) P - Po Dup ~ ) x =up u X- y = ---Vp--u(x- y 
A Dt 

P- Po duo 
= --A-Vpuo dx 8(x- y). (4.39) 

This force is due to the difference in inertia between the particle and its 
environment. Note that for an ideal gas the compressibility K is given by: 

K = _!_, 
'YP 

( 4.40) 

Hence for a small particle in this linear approximation the volume source 
term (4.37) is due to a difference in 'Y· This term vanishes if we consider 
the convection of a hot gas particle (not chemically different from the en
vironment) which we call an entropy spot. In that case sound production 
will be due to the difference of inertia between the entropy spot and the 
surrounding fluid. Howe refers to this as acoustical "Bremsstrahlung". 

In a similar way we can describe a slow variation of the tube cross section 
1 

area A (i.e. A- 2 dA/ dx ~ 1). With some care we can use a suitable one-
dimensional approximation to describe the wave propagation. To leading 
order the momentum conservation law is not affected by the cross section 
variation. The mass conservation law, however, becomes: 

{}p' Po {}Au' 
7ft+ Aax-=0 (4.41) 

This can be interpreted as the linearized continuity equation ( 4.3a) with a 
volume source term 

{}{3 u' {}A 

{}t A {}x 
( 4.42) 
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4.4 Reflection at discontinuities 

4.4.1 Jump in specific impedance pc 

The procedure described in the previous section to incorporate sources in a 
compact region into a one dimensional model can also be applied to deter
mine jump conditions over discontinuities in a pipe. It should be noted that 
a mathematically more sound derivation, allowing also higher order correc
tions, is obtained by using the Method of Matched Asymptotic Expansions. 
This will be worked out in more detail in Chapter 8. We first consider an 

1 x=y 2 

Figure 4.6 Jump in acoustic impedance. 

abrupt change (at x = y) in speed of sound c and density p between two 
media, 1 and 2, in a pipe with uniform cross section (Figure 4.6). Apply
ing the momentum conservation law on a thin control volume enclosing the 
contact surface between the two media we find: 

(4.43) 

In the absence of mean flow and in linear approximation this condition 
reduces to: 

t::..p' = 0. (4.44) 

Since the contact discontinuity is infinitely thin the acoustic velocity should 
be the same on both sides: 

t::..u' = 0. (4.45) 

By using the general solution ( 4.8a,4.8b) of the homogeneous wave equation, 
we have at (x = y) for the jump conditions in the pressure: 

(4.46a) 
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and in the velocity: 

.1i(y-cit)-(h(y+cit) :F2(y-c2t) g2(y+c2t) 

PICI P2C2 
(4.46b) 

In matrix notation these equations can be written as: 

(4.47) 

or if the waves :F1 and 92 are assumed to be known we may prefer to write: 

(4.48) 

If, for example, we have a source at x < y generating an incident wave :F11 

in a tube of infinite length so that 92 = 0, we obtain from (4.48): 

g _ P2C2 P1C1 rr _ Rr 
1 - .rt- .T} 

P2C2 + PtCl 

T - 2p2C2 T 
.T2- .Tl 

P2C2 + PlCl 

(4.49a) 

(4.49b) 

where the factor between g1 and :F1 is called the reflection coefficient R 
and between :F2 and :F1 the transmission coefficient T. We observe that if 
PI c1 = p2c2 the acoustic wave is not reflected at the contact discontinuity. 
Inspection of ( 4.4 7) for p1 c1 = p2c2 also shows that the only solution is 
:F1 = :F2 and 91 = 92. This corresponds to results obtained already in 
Section 3.6 when considering harmonic waves. 

4.4.2 Monotonous change in pipe cross section 

We now consider an abrupt discontinuity in pipe cross sectional area from A1 

to A2. If the flow is homentropic and there is no flow separation (w = 0) the 
pressure difference D.p' = p~ - p~ across the discontinuity can be calculated 
by using the incompressible unsteady Bernoulli equation (1.29b): 

1 
D.p' = -po( ui 2 - u~ 2) 

2 
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Figure 4.7 Abrupt cross sectional area change. 

In linear approximation: 

(4.51) 

For a smooth change in cross section as in Figure 4. 7 the potential difference 
~.1.p = cp2 - cp1 can be estimated as u~ L and is negligible for a compact region 
( Lw /co ~ 1). We then have a pressure uniform over the entire region. Note 
that while this is a very crude approximation, this is a stronger result than 
just a continuity condition (see Section 4.4.4). This condition D.p' = 0 can 
be combined with the linearized mass conservation law in the low frequency 
approximation to calculate the reflection at a pipe discontinuity: 

(4.52) 

4.4.3 Diaphragm and high amplitude behaviour 

Instead of a monotonous variation of the pipe area A we consider a di
aphragm placed in the pipe with an opening area Ad and a thickness L 
(Figure 4.8). In principle, if we use the approximations (4.51) and (4.52) 
and if we neglect the potential jump D.cp, we see that the diaphragm will 
be completely "transparent" to the acoustic waves. However, if Ad~ A we 
find experimentally a significant effect of such a diaphragm which is due to 
the inertia of the air in the opening. Assuming a uniform velocity and an 
incompressible flow without friction we have from (4.51): 

A fJu' 
D.p' ~-po-L-. 

Ad fJt 
( 4.53) 
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A 

Figure 4.8 Diaphragm. 

where u1 is the acoustic velocity in the pipe. We could also simply have 
obtained this result by considering the pressure difference !:l.p1 necessary to 
accelerate the mass of fluid (poAdL) in the diaphragm and noticing that the 
particle velocity in the diaphragm is given by: 

I A I 

ud =Ad u. (4.54) 

In practice ( 4.53) yields a lower bound for the pressure drop across the 
diaphragm because we neglected the inertia of the air in the region outside 
the diaphragm. This effect can be taken into account by introducing an "end 
correction" 8 on both sides: 

Leff = L + 28 (4.55) 

where 8 appears to be of the order of (Ad/rr) 112• Typically (8/3rr)(Ad/rr) 112 

for a circular orifice and a larger value for a slit [51]. This explains why a 
thin diaphragm (L-+ 0) also affects the propagation of acoustic waves in a 
pipe. For a circular orifice of radius a in a thin plate we have Leff = rra/2 
(see [93]). 

If we consider a narrow diaphragm the local velocity ud in the diaphragm 
may become quite large. When the C'l,coustic particle displacement ud,jw 
becomes comparable to the radius of curvature of the edges at the en
trance and the exit of the diaphragm non-linear effects and friction will 
result into acoustically induced vortex shedding [53],[28],[25]. When the flu
id particle displacement becomes comparable to the diameter of the orifice 
(Ad/rr) 112ud,jw = 0(1) the vortex shedding can be described in terms of 
the formation of a free jet, by assuming that there is no pressure difference 
across the boundaries of the jet. The shear layers enclosing the jet are not 
capable of sustaining a pressure difference. Furthermore, if Ad/ A ~ 1 we 
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assume that the kinetic energy in the flow ~pu~2 is lost upon deceleration 
of the jet by turbulent mixing with the air in the pipe. This implies that 
in addition to the linear terms in Bernoulli we should add the non-linear 
effects: 

D.p' 
A 8u' 

-po-L
Ad 8t 

1 (A ')2 2P Ad u . ( 4.56) 

A typical feature of this effect is that the pressure D.p' has now a component 
!Pu? which is in phase with the acoustic velocity, and therefore will involve 
(acoustic) energy losses that were absent in the situations discussed until 
now. These losses are due to the fact that the kinetic energy in the jet is 
dissipated by turbulence. 

The model proposed here appears quite reasonable but in many cases the 
surface area of the jet is smaller than Ad which implies additionallosses[25]. 
This effect can be as much as a factor 2. The jet contraction by a factor 2 
corresponds to the so called vena contracta at an unflanged pipe entrance. 
For a thin diaphragm with sharp edges the jet cross section is a factor 
'1!'~ 2 narrower than the diaphragm. When the edges are rounded off the 
contraction effect disappears rapidly. 

It is interesting to consider now how a mean flow affects the acoustic prop
erties of a diaphragm. We assume that the mean flow velocity uo. in the 
pipe is so small compared to the speed of sound c0 that we can neglect all 
convective effects on the wave propagation ( u0 j c0 ~ 1). As the diaphragm 
has a small aperture (Ad/ A), the mean flow velocity in the diaphragm is sig
nificant. We assume a stationary frictionless and incompressible flow. The 
assumption of a frictionless flow fails, however, to describe the flow at the 
exit of the diaphragm where as a result of friction the flow separates from 
the wall and a free jet of surface area Ad is formed. 

Assuming further no-pressure difference between the jet and its environment 
we can write for the total pressure difference D. po: 

( 4.57) 

For acoustic velocity fluctuations u' we have, neglecting the higher order 
terms in u': 

1 A 8u' 
D.p =-po-L

Ad 8t (
A )2 1 

Po Ad uou. (4.58) 
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We see from this equation that even in the linear approximation energy is 
transferred (p0 (A/Ad) 2u0u12) from the acoustic field to the flow (where it 
is dissipated by turbulence). This effect is of course a result of the force 
p0 (w x v) in Howe's analogy (Section 2.6). The vorticity responsible for 
this is located in the shear layer that confines the free jet. We will describe 
the formation of a free jet in Section 5.1. The consequence of this effect 
is that a diaphragm placed in a tube with a mean flow is a very efficient 
damping mechanism. This device is indeed used downstream of a compressor 
in order to avoid the low frequency pulsations that may be induced by the 
compressor into the pipe system. As explained by Bechert [5], for any specific 
geometry one can find a Mach number at which the reflection coefficient 
for long acoustic waves vanishes. Such a diaphragm acts thus an anechoic 
termination for low frequencies! 

A beautiful property of this damping mechanism is that it is not frequency 
dependent as long as the frequency is low enough. This is not the case 
with the effect of friction and heat transfer which are strongly frequency 
dependent (Equation 3.13), in a way that at low frequencies friction is quite 
inefficient. 

It is interesting, however, to note that under special flow conditions a di
aphragm can produce sound as a result of vortex shedding. This occurs 
in particular if the diaphragm has sharp edges at the entrance where the 
vortices are shed [3] (Figure 4.9a) or when the edges are rounded at the 
downstream side [129],[41] (Figure 4.9b). 

The frequency of the sound produced by the vortex shedding is such that 
the period of oscillation roughly corresponds to the travel time of a vortex 
through the diaphragm (a Strouhal number Sr = fL/(Au 0 /Ad) = 0(1)). 
When this sound source couples with a resonator (see next chapter) large 
amplitudes may be generated. This is an explanation for human whistling 
[129],[41],[116],[5]. Flow instabilities of this type also occur around pipe ar
rays such as used in heat exchangers [11]. Whistling corresponds to self
sustained flow instabilities. In the case of an externally imposed acoustic 
wave, the periodic vortex shedding is a non-linear phenomenon which will 
generate higher harmonics. Hence, suppressing low frequency-pulsations (be
ing mechanically dangerous) with a diaphragm may be paid by the genera
tion of high frequency noise which is an environmental problem. 
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uo .... 

b) 

uo )lllllo 

a) 

Figure 4.9 Vortex shedding at a diaphragm. 

4.4.4 Multiple junction 

In the previous sections we used the equation of Bernoulli to derive pressure 
jump conditions for a discontinuous change in pipe diameter. We could also 
have obtained a similar expression by considering the energy conservation 
law as proposed by Dowling et al. [29]. The use of Bernoulli is a stronger 
procedure. To illustrate this statement we consider the reflection of waves at 
a multiple junction. As an example consider a T shaped junction between 
three pipes of cross-sectional surface A1 , A2 and A3 , respectively (Figure 
4.10). 

We define along each pipe a x-coordinate with a positive direction outwards 
from the junction. The conservation of mass for a compact junction yields: 

(4.59) 
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1 3 
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,--L-----------------

x3-
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Figure 4.10 Multiple junction. 

while from the equation of Bernoulli we find: 

I I I 
PI= Pz = P3 (4.60) 

Note that closed side branches are very popular as turnable reflectors to 
prevent the propagation of compressor induced pulsations. It is interesting to 
note that flow may also drastically affect the acoustic properties of a multiple 
junction and make the use of this device quite dangerous. In particular if 
we consider junctions with closed side branches, the shear layer separating 
the main flow from the stagnant fluid in the. pipe is unstable. Coupling 
of this instability with a resonant acoustic field may result into pulsation 
levels of the order of p1

::::: O(pc0u0 ) ([13],[?]). Again, the amplitude of these 
pulsations depends crucially on the shape of the edges of the junction, in the 
same way as the shape of the edges was crucial in the diaphragm problem. 
More about this will be explained in the next chapter. 

4.4.5 Reflection at a small air bubble in a pipe 

Air bubbles in the water circuit of the central heating of a house are respon
sible for a very characteristic, high-frequency sound. As a first step to the 
understanding of this effect we now consider the reflection of a harmonic 
wave on a small air bubble of radius a (Volume VP = ( 41T /3)a3

) placed in a 
pipe filled with water at a static pressure p0 • If the bubble is small compared 
to the characteristic acoustic wave length we can assume that the pressure p{, 
in the bubble will be uniform. We neglect surface tension effects and assume 
that the bubble pressure Pb is equal to the surrounding water pressure. 
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In the low frequency limit. when the inertial forces in the flow around the 
bubble can be neglected, the pressure induced by a passing acoustic plane 
wave in the water around the bubble will be practically uniform: D.p' = 0. 
The bubble will react quasi-statically to the imposed acoustic pressure vari
ation p'. Since the air-filled bubble is much more compressible than water, 
the presence of the bubble results into a volume source term, giving rise to 
a jump in acoustic velocity across a control volume including the bubble: 

dp' 
kyp0 dt 

(4.61) 

where we neglected the water compressibility compared to the air com
pressibility (K:air 1/7Po) and we assume an adiabatic compression (taking 
7 = 1 would imply an isothermal compression as we expect for very low 
frequencies). The reflection coefficient for a wave F 1 incident to the bubble 
can now be calculated from the jump conditions for D.p' and b.u'. Assuming 
(h = 0 we find from the continuity of pressure: 

( 4.62) 

and from (4.61): 

PwCwVp d (Ft + g
1
). 

A-rpo dt 
( 4.63) 

By subtraction of (4.62) from (4.63) we can eliminate F2 and find: 

g = _PwCwVp d (:F g) 
1 2A-rp0 dt 1 + 1 (4.64) 

The inertia of the water around the bubble will dramatically influence the 
interaction between the bubble and acoustic waves at higher frequencies. If 
we assume that the acoustic wave lengths in both air and water are very 
large compared to the bubble radius we still can assume a uniform pressure 
in the bubble. This implies also that the bubble will remain spherical. The 
oscillations of the bubble radius: 

( 4.6.5) 

around the equilibrium value a0 will induce a radial flow of the water around 
the bubble if we assume that the bubble is small compared to the pipe 
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diameter. In the low frequency approximation considered here, this flow is 
incompressible. Hence we have for the radial velocity vr: 

( a)2({}a) (a0 )2 . 
Vr = -;: at ~ iw --:;: aeawt (4.66) 

where we have assumed afa0 ~ 1. The pressure variation in the bubble: 

(4.67) 

can be related to the incompressible far field (still near the bubble compared 
to the pipe radius) by applying the linearized Bernoulli equation: 

a<p a<pb 
P + Pw ot = Pb + Po ot · (4.68) 

Using (4.66) we can calculate (<p- <pb): 

(4.69) 

so that: 

2 • iwt P - Pb = PwW aoae . (4.70) 

Assuming the air in the bubble to be an ideal gas with Pb "'Pb and neglecting 
the dissolution of air in water so that a3 Pb = constant, we find: 

1 apb --
/Pb at 

or in linear approximation: 

3 aa 
a at (4.71) 

(4.72) 

Combining (4.70) with {4.72) and assuming that p = po + f/eiwt we have: 

•I • ( 2 2) p = Pwaoa w - w0 (4.73) 
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where the resonance frequency w0 (Minnaert frequency) is defined by: 

3rPo 
-2-. 
aoPw 

(4.74) 

The reflection coefficient R = 91/ :F1 can now be calculated in a simi
lar way as from (4.62) and (4.63) with the modified source term ~u' = 
41Tiwa5aA-1 eiwt. Since ~p' = 0, we have: 

(4.75a) 

and 

:F _ 41Tiwao(:Fl + 91) 
2 - PwCw A ( 2 2) Pw w - Wo 

(4.75b) 

or 

( 
A(w2 -w;3))-I 

1+ 2 . . 1TIWCwao 
(4.76) 

We see that at resonance w = w0 the wave is fully reflected by the bubble, 
and the reflection coefficient is R = -1. We have of course obtained such 
a dramatic result because we have neglected all the dissipation mechanisms 
which can limit the amplitude of the bubble oscillation. The compressibility 
of the water flow around the bubble yields already such a mechanism which 
limits the amplitude of the oscillation at the resonance frequency wo. This 
is, however, only one of the many amplitude-limiting mechanisms. 

For small bubbles, when the diffusion length for heat transfer into the bub
ble is comparable to the bubble radius, heat transfer is a significant energy 
loss [97]. This occurs for: a O((Kair/WPairCp) 112). For larger bubbles heat 
transfer is negligible. For smaller bubbles the compression occurs isothermal
ly and one should put r 1 in the theory. However, the change of r from 1.4 
to 1 does not introduce damping. It is only in the intermediate range that 
the heat flux results in a significant rate of volume chan~e in phase with the 
acoustic pressure. (As it is the work W = J p'dV fo p'(dVjdt)dt which 
determines the losses, a volume V proportional to p1 implies for a periodic 
oscillation W rv J[ p'(dp'fdt)dt = 0.) 

Another limitation of the amplitude of the oscillation is the highly non-linear 
behaviour of the pressure for oscillation amplitudes a comparable to ao. If 
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a-+ Q the pressure in the bubble increases dramatically (Pb"' a-3-r). Linear 
theory fails and the bubble may start showing chaotic behaviour (referred 
to as acoustical chaos) [?]. 
As an isolated air bubble already has a strong effect on the acoustics of 
a water filled tube, a large amount of bubbles will have a dramatic effect. 
In Section 2.3 we already considered the low frequency limit for the speed 
of sound in a bubbly liquid. We have seen that a small volume fraction 
of bubbles can considerably reduce the speed of sound. This is due to the 
large compressibility of the air in the bubbles. As w reaches wo this effect 
will become dramatic resulting in a full reflection of the waves (speed of 
sound zero) [23], [57]. In the frequency range wo < w < wocw/Cair no wave 
propagation is possible in an ideal bubbly liquid. Above the anti-resonance 
frequency wocw/Cair the bubble movement is in opposition to the applied 
pressure fluctuations. The radius increases when the pressure increases. This 
is just opposite to the low frequency behaviour (Figure 4.11). As a result 
the bubbly mixture will be stiffer than water, and c > cw! Sound speeds of 
up to 2500 m/s were indeed observed in bubbly water with f3 = 2 x 10-4 ! 

w-

Figure 4.11 Idealized frequency dependence of the speed of sound in a bubbly liquid. 
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4.5 Attenuation of an acoustic wave by thermal 
and viscous dissipation 

4.5.1 Reflection of a plane wave at a rigid wall 

Consider a pipe -oo < x ~ 0, closed at x 0 by a rigid wall. Inside the 
pipe a plane wave p+(x,t) = F(t- xfc0) travels in positive direction and 
reflects into a left-running wave p- (x, t). Without visco-thermallosses, the 
boundary condition of vanishing velocity becomes 

u(O, t) = p+ (0, t)- p-(o, t) = o. 
poco 

This implies a reflected wave p- (x, t) = F(t + xfc0 ), equal in amplitude and 
shape to the incident wave, and therefore a reflection coefficient of unity 

R = p-(o,t) = L 
p+(o, t) 

In reality unsteady heat transfer at the wall will act as a sink of sound, 
slightly reducing the reflection coefficient. This heat transfer is a result from 
the difference between the wall temperature Tw, which remains practically 
constant, and the bulk temperature T of the gas, which varies with the 
adiabatic pressure fluctuations p' = p+ + p-. We will limit our analysis 
to small temperature differences (T - Tw) and small departures from the 
quiescent reference state. This allows a linearized theory, so that we can 
consider the reflection of a harmonic wave, denoted in complex form as 

p(x, t) = p(x)e-iwt 

with amplitude p outside the neighbourhood of the wall being given by 
p( x) p+ e-ikx + _p- eikx. (Likewise, in the following the hatted quantities 
with """will denote their corresponding, x-dependent, complex amplitudes.) 

We define (see also Section 8 .. 5) the thermal boundary layer thickness 8r 
as the width of the region near the wall in which the rate of increase of 
internal energy is just balancing the net rate of heat conduction (and the 
wave equation is not valid): 
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Hence, the characteristic length scale for the thermal boundary layer is 

2K0 

wpocp· 
(4.77) 

We will now calculate the temperature profile within the thermal boundary 
layer. This will allow us to calculate the deviation Pe = p - P/ c5 between 
the density fluctuations in the boundary layer and the density fluctuations 
pfc5 corresponding to adiabatic compression of an ideal acoustic flow as 
found outside the boundary layer. This excess density Pe has to be supplied 
by a fluid flow towards the wall at the edge of the boundary layer. This 
velocity u00 can be interpreted by an observer, outside the boundary layer, 
as due to a displacement dr of the rigid wall in a hypothetical fluid without 
heat conduction. The work performed by this "virtual" wall displacement 
on the acoustic field corresponds to the sound dissipation by the thermal 
conduction in the boundary layer. 

This approximation is based on the key assumption that the acoustic wave 
length is much larger than the thickness 8r of the thermal boundary layer: 
w8r /co ~ 1. In such a case we can assume at the edge of the boundary layer 
a uniform adiabatic flow, (du/dx)oo = 0, of a uniform fluid (p00 , p00). The 
non-uniformity associated with the acoustic wave propagation is negligible 
on the length scale we consider. The boundary layer flow is described by the 
one-dimensional conservation laws (1.1,1.2,1.5,1.6) in linearized form: 

iwp = -p0 ~:, (4.78a) 

. " dfJ 4 d2u (4 78b) 
twpou =- dx + 37]odx2' . 

. " du d2'i' 
twCvpoT =-Po dx + Ko dx2 . (4.78c) 

Since in a liquid acoustic wave propagation is isothermal we can limit our 
analysis to a gas. We assume an ideal gas with: 

p p t -=-+-. 
Po Po To 

The boundary conditions are given by: 

T(O) = Tw, u(O) = 0, 

p(x)-+ Poo = p+ + P-
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where we have introduced, for generality, the fluctuation of the wall temper
ature Tw. After the study of the reflection of a wave at an isothermal wall 
(Tw 0) we can use the same theory to calculate the sound generated by 
fluctuations of the wall temperature (Tw =/= 0). 

After eliminating u from the energy equation by using the mass conservation 
law, and eliminating p by means of an ideal gas law, we obtain 

iw ( T - 'Y- 1 p) = ao~ ( T) 
To 1 Po dx2 To 

where ao = I<o/ poCp is the heat diffusivity coefficient. In terms of the excess 
density, with 

this equation becomes 

Combining the momentum and mass conservation laws we have 

Assuming that viscosity is not dominant which we can check from the 
solution to be obtained -we see that 

The relative pressure variation across the boundary layer ( 4.77) is of the 
order of 
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while Pel Po is of the same order of magnitude as P/ po, because "Y- 1 = 0 ( 1). 
This implies that if we neglect terms of the order of w2c5}/c5, we have 

A d2 A . Pe (Pe) 
IW Po = ao dx2 Po . 

This equation has the solution 

Pe = [Pe] exp({l+i)x/c5r) 
Po Po w 

(4.79) 

where [Pe] 
Po w 

"Y- 1ftoo Tw _"Y_Po_ To" 

Using the equation of mass conservation, the velocity u( -c5r) at the edge of 
the boundary layer is given by the integral of the density across the boundary 
layer as follows. (Note that we have chosen the positive x-direction towards 
the wall.) 

0 A 

u(O) - u( -c5r) = -iw f !!._ dx. 
-oT Po 

The difference between this velocity and the velocity -iw(fJoo/ po)c5r that 
would occur in the absence of heat conduction, can be interpreted as a 
fictitious wall velocity ur given by 

0 A A 0 A 

A • dA • f p - Poo d • f Pe d UT = lW T = lW X = lW - X, 
-oT Po -oo Po 

where dr is the fictitious wall displacement amplitude. Substitution of so
lution (4.79) yields 

dr = ~(1- i)c5r [Pe J , 
Po w 

(4.80a) 

1 ( ") r "Y- 1 Poo =- 1-1 or---
2 "Y Po 

if Tw = 0 (an isothermal wall). (4.80b) 

For an isothermal wall (Tw = 0) these visco-thermal wall effects, leading 
to the effective velocity ur, have the same effect to the incident acoustic 
wave as an impedance of the wall. This equivalent impedance Zr, defined 
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as the ratio of the acoustic pressure fluctuations p00 at the wall and the flow 
velocity itr directed towards the wall (c./. Eq. 3.54), is then given by 

Z 
_ Poo _ Poo _ (1 i)co 

T - - - -.- -poco 
itr iwdr ( 'Y - 1 )wor 

The corresponding time averaged acoustic intensity is found to be 

(h)= (p'u') = ! Re(11Zr)I'Pool 2 

1 ( ) WOT I A 12 4 'Y - 1 --2 Poo 
poco 

which indicates an energy flux from the acoustic field towards the wall and 
therefore an absorption of energy. 

4.5.2 Viscous laminar boundary layer 

The viscous attenuation of a plane acoustic wave propagating along a pipe 
can often be described in a similar way as the thermal attenuation by means 
of a displacement thickness dv of the wall. We consider first the simple case 
of a laminar boundary layer in the case of wave propagation in a stagnant 
and uniform fluid. The wave propagates in the x-direction and induces an 
acoustic velocity parallel to the wall which has an amplitude u00 in the bulk 
of the flow. The no-slip condition at the wall, itw 0, induces a viscous 
boundary layer of thickness 

(4.81) 

where Pr vopoCvl !(0 is Prandtl's number. Neglecting terms of the order of 
(wov I co) 2 we can write the x-momentum conservation law in the boundary 
layer as 

iwpoit 

where y is the direction normal to and towards the wall (so y ::; 0). The 
y-momentum conservation law reduces to the pressure being uniform across 
the viscous boundary layer. The boundary conditions are 

it(O) Uw 0, it(y) -+ U00 if Y I OV -+ -00. 
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The solution is then 

(4.82) 

The displacement thickness dv is defined as the fictitious wall position for 
which the acoustical mass flux of a uniform flow with the velocity u00 is 
equal to the actual mass flow. This implies: 

. looo ( u ) dv= 1--.- dy=-!(1-i)&v. 
0 'Uoo ( 4.83) 

This boundary layer approximation is usually referred to as the Stokes layer. 

4.5.3 Damping in ducts with isothermal walls. 

In Section 4.5.1 we have considered the attenuation of an acoustic wave that 
reflects normally to a wall. This attenuation was due to the heat conduc
tion in the thermal boundary layer. In the previous Section 4.5.2 we have 
described the laminar viscous boundary layer associated to a plane wave 
propagating along a duct (parallel to the wall). In a gas such a propaga
tion will also induce a thermal boundary layer, determined by the pressure 
fluctuations P'oo in the bulk of the flow. The expression for the displacement 
thickness JT derived in Section 4.5.1 can be applied. 

Using the concept of displacement thickness we will calculate the attenuation 
of a plane wave travelling in x-direction along a pipe of cross-sectional area 
A and cross-sectional perimeter Lp· We assume that the boundary layers 
are thin compared to the pipe diameter. 

The bulk of the flow is described by the following plane wave, satisfying 
Euler's equation in linear approximation: 

P
I _ p" eiwt-ikx oo- oo ' 

• I 'k I 1Wpou00 = 1 p00 , 

where k is a complex wave number (the imaginary part will describe the 
attenuation). Incorporating the displacement thickness to the mass conser
vation law integrated over the pipe cross section yields (Lighthill [69]) 
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In linear approximation for a harmonic wave this becomes 

where we made use of the isentropic relationship p00 = c5f>oo· After substi
tution of the expressions for the displacement thickness dr (4.80b) and dv 
(4.83) 

d" 1(1 ·)r -1fioo r=- -Iur 2 
I Po 

and dv = -~(1- i)ov, 

and elimination of u00 by means of the Euler's equation, we find a homoge
neous line;Lr equation for p00 , which yields the dispersion relation 

where ko = w / c0 • Expanding this expression for small Or and ov (using 
the fact that ov /f>r = ffr = 0(1)) and retaining the first order term, we 
obtain the result of Kirchhoff 

1 ( ') Lp ( or) k - k0 4 1 - 1 Aov ko 1 + ( 1 - 1) ov . {4.84) 

More accurate expressions at low frequencies, when the acoustical boundary 
layers are not thin, are discussed by Tijdeman [?] and Kergomard [?]. At 
high frequencies the viscosity becomes significant also in the bulk of the flow 
(Pierce [93]). 

At high amplitudes ( u00ov fv ~ 400) the acoustical boundary layer becomes 
turbulent (Eckman [?],Akhavan [?], Verzicco [?]).In such a case the damp
ing becomes essentially non-linear. Akhavan [?] presents results indicating 
that a quasi-stationary turbulent flow model provides a fair first guess of 
the wall shear stress. 

For an isothermal (liquid) flow the quasi-steady approximation yields 
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where the friction coefficient c1 is defined (and determined) by 

CJ = 4A dp0 

Lp!PoUJ dx 

which relates the mean pressure pressure gradient (dp0 jdx) to the stagnation 
pressure !PoUJ of the mean flow through the pipe. 

For smooth pipes, Prandtl proposed a correlation formula for c J as a function 
of the Reynolds number of the flow. The influence of wall roughness is de
scribed in the Moody diagram. Such data are discussed by Schlichting [114]. 
In the case of a turbulent gas flow the thermal dissipation is rather complex. 
This makes a low frequency limit difficult to establish. In the presence of 
a mean flow various approximations describing the interaction between the 
acoustic waves and the turbulent main flow have been derived by Peters 
[?].The formula of Kirchhoff derived above appears to be valid at low Mach 
numbers (U0 jc0 ~ 1) as long as the Stokes viscous boundary layer thickness 
8v remains less than the laminar su blayer h ~ 15v j ~of the turbulent 
main flow (where the wall shear stress rw = cffip0UJ). 

When h ~ 8v, we can use a quasi-stationary approximation. The transi
tion from the high frequency limit to the quasi-stationary limit is discussed 
in detail by Ronneberger [?] and Peters [?].These references also provide 
information about the Mach number dependence of the wave number. 

4.6 One dimensional Green's function 

4.6.1 Infinite uniform tube 

We consider a one dimensional approximation for the propagation of waves 
in a pipe. This approximation will be valid only if the frequencies generated 
by the sources of sound in the pipe are lower than the cut-off frequency. As 
the acoustic field observed at position x far from a source placed at y is 
induced by a plane wave, the observer position in the cross section of the 
pipe is indifferent. Applying the reciprocity principle (Section 3.5) we see 
that in the low frequency approximation the signal observed at x should also 
be indifferent for the position of the source in the cross section of the tube 
at y. Hence as the source position within a cross section is .indifferent we can 
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consider the source to be smeared out over this cross section resulting in a!
dimensional source. We therefore look for the corresponding one-dimensional 
Green's function g(x, tjy, r) defined by: 

[)2g 2 [)2g 
--Co-= o(t- r)o(x y). 
{)t2 Bx2 (4.85) 

Comparison of this wave equation with the wave equation (4.5) in the pres
ence of source term poBf)jBt and forces fx: 

[)2pl 2{)2p' 2 {)2f) Bfx 
Bt2 - co {)x2 = Co (Po {)t2 - Bx ) (405) 

indicates that we can assume that (4.85) is a particular case of (4.5) for 
fx = 0 and: 

Bf) = -
1
-H(t r)o(x y)o 

Bt p0 c5 (4o86) 

For an infinitely long tube the solution is: 

g(x, tjy, r) 
{ 

1 ( X y) -H t-r+--
2co co 

1 ( X- Y) -H t-r --
2co co 

for x < y, 

( 4o87) 
for x > y. 

This result is obtained intuitively by using ( 4030) which implies that g 
is the pressure wave generated by a piston moving with a velocity u' = 
(2p0c5)- 1 H(t - r) for x = y + E and a second piston with a velocity 
u' -(2poc5)-1 H(t r) for x y E. Equations (4.87) are then obtained 
by using the method of characteristics (Section 402) 0 

Of course, the above result ( 4o87) is more efficiently written as: 

g(x, tjy, r) _1 H(t- r- jx yj) 0 

2co co 
(4.88) 

The combination t lx - yjj c0 is the time at which the signal observed at 
(x, t) has been emitted by the source at y. This time is called the retarded 
timet*: 

t* = t - ix - Ylo 
co 

(4.89) 
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4.6.2 Finite uniform tube 

We can also fairly easily construct a Green's function for a semi-infinite pipe 
( x < L) terminated at x = L by an ideal open end at which by definition 
g(L, tjy, r) 0. By constructing the wave reflecting at this ideal open end 
with the method of characteristics we find: 

g(x,tjy,r)= -
2
1 

{H(t-r+ a; y +H(t-r- x 
. co co 

y 

- H (t - r + _x_+__;_ __ 
co 

which we can also write for x < L as: 

g(x, t!y, r) ~{H(t-r-ix Yl) 
2c0 c0 

} (4.90) 

This solution could also have been obtained by assuming the pipe to be part 
of an infinitely long pipe, in which at the point x = 2L y a second point 
source is placed with opposite sign of and synchronous with the original point 
source at x y. This second source, called image sour-ce, is constructed such 
that it generates the field due to reflection by the boundary at x =Lin the 
original problem, and therefore brings into effect the boundary condition 
at x = L. This method of images can be generalized to the ca.'le of a finite 
pipe segment (0 < x < L). In such a case we will have to consider the 
contribution of an infinite number of images corresponding to the reflections 
of the original waves at the boundaries. For example. the field in a finite pipe 
with hard walled ends is equivalent with the field in an infinite pipe with 
equal sources in x -y, ±2L ± y, ±4L ± y, .... This comes down to a 
right-hand-side of Equation 4.85 of 

= L 5(t r)(8(x- y- 2nL) + 8(x + y- 2nL)) 
n=-= 

and a solution 

1 
00 

{ g(x,tjy,r)= 2con~oo H(t r 

+ H(t 
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The Green's function is clearly more complex now. Furthermore, the addi
tion of mass by the source in the finite volume results into a (roughly) linear. 
growth of gin t. (Verify this for x = y ~Land T = 0.) This is of particular 
interest in the time-harmonic case. When the end conditions are such that 
multiple reflections are physically relevant they imply that constructive and 
destructive interferences will select waves corresponding to standing wave 
patterns or resonances of the tube. This problem will be discussed further 
in the next chapter. 

4. 7 Aero-acoustical applications 

4. 7.1 Sound produced by turbulence 

We consider a turbulent jet in an infinitely extended pipe (Figure 4.12). We 

s 

Figure 4.12 Turbulent jet in a pipe. 

suppose that the jet diameter d and the jet velocity u0 are such that the 
characteristic frequency u0 f d of the sound produced in the pipe is low enough 
to use a one dimensional approximation. We will use the integral formulation 
of Lighthill to obtain an order of magnitude estimate for the sound pressure 
level produced by this flow, assuming that the mean flow in the pipe is 
negligible. We also assume that the jet temperature and density is the same 
as that of the environment (homogeneous fluid and homentropic flow). If 
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Reynolds number Re = u0 djv ~ 1 and Mach number lvf uo/co 4:: 1 we 
can use Lighthill 's analogy in the form 2 : 

As we use a tailored Green's function (we neglect the effect of the flow 
injection device) the density p1 can be estimated by: 

p1(x, t) ( 4.94) 

Using the approximate Green's function derived in the previous section (Eq. 
4.88) we have: 

(4.95) 

After two partial integrations, assuming the source to be limited in space, 
we obtain: 

(4.96) 

We moved the differentiation from the unknown source term towards the 
known, and explicitly available, Green's function (4.88). We now note that: 

og 
-oy 

so that from: 

_1 6 (t _ r _ ix - Yi) olx - Yi 
2c6 Co Oy 1 

- sign(x y) oix- Yi 
ox 

(4.97) 

(4.98) 

2 While the assumption that friction is a negligible source of sound was already for
mulated by Lighthill, a reasonable confirmation of its validity was only provided thirty 
years later by the work of Morfey [?] and Obermeier [?]. The exact range of validity is 
still subject of research [?]. 
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we have the following important symmetry in the Green's function of an 
infinite pipe: 

ag 
ay 

ag 
ax' 

(4.99) 

We substitute this result in ( 4.96). Since the integration is to the source 
position g, we can now remove one of the differentiations to x from the 
integral, resulting in the expression: 

alt [[[ u2 
p'(x, t) = ax to J J J ~~c5c5(t*- r) sign(x- y) dydr. 

v 
(4.100) 

with t* = t- lx- Yi/c0 • The time integration can now be carried out: 

p'(x, t) = :x JJJ 2;c5[pou
2lr=t* sign(x- y) dy 

v 
(4.101) 

where we used the property (3.21) of the c5~function. At sufficiently large 
distances the only length scale in the solution is the characteristic wave 
length cod/u0 corresponding to the characteristic frequency3 u0 /d of the 
turbulence in the jet. Hence we can estimate: 

a 1 a uo Mo 
-""--~---
ax - co at cad - d . 

(4.102) 

Because the sound production by turbulence decreases very fast with de~ 
· creasing mean flow velocity, the volume of the free jet contributing to the 
sound production is limited to a region of the order of d3 . In this region the 
turbulent velocity fluctuations are of the order of u0 • Hence we find at large 
distances: 

(4.103) 

implying: 

(4.104) 

3 We assume a jet with circular cross section. 
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This is the result obtained by Ffowcs Williams [34]. This Mach number de
pendence has indeed been observed in a. pipe downstream of a diaphragm for 
sufficiently high Mach numbers. At low Mach numbers the sound production 
is dominated by the dipole contribution of 0(1\1!4 ) due to the interaction of 
the flow with the diaphragm [?]. 

A discussion of the sound production by confined circular jets is provided by 
Reethof [?] for arbitrary jet Mach numbers. Reethof finds for subsonic jets 
( Mo < 1) a ratio of the radiated power to the flow power 1]ac = 3 x w-4 MJ. 
For supersonic jets (Mo > 1) typical values are 1Jac 1.6 x w-3 (MJ -1) 112 • 

In that case the Mach number is taken from MJ = ".:_1 [(pl/p2)b-1)h- 1], 
where PdP2 is the ratio of the pressure across the diaphragm. 

The dependence of the sound production on the jet geometry is discussed by 
Verge [?] and Hirschberg [?].For planar jets issued from a slit of height h the 
typical frequencies are of the order of 0.03u0 / h (Bj~rno [?], Sa to [?]). This 
implies that correlations developed for circular jets are useless for planar 
jets. 

4.7.2 Sound produced by an isolated bubble in a turbulent 
flow 

Consider an isolated bubble of radius a0 small compared to the pipe diameter 
D. Assume a turbulent pipe flow. The sound produced by the turbulence 
will, locally, be enhanced by the presence of the bubble. If we assume that 
the frequencies in the turbulence, typically 0( u0 j D), are much smaller than 
the bubble resonance frequency w0 , we can calculate the sound produced by 
the interaction of the bubble with the turbulence. 

The Green's function is calculated by using the reciprocity principle. We 
consider the acoustic response of the bubble for a plane wave emitted from 
the observer position x towards the bubble. For the sake of simplicity we 
consider this incident wave to be harmonic Pin Pineiwt-ikx. The bubble 
pressure response Pb is, as is shown in 5.4.5 (use (4.76) with Pin= F1 and 
fi':::;: F2), given by: 

(w0)2 
w . 

(
Wo) 2 21riaocw Pin· 

1 - - - --::---
w Sw 

(4.105) 
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Using Bernoulli and the continuity equation we can calculate the pressure 
distribution around the bubble: 

( 4.106) 

where: 

r · ' 2 

1 zwaa0 d . • ( ao) t.p - i.pb = --2 - r = 1waa0 1 - - . 
a0 r r 

( 4.107) 

Furthermore, we have: 

a P~> -=---, 
ao 3"(po 

(4.108) 

so that p(r) is given by: 

1 (wo)2- ao 
w r • 

. Pin· 
( ww0 ) 2 2rrwocw 

Sw 

( 4.109) 

Taking for Pin the Fourier transform of (2c0S)-1 H(t- r lx Yl/co) we 
obtain asp the Fourier transform G(xiy) of the Green's function G(x, tiy, r): 

-iwT-ikJx-yJ 1 - (Wo) 2 
ao , I e w r G(x y) = . . . . 

21WCwS 1 _ (Wo) 2 _ 2maocw 
w Sw 

( 4.110) 

Using Lighthill's analogy we now can compare the response of the pipe to 
turbulence, with and without bubble. We obtain by partial integration: 

(4.111) 

If we consider a small turbulent spot in the direct neighbourhood of the 
bubble the ratio of the responses is given by: 

fJ2Gb tJ2Gb 2 cwao 
[)r2 &r2 w2r3 

(4.112) 
&2Go &2Go 1 - c:r 2rriaocw 
[)y2 [)xZ 
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At the resonance frequency w0 this yields a factor (aoS/4nr3)(pwc~/3iPo)~ 
while for low frequencies we find (a0/r)3 (pwc~j3~tPo). If r O(ao) we see 
that the sound produced by turbulence in the neighbourhood of the bubble 
will be dramatically enhanced. 

The major contribution of the bubble turbulence interaction will be at low 
frequencies. An important reason for this is that for typical conditions in 
water flow, the length scale of vortices corresponding to pressure fluctuations 
with a frequency w0 /21r is much smaller than the bubble radius [24]. In such 
a case these pressure fluctuations are averaged out at the bubble surface and 
do not have any significant contribution to the spherical oscillations of the 
bubble. An example of sound production by bubbles in a pipe flow is the 
typical sound of a central heating system when air is present in the pipes. 
Also the romantic sound of water streams and fountains is dominated by 
bubbles. In those cases, however, we have a three-dimensional environment. 

4. 7.3 Reflection of a wave at a temperature inhomogeneity 

As a last example of the use of the integral equation based on the Green's 
function formalism we consider the interaction of a wave with a limited 
region in which the gas temperature T(x) is non-uniform (0 < x < L). We 
assume the pipe to be horizontal and that gravity is negligible. Hence, at 
rest the pressure is uniform. The gas density is given by: 

pfpo = T/To (4:113) 

and the speed of sound c is given by: 

cfco 
1 

(T/T0)2 (4.114) 

where p0 , T0 and c0 are the properties of the uniform region. We now further 
assume that IT- Tal/To <t: 1 so that we can use a linear approximation in 
which we assume that the scattered sound wave p" is weak compared to the 
amplitude p~ of the incident wave. In such a case we can write p' = Pin+ p", 
so that the linearized 1-D wave equation (2.47): 
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can be approximated by: 

fJ2p" _ 2 82p" _ !!__ (( 2 _ 2) 8pjn) 
8t2 co 8x2 - 8x c co 8x · (4.115) 

The source term has been linearized by assuming that the pressure fluctua
tions are equal to the (undisturbed) incident wave amplitude. 

Using the integral formulation (3 .. 53) and the one dimensional Green's func
tion g we find: 

!
00 1£ 8 8p' p" = -(c2

- c6)_mg dydT. 
-oo 0 8y 8y 

Partial integration yields 

p" = 2)8pjn 8g d d 
Co -8 -8 y T. y y 

From equation ( 4.88) we have 

89 = ~ sign(x- y)o(t*- T) 
8y 2c5 

(with t* = t -lx- Yl/co) and hence 

1 1£ !00 p" = --2 2 sign(x- y)(c2
- c5) o(t* 

Co 0 -oo 

8p'. 
T) _____!!! dTdy 

8y 

1 1£ = -- sign(x 
2c6 o 

c5) :YPin (y, t") dy. 

If we take for example 

and use the relation c2 j c6 T jT0 , then we have for (say) x < 0 

P
" ~A. [LT T00 ( x+cot)d 

4Pm lo To y 2 y 

{ 

1 A T ( H x + cot)) - 1 
1
.f = 4Pin To 0 < x + cot < 2L 

0 otherwise. 

(4.116) 

(4.117) 

(4.118) 

(4.119) 

( 4.120) 

(4.121) 
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Exercises 

a) Show in a way, analogous to (4.14a,4.14b), that for a wave travelling 
in the negative x direction we have: u' -p' f poco. 

b) Consider a. rigid piston at (;r = 0) separating the fluid I for x < 0 
from the fluid II at x > 0 in a pipe of 10-2 m2 cross section. Assume 
the piston starts oscillating with a frequency w and an amplitude a. 
Calculate the force necessary to move the piston as a function of time 
(po,r = 1.2kg/m3

, co,1 344m/s, Po,n 1.8kg/m3 and co,II 279mfs, 
w = 103 radfs, a 10-3 m). 

c) Water hammer effect: 
Consider a steady flow of water in a rigid horizontal pipe which we 
stop suddenly by closing a valve. Calculate the pressure on both sides 
of the valve for flow velocities of 0.01 m/s and 1 mfs. What is the 
force on the valve for a pipe cross section surface of 10-2 m2 • 

S uo+u'-

1 

Figure 4.13 Exercise d) 

d) The same problem as c) but with a slowly closing valve in an infinitely 
long pipe (Figure 4.13). Assume the area of the valve opening to be a 
given linear function of time: 

A= A0 - Bt; 0 < t < AofB. 

Suppose further that the flow separates at the exit of the valve forming 
a free jet into the pipe downstream of the valve. If A ~ S we can 
neglect the recovery of dynamic pressure ( !pvJ) upon declaration of 
the fluid by turbulent mixing of the jet with the fluid in the pipe. 
Hence the pressure drop t::..p across the valve is t::..p = !pvJ if we 

neglect inertial effects in the valve (we assume VA(DvjjfJt) <t:: vJ). 
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e) Sow that, in the absence of aero-acoustic sources, the conservation of 
acoustic energy implies a continuity of pressure (D.p' = 0) across a 
compact discontinuity in a pipe, like a sudden change in diameter. 

f) Calculate the reflection coefficient R and the transmission coefficient 
T for a contact surface between water and air. Consider both the cases 
of a wave incident from the air and water sides. 

g) Same question as f) for a discontinuity in temperature of 30 ]{ in air 
. at atmospheric pressure (corresponding to the temperature difference 
from inside our mouth to outside in the winter). 

h) Calculate the reflected and transmitted acoustic intensities I for ques:... 
tions f) and g). 

i) Consider a semi-infinite tube dosed at x = 0 by a harmonically moving 
piston (up upeiwt). The tube is filled with air. At a distance L 
from the piston there is a temperature jump of 30 [(. Calculate the 
amplitude of the waves in steady state conditions. 

j) Calculate the reflection coefficient R and the transmission coefficient 
T for a low frequency wave :F1 incident from the left to a (smooth) 
stepwise area change in an infinitely long pipe. 

k) Same exercise as j) for a combined stepwise change in cross section 
and specific acoustic impedance jump D.pc of the fluid. 

l) A closed pipe end can be considered as a change of area such, that 
Az/ A1 -+ 0, while an open end can be approximated by a change with 
Az/ At -+ oo. Calculate in both cases the reflection coefficient R. 

m) Calculate the reflection coefficient for a harmonic wave at a diaphragm. 

n) What are the conditions for which we can neglect friction in the di
aphragm? 

o) Consider a diaphragm of 1 mm diameter and 3 mm thickness in a 
pipe of 1 em. At which amplitude (in dB) one would expect non-linear 
losses due to flow separation for a harmonic wave (with a frequency of 
10Hz, 100Hz and 1000Hz). 

p) Calculate the losses corresponding to question o). Calculate the reflec
tion and transmission coefficients for linear and non-linear theories. 
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q) When flow separation occurs the end correction 8 is affected. At low 
frequencies by about a factor 3 compared to high frequencies or the 
linear behaviour without flow separation. Explain qualitatively this 
effect. (Why can we expect a decrease of 8 ?) 

r) Consider a wave ~It (t + xd c0 ) incident on a junction of three infinitely 
extended tubes. Assuming 92 = 93 = 0 calculate the reflection and 
transmission coefficients. 

s) Consider a pipe of cross sectional area A1 (.41 = .43 ) with a closed 
side branch of section .42 and of length L (Figure 4.14). Calculate the 

---xl X3-

L 

Figure 4.14 Tube with closed side branch. 

reflection and transmission coefficients R = :Ft/91 and T = :F3/g1 for 
an incident harmonic wave 

if we assume that 93 0. The wave number k is defined ask= wfco. 
What are the conditions for which R 0 ? What are the conditions 
for which R = 1 ? 

t) Calculate the low frequency limit of the reflection coefficient R = 
:FI/9t for an air bubble of 1 mm in a pipe of 1 em diameter for a 
harmonic wave of frequency w. Assume p0 = 1 bar. 
(Answer: R = -(1 + iw6A/27rWCwao)-I with wo = 3[po/ Pwa6.) 

u) Calculate the pressure in the bubble for an incident wave 

Pin 
, iwt-ikx 

Pine · 
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v) In the model described above (Section 4.4.5) the pressure in the bubble 
is assumed to be uniform. Is this a reasonable approximation for an 
air bubble of 1 mm radius in water up to the resonance frequency wo 
for Po 1 bar? 

w) In the above model the acoustic pressure imposed on the bubble by 
the incident acoustic field is assumed to be uniform across the pipe 
diameter. Is this a reasonable approximation for a bubble with a radius 
of 1 mm placed in a pipe of radius 1 em filled with water at ambient 
pressure? 

x) In the above model we assumed the bubble to be small compared to 
the pipe diameter, and far from the walls. Calculate wo for a bubble 
placed at the wall. 

y) Is the model valid for a. bubble which is large compared to the pipe 
diameter? Why? 

z) Determine the physical dimensions of the Green's function by substi
tution in the wa.ve equation (4.85). 

A) Verify ( 4.88) by Fourier transformation of ( 4.85) and then using Sec
tion 3.1. 

B) Construct the Green's function for a semi-infinite (x < L) tube termi
nated at x = L by an impedance ZL. 

C) Construct the Green's function for a source placed left from a. small 
bubble placed in an infinite tube. 

D) Show that for low frequencies G(x, tjy, r) = g(x, tjy, r)/S in a tube of 
uniform cross section S. 

E) Explain (4.99). 

F) Calculate using (4.104) the sound pressure level in a. tube of 10 em 
diameter due to the inflow of a cold air jet of 1 em diameter with a ve
locity of 10 mfs. Assume atmospheric conditions. Are the assumptions 
valid in this case? Are the assumptions valid if u0 = 102 m/s ? 

G) Same question as F) for an air jet with a temperature T = 1000° C 
while the pipe is a.t room temperature. 
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H) Assume we inject water in a pipe filled with water ( d = 1 ern, D = 
10 ern) with a velocity of 1 rnjs. Calculate the sound pressure level due 
to turbulence in the jet. 

I) Same question as H) if we mix a 10-3 fraction of air in the water of the 
jet. Assume a typical bubble diameter of 10-4 rn. Assume atmospheric 
conditions and room temperature. Assume that the bubble resonance 
frequency wo is much larger than u0Jd. 

J) Same question as I) for a jet placed at the end of a semi-infinite pipe 
closed by a rigid wall, as indicated in Figure 4.15. 

J 
l~ 

Figure 4.15 Exercise J) 

1 . 

K) Calculate (Sja~)(pwc!/3"fpo)2 and Pwc!/3'YPo for an air bubble of 
diameter 2a0 = 1 rnrn in a pipe of D = 1 ern diameter filled with water 
at atmospheric pressure. 

L) In principle the turbulent pressure fluctuations in a pipe have a broad 
spectrum with a maximum around a characteristic frequency tto/ D. 
Consider a flow velocity of 1 rnjs. Do you expect the characteristic 
frequency of turbulence to be large or small compared to the resonance 
frequency wo/2rr of the bubble of question K)? 

M) What happens when the gas bubble is large compared to the pipe 
diameter? 

N) For a small bubble the surface tension u contributes significantly to 
the internal pressure Pb of the bubble. For a spherical bubble we have: 

2u 
Pb = Pwa.ter(a) + -. 

a 
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In equilibrium Pwater( a) = Po· If we consider the oscillation of such a 
bubble we find a resonance frequency: 

Derive this formula. Given the surface tension u of water is 7 x 
10-2 N/m, calculate the bubble radius for which the surface tension 
becomes important. 

O) The sound in bubbly liquid is often due to the oscillations of bubbles 
caused by a rapid local acceleration or to oscillations induced by the 
coalescence or collapse of bubbles. This yields the typical "bubbling" 
noise of a fountain or brook. As an example consider the difference 
in volume t1 V between the sum of the volumes of two bubbles of 
equal radii a0 = 10-4 m and a single bubble containing the same 
gas (after coalescence). This difference in volume is due to surface 
tension effects (see previous question). Assume that the new bubble is 
released with a radius a corresponding to the original volume of the two 
smaller bubbles. The bubble will oscillate around its new equilibrium 
radius. The movement will be damped out by radiation. Calculate the 
amplitude of the acoustic pressure waves generated in a pipe of 1 em 
diameter filled with water as a function of time. 
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5 Resonators and self-sustained 
oscillations 

5.1 Self-sustained oscillations, shear layers and 
jets 

When using Lighthill's analogy to estimate the intensity of the sound pro
duced by a turbulent flow in Section 4.7.1 we have assumed that the sound 
source is independent of the acoustic field. This assumption was not justi
fied but it seems reasonable if the acoustic velocities in the flow are "small 
enough". In fact this hypothesis breaks down in a large number of very in
teresting cases. In many of these cases the acoustic feedback (influence of 
the sound field on the sound source) results in the occurrence of a sharply 
defined harmonic oscillation, due to the instability of the flow. Whistling, 
jet-screech and reheat-buzz are examples of such oscillations. In general the 
maintenance of such oscillations implies the existence of a feedback loop as 
shown in Figure 5.1. 

edge hydrodynamic acoustic 
r-- r--

instability resonator 

hydrodynamic feedback 

acoustic feedback 

Figure 5.1 Flow-acoustic oscillator. 

In most cases the acoustic field interacts with an intrinsically unstable hy
drodynamic flow (jet, shear layer) at a sharp edge where the flow separates 
from the wall. This separation point appears to be a localized region where 
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the acoustic flow and the hydrodynamic flow are strongly coupled. We will 
now consider this interaction in some detail. 

In principle, if the flow were frictionless and is 
described accurately by a potential flow, the 
velocity at an edge would be infinitely large. 
This can be understood by considering the flow 
in a pipe at a bend (Figure 5.2). 

r 

The fluid particles passing the bend feel a cen
trifugal force pu~jr per unit volume. If the flow 
is stationary it is obvious that there should be a 
centripetal force compensating the centrifugal 

op 
or 

v 

force. In a frictionless flow the only force avail-
able is the pressure gradient -opj or. Hence, Figure 5.2 Flow in a bend. 

we see that the pressure at the outer wall in 
the bend should be larger than at the inner wall. Using the equation of 
Bernoulli for a stationary incompressible flow (p + tpv2 = constant) we 
conclude that the velocity is larger at the inner wall than at the outer wall! 
(Figure .5.3.) 

Figure 5.3 Frictionless flow 
in a bend. 

We wuld also have found this result intuitively 
(kinematically) by noticing that if a particle in 
an irrotational flow follows a curved path there 
should be a gradient ovfor which compensates 
the rotation which the particle undergoes by fol
lowing a curved path. 

The fact that the pressure is larger at the outer 
wall can also be understood as a consequence of 
the inertia of the flow which is trying to follow 
a straight path and "hits" the wall. The pressure 
built up at the wall yields the force necessary to 
bend the streamlines. 

A particle in the flow close to the inner wall is just like a ball rolling into a 
well (Figure 5.4). The Bernoulli equation, which represents in this case the 
law of conservation of mechanical energy, tells that the pressure decrease 
implies a decrease of potential energy p which is compensated by an increase 
of kinetic energy ~pv2 • When leaving the well (bend) the kinetic energy 
is again converted into pressure as the particle climbs again (the adverse 
pressure gradient). 
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A frictionless flow is only possi
ble far from the wall. Even at high 
Reynolds numbers there is always 
a thin region at the wall where 
friction forces are of the same or
der of magnitude as the inertial 
forces. We call this thin region 
of thickness 6 a viscous boundary 
layer. 

Figure 5.4 Ball passing along a well. 

X 

Figure 5.5 Boundary layer 
velocity profile. 

It can be shown that because the flow is 
quasi-parallel the pressure in the bound
ary layer is uniform and equal to the local 
pressure of the frictionless flow just outside 
the boundary layer. More accurately: this 
implies that the normal pressure gradient 
n· V'p at the wall is negligible in the bound
ary layer. In the boundary layer the friction 
decelerates the flow to satisfy the "no-slip 
boundary condition" at the wall: v = 0 (for 
a fixed wall) (Figure 5.5). As is clear from 
Figure 5.5 the flow in the boundary layer is 

not irrotational. The boundary layer is a region in which vorticity is con
centrated (usually near the wall). 

If we consider now a sharp bend the velocities following potential flow theory 
should now become infinitely large at the inner edge (Figure 5.6). (This can 

---------------- ~~~, 
-- ' ----------------- ---' ' ' \ 

--~----------. ' ' -------------------
\ \ 
\ . 
• • • • • . a) b) 

Figure 5.? Sharp bend. a) potential flow; b) actual flow. 
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be verified by integration of the radial momentum conservation law.) The 
assumptions used to derive the flow pattern break down: the viscous term 
ri\72v which we have neglected in the equation of motion becomes dominant 
near the edge. This results into a flow separation. The flow separation can 
be understood qualitatively when we think of the ball in Figure 5.4 in the 
case of a very deep well and in presence of friction. In such a case the ball 
never succeeds in climbing up the strong pressure gradient just behind the 
edge. 

The separation of the boundary layer at the edge implies an injection of 
vorticity in the main stream. This vorticity is concentrated in the shear 
layer separating the mean flow from a dead water region (Figure 5.6) just 
behind the bend. Taking the circulation along a path enclosing part of such a 
shear layer clearly shows that the circulation per unit length ( df / dC) in the 
shear layer is just equal to the velocity jump across the layer: df /df = ~v 
(Figure 5.7). 

v 

dr f v·ds = -U0 df 
~~~~~~_, ____ _ 

shear layer 

Figure 5. 7 Circulation in the shear layer 

This complex process of separation can be described within the frame of a 
frictionless theory by stating that the velocity at a sharp edge should remain 
finite. This so-called "Kutta condition" implies that a thin shear layer should 
be shed at the edge. The shear layer contains a distribution of vorticity such 
that the velocity induced at the edge by the vorticity just compensates the 
singularity ofthe potential flow (which would exist in absence of shear layer). 

It can be shown that this condition also implies that the shear layer is shed 
tangentially to the wall at the side of the edge where the flow velocity is 
the largest. The validity of a Kutta condition for an unsteady flow has been 
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the subject of quite a long controversy. At this moment for a sharp edge 
this is an accepted principle. Hence if next to a stationary flow we impose 
an unsteady potential flow (acoustic perturbation) the amount of vorticity 
shed at the edge will be modulated because we modify the singular potential 
flow at the edge. 

We see therefore that within a potential flow theory the sharp edges play a 
crucial role because they are locations at which a potential flow can generate 
vorticity.1 It is not surprising therefore that in nature the feedback from the 
acoustic field on a flow will often be concentrated at an edge. 

Self-sustained oscillations imply an amplification of the acoustic perturba
tions of the main flow by flow instability (this is the energy supply in the 
feedback loop). The instability of a thin shear layer can be understood by 
considering as a model an infinitely long row of line vortices in a 2-D flow 
(Figure 5.8). 

v = _£_ (~ + _1 + .. ·) 
21r D.£ 2D.£ 

Figure 5.8 Instability of a vortex row induced by a non-uniformity of dr /dl. 

The velocity induced by a line vortex of strength r is calculated using Bio
Savart 's law: 

r 
u-o=--, 

21rr 
(5.1) 

1 In a two dimensional frictionless incompressible flow Dw /Dt = 0 so that there is no 
interaction between the vortical and potential flow which can change w within the flow. 
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where r is the distance between the point at which we consider the velocity 
and the vortex. As we see in Figure 5.8a a row of vortices is (meta)stable 
because the velocity induced on a given vortex by the vortices left of the 
point are just compensated by the velocities induced by the vortices at 
the right (by symmetry). This is, however, a metastable situation as any 
perturbation will induce a growing flow instability. For example a lateral 
displacement of one of the vortices out of the row is sufficient. Hence we 
understand (Figure 5.8b) that a modulation of the vorticity by acoustic 
perturbations can induce a roll up of the shear layer into a vortex structure 
as shown in Figure 5.9. 

Figure 5.9 Shear layer instability. 

The most unstable type of flows is the flow between two shear layers of 
opposite vorticity: jets and wakes (Figure 5.10). A wake appears to be so 
unstable that when friction forces are sufficiently small (above a certain 
Reynolds number) it is absolutely unstable [49). Hence even in absence of 
a feedback loop any perturbation will result in a break up of the wake 
structure shown in Figure 5.10. A typical result of this is the occurrence of 
vortices, periodically shed from a cylinder for Re > 50, which is known as the 
Von Karman vortex street [11]. This periodic vortex shedding is responsible 
for the typical whistle of an empty luggage grid on a car. A jet left alone 
(free jet) will also exhibit some specific oscillations at moderate Reynolds 
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numbers (Re = 0(103 )) [9]. Turbulence will, however, kill any clear structure 
at higher Reynolds numbers. A jet needs a little help to start whistling. 
However, there are many ways to persuade him to whistle! 

Extensive reviews of these jet oscilla
tions are given by Blake and Powell 
[10], Rockwell [108],[106], and Verge 
[?]. We consider here only two exam
ples: 

the edge tone; 

the jet screech. 

In the first case the jet oscillations 
are controlled by placing a sharp edge 
in the jet. The interaction of the jet 
with the edge induces a complex time 
dependent flow. At low Mach num-

jet 

bers the flow can be described locally wake 
as an incompressible flow (compact) 
and a description of the jet oscillation 
can be obtained without considering 
sound propagation or radiation [22]. 
As the phase condition in the feed
back loop is determined by the trav- Figure 5.10 Jet and wake. 

el time of perturbations along the jet, 
the oscillation frequency will be roughly proportional to the main flow ve
locity V0 in the jet. Self-sustained oscillations occur for those frequencies for 
which the phase of the signal changes by a multiple of 21r as the signal trav
els around the feedback loop. We assume an instantaneous feedback from 
the jet-edge interaction towards the separation point from which the shear 
layers bounding the jet emerge. The phase shift is therefore determined by 
the jet. 

As a rough first order estimate the perturbations travel in the shear layer 
with a compromise between the velocities at both sides of the shear layer 
(about Vo/2). A more accurate estimate can be obtained by considering the 
propagation of infinitesimal perturbations on an infinite jet as proposed by 
Rayleigh [99], [9]. In spite of the apparent simplicity of the geometry an 
exact theory of edge tone instabilities is not available yet. 
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Placing such an edge tone configuration near an acoustic resonator will dra
matically influence its behaviour. A resonator is a limited region of space in 
which acoustic energy can accumulate like mechanical energy in the oscilla
tions of a mass-spring system. The sound radiated by the edge-jet interaction 
results now in a second feedback path through the oscillations of the res
onator. In such a case the resonator often imposes its resonance frequency to 
the system. The phase change that a signal undergoes as it travels around 
the feedback loop is now not only determined by the jet but also by the 
delay in the acoustic response of the participating resonator. The oscillation 
condition is still that the total phase change should be a multi lie of 21r. 
When the frequency is close to the resonance frequency of the relonator, a 
small variation in frequency results into a large phase shift and thil easily 
compensates the change in travel time along the jet. An example of sucl a 
system is the flute or the recorder. 

We do not always need an edge for jet oscillations. In the jet screech we have 
a supersonic jet which has a cell structure due to the formation of shocks 
and expansions when the jet pressure at the exit is not equal to that of the 
environment (Figure 5.11). The interaction of acoustic perturbations with 
the edges at the pipe exit results into the formation of periodically shed vor
tices. The vortex interaction with a shock wave appears to generate strong 
acoustic pulses. In pa.rticular the interaction with the third cell appears to 
result into a localized periodic source of sound. The acoustic wave travels 
back towards the pipe exit via the quiescent environment of the jet. This 
feedback loop can be blocked by placing a wall of absorbing material around 
the jet [108], [94]. This reduces the jet oscillations, demonstrating that the 
feedback loop described is the one which controls the jet oscillations. 

Many of the features observed in a jet oscillation can also be observed in a 
shear layer separating a uniform main flow from a dead water region in a 
cavity (closed side branch in a pipe system or open roof of a car). We will 
discuss these types of oscillations after we have discussed the acoustics of 
some elementary type of acoustic resonators. 
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Figure 5.11 Under-expanded supersonic jet with typical cell structure. 
We observe acoustic waves generated by the interaction of a vortex with the 
shock. The vortex is shed periodically at the nozzle lip. Acoustical feedback 
has been reinforced in this experiment of Poldervaart and Wijnands (TUE) 
by placing reflectors around the jet nozzle. 
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5.2 Some resonators 

5.2.1 Introduction 

Before considering other types of acoustically controlled flow instabilities we 
will focus our attention on the acoustic resonator. This is an essential step 
because in many applications the identification of the resonator is sufficient 
to find a cure to self-sustained oscillations. Furthermore resonators are also 
used to impede the propagation of sound or to enhance absorption. An 
example of this behaviour is the reflection of acoustic waves by an air bubble 
in a pipe filled with water (Section 4.4.5). We start our discussion with 
explaining the occurrence of resonance in a duct segment. We then will 
discuss the behaviour of the Helmholtz resonator. 

5.2.2 Resonance in duct segment 

Consider a pipe segment 0 < x < L closed at x = L by a rigid wall ( u · n == 0) 
and at x = 0 by an oscillating piston with a velocity up(t): 

(5.2) 

where, in order to simplify the notation, we introduced in this subsection 
the auxiliary function 

E(t) = H(t)eiwt. (5.3) 

We assume that up/ c0 ~ 1 so that an acoustic approximation is valid. We 
consider only plane waves (wA 112 jc0 ~ 1) a.nd we neglect friction and heat 
transfer ((vjwA) 112 ~ 1). The piston starts oscillating at t 0 a.nd we 
assume that initially the fluid in the pipe is quiescent and uniform (Uo = 0). 
In such a case at least for short times the linear (acoustic) approximation 
is valid. We can now calculate the acoustic field by using the method of 
characteristics as described in Section 4.2. We will describe the calculation 
in detail. However, a reader only interested in the final result ca.n jump to 
the final result, Equation (5.16). The (x, t) diagram is shown in Figure 5.12. 

In region I we have a. quiescent fluid: 

Pr = 0 and u1 = 0. (5.4) 
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VI 

r 
t 

----~ 
v 

t = (4L- x)/co-------

IV 

0 x-- L 

Figure 5.12 Wave pattern induced by a moving piston at x 0, starting at t = 0. 

In region II we have the c+ waves generated at the piston: 

Pn = P~(t- :J· (5.5) 

Using the boundary condition Un = up for x = 0 we find: 

(5.6) 

In region III we have a superposition of the c+ waves emanating from region 
II and the c- waves generated at the wall x = L: 

_ + ( x) _ ( x- L) 
Pm - Pu t - co + Pm t + ~ · (5.7) 

Pli1 can be determined by application of the boundary condition um = 0 at 
X =L: 

(5.8) 
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Hence we have: 

Pm = pocouv{E(t- ~) + E(t + x ~0
2L) }· (5.9) 

In region IV we have a superposition of the c- waves from region III and 
the c+ waves generated at the piston x = 0: 

_ _ ( X L) + ( x) 
Prv - Pm t + -- + Prv t - - · 

co co 
(5.10) 

P'tv is determined by applying the boundary condition u1v = Up at x = 0: 

~ ( 2L) 1 + ( UpE t - - - --P1v t) 
co poco 

(5.11) 

and so we find: 

In region V we have the c+ waves from region IV superimposed on the c-
waves generated at the wall x L: 

X) ( X-L) - +P~ t+--. 
co co 

(5.13) 

As before, p;; is determined by applying the boundary condition Uv = 0 at 
x L. We find: 

(5.14) 

If we now limit ourselves to the position x = 0 we see that after each period 
of time 2Ljc0 a new wave is added to the original waves reflected at the 
wall and piston. These original waves have now an additional phase of 2kL, 
where k = wfco. 

Substituting x = 0 in (5.13) and generalizing the structure of the formula 
we find for 2N L/co < t < 2(N + 1)L/co: 

P2N = 2pocoitpeiwt {£ e-2iknL H(t 
n::O 

(5.15) 
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This structure could also have been obtained by using the method of images 
described in Section 4.6.2. We consider the piston as a volume source placed 
at x = o+. Placing image sources in an infinitely extended tube at x -
±2nL/co and summing up all the waves generated yields: 

( -lxl) p = pocoupE t 
co 

. ~{E( lx- 2nLI) 
+~~~~ t- c + 

n=l 0 
(t 

Note that this series contains always only a finite number of non-zero terms, 
because for large n the argument of the Heaviside function in E becomes 
negative. So we have (fort> 0) 

P -iwt , e 
poco up 

N1 Nz L e-2iknL + eikx L e-2iknL, 

n=O n=l 

N = lcot xJ 1 2L ' 
N = lcot + xJ 2 2L ' 

where lqJ denotes the integer part of q. It may be verified that after substi
tution of x = 0 in (5.16) we find (5.15), with N = lcot/2LJ. The geometric 
series may be summed2 , so we obtain: 

p e-iwt (5.17) 
poco up 

{ 

1 _ e-2ik(Nt +I)L 1 _ e-2ikNzL 
e-ikx + eikx-2ikL if kL =/: 1rf., 

1-

e-ikx(Nl 1) + eikx N2 if kL = 1rf, 

where f = 1, 2, 3 .... For kL # 1rf, and allowing for a small amount of 
damping by giving w a small negative imaginary part, p converges towards 
a finite value. We call this the steady state limit. If kL 1rf for any £ = 
1, 2, 3 ... , the pressure increases without limit, at least as long as linear 

if a f:. 1, N { 1 aN L an = a---r=a if a f:. 1, 

n=l N if a L if a= 1, 
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theory is valid. We call this a resonance of the tube, with the resonance 
frequencies given by ~Ceo/ L. The resulting equations are 

{ 

_ i _co--'-s ( k_x~-=--k L--'-) 

P -iwt sin kL 
~;;..__.-e -t 
poco up (k ) cot 

COS X 

if kL "/= 1rC, 
(5.18) 

if kL = 1rC. 

When resonance occurs the linearized .wave equation is only valid during 
the initial phase of the build up and if there are no losses at the walls. As a 
result of the temperature dependence of the speed of sound the compression 
waves tend to steepen up and shock waves are formed. Shock waves are very 
thin regions with large velocity and temperature gradients in which viscous 
force and heat transfer induce a significant dissipation [16],[2]. This extreme 
behaviour will, however, only occur in closed tubes at high pressures or at 
high amplitude (Section 4.2). 

In an open tube at high amplitudes vortex shedding at the pipe end will 
limit the amplitude [26]. If we assume an acoustic particle displacement at 
the open pipe end which is large compared to the tube diameter we can 
use a quasi-stationary model to describe (locally) the flow. This is a model 
similar to the one discussed for a diaphragm in Section 4.4.3. 

Let's assume that the tube is terminated by a horn as shown in Figure 5.13. 
In such a case flow separation will occur only while the acoustic flow is out-

.,. ......... , 
' . . I u' ~~--_'~:::,: 

"""--------------------------., 
, ..... , ' 
I I ' ' . . 

X 0 X= L ·---· 

~-----:;:_:!/ 

~ 
u' 

Figure 5.13 Flow at an open pipe termination at high acoustic amplitudes. 

going (Figure 5.13a). Assuming a dominant fundamental harmonic u sin wt, 
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the power W corresponding to the energy losses due to the formation of the 
jet can be calculated from: 

8 {T 
We T Jo u' Llpdt (5.19) 

where Llp = 0 for 0 < t < lT and u 1 > 0 because a free jet cannot sustain 
a pressure difference.3 For ~T < t < T and u1 < 0 we calculate Llp by using 
Bernoulli4 : 

(5.20) 

Hence: 

(5.21) 

The amplitude of the acoustic field in the tube can now be estimated by 
equating the losses at the open end to the acoustic power Wp delivered by 
the piston which is: 

8 {T 
Wp = T lo Uvp'(x = O) dt. (5.22) 

Assuming that friction losses at the pipe wall are negligible we have: 

Wv ~ ~Suvpocou, (5.23) 

where u is measured at the open pipe exit. Hence we find by equating We 
to Wv: 

u 
co 
~. 
V2~ 

(5.24) 

3 We assume that due to turbulence all the kinetic energy in the jet is dissipated further 
downstream. We assume also that flow separation occurs at the junction between the pipe 
and the hom. This is quite pessimistic, since the separation is expected to be delayed 
considerably by the gentle divergence of the horn. 

4 In terms of the Vortex Sound theory of Howe we would say that when the jet is formed 
during the outflow there is a deviation from potential flow resulting into t::.p 0, while 
potential flow theory would predict t::.p = - ~ p0 u' 2

• This is due to the vorticity in the jet 
which results into a source of sound, that we can represent by a pressure discontinuity 
(dipole). 
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The non-linear behaviour of resonators, occurring for example with flow 
separation, makes such devices efficient sound absorbers. Sound is "caught" 
by the resonator and dissipated by vortex shedding. 

In many cases the most significant losses are friction losses at the wall. When 
a plane wave approximation is valid a harmonic acoustic field in a pipe with 
uniform cross section can in the absence of mean flow still be described by: 

(5.25) 

The wave number k, however, is now complex and is in first order approxi
mation given by: 

k k0 +(1-i)o: (5.26) 

where k0 = wjc0 and o: is the damping coefficient given by equation (2.13), 
derived in section 4.5. (In a liquid one should assume 7 c:::: 1.) 

Damping also affects the impedance Zc of an infinite tube. To leading order 
approximation one finds [69]: 

p' ko 
Zc =- = ±Zo-

u' k 
(5.27) 

where the sign indicates the direction of the wave propagation ( +x or -x) 
and Z0 = p0 c0 • We further see that wave speed c is affected: 

c 
k 

co
ko 

(5.28) 

While friction is relatively easily taken into account for harmonic waves, in 
the time domain friction involves a. convolution integral which makes the 
solution of problems more difficult to analyse. We will now further limit our 
discussion to the case of harmonic waves. Hence we seek only for a steady 
state solution and we assume that linear acoustics is valid. 

As an example we consider a piston with a velocity Up upeiwt at x 0 
exciting a tube of cross section S closed at x = L by a rigid wall. We 
neglect the losses at x L (which we will discuss further in Section 5.5). 
The boundary conditions at x 0 and x = L can be written in terms of 
Equation (5.25) as: 

(5.29) 
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and 

so that we find: 

p+ = _Z_c_U-";v.,...,....,. 
1 e-2ik£ · 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

In contrast to our earlier example p+ does not become infinitely large with 
resonance because k is complex. The impedance Zv seen by the piston at 
x 0 is given by: 

p+ + p- . 
Zp = , = -IZccot(kL). 

Up 

Upon resonance, Re( k) = mr / L with n 

aL~ 1: 

(5.32) 

1, 2, 3, ... , we find for the case 

(5.33) 

5.2.3 The Helmholtz resonator (quiescent fluid) 

The resonance conditions for a duct segment (5.25) imply that the tube 
length should be of the order of magnitude of the acoustic wave length ( kL = 
0(1)). In many technical applications this would imply that resonators used 
to absorb sound should be large (and expensive). A solution to this problem 
is to use a non-uniform pipe in the shape of a bottle. When the bottle is 
small compared to the acoustic wave length (for low frequencies), the body 
of the bottle acts as an acoustic spring while the neck of the bottle is an 
acoustic mass (Figure 5.14). 

If the cross-sectional area Sb of the bottle is large compared to the cross 
sectional area Sn of the neck, the acoustic velocities in the bottle will be small 
compared to those in the neck. Hence \Ve may in first order approximation 
assume that the pressure perturbation pfn and the potential 'Pin in the bottle 
are uniform (Bernoulli in compact region). Furthermore as we have assumed 
the bottle neck (length £) to be short compared to the wave length, kf ~ 1, 
we can neglect compressibility and apply Bernoulli in the form: 

(5.34) 
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ul P~x n 
v I -+-

sb Pin ! Sn 
u~n ~ 0 

£ 

Figure 5.14 Helmholtz resonator as mass-spring system. 

Neglecting non-linear terms (i.e. ufn and u2eJ we have: 

P
I 
in• 

The potential difference 'Pex - 'Pin, given by 

l
ex 

if! ex - 'Pin = U
1 

• dx, 
m 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

will evidently scale on a typical length times a typical velocity. If we use 
the neck velocity un, assuming the flow to be uniform, frictionless and in
compressible in a pipe with uniform cross section, then the corresponding 
length will be the neck length £, added by a small endcorrection o (4.55) to 
take into account the inertia of the acoustic flow at both ends just outside 
the neck (inside and outside the resonator). Hence we have: 

(5.37) 

Intermezzo: Endcorrection 

As in many technical applications a diaphragm is used instead 
of bottle neck (£ = 0), the use of a reasonable estimate for 8 is 
important. For a diaphragm with a circular aperture: 

0 = 8 (Sn) t. (5.38) 
311' 1f 

For an unflanged thin-walled open-pipe end we can use the ap-
proximation: 

0 = 0.61 (~) t. (5.39) 

Values of 8 for various other geometries are given by Ingard [51]. 
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Using (5.37) in Bernoulli (5.35) we find: 

(£ 0) du~ I I 
Po + 2 dt =Pin - Pex· (5.40) 

We can find a second equation by applying the integral mass conservation 
law on the volume V of the bottle. In linearized form we find for the density 
perturbation Pin: 

V dPin 1 -pounSn· 
dt 

(5.41) 

Assuming an adiabatic compression of the fluid in the bottle we can elimi
nate Pin by using the constitutive equation: 

I 2 I 
Pin CoPin· (5.42) 

Elimination of pfn and u~ from (5.40) by using (.5.41) and (5.42) yields: 

(C + 2o)V d2pin 1 1 

Snc~ dt2 +Pin= Pex· (5.43) 

Hence we see that the Helmholtz resonator reacts as a mass-spring system 
with a resonance frequency w0 given by: 

(5.44) 

5.2.4 Non-linear losses in a Helmholtz resonator 

The theory described in the previous section assumes that there is no-flow 
separation. Flow separation will certainly occur when the acoustic particle 
displacement has an amplitude comparable to the diameter of the neck. The 
Strouhal number Sr = w(Sn/rr) 112fu~ yields a measure for this effect. When 
Sr <t: 1 flow separation will only occur locally at sharp edges of the neck (or 
diaphragm). When Sr = 0(1) flow separation will occur even if these edges 
are rounded off. In principle the effect of flow separation can under these 
circumstances be described by assuming the formation of a quasi-stationary 
jet as for the pipe end (Section 5.2.2). 
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In the case of a diaphragm with sharp edges, however, one should take 
into account the fact that the jet diameter tends to be smaller than the 
diaphragm diameter by a factor f3 called the vena contracta factor. For a thin 
diaphragm f3 ~ 0.6 (25]. Using a quasi-stationary Bernoulli equation this 
implies an enhancement of the pressure loss t!J.p by a factor p-2 • Furthermore 
losses occur for a diaphragm in both flow directions, while in a pipe with 
horn we assumed losses to occur only upon outgoing acoustic flow. 

5.2.5 The Helmholtz resonator in the presence of a mean 
flow 

We consider a Helmholtz resonator of volume V, neck length C and neck 
surface Sn in which we inject a continuous volume flow Qo = uoSn (Figure 
5.15). Using the equation of Bernoulli we now find: 

~-----------.--------uo+u~--..... 
.---------------------

Figure 5.15 Helmholtz resonator with a mean flow. 

( 
/J ") d U~ 1 I ) 2 1 • I 

Po 1:- + 2a dl + 2Po(uo + un + Pex =Po+ Pin (5.45) 

where we have applied Bernoulli between a point at the entrance of the 
neck and a point just at the exit and we have neglected the velocities in 
the resonator (Sb ~ Sn)· We have assumed that the pressure in the jet is 
uniform and equal to P~x, the fluctuations due to an external acoustic source. 
(This is a reasonable assumption for uofc ~ 1 and w(Snfrr) 112 fuo ~ 1). 
Separating the zero and first order terms in the acoustic perturbations and 
neglecting second order terms we find: 

1 2 
Po= -puo 

2 
(5.46) 
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and 

( s:) du~ f I I 
Po f + 2u dt + pououn + Pex Pin· (5.47) 

Using the linearized mass conservation law we have neglecting terms of order 
(uofco) 2 : 

V dpfn ( 1 t )S dt =- PoUn + Pexuo n· (5.48) 

Eliminating Pin by using the constitutive equation Pin = c5Pin and eliminat
ing Pin from (5.47) and (5.48) we find: 

1 dp~x 
Po(£+ 2£5) dt · 

wo is defined by Equation (5.44) and M0 = u0 fc0 • For a harmonic excitation 
P' - PA eiwt we find· ex- ex · 

1 (wfwo)2 + iMow1w/w6 
(5.49) 

where w1 = c0 f(l+2o). We see that the mean flow induces a damping factor 
which we might a priori not have expected because we did not assume friction 
losses nor heat transfer. 

The key assumption which has introduced damping is that we have assumed 
that the pressure perturbation at the pipe exit is equal to the environment 
pressure perturbation Pex· This is true, because the flow leaves the exit as 
a jet, which implies separation of the flow at the pipe exit and a Kutta 
condition to be added to an inviscid model (Section 5.1)! This implies that 
a varying exit velocity Un modulates the vorticity shed at the edges of the 
pipe exit, which is, on its turn, a loss of kinetic energy for the acoustic 
field. This confirms that the Kutta condition is indeed a quite significant 
assumption [21]. 

5.3 Green's function of a finite duct 

Formally, the Green's function of a finite duct can be obtained if we neglect 
friction and losses at the pipe terminations by using the method of images 
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(Section 4.6.2 and Section 5.2.2). For a pipe segment 0 < x < L closed by 
rigid walls a source at x yin the pipe segment is represented by a row of 
sources (in an infinitely long pipe) at positions given by (Figure 5.16) 

Xn=±(2n+1)L±y; n 0,1,2,3, ... (5.50) 

X X X 

Figure 5.16 Images of source at x y. 

The Green's function is the sum of all the contributions of these sources: 

g(x, t!y, r) = 2~o%; { Il (t- T + x + (2n: 1)L Y) 

+H(t r+x+(2n:1)L+y) 

+H(t-r x-(2n+1)L y) 
co 

+H(t 7 _x-(2n:1)L+y)}. (5.51) 

It is clear that such a formal solution has no simple physical interpretation. 

Another representation for the 1-D Green's function on (0, L] that might 
be useful in some applications is found by a series expansion of the Fourier 
transform 9 of g: 

00 

9 = L Anfn(x) (5.52) 
n:::::O 

in a suitable basis {/n}· In this case we will not start from elementary so
lutions of the wave equation. The functions fn we will consider will (only) 
satisfy the boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = L, so that their sum 
will automatically satisfy these conditions if this sum converges uniform
ly. Hence we will construct now a tailored Green's function (Section 3.5). 
Furthermore, it is evidently necessary that the basis {/n} is complete, and 
convenient that it is orthogonal to some suitable inner product. Let's now 
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for simplicity assume that the pipe segment is limited by a rigid wall at 
x = 0 and an impedance ZL at x = L. Consider: 

with Kn determined by the equation 

tan(Y) 
y 

with KnL = Y. Note that for n -too (ZL ::/= 0) 

ikL 
KnL ~ (n+ !)11'+ ( 1 + ... 

n+2)1rZL 

(5.53) 

(5.54) 

(5.55) 

so that for large n, fn approaches the Fourier-sine series basis. The number 
of solutions between 0 and (n + !)11' (for n -too) is not always exactly n. 
Depending on ZL/kL it may differ by 1. For example, if ZL/kL = iC and C 
is real, there is no purely imaginary solution Y = i£T with tanh(£T)/£T = -C if 
C > 0 or C < -1, and exactly one solution if -1 < C < 0, which disappears 
to infinity if C -t 0. Finally, we note that {fn} is orthogonal to the £2 inner 
product: 

(5.56) 

(Note: not .. f:n(x) .. ), which is easily seen by direct integration: 
If n ::/= m: 

foL sin(I<nx) sin(Kmx) dx = 
sin(KnL KmL) _ sin(KnL + KmL) = O (5.57) 

2(Kn- Km) 2(Kn + Km) 

after application of (5.54). 
If n = m: 

(5.58) 

We now seek a solution for the Green's function, defined by: 

(5.59) 
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in the form (5.52). Substitution of the series, multiplication left- and right
hand side by f m, and integrating over [0, L] yields (because of orthogonality): 

(5.60) 

Hence we have: 

A( ) 1 ~ fn(x)fn(Y) 
g x, y = c2 L....J (K2 k2)A . 

0 n=O n n 
(5.61) 

We see explicitly that: 

i) the Green's function is indeed symmetric in x and y (source and ob
servation points) as stated earlier in Section 3.5 (reciprocity), and 

ii) any source with a frequency w I<n c0 (so that Kn = k) yields an 
infinite field, in other words: resonance. Note that in general Kn is 
complex, so that the source strength has to increase exponentially in 
time. 

When the frequency w of the source is close to a resonance frequency this 
resonance will dominate the response of the pipe segment and we can use a 
single mode approximation of the Green's function. This is the approxima
t~on which we will use when discussing the thermo-acoustic oscillations in a 
pipe segment (Rijke tube, Section 5.5). 

5.4 Self-sustained oscillations of a clarinet 

5.4.1 Introduction 

The coupling of acoustic oscillations to mechanical vibrations is a technically 
important problem [126]. In some case such a coupling can cause the failure 
of a security valve or problems in a feedback loop. Instead of looking at a 
technical application we are going to consider a musical instrument. The 
model used is very crude and only aims at illustrating the principles of two 
methods of analysis: 

- the stability analysis; 

- the temporal simulation. 
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In the first case we consider a linear model and deduce the minimal blowing 
pressure necessary to obtain self-sustained oscillations. In the second case 
we consider a simplified non-linear model developed by Mcintyre et al. [71] 
which can be used for time domain simulation. The aim of the simplifica
tion is to obtain a model which will in the near future (as computer power 
increases) be able to perform a real time simulation of the oscillation of a 
clarinet! We will restrict our discussion to the principle of the solution of 
the problem. The results of the calculations can be found in the literature. 

5.4.2 Linear stability analysis 

A simplified model of a reed instrument like a clarinet is a cylindrical pipe 
fed by a pressure reservoir P0 (the mouth) through a valve (reed). The reed 
has a mass mr and is maintained at a rest position hr by a spring of constant 
Kr. The aperture h of the valve is assumed to be controlled by the pressure 
difference b..p Po - p' between the mouth pressure Po and the acoustic 
pressure p1 in the pipe just behind the reed (Figure 5.17). The equation of 

Sr 
.,.__.. u' 

~------------------------------------------+ 
p' ~ p 

L 

Figure 5.17 Simplified clarinet. 

motion of the reed is: 

d
2 
h dh . ( ) ( ') s mr + /r-d + [{r h- hr = -Sr Po-P =- rb..p. t . (5.62) 

/r is the damping coefficient of the reed, Sr is the surface of the reed and h is 
the aperture of the reed channel through which the air flows from the mouth 
to the pipe. We assume that the flow in the reed channel is quasi-stationary 
and that at the end of the reed channel a free jet is formed. Neglecting 
pressure recovery by mixing of the jet with the air in the pipe we assume 
the pressure p1 to be uniform in the jet and equal to the pressure at the pipe 
inlet. 
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The flow volume Qr of air into the pipe is given in this approximation (if 
we neglect friction) by the equation of Bernoulli: 

1 
Qr = UBhW = hw(2flpjp)2 (5.63) 

where w is the width of the reed channel and UB the (Bernoulli) velocity 
of the air in the jet. The acoustic velocity u' at the entrance of the pipe 
(x = 0) is given by: 

1 Qr 
u =-s (5.64) 

·where S is the pipe cross sectional area. If we consider a small perturbation 
of the rest position (p' <t: Po) we can linearize the equations and consider 
the behaviour of a harmonic perturbation p' = peiwt. 

The steady state values of h and Qr are given by: 

h _ h _ SrPo 
0- r J( 

and 

Qo = uohow 
where 

1 
uo (2Po/ Po) 2. 

The linear perturbations are governed by the equations: 

( -w2mr + iW'Yr + I<r)h = S,.p 
, uop 
UB=--

2Po 

Or= w(huo + houBL 

(5.65) 

(5.66) 

(5.67) 

(5.68) 

(5.69) 

. (5.70) 

where we neglected terms of the order (P0 jp0). We further assume that the 
acoustical behaviour of the pipe is described by an impedance Zp(w) so that: 

(5.71) 

Since the system of Equations fl.68-5.71 is homogeneous, it can only be 
satisfied if the determinant vanishes. This condition yields an equation from 
which we can calculate w for a given P0 : 

-w2
mr + iW"'fr + Kr = (. _§__ + houo) -1. 

Sruo Zpw 2Po 
(5.72) 
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As, in general, w is complex we find from the sign of Im(w) the tempo
ral growth of the amplitude of a linear perturbation lfil = lfiole- Im(w)t. If 
Im(w) > 0 the perturbations are damped. 

If Im (w) < 0 the perturbations grow. It is clear that the steady state ampli
tude in a clarinet can only be reached by non-linear saturation of the system 
because linear theory predicts a monotonously growing or decaying am pH
tude. When Im(w) . 0 the perturbations are neutral, they do not change 
in amplitude. If we assume Im(w) = 0 Equation (5.72) becomes an equation 
for Re(w) and Po. This allows to determine the threshold of pressure above 
which oscillations occur and the frequency of ~he most unstable mode which 
starts oscillating. 

It is interesting to note that in some cases the inertia of the flow in the 
reed which we neglected is the main driving force for instability. This is for 
example the case in harmonium reeds [119] and for valves in water like river 
gates [60]. A discussion of the flow through double reeds and the vocal folds 
is given by Hirschberg([?],[?]). 

5.4.3 Time domain simulation 

Early attempts to describe the non-linearity of a clarinet were based on 
a modal expansion of the acoustic field in the pipe. This implies that the 
Green's function was approximated by taking the contribution of a few (one 
to three) modes into account (Equation (5.61)). The typical procedure is 
further to assume a weak non-linearity which implies that a perturbation 
method like the method of averaging can be used to calculate the time 
dependence of the modes [35]. As stated by Mcintyre [71] the non-linearity 
in a clarinet is not weak. 

In fact the most spectacular non-linearity is due to the limited movement 
of the reed upon closing. The collision of the reed against the wall of the 
mouthpiece can result in a chaotic behaviour. The key feature of a clarinet 
mouthpiece is that this abrupt non-linearity is replaced by a softer non
linearity because upon touching the wall the reed gradually closes as it is 
bent on the curved wall of the mouthpiece (called the lay) and its stiffness 
increases because the oscillating part is becoming shorter. This is indeed 
a crucial effect [40] which one must take into account to obtain a realistic 
sound out of the model. 

However, the high resonance frequency of the reed w; = Kr/mr suggests 
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that a quasi-stationary model of the reed could be a fair first approximation. 
Hence Mcintyre [71] proposes to use the steady approximation of (5.62): 

(5.73) 

combined with (5.63), (5.64) and (5.71). The numerical procedure is further 
based on the knowledge that the acoustic pressure p1 at the reed is composed 
of an outgoing wave p+ and an incoming wave p- (result of the reflection 
of earlier p+ wave at the pipe end): 

p1 = p+ + p-. (5.74) 

The pipe has a characteristic impedance Zc p0c0 when friction is neglect-
ed) so that: 

p+ p-
u'=--

Zc 
(5.75) 

If we now define the reflection function r(t) as the acoustic wave p- induced 
by a pressure pulse p+ = o(t), we find: 

p- r * p+ (5.76) 

where * indicates a convolution. Elimination of p+ and p- from (5.74)
(5.76) yields: 

(5.77) 

where u' is calculated at each time step by using (5.63), (.5.72), and (5.73): 

u' (5.78) 

where b..p =Po p1
• The solution is obtained by integrating (5.77) step by 

step, using the previous value of p' to calculate u1 in the convolution of the 
right-hand side (5.77). 

The interesting point in Mcintyre's approach is that he uses a reflection 
function r(t) (which is the Fourier transform of R(w) = (Zp-pc)f(Zp+pc)) 
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rather than zp, the Fourier transform of ZP' Using zp would have given the 
integral equation: 

p' ~ Zp * u' (5.79) 

which can be combined with (5.78) to find a solution. It appears, however, 
that (5.79) is a numerically slowly converging integral because Zp has an 
oscillatory character corresponding to the response p' of a close tube to a 
pulse u' = <S'(t) (tube closed at pipe inlet). 

The reflection function r is in fact calculated in a semi-infinite tube and 
therefore has not such an oscillatory character (Figure 5.18). So it appears 

a) u' = 8(t) -f+.___ ______ ---.--..) 
p' \ 

------- --'---------------------" 
p+ 8(t)---p-

-----------------------------~ 
b) p- = r 

Figure 5.18 Difference between zp and r. 

that a Green's function which is not tailored may be more appropriate than 
a tailored one. 

5.5 Some thermo-acoustics 

5.5.1 Introduction 

We have focused our attention until now on wave propagation and inter
action of acoustic fields with isentropic flows. In Section 2.6 we have seen 
that variations s' in entropy should act as a volume sound source (if we use 
p' as acoustic variable). We will now discuss such effects as an interesting 
example of self-sustained oscillations in resonators. At low Mach numbers 
in gases, entropy variations due to dissipation are negligible (order 0.2 M2). 

Entropy fluctuations occur mainly as a result of combustion (or vapor con
densation) in the bulk or as a result of heat conduction at the wall. Mixing 
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of hot and cold gases results into fluctuations of the entropy caused by the 
unsteady heat conduction (Equation 2.85). For ideal gases one can, however, 
show that this sound source has a vanishing monopole strength (Morfey [?], 
Obermeier [?]). Convection of entropy spots during the mixing of a hot jet 
with the environment dominates the low Mach number behaviour (Crighton 
[23],(19], Morfey [?]). 

Combustion instability is often triggered by the strong dependence of com
bustion processes on temperature. The reaction rates depend exponentially 
on T. Hence temperature fluctuations associated with pressure fluctuations 
will induce variation in combustion rate. This implies a source of sound 
which, if it is in phase with the acoustic field, can lead to instability. Even 
in free space this implies a strong increase in sound production which we 
experience when we light the flame of a gas burner. Placed in a closed tube 
a flame can couple with standing waves. This type of instability is known in 
aircraft engine as a re-heat buzz (Keller [58), Bloxsidge [12]). The "singing 
flame" has already been discussed extensively by Rayleigh [99]. More re
cent information on the interaction of combustion with acoustic is found in 
Crighton et al. [23], Candel & Poinsot [15] and Mcintosh [70]. 

We will now focus our attention on the effect of unsteady heat transfer 
at walls. This type of interaction has already attracted the attention of 
Rayleigh [99] in the form of the Rijke tube oscillation. This experiment was 
carried our first by De Rijke around 1848. De Rijke was looking for a de
vice for exiting organ pipes electrically. He found that placing an electrically 
heated gauze in the lower part of a vertical tube open at both ends would 
induce strong acoustical oscillations. The subject has been studied as a mod
el for combustion instability by many scientists. Among which Merk [73], 
Kwon and Lee [61], Bayly [4], Heckl [39], Gervais [92], and Soudki [118). 

Closely related phenomena of acoustical oscillations induced by a temper
ature gradient in a tube is used by scientists to detect the level of liquid 
Helium in a reservoir. This phenomenon has been extensively studied by 
Rott [110], [111], [112], [113), [131), [80], in a very systematic series of pa
pers. The fascinating aspect of this phenomenon is that it can be inverted, 
acoustic waves interacting with a wall induce a transfer of heat which can 
be used to design an acoustically driven cooling machine. Such engines have 
been studied by Wheatley [127), Radebaugh [98] and Nature [?]. The ul
timate engine consists of two thermo acoustic cou pies (elements with a a 
temperature gradient): one at the hot side which induces a strong acoustic 
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field and a second at the cold side which is driven by the first (Figure 5.19) 
[120]. This is a cooling machine without moving parts! 

driver cooler 

1 1 l [ 
very hot cold very cold cold 

Figure 5.19 Heat driven acoustical cooling engine. 

We will limit our discussion to a simple analysis of the Rijke tube oscillation. 

5.5.2 Modulation of heat transfer by an acoustic flow and 
Rijke tube 

We consider a thin strip of metal of temperature Tw and width w aligned 
along the mean flow direction in a uniform flow u00 • Along the strip viscous 
and thermal boundary layers 6v ( x) and Or ( x) will develop. We assume that 
ovfw and 6rfw are small and that 6v(wjv) 112 «: 1 while 6v/6r = 0(1). 
For small fluctuations u' of u00 around an average value u0 the fluctuations 
in the heat transfer coefficient can be calculated as described by Schlichting 
[114] and Soudki [118] for any mean flow of the type u0 "'xn (wedge flow). 
We now limit ourselves to the flat plate (n = 0) and we use a low frequency 
limit from which the memory effect will become more obvious than from 
Schlichting's solution. We further approximate the velocity and temperature 
profiles in the boundary layers by: 

Uoo 
u(y) = ~y 

. av 
(5.80) 

T(y)- Tw JL 
Too -Tw -or' 

(5.81) 

Such an approximation is only valid for low frequencies and small perturba
tion amplitudes, corresponding to 5v(wjv) 112 «: 1 and u'fuo «: 1. Outside 
the boundary layers the flow is uniform. In this approximation the viscous 
stress r w at the wall is given by: 

Uoo 
1]-

6v 
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and the heat transfer q at the wall by: 

q = -K(aT) ay y=O 
(5.83) 

Using an integral formulation of the conservation law in boundary layer 
approximation we find [114] the Von Karman equations: 

[~ + Uoo .§__] 0~ = 411 _ 28~ au00 

at 3 ax U 00 at (5.84a) 

[~ + ~Uoo ( 0T) !_]of= 4a + ~u00 ( 0T )3 !_a~ at 3 ov ax 3 oy ax for or < oy 
(5.84b) 

or) a 2 - -ov for or > ov ov ax 
(5.84c) 

where a is the thermal diffusivity of the gas: 

K 
a=--. 

pCp 
(5.85) 

The boundary conditions are: 

ov(O) = or(O) = 0 at X= 0. (5.86) 

In air we have Pr < 1 and hence in general ov < or. We will, however, 
use further the assumption or < ov because the structure of (5.84b) is 
easier than (5.84c) while we do not expect an essentially different physical 
behaviour. 

The stationary solution of (5.84a) is: 

(5.87) 

while or can be calculated from (5.84c): 

d ( o}) [ ( or ) s] 
~ = 6uo a+ II OV . (5.88) 
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A further simplification is obtained by assuming in the stationary state 
or/ ov 1. Using the notation o0 = or = ov for the stationary solution we 
find in linear approximation: 

[ 
lJ 1 lJ ] , o0 8u' 1 ( oy u' ) 880 - + -uo- ov = -- -uo - +-
lJt 3 lJx uo 3 oo uo 

[ 
{) 2 {) ] I 1 lJoy 1 ( dy Oj. U

1 
) lJOo - + -uo- or= +-uo-- + -uo --

lJt 3 lJx 3 lJx 3 8o uo 

where U 00 uo + u'. These equations can be solved 
by integration along the characteristics: (x ~u0t) 
for (5.89a) and (x = ~u0t) for (5.89b). We see that 
the perturbations in 6j. move along the strip with a 
phase velocity ~uo which implies a "memory" of the 
heat transfer q for perturbations u' of the mean flow. 
This memory is crucial for the understanding of the 
Rijke tube instability. 

The Rijke tube is an open pipe of length 2L (Figure 
5.20). In the pipe we place a row of hot strips (or a 
hot gauze). When the tube is vertical a flow u0 will be 
induced by free convection (the tube is a chimney). 

x=L 

x=O 

When the tube is horizontal we impose uo by blowing. t 
It appears that the tube starts oscillating at its fun- I 
damental frequency fo = c/4L when the warming el- x=-L uo 

(5.89a) 

(5.89b) 

hot grid 

ement is placed at x = -!L, at a quarter of the tube 
1 h h ( 

Figure 5.20 Rijke tube. engt in t e upstream direction at the lower part of 
the tube for a vertical tube). We will now explain this. 
Note that some excitation of higher modes can be obtained but these are 
weak because of increased radiation losses at high frequencies. Hence we will 
assume that only the fundamental mode can be excited. This corresponds 
to a single mode expansion of the Green's function (5.61). As proposed by 
Rayleigh [99] we start our analysis by placing the warming element at the 
center of the tube (x = 0). 

As shown in Figure 5.21 the acoustic velocity u' at x 0 will vanish for 
the fundamental mode. The variation of heat transfer q is only due to the 
temperature fluctuations T' = ('y- 1)'!-1p' of the gas in the main flow. If 
we neglect the "memory" effect of the heat capacity of the boundary layers 
the heat flux q decreases when p' increases because Tw- Tis reduced. 
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, l dp sinwt 
u =.----

: dx pow 

Figure 5.21 Pressure p 1 and acoustic velocity u' distribution for the fundamental mode. 

The acoustic effect of the unsteady heat transfer q is given in a quantitative 
way by the linearized Equation 2.66 in which (2.67) has been substituted: 

(5.90) 

which corresponds to a volume source term m = [J2(f3PJ )j8t2 or in linearized 
form 8(mjp0 )j8t in (2.62). As derived in Section 2.7 the power W produced 
by the source is (2.80): 

(5.91) 

This equation can also be derived from the equation for the work A per
formed by volume variation dV: 

A= j pdV (5.92) 

which can be written as: 

(5.93) 

where dVjdt I m/ podV. The rate of volume injection dVjdt corresponds 
to the volume integral Iv \7 · q dV = Is q · n ds which· is the integral of the 
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heat transfer from the heating element. Furthermore, as the transfer of heat 
from the wall to the gas implies an expansion of the gas we can also under
stand (5.90) in terms of (5.93). 

We now easily understand that as q is opposite in phase with p' the presence 
of a hot element at x = 0 will damp oscillations of the fundamental mode 
of the pipe. Hence we understand that the Rijke tube oscillation is due 
to modulation of q by the acoustic velocity fluctuations u'. An optimal 
amplitude of q is obtained just at the end of the pipe at x - L where u' 
has the largest amplitude. However, at this place p' is dose to zero so that 
we see from (5.91) that the source is ineffective at this position. We therefore 
see that the position x = -~L is a compromise between an optimum for 
p' and an optimum for q. We still have to understand why it should be 
x = - ~ L and not x = ~ L. The key of this is that for x < 0 the pressure 
p' increases when the acoustic velocity u' enters the pipe ( u' > 0) upwards 
while for x > 0 the velocity is downwards at that time. If the heat transfer 
would react instantaneously on u' then q would vary as sin(wt) while p1 

varies as cos(wt). As a consequence W integrated over a period of oscillation 
would vanish. Hence the occurrence of oscillations is due to a delay r in the 
reaction of q on u'. As the delay i is due to the "memory" of the boundary 
layer we expect that r > 0, since the boundary layer integt·ates, and cannot 
anticipate on perturbations of u'. 

u'(x > 0, t) 

Figure 5.22 Sketch of time dependence of p' and u' in the upper (x > 0) and lower 
(x < 0) part of the tube. A memory effect of }11' will shift the phase of the 
heat transfer q from that of u' (the quasi-steady approximation) toward 
that of p'. It is the part of q which is in phase with p' that produces the 
sound in a Rijke tube. 

As we see from the diagram of Figure 5.22 the delayed q has a component 
in phase with p1 only if ( IJfJj IJx) > 0, hence for X < 0. T is determined by 
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the time that a perturbation in 8~ remains along the strip. When we blow 
very hard the residence time r of a perturbation 8~ in the boundary layer 
on the strip will be very short because we expect from (5.84c) that: 

T o(3w) 
2uo 

(5.94) 

where w denotes the length of the heated strip in flow direction. When we do 
not blow hard enough the boundary layers 80 will be very thick. The hot gas 
remains around the warming element blocking the heat transfer. Hence at 
low velocities (Re = wu0 jv ~ 1) we expect a different oscillatory behaviour 
(see Soudki [118]). Also when 1r ::;; wr ::;; 2rr we expect that the oscillations 
will be damped out. Hence, an optimum of pulsations may be expected for: 

ww 1r 

uo 3 
(5.95) 

For a cylinder5 Soudki [118] finds the condition wwju0 = 4/v"i where w is 
the radius of the cylinder ( Re 2wuo/ v ~ 1). 

This behaviour is indeed verified by experiments. Of course in order to obtain 
a stable oscillation the temperature Tw should reach a critical limit. For a 
horizontal tube at a fixed u0 , imposed by blowing through the pipe, this 
is less critical than in a vertical pipe where the temperature element also 
drives the main flow u0

6 . 

While we have seen that certain conditions are favourable for an oscilla
tion we did not yet discuss the non-linear effects leading to saturation. The 
most obvious effect is that when the acoustic particle displacement becomes 
comparable to the width of the strip: 

u' 
- = 0(1), 
ww 

(5.96) 

5 the heat transfer is dominated by stagnation point region which corresponds to a 
wedge flow uo ,..., xn with n = 1 

6 Since the design of a vertical Rijke tube driven by natural convection is not easy we 
provide here the dimensions of a simple tube. For a glass pipe of 30 em length and an 
inner diameter of 2.5 em, one should use a metal gaze made of wires of 0.2 mm to 0.5 mm 
diameter, the wires being separated by a distance in the order of 1 mm. This gaze can 
be cut in a square of 2.5x2.5cm2

• The bended corners can be used to fix the gaze at its 
position (x -~L). A small candle is a very suitable heat source. The pipe will produce 
its sound after the candle is drawn back. 
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back flow will occur from the wake towards the strip. The strip is then 
surrounded by pre-heated gas and this blocks the heat transfer. Note that 
at very large amplitudes ( u' / ww > 1) there is a wake upstream of the strip 
during part of the oscillation period. We now understand, by combination 
of (5.95) and (5.96), why in the experiment one finds typical amplitudes 
of the order of u' = 0( u0 ). It is interesting to note that Rayleigh [99] and 
Dowling et et al. [29] describe this non-linear effect as a driving mechanism. 
The proposed saturation model has been used by Heckel [?]. 

5.6 Flow induced oscillations of a Helmholtz 
resonator 

In view of the large amount of applications in which they occur, flow induced 
pulsations of a Helmholtz resonator have received considerable attention in 
the literature (109], [107], [45], [46], [30], [26], [72], [6], [14L [50], [86),f87]. In 
principle the flow instability has already been described in Section 5.1. We 
will now more specifically consider two types of flows: 

- a grazing uniform flow; 

- a grazing jet flow. 

We will discuss the conditions for instability and describe models which can 
be used to predict the order of magnitude of the pulsations. The configura
tions which we consider are shown in Figure 5.23. Self-sustained oscillations 
with a frequency w close to the resonance frequency w0 of the resonator 
occur when the phase condition for a perturbation in the feedback loop 
(shear layer/resonator) is satisfied and the gain is sufficiently large. When 
w = Wo we find a maximum of the pulsation amplitude and the phase condi
tion is entirely determined by the shear layer. In principle we should add to 
the convection time of the perturbation along the shear layer a phase shift 
at the "receptivity" point upstream and another at the "excitation" point 
downstream. These corrections are either due to "end corrections" or to the 
transition from a pressure perturbation p1 in the resonator to a velocity or 
displacement perturbation of the shear layer. We now ignore these effects 
for the sake of simplicity. 

In both configurations of Figure 5.23 in first order approximation perturba
tions of the shear layer (at the opening of the resonator) propagate with a 
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uo ,.. 

Figure 5.23 Helmholtz resonator in a wall with grazing flow. 

velocity Uc of the order of u0 /2. It appears from experiment that when the 
travel time of a perturbation across the opening width w roughly matches 
the oscillation period 2rr jw0 of the resonator (or a multiple of 2rr fwo) pul
sations occur. In our experiments we found a velocity Uc ~ 0.4u0 hence the 
phase condition for instability is [33]: 

WoW -- = 2rrn; n = 1, 2, 3, .... 
0.4uo 

(5.97) 

In other experiments a more complex phase condition depending on the ge
ometry and the Mach number has been reported [9],[109],[107],[45],(46],[30], 
[26],[72],[6],[14],[50],[86],[87]. The first mode (n = 1) is usually the strongest 
because it corresponds with the highest velocity at which pulsations occur. 
Furthermore when the hydrodynamic wave length (w/n) becomes compara
ble to the gradient length o in the grazing velocity profile (boundary layer 
thickness at the wall) the flow becomes stable and the perturbations are 
damped. Typically for: 

6wo 
2 --> 

0.4uo 
(5.98) 
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the flow is linearly stable. A currently used cure for pulsations is to place a 
device called "spoiler" which increases 8 just upstream of the cavity [107], 
[14]. Equation (5.98) can be used to choose a reasonable spoiler height. 
However, we found in some experiments that this is no guarantee for stability 
[14]. 

The major difference between the grazing uniform flow and the jet is the 
type of non-linear saturation behaviour which can occur in the driving mech
anism. In a jet, if the oscillations rJ(x, t) are small compared to the jet width 
h, we may speak of linear oscillations (Figure 5.24). Assuming a jet confined 

uo ~ .. --, 
....----"'' " ........... _.tTJ 

shear layer 

v v 

Figure 5.24 Difference between the "linear" behaviour of grazing uniform and jet Bows. 

by infinitely thin shear layers (vortex sheets) Crighton [?] has obtained an 
analytically exact theory for the edge tone configuration. Recently, Howe[?] 
applied Crighton 's model to a jet driving an acoustic resonator. In a grazing 
flow with a thin shear layer (thickness o <t:: w) an oscillation of the shear 
layer at the downstream edge of amplitude 17( w, t) is never small because we 
do not have any length scale to compare with for linearization! Hence, in 
the case of a grazing uniform flow the equations are linearized by using the 
angle of attack of the flow at the downstream edge as a small parameter. 

It is clear from this discussion that in a linear theory with vortex sheets we 
will have to make some strange assumptions at the downstream edge of the 
cavity. At this edge a potential flow is singular. Removing this singularity 
would imply a so-called "leading edge" Kutta condition which may not be 
causal (Goldstein [?]). This has led to endless and quite difficult discussions 
in the literature about the application of a leading edge Kutta condition 
[45],[46],[30). In the experiments one observes in most cases for a grazing 
uniform flow a spectacular non-linear behaviour of the shear layer [13]. The 
vorticity of the shear layer is concentrated into discrete vortices. At moderate 
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acoustic amplitude u'ju0 = 0(10- 1) one can assume that the acoustic field 
only triggers the flow instability but does not modify drastically the amount 
of vorticity r shed at the upstream edge of the slot. This leads to the model 
of Nelson ([13],[86],[87], and Hirschberg [?]) in which one assumes a vortex 
of strength r given by: 

dr = df dx = u (uo) 
dt dx dt 0 2 

(5.99) 

travelling at a velocity Uc = 0.4u0 across the slot. A new vortex is gener
ated following Nelson's experimental observations at the moment that the 
acoustic velocity u' is zero and is increasing (directed into the resonator, p' 
in the resonator is at a. minimum). Using Howe's analogy as described in 
Section 2.6 and 2. 7 one can calculate the acoustic pulsation amplitude. As 
the source strength V' · (w x v) is independent of u' we find a finite amplitude 
by balancing the friction, radiation and heat transfer losses with the power 
generated by the vortices. In principle we would expect from this theory 
to find pressure amplitudes scaling with the dynamical pressure of the flow 
p1 O(~pug). This occurs indeed when the edges of the slot are sharp. 

uo .. 

-------.....:•--... ""' ,.""'' 
'~) ~· vortex 

v 

·Figure 5.25 Rounded upstream edge. 

However, when the upstream edge of the slot is rounded off such as in Figure 
5.25, much larger amplitudes scaling with u 1 = O(u0 ) can occur [13],[?]. 
This effect can be understood as follows. U pan formation of a new vortex 
the acoustic field u1 is directed towards the interior of the resonator. Using 
Howe's formula: 

W = -po j jj ((w x v) ·U1
) dV, 

v 
(2.98) 
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we see that the vortex is absorbing energy from the acoustic field (Figure 
5.26) because -(w X v) is opposite to u'. 

(w x v) 

u' 

Figure 5.26 Absorption of acoustic energy by vortex shedding. 

At a sharp edge u' is large because the potential (acoustic) flow is singular. 
When an edge is rounded off u1 is not singular and the initial absorption will 
be modest. The net sign of lV over a period T 21r jw0 of oscillation depends 
also on the amount of energy produced by the vortex in the second half of 
the acoustic period when the acoustic velocity u' is directed outwards from 
the resonator. Of course, when u0 is so large that the travel time (wjOAuo) 
of the vortex across the slot is shorter than half a period ( w /0.4u0 < ~ T), 
then only absorption occurs. Self-sustained oscillations are impossible in this 
case. The main amplitude limitation mechanism at high amplitudes is the 
shedding of vorticity by the acoustic flow. 

At the upstream edge this implies an increase of the shed vorticity r with 
u' and a dependence of the initial damping on u13

• At the downstream 
edge vortex shedding is comparable to flow separation at an orifice or at 
a pipe termination as discussed in Section 5.2.2. Again here sharp edges 
will reduce the pulsation level for high amplitude pulsations [7]. In the case 
of a jet a high amplitude behaviour does not always imply a non-linear 
behaviour of the jet flow over the slot. In fact a commonly observed non
linear amplitude limiting mechanism is the fact that full switching of the jet 
from inside towards outside the cavity corresponds to a max;imum pulsating 
jet flow. This corresponds to the periodic injection of a volume source Qj of 
amplitude ~u0hB (where B is the jet width) into the cavity of the resonator. 

If we assume that the volume source is in phase with p' in the cavity we 
obtain an upper bound for the so-called jet drive power [1]. The amplitude 
reached is then determined by the losses such as friction; heat transfer and 
flow separation. 
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We observed, that at very high amplitudes in a resonator formed by side 
branches along a pipe, non-linear wave propagation resulting into the gen
eration of non-resonant cavity modes was a major amplitude limiting mech
anism [?]. This is quite exceptional. 

Note. In the case of resonance in water the resonance of the cavity is strong
ly affected by the elasticity of the walls. 

The discussion given here provides some qualitative indications for various 
basic phenomena of cavity oscillation. Models as the one of Nelson [86],[87] 
provide insight but are not able to predict accurately the amplitude of the 
oscillations. In many engineering applications insight is sufficient for taking 
remedial measures. When a prediction of the amplitude is required a more 
detailed flow model is needed such as used by Kriesels [?] or Hardin [?]. 

Exercises 

a) Calculate the impedance seen by a piston placed at the end x = 0 of 
a tube closed at x = L by an impedance Z£. Neglect friction in the 
tube. For ZL = oo (closed wall) calculate the power generated by the 
piston. Calculate the amplitude of the acoustic field for ZL =/= oo. 

b) When the impedance ZL at the pipe end is small, IZLI ~ p0 co, one 
can consider the tube to be terminated at a position x = L + 8 by a 
purely resistive impedance Z£ Re(ZL)· 8 is called the end correction 
of the pipe. Derive a relationship between o and Z£. 

--- - -r-------------------- ----- -
s I t Up tUp 

-- - -- +'-' ---tlllt----------111111----- ----- . 
x=O x=L --•x 

Figure 5.27 Two pistons along a pipe. 

c) Consider two identical pistons of surface Sp placed at a distance L 
from each other along an infinitely extended pipe (Figure 5.27) of cross 
sectional surface S. Assume that the two pistons move harmonically 
with the same velocity upeiwt. Show that under specific conditions the 
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acoustic field vanishes for x > L and x < 0. How large is the amplitude 
of the acoustic field under these circumstances for 0 < x < L? 

----- -------------------........ ----. 

--- -- --------r-.. 
i 

Figure 5.28 T-junction. 

l 
I 

L! 
I 
I 
I 
! .. 

I 

iS2 
~---------I·----

d) Consider a piston placed at the end of a closed side branch of cross 
sectional surface S1 along a main pipe with a cross sectional surface 
S2 (Figure 5.28). The side branch has a length L. The edges of the 
junction at the main pipe are rounded off. Calculate the amplitude p of 
the acoustic field at the piston following linear theory for wS 112 / c < 1 
as a function of SI/S2 and L. Estimate the largest amplitudes that 
may be reached before linear theory fails. 

e) Consider the same question as d) for the configurations of Figure 5.29a, 
b and c. Assume that radiation losses at the open ends are negligible. 
Neglect friction in the pipe. 

f) Consider a clarinet as a cylindrical pipe segment of 2 em diameter and 
1 m long driven by a piston with a velocity Up = upeiwt. Assume that 
Up = 1 m/s which is a typical order of magnitude. Assume that the 
pipe is driven at the first (lowest) resonance frequency. Calculate the 
pressure at the piston assuming an ideal open end behaviour without 
radiation losses or flow separation. Calculate the amplitude of the fluid 
particle displacement at the pipe end. Calculate the same quantities 
if a quasi-stationary model is used at the pipe end to describe flow 
separation of the outgoing acoustic flow. Is a quasi-stationary model 
reasonable? 
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p' ~ 0 

a) L 

I 
Up 

• I 
y 

51 
5] r.J 5 

L 

L 
L 

b) Up 

~ s 
8 

Figure 5.29 Coupled T-junctions. 

g) A pipe segment with a different cross sectional area 52 than the cross 
section 81 of the rest of the pipe can be used as a filter to prevent 
the propagation of waves generated by a piston. Two solutions can be 
considered 52 > 8 1 and 81 < 82 (Figure 5.30a and b). Assuming an 
ideal open end at x = L1 + L2 + L3 , calculate the ratio of the amplitude 
of the acoustic velocity u end at the pipe end with the velocity Up of 
the piston. 
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p' ~ 0 

Figure 5.30 Resonators in a pipe. 

h) Introduction: 
A possible 3-D model for a kettle drum consists of a cavity in free space, 
with acoustic perturbations p = peiwt in- and outside the cavity: 

n2PA + k2pA __ O, · A n A O v 1wp0u + v p = 

fork= wfco. The cavity is hard-walled on all sides ("u·n = 0) except 
one, which is closed by an elastic membrane (tension T, mass density 
a). The membrane displacement rt = ijeiwt is driven by (and drives ... ) 
the pressure difference across the membrane: 

Tn2 A 2 A 
V T/ + W 0""7 = Pupper - Plower 

The normal velocity iJ.. n at both sides of the membrane is equal to 
art 1 at = iwfJeiwt, as the air follows the membrane. 

A basic musical question is: what is the spectrum of this system, i.e. for 
which (discrete) set {wn} does there exist a solution without forcing? 
Note that since the waves radiate away into free space any solution will 
decrease and die out (called "radiation damping"), and (in general) the 
possible wn's will be complex, with Im(wn) > 0. 

Problem: 
A 1-D variant of the kettle drum problem is a semi-infinite pipe (0 ~ 
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x < oo) of diameter a, closed at x 0, and a piston-like element at 
x = L (modelling the membrane) driven by the pressure difference 
across x = L, and kept in position by a spring. 

Pxx + k2p 0 for x E (O,L) U (L,oo) 

-Ta-2 fJ+w 2(1i] = p(L+) p(L-) at x=L 

Px = 0 at x=O 

2 A 

Px == W Po'l] at X L 

outgoing waves for X --t 00. 

Determine the equation for w, solve this for some simple cases, and try 
to indicate the general solution graphically in the w-plane for dimen
sionless groups of parameters. Are there solutions with Im(w) = 0? 
How are these to be interpreted physically? 

i) Show that poSn(R + 28) is the acoustic mass m of the mass-spring 
system while p0cas;,;v is the spring constant I<. 

j) How would the resonator react to a periodic volume injection Q 
Qeiwt into the bottle (piston moving in the wall). 

L 

v 

Figure 5.31 Helmholtz resonator driven by a piston 

k) Consider a Helmholtz resonator in a semi-infinite pipe driven by a 
piston at x = 0 (Figure 5.31). Calculate the transmitted acoustic field 
following linear theory. 

1) Consider the volume V between two diaphragms of equal aperture 
surface Sd in a pipe of surface (Figure .5.32). Calculate the transmis
sion coefficient and reflection coefficient following linear theory for an 
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Figure 5.32 Two diaphragms 

acoustic wave p+ eiwt-ikx incident from the left. What happens when 
the diaphragms have different aperture surfaces sdl and sd2? 

Figure 5.33 Exercise m 

m) Consider a volume V filled with air connected by a short pipe oflength 
C to a pipe filled with water (Figure 5.33). Calculate the reflection and 
transmission coefficient following linear theory for a wave p+eiwt-ikx 

incident from the left. 

n) Calculate the maximum acoustic pressure (Pin/Pex) which can be 
reached in a Helmholtz resonator with a thin diaphragm as neck 
if friction and heat transfer are neglected. Compare this with the 
maximum pressure which can be reached in an open pipe. 

o) Calculate the value of Pin!'Pex at resonance for a Helmholtz resonator 
in the presence of mean flow. 

p) Using the integral formulation (3.52) on [0, L] using the Green's 
function 9a corresponding to the geometry of Figure 5.18a (with 
(8ga/8y)y=O = 0 and (ga)y=O corresponding to the impedance of the 
pipe seen from the position y = 0) we find: 
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Derive this equation starting from (3.52) and show that it is equivalent 
to (5.79) for a pipe with an ideal open end at x = Land when friction 
is negligible. 

q) Using the Green's function 9b corresponding to the geometry of Figure 
5.18b, derive (5.77) for the same pipe as in a). (Hint. We have to impose 
u1(0, r) as a boundary condition.) 

r) Calculate the expected acoustic optimal amplitude in a vertical Rijke 
tube of 1 m length and 5 em diameter in which a gauze with a strip of 
width w 1 mm has been placed at x = -0.25 m. Do you expect that 
at this amplitude vortex shedding at the pipe end will be a significant 
acoustic energy loss mechanism? 

s) Consider a Helmholtz resonator with a volume V and a slot aperture 
w x B placed in a wall with a grazing flow (Figure 5.23). Estimate the 
maximum acoustic pressure p1 in the resonator for air If: 

V 3m3
, w O.lm, B = lm. 

(A car with open roof!). 

t) Consider a whistle with V = 10-5 m3 , h = 1 mm, w 4 mm and 
B = 1 em. Estimate the maximum pressure p1 in the cavity. 
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6 Spherical waves 

6.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter we have considered the low frequency approxima
tion of the acoustics of pipes and resonators. Radiation of sound from such 
systems was assumed to be a small effect for the internal acoustic field, and 
therefore could be neglected in our analysis. However, if sound would not 
escape we would not hear it. Hence, for the calculation of environmental 
noise the radiation is crucial. Furthermore, as sound often is transferred 
through walls, the vibration of elastic structures is an essential part of the 
radiation path. We will not consider here the problem of prescribed wall 
vibrations from which we want to calculate the resulting sound field. As we 
want to keep things easy we will assume that the vibrating objects are small 
compared to the wave length (compact bodies) and that we radiate sound 
into an unbounded homogeneous quiescent fluid (free space). 

Starting from an exact solution of the acoustic field induced by the pulsation 
and translation of a sphere (Section 6.2) we will derive an expression for the 
free field Green's function G0 (6.37). Taylor's series expansion of Go will be 
used to introduce the concepts of monopole, dipole, quadrupole, etc, and 
multipole expansion (Section 6.3). The method of images will appear to be 
a very powerful tool to get insight into the effect of boundaries on radiation 
(Section 6.4). After a summary of the classical application of Lighthill's 
anaJogy to free jets (Section 6.5) we will consider the radiation of a compact 
body by using Curle's formalism (Section 6.6). This will be used to get 
insight into the sound generated by a ventilator. Finally the radiation from 
an open pipe termination will be discussed (Section 6.7). 

Note. Two-dimensional acoustic waves have a complex structure (see the 
discussion by Dowling et al. [29]). 
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6.2 Pulsating and translating sphere 

The wave equation in 3-D allows quite complex solutions. However, for the 
particular case of a spherically symmetric acoustic field the wave equation 
reduces to: 

1 EJ2p' 1 8 2 8p' 
c6 8t2 - r2 8r (r Br) 0 (6.1) 

where r is the distance between the observation point and the origin. The 
key for solving (6.1) is that we can formulate a 1-D wave equation for (rp'): 

1 82 (rp1
) 82 (rp1

) 
- - -0 c6 8t2 8r2 - · 

(6.2) 

This result can easily be understood because acoustic energy scales with p12 

(Equation 2.78a). Hence, as the surface of a spherical wave increases with 
r 2 the amplitude p'(r) should decrease as to keep energy constant as 

the wave propagates. 

Compared to 1-D waves the relationship between pressure p' and acoustic 
velocity u' now shows a drastically new behaviour which depends on the 
ratio of r and the acoustic wave length. In three dimensions we have a 
region with rk ~ 1 called "near field" in which we find a behaviour of u' 
which is close to that of an incompressible flow, while for rk ~ 1 we find 
a "far field" region in which the waves behave locally as plane waves. The 
radius of curvature of the wave front is large compared to the wave length. 

These features may be derived from the radial component of the (linearized) 
momentum conservation law: 

{)u' 8p1 

Po-=--
8t 8r 

(6.3a) 

and the linearized mass conservation law: 

(6.3b) 

The mass in a volume shell 4~rr2dr changes as a result of the difference 
between 4~rr2u' and 4~r(r+dr) 2u'(l·+dr) in flux. The general, formal solution 
of (6.2) is: 

rp' = :F(t- ;) + 9(t + ;J, (6.4) 
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combining an outgoing wave F and an incoming wave g. Far away there 
is no incoming wave, so we define the "free field" as the region for which 
g = 0. This result of a vanishing incoming wave in free space may also be 
formulated as a boundary condition at 7'-+ oo (2.21a,2.21b,2.22). 

As already stated, the acoustic velocity u1 has a rather complex behaviour, 
in contrast with the 1-D situation. This behaviour is found by substitution 
of (6.4) into the momentum conservation law (6.3a): 

8u1 1 r 1 1 r 
po- = -F(t- -) + -F (t- -). 

at r 2 Co Cor Co 
(6.5) 

We now observe that the first term of (6.5) corresponds to an incompressible 
flow behaviour (r 2u1 =constant) while the second term corresponds to wave
like phenomena. Only the second term does contribute to the acoustic energy 
flux (I) = (p1u1

). This may be verified by substitution of a harmonic solution 
into (6.5): 

· t A · "k PI = pe•w = -e•wt-1 r 

4rrr 
(6.6) 

we find 

(6.7) 

The first term in u is trr out of phase with p and therefore does not contribute 
to (I) = (p1u1

). Hence: 

( I I) 1 ( ' '* + , * ') pp* p u = 4 up u p = --. 
2poco 

(6.8) 

A very systematic discussion of this fundamental solution is given by 
Lighthill [69]. 

Using (6.5) we can now determine the acoustic field generated by a pulsating 
sphere of radius a(t). If (8aj8t)jc0 ~ 1, we can use linear acoustics, while 
the movement of the sphere boundary yields the equation derived from (6.5): 

. [)
2 
a 1 ( a ) 1 1 ( a ) Po- = -F t- - + -F t- - . 

8t2 a2 co coa co 
(6.9) 
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For a compact sphere the first term is dominating (a(o 2ajot2)/c& ~ 1). We 
find exactly the result which we could anticipate from (2.58), the second 
derivative to time of the volume of the sphere is the source of sound. 

A steady expansion of the sphere ( oa I ot constant) does not (in this 
approximation) generate sound. The second term of (6.9) is dominating for 
large sphere radii (a(o2ajot2 )fc5 ~ 1). In such a case the action of the wall 
movement is that of a piston which generates plane waves. The amplitude 
A of the radiated field is found by substitution of u = iwa in 6.7 applied to 
r = a0 : 

A 'k p(ao) = --e-a ao 
4n-a0 

and 

2 A , w Poa 
p(ao) = -1 +ikao · 

Hence: 

p(r) = 
2 ' 

W Poaao -ik(r-a0 ) 

(1 + ika0 )2 e 
(6.10) 

For harmonic oscillations we can determine the acoustic impedance Z of the 
sphere by substitution of (a= a0 + aeiwt) into (6.9). We find: 

P(a) p(a) 
u(a) iwa 

Z(w) (6.11) 

where using (6.7) we find: 

Z = ikao _ ikao + (kao) 2 

PoCo 1 + ikao 1 + (ka0 ) 2 • 
(6.12) 

We see that the real part of the radiation impedance of a compact sphere 
(kao ~ 1) is very small: 

(6.13) 

Hence a compact vibrating object in free space will be a very ineffective 
source of sound. This effect becomes even more dramatic when we consider 
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the radiation of a compact vibrating object of constant volume. The most 
simple example of this behaviour is a translating sphere of constant radius 
ao. This is what we call a dipole radiation source, in contrast to the monopole 
source corresponding to a compact pulsating sphere. 

The solution of the problem is easily obtained (Dowling et a.!. [29]) since we 
can generate from the spherically symmetric solution (6.4) non-spherically 
symmetric solutions by taking a spatial derivative. If i.p1 is a (spherically 
symmetric) solution of the wave equation: 

(6.14) 

then any derivative of <p1
, such as (8~.p'/8xi) or (8~.p'/8t), is also a solution: 

1 82 Oi.p1 
2 Oi.p1 

--(-)- V' (-)- 0 c5 8t2 8xi 8xi - · 
(6.15) 

At . the surface of a sphere translating with a velocity u 0 the radial flow 
velocity is: 

' Uo·r u (ao,O) = -- = uocosO. 
ao 

(6.16) 

For a harmonic oscillation u 0 = u0 eiwt with (u0 jwa0 ) ~ 1 the pressure field 
p' is given by: 

(6.17) 

which is related to the acoustic velocity u' by the momentum conservation 
law (6.3a): 

(6.18) 

Using the boundary condition (6.16) for r = a0 we can now calculate the 
amplitude A for given u0 : 

. • A2+2ikao-(kao) 2 
-ikao 

twuo =- 3 e 
ao 

(6.19) 
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so that the pressure field ( 6.17) can be written as: 

-iwpo'UoagcosiJ {) (e-ik(,·-ao)) 
2 + 2ika0 - (ka0 ) 2 8r r · 

(6.20) 

In the limit of (kao) ~ 1 we see that: 

1 (k )2 ' ao cos a ( i ) -ikr - ao pocouo 1 - - e . 
2 r· kr 

(6.21) 

Again we observe a near field behaviour with a pressure decreasing as r- 2 

and for which pis ~7r out of phase with u0 • This pressure field simply corre
sponds to the inertia of the incompressible flow induced by the movement of 
the fluid from the front towards the back of the moving sphere. From (6.21) 
for r = a0 with (ka0 ) ~ 1 we see that: 

(6.22) 

Hence, as the drag on the sphere, which is in phase with il0 , scales as 
a5 Re[P(ao)], we see that the acoustic power generated by the sphere scales 
as p0 c0u5a5(ka0 ) 4 • This is a factor (ka0 ) 2 weaker than the already weak radi
ation power of a compact pulsating sphere. So we now understand the need 
of a body in string instruments or of a sound board in a piano. While the 
string is a compact oscillating cylinder (row of oscillating spheres), which 
does not produce any significant sound directly, it induces vibrations of a 
plate which has dimensions comparable with the acoustic wave length and 
hence is radiating with an acoustic impedance p0c0 which is a factor (kao) 4 

more efficient than direct radiation by the string. In this approximation 
we assumed that the string length is small compared to the acoustic wave 
length. This is, of course, not obvious. 

Note. In order to provide a stable sound one should avoid in string instru
ments elastic resonances of the body which are close to that of the string. 
If this is not the case the two oscillators start a complex interaction, which 
is called for a violin a "wolf tone", because it has a chaotic behaviour. In 
pianos the multiple strings aim at a voluntary fluctuation of oscillation en
ergy between the (two) strings which results into a slow time decay of the 
sound following an initial period of rapid decay [?]. 

Consider now the oscillation of a compact air bubble in water as a response 
to an incident plane wave Pin= Pineiwt-ikx in free space (deep under water). 
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We can locally assume the pressure Pb in the bubble to be uniform and we 
assume a spherical oscillation of the bubble of equilibrium radius ao: 

a ao + aeiwt. (6.23) 

The pressure in the bubble is given by: 

(6.24) 

where p~(ao) is the acoustic pressure due to the spherical waves generated 
by the bubble oscillation. We have neglected surface tension. Furthermore, 
we assume an ideal gas behaviour in the bubble: 

Pb 
Po 

a' 
-3,

ao 
(6.25) 

where 1 1 for isothermal compression and 1 = CpfCv for isentropic 
compression. fir(a) is related to a by the impedance condition: 

fir(a) iwaZ (6.26) 

and Z(w) is given by Equation {6.12). Hence combining (6.24) with (6.25) 
and (6.26) we find: 

or: 

and 

3/Po. 
--a Pin + iwaZ 

ao 

. "Z Pin twa =- 3 1- i /Po 
waoZ 

• • ( ) ao -ik(r-a0 ) Pr = Pr ao -e . 
r 

Using (6.12) we can write (6.28) as: 

. ( ) Pin Pr ao = ---~2;:;-----
1 c~n ( 1 + ikao) 

where wo is the Minnaert frequency defined by: 
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It is interesting to note that at resonance under typical conditions a bubble 
is com pact because: 

(6.32) 

is small as long as Po <t: poc5. 

For water poc5 = 2 X 104 bar, hence up to Po= 100 bar one can still assume 
bubble oscillations at resonance to be compact. Equation (6.30) has many 
interesting further applications [29]. For example, sonar detection of fishes 
by using a sweeping incident sound frequency yields information about the 
size of fishes because the resonance frequency w0 of the swim bladder yields 
information on the size a0 of the fish. Furthermore, at r:esonance sound is 
scattered quite efficiently: 

• ·Pin -ik(r-ao) 
Pr = -1-k e . 

or . 
(6.33) 

Hence the fish scatters sound with an effective cross section of the order of 
the acoustic wave length at w0 (an effective increase of the cross section by a 
factor ( k0a0 ) - 1). As we know a0 from w0 the intensity of the scattered field 
yields information on the amount of fish. 

6.3 Multipole expansion and far field 
approximation 

The Green's function Go defined by Equation (3.41) (or see Appendix D): 

/J2Go 2 EJ2Go . 
Ot2 -Co oxf. = 8(x- y)o(t- T) 

t 

(3.41) 

and the Sommerfeld radiation condition (2.22) is the free field Green's func
tion. If we consider the Fourie~ transform G0 of G0 with: 

Go = 100 

Goeiwt dw 
-oo 

then we have: 

(6.34) 
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The solution of (6.34) has the form (compare with (6.6)): 

A -ikr -e 
47rr 

{6.35) 

where r = lx-yl. Integration of (6.34) over a small sphere, such that kr <t: 1, 
yields: 

2 ' ' 

jjj 0 
Go dF = jj ~~~nidS ~ 

v s 

For reasons of symmetry we can write: 

jjoGo 
s 

2 oGo 
dS = 41rr -. or 

1 
{6.36) 

(6.37) 

Hence combining (6.35)-(6.37) we find for kr <{::: 1 that A= (27rc5)- 1e-iw'T. 
So we have: 

and 

~ e-iWT-ikr e-iw(T+r/eo) · 
Go = = --------=--

87r2c5r 81r2c6r 

Go= 5(t- r- rjc0 ) 

47rrc5 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

For a given source distribution q(y, r) in a compact region of volume F 
(enclosed by the surface S) we can find a representation based on a Taylor 
series expansion in which the source q(y, T) is replaced by a series of elemen
tary sources (monopole, dipole, quadrupole ... ) placed at the origin (y = 0). 
Of course, to be meaningful such a representation should converge rapidly, 
which corresponds to the condition that F is compact (klyl <{::: 1). 

We start from the integral formulation (3.53) for a tailored Green's function 
and find: 

P1 = ~~ = ~~00 jjj Go(x, tly, r)q(y, r) dydr. (3.53) 
v 

The expansion of (3.53) can be obtained by expanding the Green's function 
Go in a Taylor series or by carrying out first the time integral. Using (6.39) 
we find: 

p' { { { q(y, t- r /co) dy 
}} J 47rrcfi 
v 

{6.40) 
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and expanding (q/r) around r = lxl (y = 0). This formal approach described 
by Goldstein [36] yields: 

lxl/co)] (6.41) 

with n = j + k +land where 'mjkl(t) is defined by: 

(6.42) 

The (jkl)-th term of the expansion (6.41) is called a multipole of order 
2Hk+l. Starting from the original formula (3.53) we now discuss the first 
terms of this expansion in more detaiL We expand the Green's function: 

8 
Go(x, tly, r) = Go(x, t!O, r) + Yi-

8 
Go(x, t!O, r) + · · ·. (6.43) 

Yi 

and write (3.53) in the form: 

p' = ~~00 jjj { Go(x, tiO, r) + Yi 8
8 

i G0 (x, t!O, r) + · · -}q(y, r) dydr. 
v y (6.44) 

The first term corresponds to the monopole: 

p~ = [
00 

jjj Go(x, tiO, r)q(y, r) dydr 
v 

= [
00 

Go(x, t!O, r) Jff q(y, r)dydr. 
v 

This becomes, by using the properties of the delta-function in (6.39): 

p' = { r r q(y, t- lxl/co) dy = mo(t- lxl/co) 
0 J J J 4rrc61xl 4rrc61xl 

v 

(6.45) 

(6.46) 

where we wrote for brevity m0 = m000 . We have concentrated the source at 
the origin and 

mo(t) = Jjf q(y, t) dy. 
v 

(6.47) 
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The next term is the dipole term: 

p~ =!~co Iff Yi a~i Go(x, tiO, r)q(y, r) dydr. 
v 

Since Go is a function of r = lx- Yl rather than Yi we can write: 

(6.48) 

(6.49) 

where we wrote for brevity: m1,1 = m 100, m1,2 = m010 and m1,3 = mo01· If q 
is a point source this dipole term is easily visualized as shown in Figure 6.1. 
The dipole of strength m 1,i, which we should place at the origin (y = 0): 

+ 

I 1111~ 

+ 
Figure 6.1 First steps in the multipole expansion. 

m1,i(t) = J J J Yiq(y, t) dy, 
v 

Ill .. 
I 

I 

+ 

I 
I 

I 

I 

+ / 
I 

I 

+ 

(6.50) 

is obtained by bringing the (point) source q towards the origin while increas
ing its strength and that of the opposite (point) source -q at the origin in 
such a way that we keep IYiq constant. We see from this that a dipole field is 
not isotropic because in a direction normal to the vector y the two sources 
forming the dipole just compensate each other, while in the other directions 
due to a difference in retarded time there is a net acoustic field. This effect 
of the difference in retarded time (Figure 6.2) between the sources in the 
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Figure 6.2 Retarded time difference is (y·x/lxl)/co = (jyjcost9)/co. 

dipole simplifies in the far field as follows. Writing (6.49) as: 

p~ = -~~I {!fJ -4~~ilx[ :, q(y, t- [xi/ co) dy 

-JfJ 4~~'[xl'q(y, t [x[/co) dy} (6.51) 

we see that for large distances (lxl ~ 1) the acoustic field due to the dipole 
contribution is given by: 

p~ ~ 47rc~ixl 2 :t jjj Yiq(y, t- !xi/co) dy (6.52) 
v 

Xi d ] = 3 2 -m1 i(t) 47rc0lxl dt ' t=t-ixifc0 

(6.53) 

where m1,i(t) is the dipole strength. The source term for a force density fi 
is given by (2.62): 

q(y, r) 
afi 

- ayi · 

Hence, we have by application of (3.53) and partial integration: 

p
1 = ~~oo jjj q(y, r)Go(x, tiy, r) dydr 

v 

(6.54) 
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{6.55) 

By comparison of (6.55) with (6.43) and (6.53) we see that the force field /i 
is equivalent to an acoustic dipole of strength: 

m1,i = jjj fidy (6.56) 

v 

which corresponds simply to the total force F on V. In a similar way it is 
clear that the Lighthill stress tensor Tij induces a quadrupole field because 
from (2.62) we have: 

The strength of the quadrupole is: 

mz,ij j j j Tij dV, 
v 

(6.57) 

where we wrote for brevity m 2,11 = mzoo, m 2,12 = muo, m2,13 = mwb 
etc .. In the far field approximation, where the retarded time effect can be 
estimated by replacing (8/Dixl) by -c01 (8/8t), we find: 

(6.58) 

6.4 Method of images 

Using Go we can build the Green's function in presence of walls by using the 
method of images as discussed in Section 4.6. The method of images is simple 
for a plane rigid wall and for a free surface. In the first case the boundary 
condition u' · n = 0 is obtained by placing an image of equal strength q at 
the image point of the source position (Figure 6.3). For a free surface defined 
as a surface at which p' = 0 (surface of water is a good approximation) we 
place an opposite source -q at the image point. 
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u'·n = 0 

+ 

p' = 0 
~ 

+ 

a) hard wall 

b) free surface 

Figure 6.3 Images of sources in plane surfaces 

+ 

+ 

For a rigid wall at x 1 = 0 we simply have the Green's function: 

G( I ) 8(t-r-rfco) 8(t r-r*jc0 ) 
x, t y, r = 4rrc6r + --'---4-rr-c-,.6-r*--

where 

r= 

r* = V(xl + Y1)2 + (x2- Y2) 2 + (x3- Y3) 2
• 

+ 

(6.59) 

We easily see from Figure 6.3 that a source placed close to a rigid wall will 
radiate as a source of double strength (jy1!k ~ 1) while a source close to a 
free surface will radiate as a dipole. 

When more than a wall is present the method of images can be used by 
successive reflections against the walls. This is illustrated in Figure 6.4. 
When a harmonic source is placed half way between two rigid walls separated 
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, ' 
' ' ' , ' , 

a) corner 

b) channel 

Figure 6.4 Application of the method of images. 

I 

i 
i 

+ i + 
---~-~---~-----·-~- .. r4'-·--- .. -~- .. ---~ ......... 

+ i + 
i 
! 

by a distance h (at y = ~h) the radiated field is equivalent to that of an 
infinite array of sources placed at a distance h from each other (Figure 6.4b). 
We immediately see from this that there are directions {i in which the sources 
in the array interfere positively. The interference condition is simply: 

h sin {i = nA; n 0, 1, 2, ... (6.60) 

where ).. is the acoustic wave length. For this symmetrically placed source 
only symmetric modes can occur. For a general source, placed at y = a 
where 0 ::; a ::; h, also non-symmetric modes can be generated. and we have 
a slightly different result. We have now image sources at y -a, 2h-a, 2h+ 
a, .. or in general y = ±t'2h ±a. Positive interference occurs for those angles 
1i, where from each source an integer number of waves arrive at the same 
time. So we have the condition that there are integer numbers m possible 
with 

mA . _
0 

2fh =Sill v, 
m>. 

2fh ± 2a 
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From the first condition it is clear that there are m's possible if 

hsinU=~nA; n=0,1,2, ... (6.61) 

The other condition does not change that because a/ h is smaller than 1. 

The condition ( n O) corresponds to plane waves in a tube. The conditions 
n > 0 correspond to higher order mode propagation in the ''duct" formed 
by the two walls. This can also be seen for a. duct of square cross section 
for which the image source array becomes two-dimensional. We clearly see 
from this construction that higher order modes will not propagate at low 
frequencies because when (h <A) or (h < !A), there are no other solutions 
than fJ = 0. This justifies the plane wave approximation used in Chapter 4 
(see further Chapter 7). 

+ + 

Figure 6.5 Image of a line source in a compact cylinder. 

The method of images can also be used for a line source close to a compact 
cylinder of radius R or a point source near a compact sphere of radius a [75]. 
For a line source near a cylinder we should place an identical line source at 
the inverse point r* defined by: 

r* = r (R/Irl) 2 (6.62) 

and an opposite line source (i.e. a sink) at r = 0 on the cylinder axis (Figure 
6.5). For a sphere we should place a source q* at r* defined by: 

q* = qaflrl (6.63) 

and 

r* = r (a/!rl) 2 (6.64) 

while in order to keep the mass balance we place a line of uniformly spaced 
sinks of equal total strength q* stretching from r* to the center of the sphere 
(r = 0) [75]. 
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6.5 Lighthill's theory of jet noise 

Consider a free turbulent jet formed at the exit of a circular pipe of diameter 
D. The mean flow velocity in the pipe is u0 • We assume that uo ~co and 
that the entropy is uniform (air jet in air with uniform temperature). The 
key idea of Lighthill was that the sound produced by the turbulence was 
originated from a volume of order D3 and that the influence of the pipe 
walls on the sound radiation could be neglected. 

In such a case combining (2.62) with (3.53) and using the free space Green's 
function Go given by (6.39) we find: 

(6.65) 

Partial integration (twice) yields: 

(6.66) 

Because Go is only a function oft·= lx- yj we have: 

(6.67) 

(Approaching the source towards the observation point has the same effect 
as approaching the observation point towards the source.) Hence we can 
write (6.66) as: 

;:

00 

jjj Go(x, tjy, r)Tij(y, r) dydr. 
v 

(6.68) 

(The integration variable Yi does not interfere with Xi.) Using now (6.39) 
we can carry out the time integration: 

(6.69) 

In the far field the only length scale is the wave length, hence we have 
replaced the problem of the estimate of a space derivative (fJjoyi) at the 
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source by the problem of the estimate of the characteristic frequency of the 
produced sound. In the far field approximation we have: 

'( ) ,...., XiXj 8
2 J1J Tij(y, t -lx[/co) d 

P x, t - 4 21 12 2;:} 2 I I y. rrc0 x c0ut x 
v 

(6.70) 

For high Reynolds number we can neglect the effect of viscosity (if it was 
not negligible turbulence would not occur!). If we assume a homentropic 
compact flow we have (2.65): 

(6.71) 

The first estimates of Lighthill are: 

.:__ the characteristic time scale for large eddy's in the flow is ( D / uo). 
- the Reynolds stress scales as pug. 
- the relevant volume V is of order D3 • 

Hence we should replace (aj8t) by u0 jD in (6.70) and we find: 

'( ) ,..., _1_· ( uo) 2 p0u5D3 

p x, t 4 D I I 4rrc0 x 
(6.72) 

or in terms of intensity p12 and Mach number M0 = uo/co: 

(6.73) 

This is the celebrated 8-th power law of Lighthill which " .. represents a tri
umph of theory over experiment; before the publication of U8 , most reports 
of measured jet noise data gave a U4 variation, which was then quickly rec
ognized, post U8 , as associated with noise sources within the engine itself, 
rather than with the jet exhaust turbulent mixing downstream of the en
gine. In fact, variation of intensity with U8 is now generally accepted as 
defining jet mixing noise .. " (Crighton, I.e.); see Figure 6.6. When a more 
detailed description of the flow is used to estimate Tij one can also find the 
directivity pattern of the radiation field [36],[9]. Equation (6.73) tells us that 
turbulence in free space is a very ineffective source of sound. 

As the Mach number approaches unity the character of the sound production 
changes drastically because the flow is not compact any more and because 
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80~-----L------~-----L------~----~ 
65 140 300 650 1400 3000 

Figure 6.6 Sound power generated by a }et. 

at higher Mach numbers shock waves appear which generate noise by inter
action with turbulence. It is obvious that the generated power cannot grow 
indefinitely with a power M 8 . There is a natural maximum corresponding 
to the kinetic energy flux in the jet ~pug. This natural upper bound prevails 
above M > 1 and the sound intensity scales above M > 1 as Mg. The typ
ical fraction of flow power transferred to the acoustic field is at high Mach 
number about 10-4 (M > 1). Following Goldstein [36] the acoustic power 
W generated by a subsonic homentropic jet is given by 

W 8 1 -5M5 
1 3 D2 = X 0 0. 
sPOUo1r 

(6.74) 

Hence at Mach M0 = 0.1 we can estimate that only a fraction 10-9 of the 
hydrodynamic power is transferred to the acoustic field. This is the key of 
the problem of calculating the acoustic field from a numerical calculation 
of the flow pattern at low Mach numbers. In order to achieve this we have 
to calculate the flow field within an accuracy which is far above the typical 
score (5%) of turbulence modelling nowadays. However, the simple scaling 
law of Lighthill already tells us tha.t in order to reduce turbulence noise we 
should reduce the Mach number. A very useful result as we will see from 
exercise k) below. 

When the jet has a different entropy than the environment (hot jet or differ
ent fluid) the sound production at low Mach numbers is dominated by either 
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Morfey 's dipole source term (a I ayi )( ( c2 - c5) I c5)( ap' I ayi) or by a volume 
source term due to diffusion and heat transfer (entropy fluctuations). In hot 
jets with combustion or strongly temperature dependent caloric gas proper
ties the monopole source dominates ([23]), and a typical MJ scaling law is 
found for p12. When a hot gas with constant caloric properties is mixed with 
the cold environment the monopole sound source is negligible compared to 
the dipole due to convective effects ([76]). 

6.6 Sound radiation by compact bodies in free 
space 

6.6.1. Introduction 

In principle, when a compact body is present in a flow we have two possi
ble methods to calculate the sound radiation when using Lighthill's theory 
(Section 2.6). In the first case we use a tailored Green's function which is 
often easy to calculate in the far field approximation by using the reciprocity 
principle (3.44). In the second case we can use the free field Green's func
tion Go which implies that we should take surface contributions in Equation 
(3.52) into account. This second method is called Curle's method [36],[9]. 
The advantage of the method of Curle is that we still can use the symmetry 
properties of Go like: 

aGo 
= aGo 

axi . (6.75) 

Furthermore, we will see that the surface terms have for compact rigid bodies 
quite simple physical meaning. We will see that the pulsation of the volume 
of the body is a volume source while the force on the body is an aero-acoustic 
dipole. In this way we can in fact say that if we know the aero-dynamic (lift 
and drag) force on a small propeller we can represent the system by the 
reaction force acting on the fluid as an aero-acoustic source, ignoring further 
the presence of the body in the calculation of the radiation. 

6.6.2 Tailored Green's function 

The method of tailored Green's function has of course the nice feature of 
a. simple integral equation (3.53). We will, however, in general not have a. 
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simple symmetry relation allowing to move the space derivative outside the 
integral. The construction of the tailored Green's function in the far field 
approximation is in fact equivalent to considering the acoustic response of 
the body to a place incident wave. 

In applications like the effect of a bubble on turbulence noise we already did 
this for a bubble in a duct (Section 4.7). The method of images discussed 
in Section 6.4 is an efficient procedure to construct a Green's function for 
simple geometries. This is obvious when we consider a plane rigid wall. Using 
the reciprocity principle we send a plane wave P~n and look at the resulting 
acoustic field in the source point y. The acoustic field in y is built out of the 
incident wave P~n and the wave reflected at the surface p~. In the method of 
images we simply assume that p~ comes from an image source, as shown in 
Figure 6.7. 

y source 

a) b) image 

Figure 6.7 a) Acoustic response to a plane wave. 
b) Sound emitted by the source in the same observers direction. 

When calculating the Green's function we should take in free space as am
plitude of the incident wave Pin the amplitude calculated from (6.39). For 
compact bodies or sources dose to a surface we can neglect the variation in 
travel time of pfn over the source region and we find: 

I 
Pin 

0( -t + T- lxlfco) 
41l'lxlc5 
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where the signs of t and r have been changed because of (3.44). When 
considering harmonic waves we have from (6.38) that: 

(6.77) 

where in the far field approximation 1'::::::: lxl. The Green's function is found 
by adding the system response p~ (or fir) to the incident wave Pin· Once a 
tailored Green's function has been obtained we find by using (3.53): 

p
1
(x,t) = ~~oofff q(y,r)G(x,t!y,r)dydr. (3.53) 

v 

By partial integration and assuming that the sources are the volume sources 
fPTij/8xi8Xj as defined in (2.62) which are limited to a small region of space 
we find: 

, Jt r r r 8
2c 

p (x, t) = -= J J J {)yi{)Yj Tij dydr. 
v 

(6.78) 

Comparison of the space derivative of the tailored Green's function with 
that of the free space Green's function Go yields an amplification factor A 
of the radiated field: 

A (6.79) 

where we made use of the approximation {)2G0 j{)xi8Xj ::::::: (82Go/8t2 )/c5 in 
the far field, and assumed that the flow is not influenced by the foreign body 
(Tij =constant). 

Using this procedure one can show [29], [36], [9] that turbulence near the 
edge of a semi-infinite plane produces a sound field for which p'2 scales as 
MJ which implies a dramatic increase compared to free field when Mo ~ 1. 
This effect is very important in aircraft noise (trailing edge noise). 

6.6.3 Curle's method 

When we place a cylinder of diameter d in a turbulent jet with a main flow 
velocity u0 , the cylinder will not only enhance the radiation by the already 
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present turbulence. A cylinder will affect the flow. Behind the cylinder at 
high Reynolds numbers we have an unstable wake. Above a Reynolds num
ber of Re 40 the wake structure is dominated by periodic vortex shedding 
if 40 ~ Re ~ 3 X 105 and for Re ;::: 3.5 x 106 (Blevins [11] and Blake [9]). 
The frequency fv of the vortex shedding is roughly given by: 

fvd = 0.2. 
uo 

(6.80) 

Hence the sound produced by vortex shedding has in contrast with turbu
lence a sharply defined frequency. The periodic shedding of vorticity (vortex 
shedding f) implies the existence of a lift force on the cylinder L per unit 
length of the cylinder given by: 

L = -pofuo. (6.81) 

By definition the lift force is perpendicular to the mean flow direction ( uo). 
In dimensionless form the lift is expressed as a lift coefficient CL: 

(6.82) 

The lift coefficient of a cylinder is in a laminar flow of order unity. However, 
CL is strongly affected by small disturbances and the lift force is not al
ways coherent along the cylinder. This results in a CL for a rigid stationary 
cylinder ranging 

from (CL)rms !:::: 0.1 for Re ~ 2 X 105 

to (CL)rms !:::: 0.3 for Re;::: 5 x 105, 

while (CL)peak ""' 1.0 for Re ~ 2 X 105 

and (CL)peak !:::: (CL)rms for Re;::: 2 x 105 • 

The drag force has a fluctuating component corresponding to (Cn)rms ~ 
0.03. Elastic suspension of a cylinder enhance considerably the coherence of 
vortex shedding resulting into a typical value of CL ~ 1. The calculation 
of the sound production by vortex shedding when using a tailored Green's 
function is possible but is not the easiest procedure. We will now see that 
Curle's method relates directly the data on the lift and drag to the sound 
production. 
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Consider a rigid body (which is al
lowed to pulsate) which we enclose by 
a control surfaceS (Figure 6.8). We 
want to calculate the field p' in the 
fluid and hence we define the control 8 
volume Vat the fluid side of S. The 
outer normal n on S is directed to
wards the body enclosed by S. (Note 

Figure 6.8 Control volume V and surface S 
that we use here the convention oppo- and outer normal n. 
site from Dowling et al. [29]!) Using 
Equation (3.52) combined with Lighthill's analogy (2.62), ignoring external 
mass sources and force fields and taking t0 = -oo we have: 

p' = ~~oo jjj ::~~j Go(x, tjy, r) dydr 
v 

2 Jt jj[ ,8G0 8p'] -c0 p --. -Go-. -. ni dSdr. 
-oo 8y! 8yt 

s 
(6.83) 

Partial integration yields: 

, Jt Jr fj 8
2
G0 

p = }. Tij a .8 . dydr 
-oo v Yt YJ 

! t !! { [G' 8Tij T 8Go ] + o-8 . ni- ij-
8 

. ni 
-oo Yt YJ s 

2 [ 8p' ,8Go ]} 
+c0 Go 8Yi ni-p 8Yi ni dSdr. (6.84) 

Using the definition (2.63) of Tij and its symmetry (Tij = Tji): 

(2.63) 

we find: 
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- ~~oofj(Pij+pvivj)~~jonidSdr. 
s 

(6.85) 

Using the momentum conservation law (1.2) with no external forces (/i = 0): 

and the symmetry of G0 (6.74), we obtain: 

(6.86) 

The spatial partial derivatives ( [) / {)x j) can be removed out of the integral 
and approximated by the far field time derivatives (xiflxl)c01 (8j8t). Fur
thermore, in the second integral in (6.86) we can make use of the general 
symmetry in the time coordinate of any Green's function: 

{)G 

{)t 

[)G 
(6.87) 

(The effect of listening later is the same as shooting earlier!) In order to use 
(6.87) we therefore first move the time derivative ({)j{)r) from pvi towards 
Go by partial integration. We finally obtain: 

(6.88) 
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Using (6.39) we can carry out the time integrals and we have Curle's theo
rem: 

+ 41rl~ 2c5 :t JJ[(~j + PViVj)ni]t=t• dS 
s 

where the retarded time t* is: 

t*=t-rfco:::::t lxlfco. 

(6.89) 

(6.90) 

The first term in (6.89) is simply the turbulence noise as it would occur in 
absence of a foreign body (except for the fact that the control volume V 
excludes the body). 

The second term is the result of movement of the body. For a rigid body at a 
fixed position we have vini = V·n = 0. The second term is important when 
the body is pulsating. For a compact body we have then a simple volume 
source term. This term can be used to describe the flow out of a pipe. Note 
that pis the fluid density just outside the control surface so that we consider 
the fluid volume displaced by the body (rather than a mass injection). 

The last integral in (6.89) is the momentum flux through the surface and 
the pressure and viscous forces. For a fixed rigid body pvivj = 0 because 
v = 0 at a surface ("no slip" condition in viscous flow). In such a case of a 
compact body, when we can neglect the variation of retarded time over the 
surface, we have: 

Fi(t*)::.::: JJr~j]t=t•njdS 
s 

(6.91) 

where Fi is the instantaneous force of the fluid on the body {lift and drag). 
Hence for a fixed rigid compact body we have: 

p'(x, t) = 4~~~c6 :t22 jjj Tij(y, t -lxlfc) dy 
v 

x· a 
+ 41rl:l2c5 atFj(t ix!fco). (6.92) 

• 
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6. 7 Sound radiation from an open pipe 
termination 

Horns and tubes are used as an impedance matching between a volume 
source and free space. We use such a device to speak! Without vocal tract 
the volume source due to the vocal fold oscillation would be a very inefficient 
source of sound. Assume for example that the glottis is a hole with a surface 
S of 2 x 10-5 m2 when it is open. Using a blowing pressure Po in the lungs of 
1000 Pa and an oscillation frequency of 100 Hz we can estimate the sound 
production in free space by assuming the flow in the glottis to be quasi
stationary. We have a volume source Q given by; 

(6.93) 

The corresponding monopole strength is: 

mo (6.94) 

Hence following {6.46) we have: 

I 'I 1 (2Po)! 
p = 4rrlxlpowS Po . (6.95) 

At a distance lxl = 1 m we expect: 

IP'I ~ 5 x 10-2 Pa (6.96) 

or a sound pressure level of 67 dB. Shouting corresponds to a sound power 
level of 70 dB [29] and hence at 1 m a sound pressure level of 81 dB. Without 
vocal tract shouting is difficult. 

We know the behaviour of sound waves in a duct at low frequencies (Chapter 
4). We know how sound propagates from a point source in free space. We 
are now able to find the radiation behaviour of a pipe end by matching the 
two solutions in a suitable way. If the frequency is low enough compared to 
the pipe diameter, the flow near the pipe end is incompressible in a region 
large enough to allow the pipe opening to be considered as a monopole sound 
source. The strength of this monopole is determined by the pipe end velocity 
u'. For convenience, we assume that the pipe end is acoustically described 
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for the field inside the pipe by an impedance Zp. The pressure p' in the pipe 
consists of a right-running incident wave and a left-running reflected wave: 

(6.97) 

The acoustic velocity in the pipe is related to the acoustic pressure in the 
pipe by: 

+ 
u' = u' eiwt = p -

poco 
(6.98) 

Assuming a repartition of the acoustic mass flow u' S through the pipe end 
with cross section S to a compact sphere of radius r and surface 47tT2 (con
servation of mass), we can calculate the radiated power for a harmonic field 
in- and outside the pipe, by using (6.13): 

IS= (p'u')S = tuu* Re(Zp)S 

= ~(4;r2 u) (4;r2 u*)(k2r 2
p0 c0)(4nr2

). 

(6.99a) 

(6.99b) 

From this conservation of energy relation we find for the real part of the 
radiation impedance Zp of an unflanged pipe: 

1 2 -k Spoco 
411" 

which is for a pipe of radius a: 

(6.100) 

(6.101) 

This result is the low frequency limit of the well-known theory of Levine 
and Schwinger [78]. The imaginary part of Zp takes into account the inertia 
of the air flow in the compact region just outside the pipe. 

In this context the concept of the "end correction" is relevant. Just outside 
the pipe end, in the near field of the monopole, the pressure is a factor 
pocokr lower than the acoustic velocity, which is much smaller than the poco 
of inside the pipe (see Equ. (6.7)). Therefore, the outside field forces the 
inside pressure to vanish at about the pipe end. Although the exact position 
of this fictitious point x 8 (the "end correction"), where the wave in 
the pipe is assumed to satisfy the condition p = 0, depends on geometrical 
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details, it is a property of the pipe end and therefore 8 = O(a). This implies 
that the end correction amounts to leading order in ka to nothing but a 
phase shift .of the reflected wave and so to a purely imaginary impedance 
Zp. Up to order (ka) 2 this impedance can now be expressed as: 

(6.102) 

where it appears that: 

0.61a s; 8 s; 0.82a (6.103) 

for circular pipes. The lower limit corresponds to an unflanged pipe while 
the upper limit corresponds to a pipe end with an infinite baffle (flanged). 

Exercises 

a) Note that the acoustic field generated by a compact translating sphere 
is a dipole (Equation 6.21) we find the typical cos D = XiYi/lxiiYI direc
tivity. What are the source and the sink forming the dipole? (Explain 
qualitatively.) 

b) A vortex ring with time dependent vorticity is a dipole. (Explain qual
itatively.) 

c) An electrical dipole radiates perpendicularly to the axis of the dipole. 
What is the reason for this difference in directivity of electrical and 
acoustic dipoles? 

d) Why is the boundary condition p1 = 0 reasonable for acoustic waves 
reflecting at a water/ air interface (on the water side)? 

e) We have seen (Section 6.2) that a translating sphere induces a dipole 
field. Moving parts of a rigid machine also act as dipoles if they are 
compact. Explain why a body translating in an oscillatory manner 
close to the floor produces more sound when it moves horizontally 
than vertically. 

f) The acoustic pressure p1 generated by a monopole dose to a wall in
creases by a factor 2 in comparison with free field conditions. Hence 
the radiated I intensity increases by a factor 4. How much does the 
power generated by the source increase? 
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g) The cut-off frequency fc above which the first higher mode propa
gates in a duct with square cross section appears to be given by 
p. = ~cafe = h. Figure 6.4 suggests that this would be cafe = h. 
Explain the difference. 

h) In a water channel with open surface sound does not propagate below a 
certain cut-off frequency fc· Explain this and calculate fc for a square 
channel cross section h = 3 m. 

h 

i) Consider a sphere oscillating (t·ranslating periodically) in a duct with 
hard walls and square cross section. Discuss the radiation as function 
of the oscillation frequency and the direction of oscillation (along the 
duct axis or normal to the axis). 

j) Explain by using the method of images why a line quadrupole placed 
near a cylinder, parallel to the axis of the cylinder (Figure 6.9), will 
radiate as a line dipole. (This explains that turbulence near such a 
cylinder will radiate quite effectively!) 

k) Consider two jet engines developing the same thrust with diameters D 1 

and D2 = 2D1 , respectively. Assuming a low Mach number estimate 
the ratio of the sound power generated by both engines. 

1) Estimate the effect of contrast in speed of sound on the jet noise by 
using Morfey's theory in free space (Section 4.3). Consider a hot gas 
jet in cold air first and then a bubbly liquid jet in water. 
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m) Which scaling rule do you expect for the Mach dependence of the 
sound produced by a hot steam in cold air? 

n) Typical entropy fluctuations due to friction at the pipe wall from which 
the jet is leaving correspond to temperature fluctuations T' /To ~ 
0.2M2 • At which Mach number do you expect such effect to become 
a significant source of sound? 

o) A subsonic jet with M ~ 1 is compact if we consider the sound pro
duced by turbulence. Why? 

p) The entropy fluctuations 8s' jot in a hot jet with temperature Tin an 
environment of temperature T0 are expected to scale like uoCp(T
To)/ D. Why? Estimate the sound of an air jet with T = 400 K and 
To 300 K as a function of M0 • 

q) Estimate the amplification of turbulence noise due to the presence of 
a cylinder of diameter d near a free jet of diameter D at a main speed 
uo if we assume that the cylinder does not affect the flow. 

r) Same question for a small air bubble of diameter 2a near a free jet of 
diameter D and speed u0 • 

s) Discuss the influence of a Helmholtz resonator placed in a rigid wall 
on free stream turbulence sound production. 

t) Combining Curle's method with the method of images (Section 6.6.2) 
discuss the sound production by a cylinder of diameter d placed in a 
free jet of diameter D and mean flow velocity uo. 

u) At which distance from the opening of a pipe one should place a cylin
der in a free jet so that the influence of the cylinder on the sound 
production is negligible? A subsonic cold free jet has a structure which 

-++-

Figure 6.9 A line quadrupole near a cylinder. 
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can be subdivided into three regions. During the first 4 diameters the 
core of the jet is undisturbed (laminar). The shear layers are turbu
lent and grow linearly until at x = 4D they reach the center of the jet. 
After a transition region of around 4D the jet centerline flow velocity 
U(; decreases like rv 1/x, following: 

SD 
uo 

x-5D 
(6.104) 

where uo is the exhaust velocity. Since the momentum in a free jet is 
conserved we have the jet width b given by: 

(6.105) 

The typical turbulence level in a free jet behind the transition region is 
(along the centerline): u~urb/uc ~ 0.3. Discuss both the enhancement 
of turbulence noise and vortex shedding. 

L 

------- ........... 

Figure 6.10 The forces on a fan blade (Exercise v) 

v) Consider a small ventilator rotating at a radial frequency w in a uni
form flow u0 . The fan feels at a certain distance r from the axis of 
the ventilator an effective wind velocity Ueff which is a combination 
of the axial velocity u0 and the tangential velocity wr (where we ne
glect the air rotation induced by the fan) (Figure 6.10). Assume that 
uo = 0.1 wR. If we concentrate on the tip of the fan (r = R) we have 
a lift force L, per unit length, which is normal to Ueff· The magnitude 
of Lis given by: 

CL 
L = 1 2 

2Puef£D 
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where D is the width of the profile of the blade. Typically CL is 0(1) 
for a well-designed ventilator. Consider first a ventilator with a single 
blade. Discuss the contribution of the tangential and axial components 
of the lift for L on the noise. What is the effect of having a second 
blade on the ventilator? (Figure 6.11) A well-designed ventilator has 
many blades. How does this affect sound production? 

D 

Figure 6.11 Single and dual bladed ventilator (Exercise v) 

w) A major problem in a ventilator is the non-uniformity of the incoming 
flow u0 due to badly designed supporting construction. Suppose that 
a cylinder of radius d induces a wave with a velocity ub 0.9 uo over 
twice the cylinder with d. If the cylinder is placed radially in front of 
the ventilator, discuss the sound production (say d = D = R/3). (In 
wind turbines the flow is non-uniform because the machine is in the 
atmospheric boundary layer [48].) 

x) Consider an airplane with a rotor placed just behind the wing (Figure 
6.12). Discuss the sound production (frequency, directivity ... ). 

y) Can we consider an aircraft propeller as a compact body? 

z) What is the Mach number dependence of the sound produced by a 
small (compact) body placed in a turbulent flow? 

A) Estimate the low frequency impedance Zp of a flanged pipe termina
tion. 
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Figure 6.12 Propeller in pusher position (Exercise x) 

~· I F:;,;J--+- Up ( t) 2a 

..........___!~' ----::--

L 

Figure 6.13 Piston in cylindrical pipe (Exercise B) 

B) Calculate the power radiated in free space by a piston placed at the 
end of a circular pipe of radius a and length L (Figure 6.13) 

L 

Figure 6.14 Piston in conical pipe (Exercise C) 

C) Same exercise for a conical pipe with piston surface 81 and outlet 
surface 82 (Figure 6.14). Hint. Use spherical waves centred at the 
cone top! 

D) A small transistor radio is not able to produce low frequencies (why?). 
We hear low frequencies because our ear is artificially guessing these 
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low frequencies when we supply a collection of higher harmonics (Fig
ure 6.15). On the other hand, when using a Walkman we are actually 
provided with real, low frequencies. Why is this possible even though 
the loudspeaker is a miniature device? 

fa 2/o 3/o 4/o fa 2/o 3/o 4/o 

Figure 6.15 We hear the missing fundamental! (Exercise D) 

E) Calculate the ratio of friction and radiation losses in a clarinet. Assume 
a tube radius of 1 em and a length of 1 m. Carry out the calculation 
for the first three modes of the instrument. Then the same question 
for a flute of the same pipe length. 

F) How far can we be heard when we scream in quiescent air? 

G) Estimate the ratio of losses due to heat transfer to the walls and ra
diation losses in a Helmholtz resonator. 

H) Estimate the ratio of acoustic power generated by oscillations of w-3 

m amplitude of a 1 m piano string of 0.5 mm radius with the radiation 
of oscillations of 10-8 m amplitude of a sound board of 4 m2 at a 
frequency of 100Hz. Compare the kinetic energy involved in the solid 
body vibrations if the sound board has a thickness of 1 em and the 
same density as the string. 

I) Calculate the decay time for the oscillation of a spherical air bubble 
of ao = 1 mm placed in water at atmospheric pressure (Po= 1 bar): 

- in free space; 
- in an infinite duct of cross sectional areaS= 10-4 m. 
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In the usual coordinate systems (Cartesian, circular, cylindrical, elliptic
cylindrical, spherical, and others) the Helmholtz (and Laplace) equation 
is separable. For coordinates (6, 6, 6) there exist solutions of the type 
p(~1,6,6) = F1(6)F2(6)F3 (6). These solutions are called modes. When 
the boundary conditions in p and/or V'p·n are to be applied at coordi
nate surfaces ~i = constant, the equations for Fi may be decoupled, and 
the resulting field has the property that it retains its shape in a direction 
~i. Mathematically, these solutions are interesting because (in general) they 
form a complete basis by which any other solution can be represented as 
a sum. Physically, they are interesting because the usually complicated be
haviour of the total field is easier understood via the simple properties of 
the elements. 

7.1 Propagating and evanescent waves 

In the 2-D half space y ~ 0 we have in Cartesian coordinates the basis 
solutions (see Section 3.4) 

(7.1) 

valid for any a and 1 with a 2 + 1 2 = k2 • A general solution is therefore 

p = /
00 

A(a)e-iax-i')'y da 
-oo 

(7.2) 

with the very important complex square root 

(7.3) 

Amplitude A(a) is determined from a boundary condition, for example 
p(x, 0) = Po(x): 

A( a) - Po(x)eiax dx. 1 /00 
27r -oo 

(7.4) 
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We see that any a == a 1 outside the interval -k < a < k has a purely 
imaginary 'YI = 'Y(a1) and therefore a wave factor e-ia1x-i')'1 y which is ex
ponentially decaying in y. As a result, any value of A at a 1 is irrelevant as 
far as the radiated field is concerned. We could say that the only part of 
Po that is radiated into y > 0, is the part which corresponds to the inter
val -k < a < k of its spatial Fourier transform A( a). More precisely, any 
boundary value q0 composed by 

1-k roo 
Qo(x) = -oo + Jk Q(a) da + !k A(a)e-iax da 

-k 

using any (integrable) Q(a) would produce the same radiated far field as Po· 

The only part of the spectrum of p that radiates into y > 0 is from the 
interval -k < a < k. The rest decays exponentially with y, and vanishes 
for y -t oo. This distinction between propagating and decaying modes is 
typical. 

Note that in this very simple example the modal a-spectrum is continuous. 
In the following geometry it will be discrete. 

7.2 Cylindrical ducts 

A practically very important problem of the class discussed above is that 
of sound propagation in ducts. We will consider in some detail here the 
configuration of a circularly cylindrical duct. 

Consider in a duct, with radius r = a, with uniform sound speed c0 , the 
time-harmonic acoustic waves 

p(x, r, {}, t) = p(x, r, {},w)eiwt (7.5) 

(with +iwt-sign convention, circular frequency w, free-field wave number 
k w /co), satisfying 

V2p+ k2p = 0, 

iwp0 u + Vp = 0, 

where in the present polar coordinates 
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Note that more general solutions may be constructed via Fourier synthesis 

i: p(x, r, iJ,w)eiwtdw. 

We start with a hard walled duct: 

op =O 
or at r =a. 

In the usual way, solutions of the type p = F( x )G ( r) H ( iJ) exist if 

so that 

(d
2H) 

d{}2 /H = -m2 

(d
2
G + ~ dG)/G = m

2 
_ o:2 

dr2 r dr r 2 

( d2F)/F = o:2- k2 
dx2 

(a) H(iJ) e-im11 ,m=0,±1,±2,···. 
Use is made of the condition of continuity from fJ = 0 to {} 21f. 

(b) G(r) = Jm(amJ.Lr), p, = 1, 2, ···,where: 

(3.2) 

(7.8) 

(7.9a) 

(7.9b) 

(7.9c) 

Jm denotes the ordinary Bessel function of the first kind (Appendix C); 
O:mJ.L = lm~J./ a where j:nJ.L is the p,-th nonnegative non-trivial zero of J:n, 
to satisfy the boundary condition G'lr=a 0. 

(c) F(x) = e=Fikmpx, with: 

kmJ.L Jk2 - 0:~11- such that Re(kmJ.I) ~ 0 and Im(km~t) :; 0. 

The sets { ( m, ll:m~t)} or { ( m, km 11,)} are called the eigenvalues. O:m~t is called 
the radial wave number, km~t is called the axial wave number (see Figure 
7.1). The branch we selected here of the complex square root is such that 
e-ikm,.x describes a right-running wave and eikm,.x a left-running wave. This 
will be further clarified later. These modes 

(7.10) 
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Figure 7.1 Complex axial wave numbers ( m = 0, ka = 5). 

form (for fixed x) a complete set (in L2-norm over (r, '!9)), so by superposition 
we can write any solution as the following modal expansion: 

00 00 

p(x, r, '!9) L L(AmJLe-ikm~'x + Bm~-teikm~'-x)Jm(amt-tr)e-imt9. 
m=-oo 1-'=1 (7.11) 

An important special case is the plane wave m 0, J.t = 1, with 

•I 0 
Jo1 ' ao1 = 0, k k Po 

_ e-ikx 
01 = ' 1- . 

In fact, jb1 0 is the only (non-trivial) zero equal to zero (for this hard wall 
case). All others are greater, the smallest being 

j~l = 1.84118 .... 

Since the zeros of J:n form an ever increasing sequence both in m and in J.t 
(with j:n'-' ~ (J.t+ !m- ~)1r for J.t -7 oo) (see Appendix C), there are for any 
k always a (finite) J.t = J.to and m = m0 beyond which a~JL > k2

, so that 
kmJL is purely imaginary, and the mode decays exponentially in x. 
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So we see that there are always a finite number of modes with real kmp, (see 
Figure 7.1). Since they are the only modes that propagate (see below), they 
are called cut-on. The remaining infinite number of modes, with imaginary 
kmp, 1 are evanescent and therefore called cut-oft For low enough frequency, 

ka < j~ 1 = 1.84118 .. · 

all modes are cut-off except for the plane wave. In this case a plane wave 
approximation (i.e. considering only the first mode) is applicable if we are 
far enough away from any sources, changes in boundary condition, or other 
scattering objects, for the generated evanescent modes to become negligible. 

From the orthogonality relation 

loa fo 2
1r Jm(Gmp,r)e-imt9 Jn(GnvT')eint9rd'!9dr 

2 

= bmnb1w1Ta
2 (1 r; 2 )Jm(j:nJ1.) 2 (7.12) 

lmp, 
we find by integration of the time-averaged axial intensity 

(I· ex) Hpu* + p*u) 

over a duct cross section x constant the transmitted acoustic power 
2 00 00 

P= 7ra L L 
2kpoco m=-oo tt=l 

( Re(km,.) ( 1- r;2

2 )Jm(j:n,.) 2 (1Ampl2 -IBmpl 2
) 

Jm,. 

+2Im(kmp,)(1- r;
2

2 )Jm(j:n1Yim(A~Jl.Bmp)] · (7.13) 
Jm!J. 

The summation over Re(kmp) contains only a finite number of non-zero 
terms: the cut~on modes. By taking either Amp, or Bmp equal to zero, it is 
clear that a cut-on exp( -ikmMx)-mode propagates in positive direction, and 
a cut-on exp(ikm,.x)-mode in negative direction (for the present +iwt-sign 
convention). Indeed, with Im(kmp) ::; 0, the respective cut-off modes decay 
in the propagation direction, and we can say that a mode propagates or 
decays exponentially depending on the frequency being lower or higher than 
the cut-off or resonance frequency 

., 
fc = lmpCo. 

21Ta 
(7.14) 
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As is clear from the second part of expression (7.13), cut-off modes may 
transport energy by interaction between right- and feft-running (Am~-t and 
Bm~-t) modes. It should be noted, however, that (depending on the choice 
of the origin x = 0) usually either the right- or left-running cut-off modes 
Amp. or Bm~-t are exponentially small, and the product A:-nJLBmp. is therefore 
quickly negligible. 

The axial phase velocity of a mode is that velocity for which the phase 
Re(wt- kmJLx) =constant (for cut-on modes; not defined for cut-off modes): 

w 
(7.15) Vph 

The axial group velocity is the speed of the energy, or pulse or any oth
er finite wave package. For this we have to consider the time dependent 
problem of an almost harmonic problem, i.e. with a Fourier representation 
concentrated near a single frequency w w0 : 

p(x, t) i: f(w)eiwt-ik(w)x dw 
l

wo+e: . . 
J(w)e1wt-1k(w)x dw 

wo-e: 

. 'k 1wo+e: '( ) '( )k' ~ f(wo)e1wot-1 0 x e1 w-w0 t-1 w-w0 0 x dw 
wo-e: 

(7.16) 

with ko k(wo), kb = dk(wo)/dw, so that 

sin c:(t - k0' x) · t ·k 
P(x t) "' 2/(w ) e'wo -t ox 

' -
0 

t- kbx 
(7.17) 

which describes a wave package centred around t = kbx, and therefore trav
elling with the velocity 1/kb. For a cut-on mode we thus have 

(7.18) 

Note that 

With Vg < Co < Vph· (7.19) 

The axial group velocity is lower than c0 because the modal wave fronts 
do not propagate parallel to the x-axis, but rather follow a longer path, 
spiralling around the x-axis, with a right-hand rotation for m > 0 and a 
left-hand rotation for m < 0. 
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It is instructive to consider an effective wave front associated to the axial 
wave velocity. A wave front travelling with velocity c0 , with axial phase 
velocity Vph, makes an angle ~ with the x-axis such that Vph = c0 j cos(~), 
and hence here 

(7.20) 

This is indeed the angle at which the mode radiates out of nn open end (the. 
angle of the maximum in the radiation pattern). 

7.3 Impedance wall 

When the duct is lined with sound absorbing material of a type that allows 
little or no sound propagation in the material parallel to the wall, the ma
terial is called locally reacting and may be described by a wall impedance 
Z(w). This gives in the acoustic problem the following boundary condition 
in the frequency dt;:~main: 

(7.21) 

the impedance being defined as pj(u·n) with n a normal pointing into the 
surface. A typical practical example is: the inlet of an aircraft turbojet en
gine. The previous concept of a modal expansion, with modes again retaining 
their shape travelling down the duct, is also here applicable. The general so
lution has the same form like (7.10), (7.11) as for the hard walled case. Only 
the eigenvalues O:m~'' or km~'' are now defined by 

Jm(o:m!La) iZ 
O:mp.aJ:n(amp.a) - kapoco 

(7.22) 

with, of course, the same square root as before: 

(7.23) 

Qualitatively, the behaviour of these modes in the kmp-plane is as follows. 

If Im(Z) > 0, all modes may be found n~t too far from their hard wall values 
on the real interval (-k, k) or the imaginary axis (that is, with O:mp = i'm,_j a, 
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and Im(kmt-~) ~ 0.) More precisely, if we vary Z from IZI = oo to Z 0, 
O:mt-~ varies from its IZI = oo-value lmt-~fa to its Z 0-value Jmpfa. UmJ.L is 
the J.L-th zero of Jm.) These Jmp and j:nP are real and interlaced according 
to the inequalities i:nt-~ < Jmp < Jm,p+l < etc., so the corresponding kmp are 
also interlaced and shift into a direction of increasing mode number J.L. 

However, if Im(Z) < 0 (for +iwt-sign convention), a couple of two modes 
wander into their quarter of the complex plane in a more irregular way, 
and in general quite far away from the others. In Figure 7.3 this behaviour 
is depicted by the trajectories of the modes as the impedance varies along 
lines of constant real part (Figure 7.2). Compare this figure with Figure 3.5 
of the related 2-D problem, which may be considered as the high-frequency 
approximation of the duct problem. For small enough Re(Z/ p0co) (smaller 

imaginary 
axis 

I 

:rm(Z) =constant 

Figure 7.2 Complex impedance plane. 

ZE([' 

real axis 

than, say, 2) we see the first (J.L=l) mode being launched into the complex 
kmJL-plane when Im(Z) is negative, and then returning as a (for example) 
J.L=4 or 2 mode when Im(Z) is positive. We will call these irregular modes 
surface waves: their maximum is at the wall surface, and away from the 
wall they decay exponentially ([103]). This is most purely the case for an 
imaginary impedance Z = iX. See Figure 7.4. 

A solution O:mp == iamJL may be found satisfying 

X 
kapoco 

(7.24) 

if X< 0. The modal shape in r, described by Jm(O:mpr) = imlm(O'mJLr), 
is exponentially restricted to the immediate neighbourhood of r = a and 
indeed shows the surface wave character, since the modified Bessel function 
I m ( x) has exponential behaviour for x -+ oo. It is interesting to note that 

·the corresponding axial wave number kmp, = (k2+a;.JL) 112 is now larger than 
k, and hence is the group velocity (7.18) now larger than co! Usually, lining 
is applied to reduce the sound level by dissipation. It is a simple exercise 
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Figure 7.3 Trajectories of km" (m = 0, ka 5) for Im(Z) varying from -oo to oo and 
fixed Re(Z/poco) =(a) 0.5, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.5, (d) 2.0. 
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Figure 7.4 Trajectories of km" (m = 0, ka = 5) for Im(Z) varying from -oo to oo and 
fixed Re( Z /poco) = 0.0 

to verify that the time-averaged intensity at the wall directed into the wall 
(i.e. the dissipation power density) of a mode is 

(7.25) 

A natural practical question is then: which impedance Z gives the greatest 
reduction. This question has, however, many answers. In general, the opti
mum will depend on the source of the sound. If more than one frequency 
contributes, we have to include the way Z = Z(w) depends on w. Also the 
geometry may play a role. Although it is strictly speaking not dissipation, 
the net reduction may benefit from reflections at discontinuities in the duct 
(hard/soft walls, varying cross section). 

A simple approach would be to look at the reduction per mode, and to 
maximize the decay rate of the least attenuated mode, i.e. the one with the 
smallest I Im(kmJ.t)l. A further simplification is based on the observation that 
the decay rate Im(kmJ.t) of a mode increases with increasing order, so that a 
(relatively) large decay rate is obtained if the first and second mode (of the 
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Figure 7.5 Trajectories of kmf' ( m 0, ka :::: 5) passing the Cremer optimum. At Z /poco 
(1.4165, -0.6082) the first two modes coalesce as ko1 =ko2=( 4.3057,-0.8857). 

Im(Z) varies from -oo to oo and Re(Z) is fixed at 1.4165 . 

most relevant m) coalesce (Cremer's optimum). This is obtained if also the 
derivative to <Xmp of (7.22) vanishes, yielding the additional condition 

(7.26) 

An example is given in Figure 7.5. Note that no mode is lost, as the two 
corresponding modes degenerate into 

(7.27a) 

(7.27b) 
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7.4 Source expansion 

7.4.1 Modal amplitudes 

A source at x 0, defined by 

produces in a hard walled duct a sound field (7.11) with modal amplitudes 
given by (in x > 0) 

fg1r J; Po(r, D)Jm(ampr)eim1?rdrdD 
AmJ.t = _;;___;;,-,-.,--.:..---:--....,...:----.,---

?Ta2(1- m2fi:nJ)Jm(i:nttF 
(7.28a) 

Bm~-t =0 (7.28b) 

(use (7.12)), and the same in x < 0 but with A and B interchanged. Note 
that, as in the 2-D problem of Section 7.1, details of the source (averaged 
out for the lower modes in the process of integration), only contribute to 
higher order modes and do not generate sound if these modes are cut-off. 

7.4.2 Rotating fan 

Of practical interest, especially in aircraft noise reduction (122J, is the fol
lowing model of a propeller or fan with B identical blades, equally spaced 
I!!..D = 2?T I B radians apart, rotating with angular speed n. If at some time 
t = 0 at a fixed position x the field due to one blade is given by the shape 
function q(D, r), then from periodicity the total field is described by 

p(r,D,O)=q(D,r)+q(D LlD,r)+ .. ·+q(D-(B 1)/!!..D,r) 

B-l 2?Tk L q(D- 13,r). 
k=O 

This function, periodic in D with period 2?T I B, may be expanded in a Fourier · 
senes: 

00 

p(D,r,O)= L qn(r)e-inB19. 
n=-oo 
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Since the field is associated to the rotor, it is a function of {) - fU. So at a 
time t we have 

B-1 21fk oo 
p({), r, t) = 2:: q({) _ Qt _ B' r) = 2:: qn(r)einBUt-inBt'J (7.29) 

k=O n=-oo 

(with q_n = q~ because pis real). Note that each frequency w = nBO is now 
linked to a circumferential periodicity m = nB, and we jump with steps B 
through the modal m-spectrum. Since the plane wave (m = 0) is generated 
with frequency w = 0 it is acoustically not interesting, and we may ignore 
this component. An interesting .consequence for a rotor in a duct is the 
observation that it is not obvious if there is (propagating) sound generated 
at all: the frequency must be higher than the cut-off frequency. For any 
harmonic (n > 0) we have: 

fm 
r\ ., 

ffiH Jmlco ->--
21f 21fa 

(7.30) 

which is for the tip Mach number Mtip the condition 

(7.31) 

Since the first zero of J:n is always (slightly) larger than m (Appendix C), 
it implies that the tip must rotate supersonically (Mtip > 1) for the fan to 
produce sound. 

Of course, in practice a ducted fan with subsonically rotating blades will 
not be entirely silent. For example, turbulence generated by the blades is 
not periodic and will therefore not follow this cut-off reduction mechanism. 
On the other hand, if the perturbations resulting from blade thickness and 
lift forces alone are dominating as in aircraft engines, the present result is 
significant, and indeed the inlet fan noise level of many aircraft turbo fan 
engines is greatly enhanced at take off by the inlet fan rotating supersonically 
(together with other effects leading to the so-called buzzsaw noise ([117])). 

7 .4.3 Tyler and Soffrin rule for rotor-stator interaction 

The most important noise source of an aircraft turbo fan engine at inlet side 
is the noise due to interaction between inlet rotor and neighbouring stator. 
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Behind the inlet rotor a stator is positioned to compensate for the rotation 
in the flow due to the rotor. The viscous and inviscid wakes from the rotor 
blades hit the stator blades which results into the generation of sound ([115]). 
A very simple but at the same time very important and widely used device 
to reduce this sound is the "Tyler and Soffrin selection rule" ([122),[117]). It 
is based on elegant manipulation of Fourier series, and amounts to nothing 
more than a clever choice of the rotor and stator blade numbers, to link 
the first (few) harmonics of the sound to duct modes that are cut-off and 
therefore do not propagate. 

Consider the same rotor as above, with B identical blades, equally spaced 
l:l{) = 2tr / B radians apart, rotating with angular speed n, and a stator with 
V identical blades, equally spaced l:l{) = 2tr fV radians apart. On the one 
hand, the field generated by rotor-stator interaction contains the spectrum 
of a rotor field as above (7.29). Furthermore, it is periodic in {), so it may 
be written as 

00 00 00 

p(r, {), t) = L Qn(r, fJ)einBUt = L L Qnm(r)einBUt-im-D. 
n=-oo n=-oo m=-oo 

On the other hand, it is periodic in {) with the stator periodicity 2tr /V in 
such a way that when we travel with the rotor over an angle l:i {) = 2tr /V in 
a time step !:it= 8.fJjO the field must be the same: 

00 00 

p(r, {), t) L L Qnm (r )einBU(t-At)-im(t?-A-8). 

n=-oom=-oo 

This yields the relation: -inB08.t + iml:i{) = 2trik, or 

m= kV +nB (7 .32) 

for any integer number k at harmonic n. By selecting B and V such that 
the lowest lml possible is high enough for the harmonic of interest to be 
cut-off, this component is effectively absent for a long enough inlet duct. In 
practice, only the first harmonic is reduced in this way. A recent development 
is that the second harmonic, which is usually cut-on, is reduced by selecting 
the mode number m to be of opposite sign of n, which means: counter 
rotating with respect to the rotor. In this case the rotor itself acts as a 
shield obstructing the spiralling modes to leave the duct ([115]). 
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In detail: for a cut-off n-th harmonic (we only have to consider positive n) 
we need 

nBn j:n_1co , 
-- < -- or nBMt1'p < J.ml· 

211" 21ra 

Since typically Mtip is slightly smaller than 1 and j:n_1 is slightly larger than 
lml it is sufficient that 

nB ::; lml = lkV + nBI. 

The only values of kV for which this inequality is not satisfied automatically 
is in the interval -2nB < kV < 0. If we make the step size V big enough 
so that we avoid this interval for k = -1, we avoid it for any k. So we have 
finally the condition: V 2: 2nB. 

Consider, as a realistic example, the following configuration of a rotor with 
B = 22 blades and a stator with V = 55 vanes. The generated m-modes are 
for the first two harmonics: 

for n = 1: m - · · ·, -33,22, 77, 

for n = 2: m · · ·, -11,44, 99, 

which indeed corresponds to only cut-off modes of the first harmonic ( m = 
22 and larger) and a counter rotating cut-on second harmonic ( m = -11). 

7.4.4 Point source in a duct wall 

As a last example we consider the field from a source U•er = -cof>(xja) in 
the duct wall. For simplicity we take a point source in x = 0, {) 0, r =a, 
so that 

1 8pl 00 
. -

8 
= o(x) 2: o(n- 21rn) 

lWpocoa r r=a n=-oo 

1 rX) 
::::: 211" 1-oo 

1 00 

d,- 2: 
211" m=-oo 

-im\9 e . (7.33) 
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We solve Equation (7.6a) formally via Fourier transformation in x, and 
Fourier series expansion in D (the modes will, unlike the previous case, ap
pear naturally) 

1
00 00 

p(x, r, D) = L Pm(r, 'Y)e-im-8-i"Y:x d'Y 
-oo m:::-oo 

(7.34) 

From the (Fourier transformed) boundary condition (7.33) it follows that 

aAmJ~(aa) -wpocoa/4rr2i, (7.35) 

p(x, r, D)= kapoc5 ~ -im11 100 Jm(ar) -i"Y:x d 
z· L.J e ' ( ) e 'Y. 4rr 1 m=-oo -oo aJm aa 

(7.36) 

Evidently, the poles of the meromorphic1 integrand are found at 'Y ±km"'' 
and since the waves must be outgoing the integration contour in the '}'-plane 
must be located as in Figure 7.6. 

Closing the contour via Im('Y) --T -oo for x > 0 and via Im('Y) --T +oo 
yields the solution, in the form of a series over the residue-contributions in 
'Y = ±kmw This is indeed the modal expansion we could have anticipated: 

where the contribution of them= 0, p = 1 plane-wave mode is 

2 
PoCo -ikl:xl --e 2rr · · 

7.4.5 Vibrating duct wall 

When, instead of a point, a finite part of the wall vibrates as 

r =a- 17(x, D)eiwt for - L < x < L 

(7.37) 

(7.38) 
1 A meromorphic function is analytic on the complex plane except for isolated poles. 
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Figure 7.6 Contour of integration in the [-plane. 

then the solution may be found as follows. We write as a Fourier sum 

Similar to above we find the solution p(x, r, <0) as a formal Fourier integral, 
which can be rewritten, by using result (7.37) and the Convolution Theorem 
(3.7), as 

with the plane-wave contribution 

k1L . 1 ipoc6- 1Jo(x')e-'klx-x I dx'. 
a -L 

Note that outside the source region, i.e. for lxl > L, the remaining integral is 
just the Fourier transform times exponential ilm(±kmJt) exp( -km~tlxl), and 
the solution is again just a modal sum of right- or left-running modes. 
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7.5 Reflection and transmission at 
discontinuities 

One single modal representation is only possible in segments of a duct with 
constant properties (diameter, wall impedance). When two segments of dif
ferent properties are connected to each other we can use a modal representa
tion in each segment, but since the modes are different we have to reformu
late the expansion of the incident field into an expansion of the transmitted 
field in the neighbouring segment, using conditions of continuity of pressure 
and velocity. This is called: mode matching. Furthermore, these continu
ity conditions cannot be satisfied with a transmission field only, and a part 
of the incident field is reflected. For example, a single mode is scattered 
into a J.L-modal spectrum of transmitted and reflected modes, of which the 
amplitudes are called: transmission matrix anG. .eflection matrix. 

" r \ 

I 
/ 

\ 

I 

\ 
I 
I 
I 

' I 
I 
I 
I , , 

I 
I 

I 

Figure 7.7 Duct with discontinuous diameter. 

r=b 

Consider a duct with a discontinuity in diameter at x = 0 (Figure 7.7): a 
radius a along x < 0 and a radius b along x > 0, with (for definiteness) 
a > b. A wave, incident from x -+ -oo 

is scattered into a reflected wave (in x < 0) 

00 

Pref = 2: RmJi.vJm(O:mvr)e+ikmvx-imv 
v=l 
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and a transmitted wave (in x > 0) 

00 

Ptr I: TmtJ.I-,Jm(flmvr)e-iemvx-im:O. 
v=l 

Obviously, 

km~-t = Jk2
- 0'~11-' 

lm~-t = V k2 - fl'?ntJ. , 

Im(kmtJ.) ::; 0, 

lm(fmiJ.) ::; 0. 

(7.40c) 

Apart from the boundary condition at the wall: 8pj{)r 0 at r a, x < 0, 
and at r = b, x > 0, we have at the discontinuity x = 0: 8pf 8x = 0 at 
b ::; r ::; a, and continuity of p and 8p/ 8x at 0 ::; r ::; b. The continuity of 
pressure p: 

00 00 

L(RmiJ.v + OtJ.v)Jm(ll'mvr) = LTm~-tvJm(f3mvr) (7.41) 
v=l v=l 

yields, after multiplication with Jm(f3m>.r)r and integration from 0 to b (us
ing orthogonality), the following relation to express T m~-tv in the vector Rmw: 

(7.42) 

The continuity of axial velocity txpfiwpo: 

00 00 

L (RmiJ.V OJ.Lv )kmvJm ( ll'mvr) - LTmJ.LvfmvJm(f3mvr) (7.43) 
v=l v=l 

yields, after multiplication with Jm(ll'm>.r)r, integration from 0 to a of the 
left hand side, and from 0 to b of the right hand side, using Px = 0 on 
b ::; r ::; a, and orthogonality, the relation 
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expressing Rmj.l.v in the vector Tmw· Both Equations (7.42) and (7.44) are 
valid for any >. 1, 2, · · ·, so we can write in matrix notation 

T mp,· = M (Rmp,· + ep,) 

Rmw ep, N'Tmw 
(7.45) 

for matrices M and N, implicitly given in (7.42) and (7.44). So we have 
formally the solution 

(7.46) 

which can be evaluated by standard techniques for any sufficiently large 
truncated N and M. A suitable choice, allowing for a certain balance be
tween the accuracy in x < 0 and in x > 0, is a truncation of (7.42) after, 
say, P terms and of (7.44) after Q terrris with Pja::::: Qjb. This gives an M 
approximated by MQxP and N by N'PxQ· 

It should be noted that if we take P/Q very much different from ajb, we 
may converge for P, Q -+ oo to another solution (7.46) than the physical 
one. This is not an artefact of the method. The problem stated is indeed 
non-unique. The condition, not yet mentioned (as it was difficult to be used 
explicitly in the solution method), is the so-called edge condition: the energy 
integral of the field in a neighbourhood of an edge must be finite (no source 
hidden in the edge). 

This condition is necessary in a geometry with edges because the boundary 
conditions lose their meaning at an edge, whereas the differential equation is 
not valid at the boundary. At any rate, in our problem the physical solution 
is the one with the fastest convergence of {Rmttv} and {Tmttv}· Depending 
on the quantity (p or u) the non-physical solutions are usually described by 
divergent series and to be interpreted as generalized functions. 

Exercises 

a) Consider a hard-walled duct of radius a = 0.1 m with an acoustic 
m~dium with co 340 m/s. A harmonic source with frequency f = 
500Hz is positioned at x = 0 half-way the radius. A microphone is to 
be placed an axial distance x = D away from the source, such that the 
plane wave is detected at least 20 dB louder than the other modes. 
- What is the cut-off frequency ? 
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Assuming that all excited modes have about the same initial ampli
tude, ignoring details like r-variation of higher-order modes: what 
is the necessary distance D? 

- What is D for frequency f tending to zero ? 

b) Investigate the behaviour of km11- (Equation 7.24) for ka -+ oo. Find 
analytical approximate expressions of the surface waves. 

c) Find in a similar way (Equation 7.37), by Fourier transformation to x, 
the field of a harmonic point source inside a hard-walled infinite duct. 
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8.1 Multiple scales 

8.1.1 Introduction 

The description of wave propagation in a uniform medium is considerably 
simpler than for the non-uniform case. The same is true for simple and com
plicated boundaries. For a uniform medium and simple boundary conditions, 
many analytical results are available. For an arbitrary non-uniform medi
um or complex boundary conditions, we usually have to resort to numerical 
methods (if available). Analytical approximations are possible for cases in 
between where the problem differs only a little from a simpler one allowing 
full analytical treatment. 

As an example of this last category we will consider here the problems of 
waves propagating in a slowly varying but otherwise infinite medium (ray 
acoustics) and waves propagating in a slowly varying duct. 

In both cases there is a small parameter in the problem which is the corner 
stone of the approximation. This small parameter is the ratio between a 
typical wave length and the length scale over which the medium or duct 
varies considerably (say, order 1). 

Intuitively, it is clear that over a short distance (a few wave lengths) the wave 
only sees a constant medium or geometry, and will propagate approximately 
as in the constant case, but over larger distances it will somehow have to 
change its shape in accordance with its new environment. 

A technique, utilizing this difference between small scale and large scale 
behaviour is the method of multiple scales ([84],[7]). As with most approxi
mation methods, this method has grown out of practice, and works well for 
certain types of problems. Typically, the multiple scale method is applicable 
to problems with on the one hand a certain global quantity (energy, pow
er) which is conserved or almost conserved and controls the amplitude, and 
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on the other hand two rapidly interacting quantities (kinetic and potential 
energy) controlling the phase. 

8.1.2 The method explained by an illustrative example 

We will illustrate the method by considering a damped harmonic oscillator 

y(O) 0, dy(O) = 1 
dt 

with 0 < c ~ 1. The exact solution is readily found to be 

y(t) =sin(~t)e-et/~ 

A naive approximation for small c: and fixed t would give 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

which appears to be not a good approximation for large t for the following 
reasons: 

1) if t O(c:-1 ) the second term is of equal importance as the first term 
and nothing is left over of the slow exponential decay; 

2) if t = O(c2) the phase has an error of 0(1) giving an approximation of 
which even the sign may be in error. 

In the following we shall demonstrate that this type of error occurs also if 
we construct a straightforward approximate solution directly from Equation 
(8.1). However, knowing the character of the error, we may then try to avoid 
them. Suppose we can expand 

y(t; c:) = Yo(t) + cYt (t) + c:2y2(t) + · · ·. (8.4) 

Substitute in (8.1) and collect equal powers of£: 

O(c:0 ): 
d2yo 

with Yo(O) = 0, 
dyo(O) = 1 dt2 +Yo= 0 dt ' 

0(£1) : 
d2yl _

2
dyo 

with YI(O)=O, 
dy1(0) = 0 dt2 + Yl dt dt , 

then 

Yo(t) = sin t, Y1 (t) = -t sin t, etc. 
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Indeed, the straightforward, Poincare type, expansion (8.4) that is generated 
breaks down for large t, when c:t ;:::: 0(1). As is seen from the structure 
of the equations for Yn, the quantity Yn is excited (by the "source" -terms 
-2dYn-Ifdt) in its eigenfrequency, resulting in resonance. The algebraically 
growing terms of the type tn sin t and tn cost that are generated are called 
in this context: secularl terms. 

Apart from being of limited validity, the expansion reveals nothing of the 
real structure of the solution: a slowly decaying amplitude and a frequency 
slightly different from 1. For certain classes of problems it is therefore ad
vantageous to incorporate this structure explicitly in the approximation. 

Introduce the slow time scale 

T Et (8.5) 

and identify the solution y with a suitably chosen other function Y that 
depends on both variables t and T: 

y(t; c) = Y(t, T; c:). (8.6) 

The underlying idea is the following. There are, of course, infinitely many 
functions Y(t,T;c:) that are equal to y(t,E) along the line T = c:t in (t,T)
space. So we have now some freedom to prescribe additional conditions. With 
the unwelcome appearance of secular terms in mind it is natural to think of 
conditions, chosen such that no secular terms occur when we construct an 
approximation. 

Since the time derivatives of y turn into partial derivatives of Y 

(8.7) 

Equation (8.1) becomes for Y 

Assume the expansion 

Y(t, T; c:) = Y0 (t, T) + c:Y1 (t, T) + c:2Y2 (t, T) + .. · (8.9) 
1 From astronomical applications where these terms occurred for the first time in this 

type of perturbation series: secular occurring once in a century; saeculum generation. 
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and substitute this into Equation (8.8) to obtain to leading orders 

82Yo 
8t2 +Yo= 0, 

_
2

8Yo _ 
2 

82Yo 
8t 8t8T' 

with initial conditions 

Yo(O,O) = 0, 

YI(O, 0) = 0, 

The solution for Yo is easily found to be 

Yo(t, T) = A0 (T) sint with Ao(O) = 1, 

which gives a right-hand side for the Y1-equation of 

· 8Ao 
-2(Ao+ BT) cost. 

(8.10) 

No secular terms occur (no resonance between Y1 and Yo) if this term van
ishes: 

8Ao 
Ao + BT = 0 -----+ Ao = e-T. (8.11) 

Note (this is typical), that we determine Yo fully only on the level of Yll 
however, without having to solve Y1 itself. 

The present approach is by and large the multiple scale technique in its 
simplest form. Variations on this theme are sometimes necessary. For ex
ample, we have not completely got rid of secular terms. On a longer time 
scale ( t 0 ( c-2 )) we have in Y2 again resonance because of the "source": 
e-T sin t, yielding terms O(c-2t). We see that a second time scale T2 = c2t 
is necessary. Clearly, this may go on and on. There is a way out of this 
problem, which is particularly important for some of the present acoustical 
problems. Since the occurrence of higher order time scales is really an arte
fact of the slowly varying phase (1- c;2 ) 112t (slowly moving away from t), 
it is advantageous to generalize the simple relationship T = ct between the 
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slow and fast time scales, and to introduce a fast time scale i, defined by a 
slowly varying phase function w that is to be determined: 

1 IT i € w(r;c-)dr. (8.12) 

(The need for the 1/c--factor is immediately clear if we observe that i = 
C 1wc;t wt for a constant w = 0(1).) For linear wave-type problems we 
may anticipate the structure of the solution and assume 

. T 
y(t;£) = A(T;c;)exp(~ 1 w(r;c:)dr). (8.13) 

We have 

~; = (iwA+c:~;)exp(~/oT wdr) 

8
2
y ( 8A ow o2A) (i {T ) 

ot2 = -w2 A+ 2ic:w oT + i£ {}TA + £2 {}T2 exp € Jo w dr 

so that substitution in (8.1) and suppressing the exponential factor yields 

Note that the secular terms are now not explicitly suppressed. The neces
sary additional condition is here that the solution of the present type exists 
(assumption 8.13), and that each higher order correction is no more secular 
than its predecessor. With some luck and ingenuity this is just sufficient to 
determine A and w. In general, this is indeed not completely straightforward. 
So much freedom may be left that ambiguities can result. 

Finally, the solution is found as the following the expansion 

A(T;£) Ao(T) +c:A1(T) +£2 A2 (T) + .. · 
w(T; c:) wo(T) + £ 2w2(T) + · · ·. 
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Note that w1 may be set to zero since the factor exp(i J[ wi( r) dr) may be 
incorporated in A. Substitute and collect equal powers of e: 

O(c:0): (1 w5)Ao = 0 -+ wo = 1, 

O(c:1) : 
8Ao 
8T +Ao 0 -+ Ao = e-T, 

O(c:2) : 2i (~~1 + A1) = (1 + 2w2)e-T -t W2 = !, A1 = 0. 

The solution that emerges is indeed consistent with the exact solution. 

8.2 Helmholtz resonator with dissipation 

An interesting application of the multiple scale technique is the Helmholtz 
resonator, as discussed before (5.34), but now without linearization. In this 
way we will be able to investigate the small non-linear terms that will be 
seen to represent a small damping. 

First we have to describe the model in a bit more detail. The oscillating 
internal pressure sucks and blows the flow inward and outward through 
the exit, with a jet formed ~espectively inside and outside the resonator. 
For a low enough frequency the flow may be considered quasi-stationary, 
except in the transitional phase (which we will ignore) when the flow turns 
its direction and the jet isn't fully developed yet. Two points inside and 
outside may now be connected by Bernoulli's equation 

(5.34) 

For a large enough volume V the internal density variations are practically 
uniform, and therefore related to the neck flow velocity Un by 

(5.41) 

When the internal pressure is high and the flow is blown outward, the flow 
inside the resonator is smooth, and we may neglect the internal velocity Uin· 

Furthermore, the neck velocity Un is effectively equivalent to the outside 
velocity Uex· On the other hand, when the internal pressure is low, the flow 
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outside is smooth, and the velocity Uex outside the resonator may now be 
neglected, while at the same time the neck velocity is equivalent to Uin· 

For simplicity we assume the effect of in- and outflow to be symmetric, 
and we introduce a length l, equal to the neck length plus any necessary 
endcorrection, that relates the potential difference to the neck velocity: 

l
ex 

f.Pex- f.Pin = U•dX 
Ill 

Following the same lines as for Equation (5.43), we arrive at 

(8.15) 

As we will only consider the response to a stepwise change of external pres
sure, we will assume Pex 0, and prescribe a (small) Pin at t=O. 

For a proper analysis it is most clarifying to rewrite the equation into non-. 
dimensional variables. For this we need an inherent timescale and pressure. 
For vanishing amplitudes the equation describes a harmonic oscillator, so 
its period (c5SnflV)il2 is the obvious timescale of the nonlinear problem. 
By dividing the damping term by the acceleration term we find the pressure 
level 2p0cglSn/V at which the damping would be just as large as the other 
terms. So for a pressure that is a small fraction of this level we have a 
problem with only little damping. So we make dimensionless 

t ( ev) t 
c5Sn r, 

2fSn h 0 
Pin = 2epoc0 Vy w ere < c <t:: 1, (8.16) 

to obtain 

with y(O) = 1, d~~O) 0. (8.17) 

By comparing the acceleration y11 with the damping c:y'IY'I it may be inferred 
that on a timescale er the influence of the damping is 0(1). So we conjecture 
a slow timescale er, and split up the time dependence in two by introducing 
the slow timescale T and the dependent variable Y 

T C:T, y(r;c:) = Y(t,T;c:), 
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and obtain for Equation (8.17) 

()2y ( ()2y BY 'BY I) 2 
8r2 + y + c: 2 8rT + 8r 8r + O(c:):::: 0 (8.18) 

Y(O,O;c:) 0, (:r +c: 0~)Y(O,O;c:):::: 0. 

The error of O(c:2) results from the approximation Yr +£Yr::: Yn and is of 
course only valid outside a small neighbourhood of the points where Yr = 0. 
We expand 

Y (t, T; £) = Y0 (t, T) + c-Y1 (t, T) + 0(£2
) 

and find for the leading order 

8 
with Y0 (0, 0) = 1, or Yo(O, 0) = 0 (8.19) 

with solution 

Yo= Ao(T) cos(r- 8 0 (T)), where Ao(O) = 1, 8o(O) = 0. 

For the first order we have the equation 

8
2
Yo - 8Yo 18Yo I 

OT OT 
(8.20) 

dAo . cleo 
= 2 dT sm{r- eo)- A0 cos(r- eo) 

+A6sin(r- eo)! sin(r- So) I 
with corresponding initial conditions. The secular terms are suppressed if· 
the first harmonics of the right-hand side cancel. For this we use the Fourier 
series expansion (Section 3.3) 

sin T \sin r\ 8 f sin(2n + 1)r 
1r n=O (2n- 1)(2n + 1)(2n + 3) 

and we obtain the equations 

and cleo= 0 
dT 

(8.21) 

(8.22) 
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with solution eo = 0 and 

1 
Ao (T) = -

1
-+-..,-- (8.23) 

All together we have finally: 

. c0Sn 2 

( 

2 ) l 
wtth _ r = fV t. (8.24) 

This approximation happens to be quite good. Comparison with a numer
ically obtained "exact" solution shows a relative error in the amplitude of 
less then 2 ·10-4 for c = 0.1. 

8.3 Slowly varying ducts 

Consider a hard-walled circular cylindrical duct with a slowly varying diam
eter (c.f. [105],[85]), described in polar coordinates (x, r, 8) as 

r = a(sx) (8.25) 

with £ a dimensionless small parameter. In this duct we have an acoustic 
medium with constant mean pressure and a slowly varying sound speed 
co= co(sx) (for simplicity no variation in rand 8 is assumed). Sound waves 
of circular frequency w are described by a variant of the Helmholtz equation 

(8.26) 

where k = k(sx) = wjc0 (sx), with boundary condition a vanishing normal 
velocity component at the wall, so 

n· 'Vp = 0 at r a(sx). (8.27) 

gradient field V f ( x) I f(X) =O is normal to the surface described by f ( x) = 0 
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(where a'(z) = da(z)/dz) this is 

op 
or ca'(cx) op = 0 

ax 
at r = a(cx). (8.28) 

We know that for constant a and constant k the general solution can be 
built up from modes of the following type (Chapter 7) 

P AJ (a r) e -im-8-ikm~-<x 
m mil ' (8.29) 

and we assume for the present problem, following the previous section, that 
there are solutions close to these modes. We introduce the slow variable 

X=cx 

so that k = k(X), and we seek a solution of slowly varying modal type: 

. {X 
p A(X, r; c) exp( -imD- ~ lo 1(~; c) d~) (8.30) 

Since 

ap ( . a A) ( ) ax= -11A+c0X exp ... 

!l2. 
up ( 2 • oA -= _, A-2Iq-
ox2 ax 

. a., A+ 16 
ax 

we have for (8.26) after multiplication with k2: 

[ 
2A 2' oA _, - lE''f-

ax 
1 ak ( . aA) 2£-- -11 A+ c:-
koX ox 

82
A 1 oA m

2 l +-+ --- -A+k2A exp(···) or2 r or r 2 
0. 
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After suppressing the exponential factor, this is up to order O(c) 

(8.31) 

where we introduced for short the Bessel-type operator (see Appendix C) 

"(A) _ 8
2 
A 1 8 A (k2 2 

J.., --+--+ _, 
8r2 r or 

and rewrote the right-hand side in a form convenient later. Expand 

A(X, r; c:) = Ao(X, r) + c:A1 (X, r) + O(c2
) 

!(X; c:) = lo(X) + O(c2
) 

substitute in (8.31), and collect like powers of c:. 

0(1) : C(Ao) = 0 

8Ao =O at r = a(X), 

at r = a(X). 

(8.32) 

(8.33) 

Since variable X plays no other role in (8.32) than that of a parameter, we 
have for A0 the "almost-mode" 

Ao(X, r) = Po(X)Jm(o:(X)r), 

o:(X) = i'm"'fa(X), (8.34) 

15(X) k 2(X) o:2 (X), Re('Yo) ~ 0, lm(lo) S 0, 

The amplitude Po is still undetermined, and follows from a solvability con
dition for A1 • As before, amplitude Po is determined at the level of A11 
without A1 necessarily being known. 
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Multiply left- and right-hand side of (8.33) with r A0 jk2 and integrate to r 
from 0 to a(X). For the left-hand side we utilize the self-adjointness of£. 

fa rAo 1 r 
lo -p-£(AI) dr = k2 lo r Ao£(At) - r A1£(Ao) dr 

1 [ aA1 aAo]a =- rAo--- rA1--
k2 ar ar 0 

__ . 'i'oa aa A2 
- 1 k2 aX o· 

For the right-hand side we apply Leibnitz's rule 

. fa_!___ ('i'oA5) d =. _i_ r qoA5 d 1 Jo aX k 2 r r 1 dX } 0 k 2 r 
. ')'oa aa 2 
tk2 aXAo. 

As a result 

or: 

r')'o o 'i'o 2 2 m . 2 l a A2 [ 2 l a 
o ~dr = 2k2Po (r - a2 )Jm(ar) o 

= 'i'oPJ 2 ( 1 2k2 a 

k(X) . k 
P0 (X) = const. 112 = const. 112 ( 2k2 ., 2 ) 114 · a(Xho a a - JmiL 

(8.35) 

It is not accidental that the above integral J;(q0 A5/k2
) dr is constant. The 

transmitted power of p is to leading order 

p f
2

.,. fa! Re(pu*)rdrdt? = ~ fa Im(pp~)rdr 
lo lo wpo lo 

= ~Re('i'o)exp(~ fx Im('i'o)d€) fa IAol2rdr. 
wpo € lo lo (8.36) 

This is for propagating modes ( 'i'o real) constant: 

1f' 21 2 ( m
2 

) ., 2 P = -')'o!Pol -
2

a 1 - -:-;-:;_ Jm (Jm1J 
wpo JmiL 

')'o k2 
2 1 

= const.- -
2
-a = const. --2 = constant 

Po a 'i'o poc0 
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since poc8 is, apart from a factor, equal to the constant mean pressure. 

An important property of expression (8.35) for Po is that it becomes invalid 
when ')'o = 0. So when the medium and diameter vary in such a way that at 
some point X = Xo wave number /o vanishes, the present method breaks 
down. In a small interval around X 0 the mode does not vary slowly and 
locally a different approximation is necessary. Since beyond this point Xo 
no power is transmitted (Re( /o) = 0 in (8.36)) the wave has to reflect at Xo 
and also a back running wave is to be included. Therefore, a point where 
wave number /o vanishes is called a "turning point". 

8.4 Ray acoustics 

When a sound wave propagates in free space through a medium that varies 
on a much larger scale than the typical wave length (typically: temperature 
gradients, or wind with shear), the same ideas of multiple scales may be 
applied. In contrast to the duct, where the wave is confined by the duct 
walls, the waves may now freely refract and follow curved paths. These 
paths are called rays. This means that rays are not localized "beams" of 
sound, but only the tangents of the intensity vectors of a sound field. 

Consider an infinite 3D medium with varying temperature (typical length 
scale L) but otherwise with a constant mean pressure, so that we have again 
Equation (8.26), but now k varying more generally3 : 

w 
k= k(Ex) = --

co(Ex) 

(8.37) 

(8.38) 

for a time harmonic sound field p ex: eiwt. The small parameter E relates the 
typical wave length ). "' 21f'co/w to L, so E "" >.; L. Assuming the field to 
be locally plane we try an approximate solution having the form of a plane 
wave but with slowly varying (real) amplitude A and phase r 

p(x) = A(X;E) exp( -~r(X;c)) (8.39) 

3 It should be noted that our point of view here is to think of the problem as a wave in 
a slowly varying medium, i.e. to consider L "large". Another, equally valid point of view 
is to think of a medium with a high-frequent wave, i.e. to scale the problem on Land to 
consider the wave length "short" or the frequency "high". 
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where X = eX the slow variable. The surfaces 

r(X) = c:wt (8.40) 

describe the propagating wave front. Note that the vector field \7 T is normal 
to the surfaces T = constant4• Define the operator 

- (a a a) 
v = ax' BY' az 

so that \7 = c:\7. Substitute (8.39) in (8.37): 

\7p:= (c:\7A-iA\7r)e-iT/e:, (8.41a) 

\72p := (c:2 \72 A- 2ic\7 A· \7r- ic:A\72r- Aj\7rl 2)e-iT/e:, (8.41b) 

to obtain 

Expand 

A(X; c) = Ao(X) + cA1 (X)+ O(c2) 

r(X; c) = r 0 (X) + O(c:2) 

(8.42) 

and collect like powers in (8.42). We find to leading order To and Ao: 

j\7rol 2 = k2 (8.43) 

(8.44) 

Equation (8.43) is the eikonal equation, which determines the wave fronts 
and the ray paths. Equation (8.44) is called the transport equation and de
scribes the conservation of wave action, which is here equivalent to conser
vation of energy [68],[128]. It relates the amplitude variation to diverging or 
converging rays. 

The eikonal equation is a nonlinear first order partial differential equation, 
of hyperbolic type, which can always be reduced to an ordinary differen
tial equation along characteristics [18]. This is summarized by the following 
([128], p.65) < 

4 A small step from x to x + y in the surface, given by f(x) = 0, yields: f(x + y) ~ 
f(x) + y · '\7 f(y) = Y· '\7 f(x) = 0, so '\7 f(x) is perpendicular to the surface tangent y. 
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Theorem 8.1 The solution of the first-order partial differential equation 

H(q, r,x) = 0, q = vr, 

with consistent boundary conditions on a surface S, is given by the system 
of ordinary differential equations5 

where the curve x = X(A), with parameter A, is called a characteristic. A 
characteristic forms a path along which the information of the boundary 
values on S is transferred to the point of observation. In general the charac
teristic depends on the solution, and both characteristic and solution are to 
be determined together. If more than one point of a characteristic is part of 
S, the boundary conditions are not independent, and in general inconsistent. 
If more than one characteristic passes through a point, the solution is not 
unique. 

The characteristics are here identical to the rays. By rewriting Equation 
(8.43) as ~(c5/w) IY'r0 1

2 - !w = 0 and using Theorem (8.1), the characteristic 
variable is just the timet, and we have the expected 

ro(X(t)) = c:wt 

along a ray X= X(t) given by 

2 -dX c0 - vr0 
dt = w V'ro = c:co IV'rol. (8.45) 

d- W-
-VTo = -c:-V'co. 
dt co 

(8.46) 

Equations (8.45) and (8.46) are called: the "ray-tracing equations". 

Once we know the rays, the transport equation (8.44) can be solved as fol
lows. Consider a small area S1 of the surface r 0 C1 , and connect the points 
of 8 1 via the rays (following the vector field V'r0 ) with the corresponding 
area s2 on the surface To c2. Then the volume of rays connecting sl and 

5 '\lqH denotes the gradient in q: (~~);similar for '\lxH. 
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S2 is called a ray-tube. Since Vr0 = 0 along its surface, except for S1 and 
S2 where it is just Vr0 kn, we have 

If we associate to a ray X(t) a ray-tube with cross section S S(X), the 
amplitude varies according to the relation 

2 S(X) 
A0 (X) k(X) =constant along a ray tube. (8.47) 

From Equation (8.46) it can be inferred that a ray (with direction Vro) 
bends away from regions with higher sound speed. This explains why sound 
is carried far along a cold surface like water or snow, and not at all along for 
example hot sand. When the surface is cold there is a positive soundspeed 
gradient which causes the sound waves to bend downwards to the surface. In 
combination with reflection at the surface the sound is trapped and tunnels 
through the layer adjacent to the surface. When the surface is hot there is a 
negative soundspeed gradient which causes the sound to bend upwards and 
so to disappear into free space 6 • 

We can make this more explicit when the sound speed varies in only one 
direction, say co co(Y). Then rays in the (X, Y)-plane satisfy 

i_x 
dt 

i_y 
dt 

c-c~ oro --
w &X 

i_(fho) = 0 
dt {}X 

i_(&ro) 
dt {}Y 

(8.48a) 

(8.48b) 

(8.48c) 

(8.48d) 

Since we have from Equation (8.48a-8.48c) and (8.43) 

dY or0 /&Y 
-= ' dX &rof&X 

6 In the north of Mexico, in Chihuahua, there is a desert area called "Zona del Silencio", 
a name that might well refer to this acoustic effect. 
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tho ax =constant 

(aTo)2 (aTo)2 = w
2 

ax + ay c6' 
it follows that the angle {} with the vertical satisfies the relation 

sin{}= 1 ((dY)z + 1) 
Co Co dX 

1 aTo(O) 
- -~-- = constant 
w uX 

(8.49) 

which is just Snell's Law. Furthermore, if c0 varies linearly, so that dco/dY is 
constant, then dX/dY can be integrated with respect toY, with the result 

2 ·(dco)2 (laTo(0))-2 
Co+ dY (X - Xo)2 = w ax =constant (8.50) 

which corresponds with a circle in the (x, y)-plane. So rays in a linear sound 
speed medium follow circular paths. 

8.5 Matched asymptotic expansions 

8.5.1 Introduction 

Almost any mathematical model of a physical phenomenon is a reduction 
or simplification of a larger, more comprehensive model. This notion of hi
erarchies of models is so fundamental that it is an almost trivial remark. 
It is, however, important to realize what really happens when we go from 
one description to another. Models and theories, applicable in a certain sit
uation, are not "isolated islands of knowledge" provided with a logical flag, 
labelling it "valid" or "invalid". There are always in the higher-level theory 
one or more parameters (ratios between length scales, time scales, velocities, 
etc.) which become large or small and hence giving in the limit a simpler 
description. Examples are many: simplified geometries reducing the spatial 
dimension, small amplitudes allowing linearization, low velocities and long 
time scales allowing incompressible description, small relative viscosity al
lowing inviscid models, zero or infinite lengths rather than finite lengths, 
etc. 

Very often it happens that such a limit gives a correct approximation of 
the more comprehensive model for the main part of the problem, but not 
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everywhere: the limit is non-uniform. This non-uniformity may be in space, 
in time, or in any other variable. For the moment we think of non-uniformity 
in space. This non-uniformity may be a small region near a point, say x = 0, 
or it may be far away, i.e. for x ---+ oo, but this is of course still a small region 
near the origin of 1/x, so for the moment we think of a small region. 

If this region of non-uniformity is crucial for the problem, for example be
cause it contains a boundary condition, or a source, we may not be able to 
utilize the pursued limit and have to deal with the full problem (at least 
locally). This, however, is usually not true. The local nature of the non
uniformity itself gives often the possibility of another reduction. In such a 
case we call this a couple of limiting forms, "inner and outer problems", and 
are evidence of the fact that we have apparently physically two connected 
but different problems as far as the dominating mechanism is concerned. 
(Depending on the problem) we now have two simpler problems, serving as 
boundary conditions to each other via continuity or matching conditions. 

8.5.2 An intuitive example 

Suppose we are interested in the solution of 

dy . 
r:; dx + y = smx, y(O) = 1, X> 0 

for small positive c, and suppose for the moment that we are not able to 
find an exact solution. It is natural to try to use the fact that c is small. 
For example, from the structure of the problem, where both the source and 
the boundary value are 0(1), it is very likely to conclude that y = 0(1). If 
also the derivative y' is not very large (which is true for the most, but not, 
as we will see, everywhere), then a first approximation is clearly 

Yo~ sin x. 

We could substitute this into the original equation, and find a correction 

Yl ~sin x- r::yb =sin x- r::cosx. 

We can continue this indefinitely, and hope for a better and better approxi
mation of the real solution. However, this can not be true: the approximate 
solution found this way is completely determined without integration con
stants, and we cannot apply anywhere the boundary condition y(O) = 1. In 
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fact, the value at x = 0 that appears is something like -£ ... , and quite far 
away from 1. 

What's happening here? The cause of this all, is the fact that in the neigh
bourhood of x ::::: 0, to be exact: for x ::::: O(e), the solution changes its 
character over a very short distance (boundary layer), such that the deriva
tive y' is now not 0(1), but very large: O(c-1). Since equation and solution 
are evidently closely related, also the equation becomes essentially different, 
and the above approximation of the equation is not valid anymore. 

The remedy to this problem is that we have to stretch the variables such 
that the order of magnitude of the solution is reflected in the rescaling. In 
general this is far from obvious, and certainly part of the problem. In the 
present example it goes as follows. We write x c~ and y(x) = Y(~), so 
that 

~~ + Y = sin(c~), Y(O) = 1, 

Now we may construct another approximation, locally valid for~= 0(1) 

dYo 
d~ +Yo~ 0, Yo(O) = 1, 

with solution Y0 (~) = e-( We may continue to construct higher order cor
rections. Then we will see that for ~ large, respectively x small, this inner 
solution Yo smoothly changes into the above outer solution Yo (matching), 
and together they form a uniform approximation. 

8.5.3 General methodology 

In the following we will describe some of the mathematical methodology 
in more detail ([84],[7],[31],[63],[23]). We are interested in the limiting be
haviour for£~ 0 of a sufficiently smooth function 4>(x; c) with, say, O~x~1, 
O<c~co. 4> has a regular asymptotic approximation on [0, 1] if there exists a 
gauge-function J.Lo(c) and a shape-function 4>0 (x) such that 

lim 14>(x;e)- 4>0(x)l 0 uniform in x 
e-+0 J.Lo (c) 

or: 

4>(x; c) J.Lo(s)4>0 (x) + o(p0 ) (s -t 0, uniform in x). 
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A regular asymptotic series expansion, with gauge-functions J,ln(c) and 
shape-functions <I>n(x) is defined by induction, and we say 

N 

<l>(x;c) = L fln(c)<I>n(x) + o(f.LN) (c -t 0, uniform in x). (8.51) 
n=O 

Note that neither gauge- nor shape-functions are unique. Furthermore, the 
series is only asymptotic in £for fixed N. The limit N -too may be mean
ingless. 

The functions that concern us here do not have a regular asymptotic expan
sion on the whole interval [0, 1] but say, on any partial interval [A, 1], A> 0, 
A fixed. We call this expansion the outer-expansion, valid in the "x = 0(1)"
outer region. 

N 

<l>(x; c)= L lln(c)rpn(x) + o(J,LN) c -t 0, x = 0(1). (8.52) 
n=O 

The functions do not have a regular expansion on the whole interval because 
the limit £ -t 0, x -7 0 is non-uniform and may not be exchanged. There is a 
gauge-function 8(c), with lim o(c) 0, such that in the stretched coordinate 

e--tO 
X 

~ = 8(c) 

the function w(~; c) = <!>( 8(c)~; c) has a non-trivial regular asymptotic series 
expansion on any partial interval ~ E [0, A], A> 0, A fixed. The adjective 
non-trivial is essential: the expansion must be "significant", i.e. different 
from the outer-expansion in 'Pn rewritten in~. For the largest o(.::) with this 
property we call the expansion for \II the inner-expansion or boundary layer 
expansion, the region ~ = 0(1) or x = O(o) being the boundary layer with 
thickness o, and ~ the boundary layer variable. A boundary layer may be 
nested and may contain more boundary layers. 

Suppose, <l>(x; c) has an outer-expansion 

n 

<l>(x; .::) = L f.Lk(c)i.f>k(x) + o(J,Ln) (8.53) 
k=O 

and a boundary layer x O(o) with inner-expansion 

m 

w(~;c) = L Ak(c)~k(~) + o(Am) (8.54) 
k=O 
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and suppose that both expansions are complementary, i.e. there is no oth
er boundary layer in between x 0(1) and x =O(o), then the "overlap
hypothesis" says that both expansions represent the same function in an 
intermediate region of overlap. This overlap region may be described by 
a stretched variable x = ?J(c)O', asymptotically in between 0(1) and O(o), 
so: O<!;;.?J<!;;. 1. In the overlap region both expansions match, which means 
that asymptotically both expansions are equivalent and reduce to the same 
expressions. A widely used and relatively simple procedure is Van Dyke's 
matchings rule [123]: the outer-expansion, rewritten in the inner-variable, 
has a regular series expansion, which is equal to the regular asymptotic 
expansion of the inner-expansion, rewritten in the outer-variable. Suppose 
that 

n m 

E JLk(c:)<pk(o~) = E Ak(c)?Jk(~) + o(Am) (8.55a) 
k=O k=O 
n n 

E Ak(c:)'l,bk(x/8) E JLk(c:)Dk(x) + o(JLn) {8.55b) 
k=O k=O 

then the expansion of 7Jk back to x 

n n 

E Ak(c)TJk(xjo) L JLk(C:)(k(x) + o(JLn) 
k=O k=O 

is such that (k = Dk fork= 0, · · ·, n. 

The idea of matching is very important because it allows one to move 
smoothly from one regime into the other. The method of constructing local, 
but matching, expansions is therefore called "Matched Asymptotic Expan
sions" (MAE). 

The most important application of this concept of inner- and outer-expan
sions is that approximate solutions of certain differential equations can be 
constructed for which the limit under a small parameter is apparently non
uniform. Typical examples in acoustics are small Helmholtz number prob
lems where long waves are scattered by small objects or are otherwise con
nected to a small geometrical size. 

The main lines of argument for constructing a MAE solution to a differential 
equation + boundary conditions are as follows. Suppose 4> is given by the 
equation 

D(4>',4>,x;c:) 0 + boundary conditions, (8.56) 
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where <P' = d<P / dx. Then we try to construct an outer solution by looking 
for "non-trivial degenerations" of D under £ -+ 0, that is, find J.to(c) and 
vo(c) such that 

(8.57) 

has a non-trivial solution <po. A series <p = J.to'Po + ftl 1P1 + · · · is constructed 
by repeating the process forD- v01 Do, etc. 

Suppose, the approximation is non-uniform (for example, not all boundary 
conditions can be satisfied), then we start looking for an inner-expansion 
if we have reasons to believe that the non-uniformity is of boundary-layer 
type. Presence, location and size of the boundary layer(s) are now found by 
the "correspondence principle", that is the (heuristic) idea that if <P behaves 
somehow differently in the boundary layer, the defining equation must also 
be essentially different. Therefore, we search for "significant degenerations" 
or "distinguished limits" of D. These are degenerations of D under £-+ 0, 
with scaled x and .P, that contain the most information, and without being 
contained in other, richer, degenerations. 

The next step is then to select from these distinguished limits the one(s) 
allowing a solution that matches with the outer solution and satisfies any 
applicable boundary condition. 

Symbolically: 

find 

x 0 , 8(c), A(e), fi:(c) 
with 

x = xo + &e, .P(x; e)= A(c)'ll(~; e) 

such that 

has the "richest" structure, and there exists a solution of 

satisfying boundary and matching conditions. Again, an asymptotic expan
sion may be constructed inductively, by repeating the argument. It is of 
practical importance to note that the order estimate A of <Pin the boundary 
layer is often determined a posteriori by boundary or matching conditions. 
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8.5.4 Simple example 

A simple example to illustrate some of the main arguments is 

I d2<p d<p 
D(<p, <p, x;c:) = E dx 2 + dx - 2x = 0, <p(O) = <p(1) = 2. (8.58) 

The leading order outer-equation is evidently (with Jto vo = 1) 

Do= - 2x = 0 
dx 

with solution 

The integration constant A can be determined by the boundary condition 
<po(O) = 2 at x = 0 or <p0 (1) = 2 at x = 1, but not both, so we expect a 
boundary layer at either end. By trial and error we find that no solution 
can be constructed if we assume a boundary layer at x = 1, so, inferring a 
boundary layer at x 0, we have to use the boundary condition at x = 1 
and find 

<po = x2 + 1 

The structure of the equation suggests a correction of 0(.::), so we try the 
expansiOn 

This results for 'Pl into the equation 

d<p1 d2 <po 
dx + dx2 O, 

which has the solution 

<p1 = 2- 2x. 

with <p1 (1) = 0 (the 0(.::)-term of the 
boundary condition), 

Higher orders are straightforward: 

d<pn = 0, with 'Pn(l) 0 
dx 
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leading to solutions 'Pn 0, and we find for the outer expansion 

(8.59) 

We continue with the inner expansion, and find with x0 = 0, <p = >..'¢, x = 8€ 

Both from the matching ('Pouter-+ 1 for x + 0) and from the boundary con
dition (<p(O) = 2) we have to conclude that 'Pinner= 0(1) and so ).. = 1. 
Furthermore, the boundary layer has only a reason for existence if it com
prises new effects, not described by the outer solution. From the correspon
dence principle we expect that new effects are only included if (d2'¢/de) is 
included. So c:o-2 must be at least as large as 8-1, the largest of o-1 and 6. 
From the principle that we look for the equation with the richest structure, 
it must be exactly as large, implying a boundary layer thickness a= c:. Thus 
we have K. = , and the inner equation 

2 • 
2c: e = o. 

From this equation it would seem that we have a series expansion without 
the O(c:)-term, since the equation for this order would be the same as for 
the leading order. However, from matching with the outer solution: 

we see that an additional O(e)-term is to be included. So we substitute the 
series expansion: 

(8.60) 

It is a simple matter to find 

d2'!fo d'!fo 
d€2 + d€ = o, '!fo(O) = 2 -+ ¢o 2+Ao(e-e 1) 

d2'¢1 d'!f1 
d€2 + d€ = 0, '¢1 (0) 0 -+ ¢1 = A1(e-e- 1) 

d2'!f2 d'!f2 
d€2 + d€ = 2, ¢z(O) = 0 -+ '!f2 (2 2( + A2(e-e- 1) 
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where constants Ao, A 1 , A2, ···are to be determined from the matching con
dition that outer expansion (8.59) for x -t 0 : 

1 + x2 + 2£ - 2£x + · · · 

must be functionally equal to inner expansion (8.60) for € -too: 

A full matching is obtained if we choose: A0 = 1, A1 = -2, A2 = 0. 

It is important to note that a matching is possible at all! Only a part of the 
terms can be matched by selection of the undetermined constants. For ex
ample, the coefficients of the x and x2 terms are already equal, without free 
constants. This is an important consistency check on the found solution, at 
least as long as no real proof is available. If no matching appears to be pos
sible, almost certainly one of the assumptions made with the construction of 
the solution have to be reconsidered. Particularly notorious are logarithmic 
singularities of the outer field, not uncommon in 2D acoustical radiation 
problems ((63]). Even for such a simple (looking) problem as that of a plane 
wave scattered by a static compact sphere a careful approach is necessary 
to get the right results ([20]). On the other hand, only in rather rare cases, 
probably related to exceptional physical phenomena, no matching couple of 
inner and outer solutions is possible at all. 

Summarizing: matching of inner- and outer expansion plays an important 
role in the following ways: 

i) it provides information about the sequence of order (gauge) functions 
{ttk} and {.Xk} of the expansions; 

ii) it allows us to determine unknown constants of integration; 

iii) it provides a check on the consistency of the solution, giving us confi
dence in the correctness. 

8.6 Duct junction 

A very simple problem that can be solved with matched asymptotic ex
pansions is the reflection and transmission of low-frequency sound waves 
through a junction of two ducts with different diameter. The problem will 
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appear to be so simple that the apparatus of MAE could justifiably be con
sidered as a bit of an overkill. However, the method is completely analogous 
in many other duct problems, allows any extension to higher orders, and is 
therefore a good illustration. 

Consider two straight hard walled ducts with cross section A1 for x < 0, cross 
section A2 for x > 0, in some (here rather irrelevant) way joined together at 
x = 0 (Figure 8.1). Apart from a region near this junction, the ducts have 

'··,· .................. _ 

Figure 8.1 Duct junction. 

a constant cross section with a wall normal vector nwall independent of the 
axial position. 

A sound wave with potential \Oin = eiwt-ikx is incident from x = -oo. The 
wavelength is large compared to the duct diameter: 

(8.61) 

To avoid uninteresting complications, we assume that in terms of E the 
ratio AI/A2 is not close to 1 or 0: AI/A2 = 0(1), A1 =/= A2. Introduce 
dimensionless variables X kx, y :::::: yfffi, z := zfffi. Then for a 
uniform acoustic medium we have for a time harmonic scattered field <p 

(8.62) 

V<p•llwaJI == 0 at the wall. (8.63) 

In the outer region x = (X, y, z) = 0(1) we expand in powers of c: (not c:2 

as will be clear in the end) 

;p(x; c:) = <po(x) + c:<p1 (x) + c2;p2(x) + · · · (8.64) 
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and substitute in (8.62) to find that all terms are function of the axial co
ordinate X only: 

0(1) : 
8

2
<po + 8

2
<po = O} 

8y2 8z2 --+ 
V<po· Dwall = 0 

'Po = <po(X), (8.65a) 

O(c-) 
8

2
<pl + 8

2
'Pl = 0 } 

8y2 8z2 --+ 'Pl 

·v'Pl·Dwall = 0 

(8.65b) 

82<pz 82 <p2 82 <po 
0

} 'Pz cpz(X), 
8y2 + 8z2 + axz +'Po --+ 

82<po 
Vcpz·nwan = 0 axz +'Po= 0. 

(8.65c) 

This last result is obtained from integration over a cross section A def {X= 
constant} with surface IAI, and applying Gauss' theorem 

[ (82<pz 82<pz 82<po ) 
}A 8y2 + 8z2 + 8X2 +'Po ds 

= k)V<pz·Dwall) d£ + (~;~+'Po) IAI = 0. 

Evidently, this process can be continued and we obtain 

(X< 0) 

(X> 0) 

(X< 0) 

(X> 0) 

(8.66a) 

(8.66b) 

(where n ~ 1). The region X O(c-) appears to be a boundary layer, and 
we introduce 

x = X/c-, 

<I> <p(cx,y,z;c-). 
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The equation for <P becomes 

tP<P 82<P 82<P 
8x2 + 8y2 + 8z2 + c:2<P 0 (8.67) 

at the wall. (8.68) 

but now with matching conditions for x -+ -oo and x -+ +oo, i.e. X t 0 
and X t 0 of the outer solution (8.66a-8.66b): 

x -+ -oo : <P ~ 1 + Ro + c:(R1 - ix + ixRo) 

+c2 (R2 + ixR1- ~x2 - ~x2 Ro) + · · ·, 

x-+ +oo: <P ~To+ c(Tl- ixT0) + c: 2 (T2 ixT1- ~x 2To) + · · ·. 

Guided by the behaviour under matching we assume the expansion 

then 

0(1) : \72<Po = 0 --T <P0 =constant --T 1 + Ro =To 

O(c:) : \72<P1 = 0 --T <P1 not necessarily constant. 

(8.69) 

In general, the solution <P1 is difficult to obtain. However, if we are for the 
moment only interested in the global effects on reflection and transmission, 
we can again make use of Gauss' theorem. Consider a large volume V, reach
ing from x = x 1 large negative, to x = x 2 large positive (large in variable 
x but small in variable X, so that we can use the matching conditions). At 
x x1 the surface of V consists of a cross section A1, and at x = x 2 a cross 
section A2. The size of Vis denoted by IV\, the sizes of A1 and A2 by \A1I 
and \A2\· We integrate over this volume to obtain: 

so that: 

(8.70) 
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which, together with Equation (8.69), determines Ro and To fully. We con
tinue with the O(c2) term: 

Again, to obtain ([)2 is difficult in a general situation, but if we follow the 
same arguments as for ([)1 we find 

IA1j(iR1- x1 x1Ro) 

+IAzi( -iTt- xzTo) -To(xziAzl- x1IA1I + Dt) 

where nl denotes the difference, due to obvious details of the junction ge
ometry, between !VI and the sum of the two duct parts xziAzl- xdA1I· The 
aboye identity results into 

(8.71) 

This process can be continued, at least formally. For each n-th step more 
and more information of solution ([)n-z is needed. For example, the next 
step for ([)3 gives a relation for R 1 and T1 , and R2 and Tz, in terms of the 
integral (check yourself!) 

Dz = fv q;l dx- i~ (RI ix + iR0 x) dx -1x2 

(T1 - iT0 x) dx 

= iiAtiRz + iiA2ITz. 

Note that the corrections R1 and T1 are imaginary and therefore appear as a 
phase shift in the reflected and transmitted (outer-) waves. So the reflection 
and transmission amplitudes (i.e. absolute value) are given by Ro and To 
up to O(c2). 
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8. 7 Co-rotating line-vortices 

In an inviscid infinite 20 medium 
a stationary line vortex produces a 
time-independent velocity and pres
sure field. Two of such vortices, howev
er, move in each others velocity field. 
Two equally strong and equally orien
tated vortices rotate around a common 
centre, and produce a fluctuating ve
locity and pressure field (for a fixed 
observer). 

If the velocities are relatively low, this 
field will be practically incompressible. 
A small fraction of the energy, howev
er, will radiate away as sound [79], [19]. 

For a physically consistent problem (it 
is not possible in an inviscid medium 

Figure 8.2 Three co-rotating vortices. 

to change the total amount of circulation) we position at the common centre 
a third vortex with a double but opposite vortex strength. By symmetry this 
vortex will not move but of course will contribute to the rotating motion of 
the other two. 

In viscid compressible irrotational flow depending on x = r cos 0, y = r sin 0 
and t is described by 

op ot + Vt.p· v P + pV2<p = o, (8.72a) 

pV(~~ + ~IV~.pl 2) + \lp 0, (8.72b) 

p ( p )"~ 
Po= Po' 

2 dp 'YP 
c =-=-, 

dp p 
(8.72c) 

with density p, pressure p, velocity potential t.p, sound speed c and gas con
stant 'Y· Introduce the auxiliary quantity (c.f. (1.29b)) 

8t.p 1 2 
Q = -+-IV 'PI fJt 2 

(8.73) 
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then 

(constant) (8.74) 

where under the assumption that <p-+ 0 for r-+ oo the constant c0 is the far 
field sound speed. Hence 

and so 

(8.75) 

We will consider two vortices with vortex strength -r, positioned opposite 
to each other on the circle r = a, and a vortex of strength 2r at the origin 
r = 0. Their motion around each other will be incompressible as follows. 
Typical induced velocities are of the order of r /a, and we assume this to be 
small enough compared to the sound speed for locally incompressible flow: 

r 
E=-~1. 

ac0 
(8.76) 

Introduce dimensionless variables (where we keep for convenience the same 
notation): 

t := tr fa2, x xja, y := yja, <p := ~.pjr, Q := Qa2jr2. 

Equation (8. 75) is then in dimensionless form 

(8.77) 

In the inner region r 0(1), we have to leading order Laplace's equation 
for incompressible potential flow 

(8.78) 

with solution the sum 7 of the contributions of the three co-rotating vortices 

1 y 1 y-yl(t) 1 y-y2(t) 
<p =-arctan---. arctan ( ) --arctan ( ) . (8.79) 

7r X 27r X - X 1 t 27r X - X2 t 
---

7Equation (8.78) is linear. 
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The position vector x1 (t) (x 1(t),y1(t)) (and similarly x2(t)) is determined 
by the observation that a vortex is just a property of the flow and therefore 
the velocity x1 (t) must be equal to the induced velocity of the other vortices 
at X= x1 : 

dx1 1 Y1- Y2 1 Y1 (8.80) 
dt 27r (x-1- x2)2 + (Yt- Y2F 7r xi+ Yt 
dyl 1 X!- X2 1 Xl 

(8.81) 
dt 27r (x1 - x2) 2 + (Yt 

+-
Y2) 2 1r xi+ yf' 

From symmetry x2 -x1. Apart from an irrelevant phase shift the solution 
along th~drcle lxl = 1 is given by 

cos(~wt), Y1 sinawt), where 

Solution (8.79) can now be written as 

1 .a 1 ( r2 sin 2{} - sin wt ) 
<p = -v - -arctan . 

1r 21r r2 cos 2{) - cos wt 

3 
w=-. 

27r 
(8.82) 

(8.83) 

For matching with the outer field we need the behaviour of inner solution <p 

for r---+ oo: 

(r---+ oo). (8.84) 

For the outer region we first observe that the time scale is dictated by 
the source, so this is the same everywhere. Then, if we scale f = <5(c:)r, it 
follows from matching with Equation (8.84) that <p 0(82). A significant 
degeneration of (8.77) is obtained if 8 = c:, when V2<p and (J2~.pf8t2 balance 
each other. Together we have: 

r = f/c 

<p = c2(/; 

Q = c2 ( 81{; + ~c4IV <P12) c:2Q 
8t 2 

which gives 

(8.85a) 

(8.85b) 

(8.85c) 

(8.86) 
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To leading order, t.p satisfies the wave equation 

(8.87) 

with outward radiation conditions for f--+ oo (no source at infinity), and a, 

condition of matching with (8.84) for f ~ 0. This matching condition says 
that, on the scaJe of the outer solution, the inner solution behaves like a 
harmonic point source <X e2iwt at f = 0, with properties to be determined. 

Relevant point source solutions are 

(8.88) 

with HA2
) a Hankel function (Appendix C), and order n and amplitude A 

to be determined. For matching it is necessary that the behaviour for f ~ 0 
coincides with (8.84): 

c2 Re{-A (n :-.1)! (~)n eiwt-int9}"' sin(wt- 219) 
m wr 21rr2 (8.89) 

(if n ~ 1). Clearly, there is no other possibility than n 2, and hence 
A - ~w2 • Note that this order 2 indicates an acoustic field equivalent to 
that of a rotating lateral quadrupole. In dimensional variables the acoustic 
far field is given by 

rM3
1
2 (a )112 ( ) 

<p '::::!.. 
2 

1rr cos Q(t- rjc0 )- 219 + t11' . 

where frequency Q and vortex Mach number M are given by 

0.= wr 3r 
21l'a2' 

M 
Qa 

2co 

(8.90) 

We see that for fixed fJ the waves radiate outwards ( r - c0t constant), for 
fixed r the waves rotate with positive orientation ( fJ - ~Qt constant), and 
at a fixed time t the wave crests are localized along spirals ( r + 2flco/O. 
constant). This may be compared with a rotating lawn sprinkler. 

The outward radiating time-averaged energy flux or intensity is found from 
Equation (8.90) to be 

I= ~11'pocgM7 ;. (8.91) 
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This functional dependence on U7 in 2D is to be compared with the U8-law 
of Lighthill for turbulence noise (Equation 6.73), and forms a confirmation 
of the estimates for turbulence in the Lighthill analogy. 

We have now obtained the solution to leading order. Higher orders may be 
constructed in a similar fashion, but we will limit ourselves to the present 
one. For higher orders more and more equivalent far fields of higher order 
multipoles will appear. 

We finally note that from a simple calculation the outward radiated 2D 
power is equal to ~6 rr 2p0c~aM7 • Strictly speaking, this amount of energy 
per time leaks away from the total energy of the system of vortices (which 
scales on p0r2), and we could try to include a small decay in time of the 
vortex strength r. This is, however, impossible in the present model, because 
the vortex is too singular to be integrable, and the total energy is infinite. 

Exercise 

a) In a hot desert, a man is giving a speech to an audience. The mouth of 
the man and the ears of the audience are at a height of y = h 1.5 m 
above the flat ground, given by y = 0. The ground is so hot compared 
to the air that a vertically stratified uniform temperature profile is 
established in the air. We assume for the region relevant here that this 
profile corresponds to a sound speed which is linear in y. The sound 
speed profile is given by: c(y) = c0 (1- c:y), where c0 360 m/s and 
£ 2~0 m -l. Since the sound speed gradient is negative the sound 
waves are refracted upwards and will disappear into the air. Under 
the assumptions that the man speaks loud enough, that a typical wave 
length is small enough for ray acoustics to be applicable, and that we 

·only consider rays that skim along the ground, what is the largest 
distance over which the man can be heard? 
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Being a fluid mechanical phenomenon itself, an acoustic wave may be greatly 
affected by mean flow effects like convection, refraction in shear, coupling 
with vorticity, scattering by turbulence, and many others. Although we have 
to limit ourselves, some of the more important ones will be considered briefly 
here. 

9.1 Moving point source and Doppler shift 

Consider a point (volume) source of strength Q(t) (the volume flux), moving 
subsonically along the path x = X 8 (t) in a uniform acoustic medium. The 
generated sound field is described by 

2 1 lPp 8 { ( ) } \7 p- c5 {)t2 = -po at Q(t)6 X- Xs(t) . • 

Using the free f}eld Green's function (Equation (6.39) or Appendix D) 

1 ( lx-yl) G(x,tly,r)= 
4 2 l l6 t-r- , 

1rc0 X- y Co 

the solution for potential <.p, with p = -p08~.pj8t, is given by 

<.p(x,t)= _2_1oo Q(r) . 6(t-r-lx-xs(r)l)dr. 
4rr -oo lx- X 8 (r)l Co 

Using the 6-function integral (3.23) 

1
00 f(ti) 

-oo f(t)6(g(t)) dt =I: jg'(ti)l, (summed over the 
zeros of g: g(ti) = 0) 

(9.1) 

(9.2) 

(9.3) 

this representation is very elegantly ([29]) reduced to the Lienard-Wiechert 
potential ([56, p.127]) 

<.p(x, t) (9.4) 
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Re = lx Xs(te)l =distance between source and 
observer at emission time te, 

te = the solution of lx- Xs(te)l = co(t- te), 

(x- Xs(te)) ·X~(te) 
colx- x.,(te)l 

(9.5) 

(9.6) 

(9.7) 

where x~ denotes the derivative of Xs to its argument. Note that a gen
eralization to supersonic motion of the source would involve (in general) a 
summation, according to (9.3), over more than one solution. of Equation 9.6. 
It is instructive to identify the geometrical meaning of the various parts: 

Me= lx~(te)l = the Mach number of the source at emission time; 
co 

{) e = the angle between the direction of emission and the source path 
at emission time. 

X- X 8 (t) 
lx- Xs(t)l 

the unit normal vector from source to observer; 

,:t ~:~I = the unit normal vector in the direction of the source velocity; 

The quantities te, Re, Me and te are functions of time t, so that from the 
identities 

dte 1 
dt- 1- Mecos{)e' 

dRe coMe cos {Je 
dt 1 Me COS{) e ' 

we finally have 

(x- Xs) ·X~ - lx~l 2 

co(1 - Me cos {)e) ' 

(9.8) 
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A typical effect of the motion is that both the pressure and the potential 
fields are increased by the "Doppler factor" (1 Me cos fle)- 1

, but not with 
the same power. Furthermore, more Doppler factors appear for higher order 
multi pole sources. (See for a penetrating discussion Crighton [20].) 

. The name "Doppler factor" comes from the application for harmonic sources. 
Assume 

with frequency w0 so high that we can define an instantaneous frequency w 
for an observer of (9.8) at position x: 

d wo 
w(t) = dt (wote) = . 

1- Mecosfle 
(9.9) 

This describes the well-known Doppler shift of frequency wo due to motion. 
Expression (9.8) is quite general. The more common forms are for a straight 
source path with constant velocity: 

X 8 (t) = (Vt, 0, 0) 

in which case Me is constant and x~ = 0. 

Analogous to the above point volume source, or monopole, we can deduce 
the field of a moving point force, or dipole. For this we return to the original 
linearized gas dynamics equations in p, v, and p with external force F(t)<S(x
Xs(t)), and eliminate p and v to obtain: 

\l
2
p :5 ~:; =V·{F(t)8(x-x8 (t))}. (9.10) 

Following the same lines as in the monopole problem we have the solution 

p(x, y, z, t) 1 \l ( F(te) ) 
-4rr 'Re(1-Mecos8e) 

(9.11) 

Here we see that a rotating force is not the same as a rotating \l·F -field, 
since te = te(x, y, z, t). By relatively elementary analysis we derive: 

X- X 8 

(x- Xs) ·X~- co!x- xs!- coRe 

\l Re = -co \lte 
I 

\l(ReMe cos8e) = xs - 2 · ( x- Xs (J ) ((x X8 ) ·X~- !x~l 2) 
Co coRe 1 - Me cos e 
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so that we have the general expression for a moving point force: 

p(x, y, z, t) = 
1 

(F'(te) • (x X 8 (te))- F(te) ·X~(te)) 
47rcoR~(l- Me cos8e) 2 

+ F(te) · (x- X8 (te)) (l _ M2 + (x- Xs(te)) ·X~(te)). (9.12) 
41rR~(l-Mecos8e)3 e . c5 

9.2 Rotating monopole and dipole 

As an application of the previous section we investigate the far field of 
a subsonically rotating and translating monopole and dipole. This would 
crudely model, with appropriate source strengths, the thickness noise and 
lift noise of a propeller blade. 

,X 

.... z y··--·· 

Figure 9.1 Trajectory of point, moving along spiralling path x,(t). 

For the point, rotating in the x, y-plane along a circle of radius a with fre
quency w, and translating along the z-axis with constant velocity U (Figure 
9.1): 

Xs(t) = (acoswt, asinwt, Ut) 

we have in co-moving spherical coordinates 

x= (x,y,z), x=rcos8cos¢, y=rsinOcos¢, z=rsin¢>+Ut 
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the relations 

(x- X8 (t)) ·x~(t) = awr cos ¢sin(8 wt) + Ursin¢ 

(x- Xs(t))·x~(t) = -aw2rcos<f>cos(8- wt) + a2w2 

Me= JM:; + M'j;., where M,. = wa, MF = U. 
co co 

The ''far field" denotes the asymptotic behaviour for (a/r) -+ 0. Since 

co(t te) = lx · X 8 (te)l = (r2
- 2arcos<f>cos(8- wte) + a2

)
112 

a 
:::: r(l cos<f>cos(O- wte)) 

r 

we have for ajr-+ 0 

r ( a a
2 

) te=t 1--cos<f>cos(8-wt+kr)+0(2) 
~ r r 

where k = wjc(). With this we find: 

McosOe 

X 8 ( te) I :::: r ( 1 - ~ cos ¢cos( 8 - wt + kr)) 

(x- X8 (te)) ·X~(te) 
colx- xs(te)l 

= M cos<f>sin(O- wt + kr) (1 + O(afr)) 

Altogether in Equation (9.8): 

(9.13) 

p(x,y,z,t) qopoco ( 2 (x- Xs) ·X~) 
4 R2(1- M 8 )3 M cos Be- M + 2 

1r e cos e c0 

qopoco 
~--~------~~~--------~ 
- 47rr2(1 M cos¢sin(O- wt + kr))3 

x(Mcos¢sin(8-wt+kr) -M2 ~cos¢cos(8 wt+kr)) 

qopocoM2 cos<f>cos(O- wt + kr) 
~- 47rar(1 M cos¢sin(O- wt + kr))3 (9·

14
) 

So in spite ofthe dQ(t)jdt 0, we do have a 0(1/r) decay, and indeed a 
harmonic signal. Note the 2-lobe radiation pattern, i.e. 2 maxima perpen
dicular to the axis of rotation where cos¢= 1, and minima in the direction 
of the axis where cos¢ 0. 
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Figure 9.2 Time history of spiralling point source and point force. 

For the far field of a rotating point force, we take a very simple model for a 
propeller. We assume the propeller to be concentrated in one point (this is 
a plausible approximation for the lowest harmonics) by a point force equal 
to the blade thrust force (the pressure jump across the blade integrated 
over the blade), in a direction perpendicular to the blade. Furthermore, the 
blade surface will practically coincide with the screw plane described by the 
effective velocity field V = Uex- wae1J. 

So we have a force 

F(t) = JU2 ; (na) 2 (U sin wt, -U coswt, wa) (9.15) 

In Figure 9.2 plots are made of the time history of the sound pressure gener
ated by the above point source and point force, for the following parameters: 
U = 145, co= 316, a= 1.28, w = 17 ·21r, fo = 1075, po = 1.2, qo = 1, for a.n 
observer moving with and in the plane of the source at a. distance x0 = 2.5. 
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9.3 Silent vorticity 

The field of a moving point source may be entirely acoustical, with essentially 
no other than convection effects. It is, however, possible, and physically 
indeed usual, that a fluctuating moving line force generates a surface or sheet 
of trailing vorticity. This vorticity is generated in addition of the acoustic 
field and is itself also of acoustic order, but, apart from some coupling effects, 
silent. Typical examples are (the trailing edge of) a fluctuating wing, a 
propeller blade, or a flag pole in the wind. The amount of generated vorticity 
is not a priori known but depends on details of the vortex shedding process 
(compare with Kutta condition), usuaHy not included in an acoustic model. 
Indeed, this vorticity solution comes into the problem as an eigensolution as 
soon as continuity of the potential along mean flow streamlines is released 
as condition. A potential discontinuity corresponds to a vortex sheet. 

Although convected vorticity is silent (it exists without pressure fluctua
tions) its presence may still be acoustically important. Near a solid surface 
(typically the surface from which the vorticity is shed) the velocity corre
sponding to the free vorticity cannot exist as the field has to satisfy the van
ishing normal velocity condition. This induces a fluctuating pressure along 
the surface which radiates out as sound, apparently from the surface but of 
course really the vorticity is the source. Examples are the whistling sound 
produced by a thin pipe or wire in the wind (aeolian sound), and the trailing 
edge noise- as far as it is due to shed-vorticity from a blunt-edged airfoil. 
See for example [102]. 

We will not consider the generation process here in detail, but only indicate 
the presence of the eigensolution for a distinct source far upstream. 

Consider in a 2D medium a uniform mean flow (U, 0) with velocity per
turbations Vcp and pressure perturbations p small enough for linearization. 
Bernoulli's equation and the mass conservation equation become then 

8cp 8cp 
Po7ft + poU ax + p = 0, 

8p 8p 2 2 
8t + u ax + PoCo" cp 0 

cp -t 0 for IYI -t oo . 

(9.16a) 

(9.16b) 

(9.16c) 

This may be combined to a wave equation, although the hydrodynamic 
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field is more easily recognized in the present form 1• Possible eigensolutions 
(solutions without source) for the free field problem (no solid objects) are 
given by 

p(x,y,t) 0 

cp(x, y, t) = f(x- Ut, y) 

\72 f(x, y) = 0. 

(9.17a) 

(9.17b). 

(9.17c) 

for suitable functions f(x, y). A non-trivial solution f decaying both for 
y -+ oo and y -+ -oo is not possible if f is continuous, but if we allow f to 
be discontinuous along, say, y = 0 (any surface parallel to the mean flow is 
possible), of course under the additional conditions at y = 0 of a continuous 
pressure p and continuous vertical velocity 8cpj8y, then we may find with 
Fourier transformation 

cp(x, t) = i: F(a:) sign(y)e-aiyl-ia(x-Ut) do:. (9.18) 

This discontinuity relates to a concentrated layer of vorticity (vortex sheet), 
and is a typical (hydrodynamic) phenomenon of acoustics with mean flow. 
The shedding of vorticity (on the scale of the linear acoustics) would not 
occur without mean flow. 

For a harmonic force (for example, a Von Karman vortex street modelled 
by an undulating vortex sheet) with frequency w we have only one wave 
number a:= w/U in the problem: 

cp(x, t) = F0 sign(y) exp(iwt- i ~x ~ IYI). (9.19) 

1 Equations (9.16a,9.16b) may be combined. to the convected wave equation 

c~\72 <p - ( 'Ptt + 2U 'Pxt + U 2 
IP:r:x) = 0 

which reduces under the Prandtl-Glauert transformation <p(x, y, t) = tf;(X, y, T) with X= 
x/{3, T f3t+ Mx/co/3, M = U/c0 , f3 = ,j(l- M2

) to the ordinary wave equation for t/J, 
and a pressure given by p = -Po ( tPT + U t/J x) / f3. 

In this way we may obtain from any no-flow solution t/J a solution to the problem with 
flow. However, care should be taken. 

An integrable singularity in \71/J, as would occur at a sharp edge, corresponds without 
flow to a finite pressure. With flow it corresponds to a singular pressure (from the t/Jx
term). If this is physically unacceptable, for example if the edge is a trailing edge and 
the sound field induces the shedding of vorticity, a Kutta condition of finite pressure is 
required and the solution is to be modified to include the field of the shed vorticity (a 
discontinuous <p ). 
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This important parameter w /U is called the "hydrodynamic wave number". 
Together with a suitable length scale L it yields the dimensionless number 
wL/U called "Strouhal number". 

It may be noted that this hydrodynamic field has an averaged intensity, 
directed in x-direction, equal to (note that p 0) 

1 18t,pl2 w2 "'I I (I. ex)= 2U Po Bx = U2!Fol2e-2u Y. 

The total power output in flow direction is then 

w 2 
uiFol · (9.20) 

In the case of an acoustic field (for example the field that triggered the 
vortices associated to the hydrodynamic field) the intensity has a non-zero 
component in y-direction, and in addition to the purely hydrodynamic power 
(9.20) some acoustic energy disappears into, or appears from, the vortex 
sheet y = 0 ([64],[102],(47][38]). 

9.4 Refraction in shear flow 

The propagation of sound waves in the atmosphere is greatly affected by 
wind. For example, the communication between two people, one downstream 
and one upstream, is not symmetric. The one upstream is easier to under
stand for the one downstream than the other way around. This is not because 
the wind "carries. the waves faster", but it is due to refraction by the wind 
gradient (the atmospheric boundary layer). This is seen as follows ([ 68]). 

Consider the acoustic wave equations (2.48a-2.48c) for sound in an arbitrary 
mean flow. We assume the sound field to be time harmonic with a frequency 
high enough to adopt a ray approximation. The small parameter is now the 
ratio c0 fwL, with L a typical length scale for variations in the mean flow 
velocity v0 • Similar to the foregoing chapter we introduce 

p, p, v, s = P(x), R(x), V(x), S(x) X eiwt-iwr(x) 

which are substituted in (2.48a-2.48c), to obtain to leading order S 
P c6R, and an eikonal equation for the phase function r: 

0, 

2 1 ( )2 I'Vrl = 2 1- Vo· 'Vr . 
co 

(9.21) 
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U(z) 

Figure 9.3 Refraction in shear flow. 

This equation is similar to Equation (8.43). By rewriting Equation (9.21) 
as ~c51Vrl 2/(1- Vo· \lr)- HI- Vo· \lr) = 0 and using Theorem (8.1), the 
characteristic variable is just the time t, and we have 

r(x) t 

along the ray x = x(t), given by2 

dx \lr 
dt = vo + col\lrl' (9.22a) 

d 
dt \lr = - \lvo· \lr- IVrl\lco 

if the sound speed c0 is uniform. (9.22b) 

For a simple parallel flow in x-direction, varying only in z: 

vo(x) (Uo(z), 0, 0) 

this becomes 

d (8r) d (8r) 
dt ax = dt 8y = o, (9.23a) 

(9.23b) 
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So, if we start with for example a vertical wave front 1' oc x, then a positive 
wind shear (dU jdz > 0) will decrease the z-component {)r j{)z. In other 
words, the rays will bend towards the low wind-speed regions. Propagating 
with the wind, the waves bend down and remain near the ground; against 
the wind they bend up and disappear in the free space. 

Exercises 

Evaluate the expressions for the acoustic field of the propeller of Equa
tion 9.15 and find the approximation for the far field. What can you 
tell about the typical lobes in the radiation pattern? 
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A Integral conservation laws 

A.l Introduction 

The integral conservation laws are more general than the conservation laws 
in differential form because they can be applied to flows with discontinu
ous properties. The flows which we consider are furthermore in general un
steady and compressible. The derivation of the conservation laws for mass, 
momentum and energy is found in such general form in the excellent books 
of Owczarek [89] and Thompson [121]. We give here only a summary of the 
basic formulae. 

A.2 Reynolds transport theorem 

Conservation laws such as mass conservation are most easily understood 
when they are applied to a volume = V(xi, t) (enclosed by the surface 
S = S(xi, t)) which is bonded to the fluid. We call this a material volume. 
The concept is relevant because we can consider a fluid particle with a large 
amount of molecules which is small compared to the macroscopic scales 
in the problem. For a certain time (diffusion controlled) the particle keeps 
its identity (can be labelled). For an arbitrary single-valued scalar function 
F = F(xi, t) (denoting any property of the fluid) with continuous derivatives 
the following integral relation holds: 

:t JJJ FdV = JJJ (~; + (\7·v)F) dV 
v v 

JJJ ~; dV + JJ Fv·ndS. (A.1) 

v 
This theorem, known as Reynolds' Transport Theorem, is used to translate 
integral conservation laws into differential conservation laws. 



284 A Integral conservation laws 

A.3 Conservation laws 

Mass conservation ( F = p): 

:tIff pdV = o. (A.2) 

v 

Momentum conservation (F = pvi): 

(A.3) 

Energy conservation (F = p(e + ~v2 ), v2 = ViVi): 

:t JJJ p(e + ~v2) dV 
v 

= JJJ fividV- JJ PijVjnidS -IJ qmidS. (A.4) 
v s s 

For an arbitrary control volume V*(t) with surface S*(t), and where b is 
the local velocity of S*, Reynolds theorem becomes: 

(A.5) 

Applying (A.2) and (A.5) with F p we find: 

:t JJJ pdV JJJ ~ dV + J J pbinidS (A.6) 

V* V• S* 

JJJ ~ dV = jj pvinidS. (A.7) 

v 
At a given instant V* coincides with a given material volume V, hence (A.7) 
can be used to eliminate the first integral on the right-hand side of (A.6) to 
obtain: 

(A.8) 
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This can be applied to any volume V* and in particular to a fixed volume 
(bi = 0). In a similar way we have for the momentum: 

:t Jjj pvidV + J J pvi(Vj- bj)nj dS 
v• s• 

and for the energy: 

:t jjj p(e + ~v2 ) dV + j j p(e + ~v2)(vi- bi)ni dS 
V* ~ 

For the entropy s we further find: 

where the equality is valid when the processes in the flow are reversible. 
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B Order of magnitudes: 0 and o. 

In many cases it is necessary to indicate in a com pact way the behaviour 
of some function f(x), of variable or parameter x, as x tends to some limit 
(finite or infinite). The usual way to do this is by comparing with a simpler 
function g(x). For this we have the order symbols 0 and o. When f is 
comparable with or dominated by g, we have the 0-notation: 

f(x) = O(g(x)) as x-+ a 

means, that there is a constant C and an 
interval (a - h, a + h) such that for all 
x E (a- h, a+ h): lf(x)l::; Clg(x)!. 

(B.l) 

When x .j.. a the interval is one-sided: (a, a + h); similarly for x t a. For the 
behaviour at infinity we have 

f(x) = O(g(x) as x-+ oo 

means, that there is a constant C and an 
interval (x0 , oo) such that for all x E (x0 , oo): 
lf(x)l ::; Clg(x)l. 

(B.2) 

Similarly for x -+ -oo. When it clear from the context that the interval is 
one-sided, the notation x-+ ... is also used. 

Often, but not always, it is tacitly understood that the estimate is "sharp", 
i.e. 

f(x) O(g(x)) implies lim f(x)jg(x) f. 0. 
x-+a 

When f is essentially smaller than g we have the o-notation: 

f(x) = o(g(x) as x-+ a 

. f(x) 
means, that hm ---:--( ) = 0, 

x-+a g X 

· with obvious generalizations to x .j.. a, x -+ oo, etc. 

(B.3) 



C Bessel functions 

Bessel's equation for integer m 

d2y 1 dy ( m2
). -+ -+ 1-- y=O dx2 x dx x2 

(C.1) 

has two independent solutions [125],[1],[32],[37}. Standardized forms are 

Jm(x), ordinary Bessel function of the 1st kind, (C.2a) 

Nm(x), ordinary Bessel function of the 2nd kind. (C.2b) 

Jm is regular in x = 0; Nm is singular in x = 0 with branch cut along x < 0; 
form> 0 is: 

oo ( -1)k(!x)m+2k E k!(m+k)! 

Nm(x) = 1 ~ (m-~- 1)! (!x)-m+2k 
7r k=O • 

(C.3) 

2 
+-log(!x)Jm(x) (C.4) 

1r 

1 oo (-1)k(lx)m+2k 
- 7r {; { ,P(k + 1) + 'ljl(m + k + 1)} k!(m2+ k)! 

· n-l 1 
with '!f1(1) = -7, 'ljl(n) = -7 + L k' 

'Y 0.577215664901532 

Jm(-x) = (-1)mJm(x), 

Nm( -x) { ( -1)m(Nm(x)- 2iJm(x) ), 

( -1) m ( N m (X) + 2 iJ m (X)) , 

J_m(x) = (-l)mJm(x), 

N_m(x) = ( -1)m Nm(x). 

k=l 

O<arg(x ):5rr, 

-rr<arg(x):::;o. 

(C.5) 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 

(C.8) 
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Other common independent sets of solutions are the Hankel functions 

Hg)(x) = Jm(x) + iNm(x), 

H$;l(x) = Jm(x) iNm(x). 

Related are the modified Bessel functions of the 1st and 2nd kind 

satisfying 

(C.9a) 

(C.9b) 

(C.ll) 

Im is regular in x = 0, Km is singular in x = 0 with branch cut along x < 0. 

Im(-x) (-l)mlm(x) 

(
- ) _ {( -1)m Km(x) + 11"ilm(x), 

Km X-
( -1) m K m (X) - 1riJ m (X) 1 

Lm(x) = lm(x), 

K_m(x) = Km(x). 

Wronskians (with prime 1 denoting derivative): 

O<arg( x)::; 1r, 

-1l"<arg(x)$0, 

Jm(x)N:n(x)- Nm(x)J:n(x) = 2j1rx 

Hg_)(x)Hf;)!(x)- H$;)(x)Hg_h(x) = -4ij1rx 

Im(x)K:n(x)- Km(x)I:n(x) -1/x 

Jm(x)Nm+l(x)- Nm(x)Jm+l(x) = -2j1rx 

Im(x)Km+l(x) + Km(x)Im+I(x) = 1/x 

Important properties are: 

(C.12) 

(C.13) 

(C.14) 

(C.15) 

(C.16) 

(C.17) 

(C.l8) 

(C.19) 

(C.20) 

(x-+ 0), (C.21) 
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Jm(x) ~ (~nx)-t cos(x 

No(x) ~ 2log(x)/rr, 

!m,. 1,.) 
2 " 4,. ' 

Nm(x) ~ -(m- 1)! (!x)-m j1r, 

Nm(x)'""' (!nx)-t sin(x- !m1r- irr), 

Hd1
'
2)(x) ~ ±2ilog(x)/n, 

H~'2)(x) ~ =t=i(m- l)!(!x)-m j1r, 

289 

(!xi-+ oo), (C.22) 

(x--+ 0), (C.23) 

(X --+ 0), (C.24) 

H~'2)(x) ~ (!rrx)-t exp[±i(x- !m1r ~rr)], 

Im(x) ~ {!x)m /m!, 

(!xi-+ oo), (C.25) 

(x--+ 0), (C.26) 

(x--+ 0), (C.27) 

(ixl--+ oo), (C.28) 

(x--+ 0), (C.29) 
1 

lm(x):::::: (2nx)-2ex, 

Ko(x):::::: log(x), 

Km(x) ~ !(m- 1)! (!x)-m, 

(!xi-+ oo, I arg(x)i < !1r), (C.30) 

(x--+ 0), (C.31) 

(x--+ 0), (C.32) 

(lxi--+ oo, I arg(x)i < ~1r). (C.33) 

Jm(x) and J:n(x) have an infinite number of real zeros, all of which are 
simple with the possible exception of x = 0. The fl-th positive (1= 0) zeros 
are denoted by jmJ.t and j:nJ.t respectively, except that x 0 is counted as 
the first zero of J~: j~1 0. It follows that ib,J.t = it,J.t-1· 

Asymptotically the zeros behave like 

jmJ.t ~ (fl + !m- t)n + O(p-1
) (fl--+ 00) (C.34a) 

j:r.JL ~ (p + !m- ~)1r + O(p-1
) (fl--+ oo) (C.34b) 

j:r.1 ~ m + 0.8086 m1
/
3 + O(m-113) (m--+ oo). (C.34c) 

Not only asymptotically but in general it is true that j:n1 ~ m. 

Important recurrence relations are 

Jm-1 (x) + Jm+l (x) = 2~Jm(x), 

Jm-l(x)- Jm+l(x) = 2J:n(x), 

Nm_I(x) + Nm+I(x) 2:' Nm(x), 

Nm-l(x)- Nm+l(x) = 2N:n(x), 

(C.35) 

(C.36) 

(C.37) 

(C.38) 
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21:,. (x), 

lm-I(x)- lm+l(x) = 2:;-Im(x), 

I<m-1(x) + I<m+l(x) = -2K:r,(x), 

Km-l(x)- Km+l(x) -2:;- I<m(x). 

In particular: 

JMx) = -J1(x), N~(x) = -N1(x), 
lb(x) = h(x), I<b(x) = -I<t(x). 

Relations involving integrals: 

J xCm(ax)Cm(tJx) dx 

(C.39) 

(C.40) 

(C.41) 

(C.42) 

(C.43) 

= a 2 : tJ2 {f1Cm(ax)c:n (,6x) - ac:n (ax)Cm(f3x) }, (C.44) 

j xCm(ax)2 dx = Hx2 m2ja2)Cm(ax)2 + tx2C:r,(ax?, (C.45) 

where Cm is any linear combination of Jm, Nm, H$;) and H!;>, 

J xVm(ax)Vm(f1x) dx 

a 2 -=._x /1 2 {11Vm(ax)V:rJf1x) av:n(ax)Vm(f1x) }, (C.46) 

j xVm(ax) 2dx t(x2 + m 2ja2)Vm(ax)2 - !x2V~(ax) 2 , (C.47) 

where Vm is any linear combination of Im and Km, 

!orr eixcos!? cos(mD) dO 1rim Jm(x), {C.48) 

{'X> ~e-hlziJo(ea) da = e-~kr' {-r=vfk2- a2, Im('y)s;o, (C.49) 
lo 7 -Ir r=J e2 + z2, k>O, i: e±ixcoshy dy = ±7riHdl,2\x), (C.50) 

1
00 

.!_e-iax-hiYI da 1rH~2)(kr), {I=Vk~- a:, Im(-y)s;o1 (C.5l) 
-oo I r=Jx + y 1 k>O, 

Jf_
oo 1 . -ikr {-y=yk2 

- a 2 
- /12

1 

-e-iax-i~y-hlzl dad/3 = 21T-e -.-1 Im('y)<O, k>O, (C.52) 
oo I -lr _I 2 2 - r=v x 2 + y + z 1 
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Joo-iO H(2)( / ) iwtd - 4' H(t- rjc) 
0 wr c e w- 1, 

-oo-iO yt2 - r 2 jc2 

roo xJo(xr) dx = { ~uiHa1)(kr) (Im(k) > 0), 

lo x2 k2 -t1riH62)(kr) (Im(k) < 0), 

roo Jo(o:x) sin(,Bx) dx = H(I,Bj-.jo:l) 1 

lo J,B2 _ o:2 

roo Jo( o:x) cos(j3x) dx = H (Ia!- I,BI) 1 

lo Jo:2 _ j32 

100 

N0 (o:x) sin(,Bx) dx 

1
2 1 . (,B) -.

1 
arcsm -

1r v o:2 - ,82 0: 

= 2 1 (j3 ~) 
1r J ,82 - o:2 log a -v ~ - 1 

1
00 

N, (o:x) cos(Rx) dx = - H(I,BI- jo:l) 
0 fJ JR2 2 1 

0 fJ -0: 

100 <5 ( 0: ,B) 
xJm(o:x)Jm(,Bx) dx = .j(ifJ 

0 o:,B 

1oo 2 1 (,B)m xNm(o:x)Jm(f3x) dx =- 2 /32 -
0 11"0: - 0: 

Some useful relations involving series are 

00 

eixcos-e = I: imJm(x)eim-e, 
m=-oo 

00 

Jo(kR) L eim('!9-r,p)Jm(kr)Jm(ke), 
m=-oo 

(o:2 2:: ,B2), 

(o:2:::; ,B2), 

(o:,,B > 0), 

(Prine. Val.). 

where: R2 = r 2 + e2
- 2recos('l? <p). 
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(C.53) 

(C.54) 

(C.55) 

(C.56) 

(C.57) 

(C.58) 

(C.59) 

(C.60) 

(C.61) 

(C.62) 
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C Bessel functions 
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Figur-e- C.l Bessel function J.,(x) as function of order and argument. 
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D :Free field Green's functions 

Some relevant Green's functions for Laplace's equation, the reduced wave 
equation (Helmholtz's equation), the wave equation, and the diffusion equa
tion (heat equation) are summarized in the table below for 1-, 2- 1 and 
3-dimensional infinite space. The boundary conditions applied are (depend
ing on the equation): symmetry, the function or its derivative vanishing 
at infinity, outward radiating (assuming a eiwt convention) and causality 
(vanishing before t = 0). 

i 

Equation 1-D I 2-D 3-D 

V2G = 8(x) 
1 1 1 
-lxl -logR -
2 27r 47rr 

V2G + k2G = 8(x) _!_e-iklxl ~H~2)(kR) 
e-ikr 

---
2k 41rr 

&2G 
..!:_H(t 1 H(t- Rjc) 8(t- rjc) 

{)t2 - c2V2G = 8(x)8(t) 
2c 

lxl/c) 27rc2 Jt2 - R2 / c2 47rc2r 

{)G H(t) e-x2 /4crt H(t) e-R
2

/4cd H(t) e-r2 f4at 
7ft - a'V2G = c5(x)8(t) 

(47rat)l/2 47rat (47rat)312 

Notation: R = Jx2 + y2, r = Jx2 + y2 + z2. 
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